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PREFACE

Volume 69 of Advances in Inorganic Chemistry explores the latest trends and

research results in the versatile and expanding area of Polyoxometalate

Chemistry. Polyoxometalates are not only an extraordinary class of inor-

ganic molecules with a vast range of structures, they have a seemingly never

ending set of possible applications and yet still challenge our fundamental

ideas of structure and bonding in inorganic chemistry. Their extraordinary

potential today is matched by their history, and the growth of poly-

oxometalate cluster science has been made possible by advances in crystal-

lography, mass spectroscopy, and NMR.

In Chapter 1, Cronin and coworkers give an overview of the state of the

art in understanding the assembly of polyoxometalate clusters. Given that

polyoxometalate clusters span a large range of metal ion nuclearity and size,

understanding the mechanism of assembly is a really big challenge. Indeed,

how do local structure and bonding rules translate beyond a few atoms to the

hundreds of heavy atoms found in a molybdenum cluster ring? Insight to this

process is given along with an overview of how dynamic assembly and the

self-organization of clusters across length scales is now being investigated.

In Chapter 2, the theme of assembly is continued beyond the supermolecule

by Liu whereby the formation of polyoxometalate blackberries, i.e., super

macroion interactions, is explored. This contribution shows how poly-

oxometalate colloids with extraordinary properties and functions can be

fashioned and also demonstrates that there are new guiding principles

responsible for the structuring of gigantic macroanions. In Chapter 3,

Neumann explores electron transfer reactions of metal oxide clusters and

shows howmolecular design can lead to reactivity control and small-molecule

activation. The design of metal oxide catalysts and photo- and electrosystems

is a very important emerging area in this context. In Chapter 4, Casey

summarizes recent work exploring oxygen–isotope exchange and metastable

dissociation in oxides. The kinetics here provides a great insight into how

metal oxides can form clusters across the periodic table not only Mo, W,

but also of Nb. In Chapter 5, Hill and coworkers concentrate on the explo-

sion of work exploring polyoxometalate-based water oxidation catalysts

(WOCs) and describe the synthesis, structure, and kinetic properties of a

range of extremely good WOCs and also explain the prospects that under-

standing WOC might be important in the development of earth-abundant

xi



development of polyoxometalates as active components in solar-fuel produc-

tion. This theme is continued in Chapter 6 by Poblet and coworkers who

describe the detailed behavior of a specific POM-cobalt oxide WOC system.

In Chapter 7, Song and colleagues broaden the catalyst for energy theme to

energy storage and sensors describing how POMs are being used as active

components in electrode materials for batteries and electrochemical sensors.

In Chapter 8, Coronado and coworkers outline an ambitious plan for the

use of magnetic polyoxometalate clusters as spin qubits. Driven by the discov-

ery of POM-based single ion magnets, this is likely to become a major area of

electronic nanotechnology, andChapter 9 byK€ogerler and coworkers expand
this to both spintronics and single-molecule electronics explaining how new

types of switching behavior could lead to fundamentally new types of com-

puting systems. Finally in Chapter 10, Errington describes the fascinating

developments in nonaqueous polyoxometalate synthesis and shows that

hydrolysis, protonation, and reduction can be explored in organic solvents.

Here, again POMs have something unique to offer both in terms of structure,

mechanism, and reactivity.

We Editors are very excited by this collection of important research

chapters and are grateful to the authors for their effort in producing such

engaging, exciting, and cutting-edge chapters. This surely will be an impor-

tant resource for the expanding number of researchers tempted to explore

the riches of polyoxometalate cluster science.

R. VAN ELDIK

Editor of Advances in Inorganic Chemistry

Emeritus Professor of Inorganic Chemistry,

University of Erlangen–Nuremberg, Germany

Professor of Inorganic Chemistry,

Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland

L. CRONIN

Co-Editor of this volume

Regius Professor of Chemistry,

University of Glasgow, United Kingdom

December 2016
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CHAPTER ONE

Exploring Self-Assembly and the
Self-Organization of Nanoscale
Inorganic Polyoxometalate Clusters
H.N. Miras, D.-L. Long, L. Cronin1
WestCHEM, School of Chemistry, The University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom
1Corresponding author: e-mail address: lee.cronin@glasgow.ac.uk
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Abstract

Polyoxometalates (POMs) are a family of self-assembled molecular clusters with an
unmatched range of physical properties, structural features, and sizes. The development
of appropriate synthetic methodologies, analytical techniques, and approaches which
allow the constructive exploration of the vast parameter space of POM chemistry is cru-
cial for the understanding and control of the underlying complex reactions masked by
the self-assembly. This chapter discusses the main aspects of the self-assembly that gov-
ern the POM-based chemical systems and the methodologies used for the generation
of libraries of molecular synthons that can be used for the construction of large molec-
ular moieties. We will illustrate how the effective combination of synthetic approaches
in this area contributed to our deeper understanding of the self-assembly by revealing
important mechanistic information. The final sections are devoted to discussing the
self-organization of the preassembled molecular components into complex functional
macrostructures.

Advances in Inorganic Chemistry, Volume 69 # 2017 Elsevier Inc.
ISSN 0898-8838 All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/bs.adioch.2016.12.001
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1. INTRODUCTION TO POLYOXOMETALATE CHEMISTRY

1.1 Background
Polyoxoanions or polyoxometalates (POMs) (1) are a diverse class of anionic

metal-oxo clusters constructed mainly by early transition metals (V, Nb, Ta,

Mo,W) in high oxidation states. Almost two centuries have passed since the

discovery of the first POM species by Berzelius in 1826 (2), and this was

followed by the first detailed crystallographic characterization by Keggin

(3). POMs continue to attract the attention of research groups due to their

remarkable molecular and electronic structural diversity, unexpected func-

tionalities, and their application in diverse scientific fields, e.g., catalysis,

medicine, and materials science (4–6). More specifically, in the last two

decades (7,8), a dramatic increase in the number of structurally characterized

POM compounds due to developments in instrumentation and novel

synthetic approaches has occurred. This has been driven by the development

of fast and routine single crystal data collection of large and complex POM

architectures in combination with advances in spectroscopic techniques

such as electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry and heteronuclear

NMR. As such these studies have allowed researchers to bridge the gap

between solution and solid state of self-assembled chemical systems and gain

insight into mechanistic aspects of the complex underlying chemical

occurrences (9,10). Additionally, research has also explored the supramolec-

ular aspects of polyoxometalate chemistry, i.e., the organization of small

fragments to larger species via weak interactions (11). This idea has been

driven by the thesis that even the molecular clusters can be treated as having

a set of transferable building blocks that can be reliably utilized in the

formation of new gigantic structures, materials, and functional supramolec-

ular formations, triggered the rapid development of synthetic approaches in

an effort to better understand the parameters that affect and control the

self-assembly-governed processes.

1.2 Classification of the Polyoxometalate Family
There is a vast number of anionic multinuclear species which fall into the

polyoxometalate category and exhibit a plethora of structural features, com-

positions, and sizes ranging from 1 to 5.6 nm (12). Thus, their organization

in an informative manner in terms of either their reactivity, composition, or

structure can be confusing or even meaningless. However, a very general

2 H.N. Miras et al.



approach has been adopted in order to help the researchers make the nec-

essary connections between the different building block types, archetypes,

and physical properties. Fig. 1 presents a very broad classification of the poly-

oxometalate family which structurally and compositionally can be broken

into three subcategories.

(a) The first general category consists of the heteropolyanionic species

which are constructed by a vanadium-, tungsten-, or molybdenum-

based metal oxide framework and incorporates heteroanions such as

PO4
3�, SO4

2�, SiO4
2�, etc. This subgroup is by far the most explored

subset of POM clusters with a wide range of structural archetypes due

to the inherent stability of the generated building block libraries which

arises by the incorporation of heteroanions. This is the main reason that

a lot of previous research focused on the modulation of catalytic,

electronic, and acidic properties of these species with great emphasis

on the Keggin [XM12O40]
n� and the Wells–Dawson [X2M18O62]

n�

(where M¼W or Mo and X¼PO4
3�, SO4

2�, SiO4
2�, etc.) anions.

Moreover, the kinetic inertness of tungsten-based POMs has given

the opportunity for the development of Keggin- and Dawson-based

Iso-POMs

Mo-Blues Mo-Brown

Hetero-POMs

W10
W19

W22

W11

W36 W34

Mo150 Mo132

XM10 XM12

X5M30X2M18

Fig. 1 Classification of polyoxometalate clusters. The metal oxygen framework is shown
in gray sticks (M, gray; O, red). The heteroatoms are shown as orange tetrahedra.
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derivatives (most common are mono-, di-, and trilacunary clusters) that

can be used as stable building blocks for the construction of larger

aggregates in a controllable fashion (13). The development of lacunary

{M12�n} and Dawson {M18�n}, tungsten-based polyoxometalates is a

large area; however, some guiding principles will be discussed to allow

the critical evaluation of the literature.

(b) The second subset of the POM family consists of the isopolyanions

where they are composed of a metal oxide framework without the

incorporation of heteroatoms or heteroanions. Consequently, the

members of this subset are much smaller due to the less robust structural

motifs than their heteropolyanion counterparts. However, they also

have interesting physical properties, while they can also be used as

cluster-based building blocks in a similar manner (14).

(c) Finally there is a third category which consists of molybdenum-based

reduced POM nanosized clusters, namely, Mo-blue and Mo-brown

species. These clusters have been reported for the first time in 1783

by Scheele. However, due to their gigantic size, their composition

and complex structural features were extremely challenging back then

to be determined by the available X-ray diffraction instruments. Thus,

their exceptional size and structural complexity remained unknown

until M€uller et al. reported, in 1995, the synthesis and structural

characterization of the first member of this subset which exhibited a

ring topology and high nuclearity {Mo154} (15). Following careful

exploration of the experimental variables of these systems led to the

discovery and proper characterization of the first member of the

Mo-brown species which exhibited a porous spherical topology

{Mo132} constructed by 132 molybdenum centers and higher extend

of reduction comparing to their Mo-blue counterparts (16).

2. FROM SERENDIPITY TO DIRECTED ASSEMBLY

The synthesis of polyoxometalate species is usually described by a

series of ill-defined and confusing terms such as “one-pot” or self-assembly

regarding the synthetic approach. These terms usually describe only the final

outcome of a quite complicated network of interactive chemical processes

giving the false impression of systems governed by simplicity, while the

result is directed entirely by serendipitous and seemingly arbitrary events

at the molecular level. The development in instrumentation and advances

4 H.N. Miras et al.



in analytical techniques which have been discussed earlier have allowed the

isolation of a huge number of structures and yielded a range of important

mechanistic information which has started to contribute to our understand-

ing of the so-called self-assembly process (17). Based on the information

obtained over the years, it has become clear that the self-assembly processes

often conceals very complicated networks of chemical reactions which can

influence each other by acting upon the existing equilibria states via a long

list of experimental variables. Indeed, these reaction equilibria will

generate the pool of available building blocks to assemble into successively

more complex architectures and appear to be controlled by a long list of

experimental variables. It is necessary to take these variables into

consideration in an effort gain insight into the assembly process, such as:

(1) concentration/type of metal oxide anion, (2) pH, (3) ionic strength,

(4) heteroatom type/concentration, (5) presence of additional ligands,

(6) reducing environment, (7) temperature and pressure of reaction (e.g.,

microwave, hydrothermal, refluxing), (8) counterion and metal ion effect,

and (9) processing methodology (one-pot, continuous flow conditions,

3D printing of reactionware) (6,18–20). Thus, the careful consideration

of the above experimental variables in combination with the observations

from the “serendipitous” outcome of the experimental efforts led not only

to discoveries of new clusters and emergence of new functionalities but also

to understanding the relationship between the starting materials (metallic

salts of tungsten, molybdenum, etc.), the library of building blocks gener-

ated, the architecture of the isolable POM-based compounds, and finally

the potential functionality of the POM-based material.

Furthermore, knowledge so far obtained has prompted researchers to

adopt a better defined synthetic approach, which utilizes preformed

POM clusters as a set of transferable building blocks that can be reliably used

in the formation of new materials under a given set of experimental condi-

tions (21). In this way, POM building blocks are assembled either through

M-O-M oxo bridges or by the use of metal–organic complexes as linkers. In

fact, vast numbers of molybdenum- and tungsten oxide-based organic–
inorganic hybrid materials are reported by various groups using metal–
organic complexes/coordination polymers as linkers between POM

clusters, and the number of examples is expanding seemingly at an exponen-

tial rate (22). However, the quest for a deeper understanding of the assembly

of POM-based chemical systems should not be confined to the predictability

of a “fully controlled” assembly process which could limit our horizons and

minimize the chances of ground-breaking discoveries. The following

5Nanoscale Inorganic Polyoxometalate Clusters



sections will be devoted in discussing the various synthetic methodologies

which have been developed in order to improve our understanding and

achieve greater control over the assembly process, while the element of

“serendipity,” which leads to unexpected discoveries, feeds back into our

further understanding of the assembly mechanism. Ultimately, these frame-

works might even lead to predictive powers.

3. SYNTHETIC METHODOLOGIES

3.1 Ligands and Metal Cations as Assembly Directing
Motifs

One important factor that triggers the assembly of a set of building

blocks into a particular POM species out of a vast number of possible

candidates relates to the preferential stabilization of a specific building

block library which can be used for the construction of larger aggregates.

This point is brought into sharp focus when one realizes that, even though

the POM’s structural features usually becomes the center of the researchers’

attention, these POMs are still polyanions and cannot exist without

the charge balancing cations, which often define the network into which

the anion is “complexed” and charge balance is achieved. In this way, the

cations themselves are able to influence the existing equilibria in solution,

stabilize certain building blocks, and direct the inkage of the assemblies

toward the formation and crystallization of a specific compound (see Fig. 2).

Extensive research efforts over the last decade has contributed toward a

better understanding regarding the counterions’ crucial effect on the

self-assembly process, and this goes beyond than simply maintaining the

charge neutrality in the reaction mixture. Since the properties of the cations

such as size, charge, coordination modes, symmetry, solubility, etc., are

found to affect the reactivity, as well as the intrinsic stability of the POM

building blocks, these cations can clearly affect the nature of the product

obtained from a POM synthesis (23). In using a counterion-directed

self-assembly approach for the construction of novel POM species, there

are two important points that needs to be taken into consideration:

(a) the generation of novel POM-based building block libraries and

(b) promotion of their self-assembly in a controlled fashion to form novel

architectures with potentially useful functionality (19a). One approach to

achieve these targets is based on the use of bulky positively charged organic

cations as counterions in the synthetic procedure (24–26). For instance, it
has been shown that the use of bulky cations such as hexamethylene

6 H.N. Miras et al.



tetramine, triethanol amine, N,N-bis-(2-hydroxyethyl)-piperazine, mor-

pholine, etc., prevents the rapid aggregation of POM-based synthons into

clusters of stable and uniform spherical topology. Also the use of cations

in combination with transition metals as linker units is found to be capable

of diversifying the population of the available constituents by stabilizing

reactive secondary building units and also directing their self-assembly into

novel archetypes. The second option is based on the combined use of

organic ligands and additional transition metals not only as counterions

but also as ligands, metal linkers, buffers, and even as redox reagents in some

cases, in order to direct the self-assembly process in a completely new

direction (27–29).
Extensive use of the above approach gave researchers the opportunity

to isolate a number of discrete iso- and heteropolyoxometalate clusters as

well as many extended architectures using this simple but efficient concept.

For example, the assembly of one of the largest tungsten-based clusters,

[H12W92O311]
58�, was promoted by the cooperative effect of transition

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the traditional “one-pot” synthesis of POM clusters
leading to the formation of various structural archetypes in solution highlighting the
role of counterions in selective stabilization, formation, and crystallization of a specific
POM cluster.
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metal ions, Cu2+ and ethylenediamine molecules (Fig. 3) (30). The organic

ligand was partially coordinated to some of the available Cu2+-based coor-

dination sites and triggered the formation of soluble molecular species

instead of infinite frameworks. Sixteen Cu2+ ions per cluster which were

identified by X-ray diffraction analysis were located on key positions to sup-

port the self-assembly of the metal oxide framework. The cluster is the first

known example of an inorganic architecture that constructed by three types

of complete and incomplete pentagonal units: {W(W5)}, {W(W4)}, and

{W(W3)}, respectively.

Another interesting example involves the entrapment of the necessary

building blocks via ligand coordination which led to the isolation of the

elusive δ-Keggin isomer which in the absence of coordinating ligands

exhibits the tendency to transform into other thermodynamically stable

isomers (either α, β, γ, or ε) with similar energy activation barriers (27).

In another case, utilization of acetate ligands induced the stabilization of a

[MnIII2MnIV2O4]
6+ cubane core grafted on a vanadium oxide fragment,

giving rise to the formation of a molecular manganese vanadium oxide

water-oxidation catalyst, [Mn4V4O17(OAc)3]
3� (31). Moreover, utilization

of the same approach led to the formation of the gigantic [H34W119Se8
Fe2O420]

54� (30 kDa) cluster by precise control of the “one-pot” reaction

conditions for the assembly a nanosized 2.8 nm POM, where Fe centers

were used as appropriate linkers (32). Further exploration of the effect of

the transition metal cations on the assembly process of this system led to

the isolation of a whole family of nanoscaled clusters with the general

Fig. 3 Representation of the W-only framework of the [H12W92O311]
58� anion

possessing {W(W5)} (green) pentagonal-based synthons, shown by the thick lines. The
Cu2+ metal linkers are shown as gray spheres. The counterions are omitted for clarity.
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formula {M2WnOm(H2O)m(Se2W29O102)4}, where M¼Mn, Co, Ni, or

Zn, n¼2, m¼4; M¼Cu, n¼3, m¼5. The incorporation of additional

transition metals not only generated and stabilized a novel building unit,

{W29}, but also triggered its assembly into gigantic architectures up to a

nuclearity of {W174} and a mass of �50 kDa (Fig. 4) (33).

In addition, researchers have also exploited the effect of lanthanide

cations on the assembly of POM-based systems. It was hypothesized that

their high coordination numbers could generate and stabilize new building

block libraries, diversify their topology, and potentially induce interesting

optical and/or magnetic behavior. One of the first examples was reported

in the 1990s, where Pope et al. discussed the synthesis and characterization

of the [As12Ce16(H2O)36W148O524]
76� cluster. The folded cyclic struc-

ture incorporates 12 {AsW9O33} and 4 {W5O18} anionic subunits (34).

Fig. 4 Wireframe representation of the gigantic (A) {W174} anion exhibiting a (B) crown
ether-type formation, and (C) six {W29} building blocks assembled orthogonally on the
periphery of the Cu-based crown ether formation. Se, dark yellow; Cu2+, cyan; Pentag-
onal {W(W5)} units are highlighted as green wireframe.
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A few years later the same group reported the second largest tungsto-

germanate [Ce20Ge10W100O376(OH)4 (H2O)30]
56� which contains 20

cerium(III) centers and was synthesized by the interaction of CeIII ions

and [α-GeW9O34]
10� preformed building blocks in aqueous acidic medium

at pH 5.0. This can be described as a dimer that is linked through long Ce–O
(W) bridges (35). The influence of the high coordination number on the

generation of new building blocks and their consecutive assembly into

large structures becomes obvious also from the fact that in the absence of

lanthanide ions, replacement of CeIII with AsIII or SbIII ions led to the for-

mation of smaller metal oxide frameworks, [XIII
6 W65O217(H2O)7]

26�, where
X¼AsIII or SbIII constructed by {β-AsW9O33} units assembled in a different

fashion (36).

3.2 Templated Assembly
The utilization of small inorganic anions as templates had been exploited by

the research groups from the very early development stages of POM chem-

istry. Berzelius reported for the first time in 1826 the Keggin species,

(NH4)3[PMo12O40], followed by the structural determination of the Keggin

(3). This ion has a tetrahedral symmetry with the general formula

[XM12O40]
n�, where X is a heteroatom (P, Si, S, Ge, As, Co, Fe) (37) with

four O atoms completing the tetrahedral geometry which templates the for-

mation of the Keggin archetype. Later on, researchers exploited the

template-based synthetic approach for the stabilization of new clusters

and generate isolable building blocks deriving from the partial hydrolysis

of archetype structures (Lindqvist, Keggin, Dawson) which can be assem-

bled into more complex architectures (33,35,36). The generation of isolable

lacunary-based building blocks gave the opportunity not only to direct the

assembly of complex architectures but also to engineer-specific functionality

to final product by stabilizing interesting metallic cores which exhibit inter-

esting catalytic (31,38,39,[39]a,[39]b,40–42) and magnetic (20,43–45)
properties, for example. In 2008, our group reported the first example of

POM-based single molecule magnet (SMM) based on the trivacant lacunary

{B-a-XIVWVI
9 O34}

10� polyanion. This is a representative example of effec-

tive utilization of two {B-a-XW9O34}
10� (X¼Si or Ge) polyanions to

“trap” a novel mixed-valence double-cubane hexanuclear {Mn6}¼
[MnIII4 H2Oð Þ2MnII2O4 H2Oð Þ2]8+ magnetic core (Fig. 5) giving rise to

interesting SMM behavior.

A couple of years later, in 2011, Kortz and coworkers reported the

synthesis and characterization of the tetrameric [{Co4(OH)3PO4}4
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(PW9O34)4]
28� nanosized cluster which encapsulates a {Co16} magnetic

core (12). The cluster synthesized under mild conditions and comprises a

central {Co4O4} cubane unit which is capped by four tricobalt(II)-

substituted Keggin fragments [{Co(OH)}3(A-α-PW9O34)]
6� and four

phosphate linkers, resulting in an assembly with idealized Td symmetry

and is the first example of a cobalt-core-based POM with SMM behavior.

In terms of POM-based clusters which exhibit catalytic functionality, the

groups of Hill et al. (46,47) and Bonchio et al. (48,49) reported their

investigations into the assembly of a tetraruthenium(IV)-POM-based

homogeneous catalyst for the rapid oxidation of the water. Also in this

case, the POM-based lacunary building blocks allowed the incorporation

and stabilization of a polynuclear ruthenium core with remarkable conse-

quences on the cluster’s catalytic activity. These studies from the two

groups demonstrated that the tetra-Ru cluster [{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}

(γ-SiW10O36)2]
10� is a robust homogeneous catalyst (500 turnovers based

on the evolved oxygen) which showed a remarkable rate (maximum

TOF>450 h�1).

Fig. 5 Representation of the [{XW9}2{Mn6}]
12� SMM polyanion. The polyoxotungstate

fragments are shown in polyhedral representation, and the central {Mn6O4(OH2)4}
double-cubane cores are shown as ball-and-stick. Code: W, gray polyhedra; O, small
spheres; Mn, large spheres. Counterions and protons are omitted for clarity.
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The effective use of “traditional” tetrahedral inorganic anions as

templates has not only helped the researchers to generate useful building

blocks and engineer-specific functionality but also to demonstrate the

versatility offered by these libraries. This is especially true when their

constituents can be assembled into gigantic structures and interconvert

dynamically depending on an external chemical stimulus. This responsive

nature of the POM-based libraries is an additional indication of the complex

equilibria networks that coexist in solution where depending on the

conditions of the chemical environment only the fittest species will

prevail or will be transformed into another in order to adapt to the

chemical changes that occurred. Mizuno et al. recently reported the

disassembly and reassembly of a giant ring-shaped polyoxometalate species

without isomerization of the monomeric building blocks. The reaction of

a hexavacant lacunary POM-based synthon that is soluble in organic

solvents, [P2W12O48]
14�, in the presence of manganese cations as linkers

led initially to the formation of a giant ring-shaped POM [{γ-
P2W12O48Mn4(C5H7O2)2(CH3CO2)}6]

42�. This POM is a hexamer of

manganese-substituted {P2W12O48Mn4} units, which exhibits the larger

reported cavity reported so far for ring-shaped polyoxotungstates. It was dis-

assembled into monomeric units in organic medium, and the removal of the

capping organic ligands on the manganese cations led to reassembly into a

tetrameric ring-shaped POM, [{γ-P2W12O48Mn4(H2O)6}4(H2O)4]
24�

(Fig. 6) (50).

The small inorganic templates discussed earlier helped the research group

generate sets of building block libraries which have used constructively for

Fig. 6 Wireframe representation of a gigantic ring made of hexameric {P2W12O48Mn4}
units which can be disassembled into the hexavacant lacunary synthons and
reassembled into a tetrameric “twisted” architecture. Mn, violet; P, orange; O, red; W,
wireframe structure. The counterions and organic capping ligands (acac and acetate)
are omitted for clarity.
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the assembly of a vast number of POM clusters with very interesting prop-

erties. It worth noting that the templated approach so far involved small

inorganic templates of tetrahedral geometry with the general formula

{XO4}. In an effort to generate new set of building blocks which will give

rise to new clusters, Kabanos et al. reported (51) the use of sulfite anions as

small inorganic templates for the generation of new POM species, and this

was partly due to the diverse range of coordination modes (see Fig. 7).

The main advantages of the SO3
2� anion are mainly focused on its ability

to act as mild reducing agent, exhibit a wide range of coordination modes

(Fig. 7), and could act either as ligand or linker or template and a structure

directing agent (due to the lone pair of electrons). All the above attributes

could introduce the necessary diversity to the POM systems which could

generate new libraries of building units, as well as allow the control of

the associated assembly process and engineering of functionality.

Thus, in 2002, the group reported initially a series of Mo�SO3
2� com-

pounds (52). In this work, reported the isolation and crystallographic char-

acterization of the dodecanuclear Keggin type, [ MoV2O4ð Þ6 μ2�SO3ð Þ12
μ3�SO3ð Þ4]20� species and the {Na MoV2O4ð Þ3 μ2�Oð Þ3 μ2�SO3ð Þ3

�
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Fig. 7 Representation of the observed coordination modes for the sulfite anion (X: tran-
sition metal and/or alkali metal).
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μ6�SO3ð Þ�2}15� anion consisting of two identical hexanuclear

polyoxomolybdenum(V)-sulfite anions [ MoV2O4ð Þ3 μ2�Oð Þ3 μ2�SO3ð Þ3
μ6�SO3ð Þ]8� linked by a sodium cation and of a dinuclear

molybdenum(V) species decorated by five SO3
2� anions. Further on, the

same synthetic approach has been employed by the same group during

for their investigations of the effect of the sulfite anion on the assembly of

a vanadium-based system. The group reported a series of V-based archetypes

ranging from hexanuclear cluster, [(VIVO)6(μ4-O)2(μ3-OH)2(μ3-SO3)4
(H2O)2]

2�, to open-framework 2D material [(VIVO)(SO3)1.5(H2O)]�,
and the 1D chain (4,40-Hbpy)[(VIVO)6(μ4-O)2(μ3-OH)2(μ3-SO3)4
(μ-SO3)]

3� with interesting magnetic properties (Fig. 8) (53).

After the initial reports of the first members of POM-based clusters that

incorporate the sulfite anion, it seemed reasonable to explore the effect of

other versatile anions of pyramidal geometry such as sulfite, selenite, and

tellurite or even anions with octahedral geometry such as periodate or

tellurate as templates. For example, we have reported several new types

of redox active anion-based hetero-POMs, where these POMs exhibit

interesting thermochromic behavior or electrochemical properties related

to the electron transfer reactions within the molecular cages (54). Further,

it has been shown that the POM cluster [Mo18O54(SO3)2]
4�, which

contains two embedded redox active sulfite templates, can be electronically

activated by a metallic surface and can reversibly interconvert between two

Fig. 8 Ball-and-stick representations of: (A) [(VIVO)6(μ4-O)2(μ3-OH)2(μ3-SO3)4(H2O)2]
2�

and (B) [(VIVO)(SO3)1.5(H2O)]
� sulfite POMs. (C) Assembly of [(VIVO)6(μ4-O)2(μ3-OH)2

(μ3-SO3)4(H2O)2]
2� synthons into 1D chains. Color code: V, light blue; O, red; S, yellow;

H, white.
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electronic states (55). Recently, we extended this by the design and fabrica-

tion of flash memory devices based on Dawson-type molecular capsules

templated by the redox active selenite anions (Fig. 9) (56).

The constructive use of heteroanions which exhibit pyramidal

geometry has been demonstrated successfully in a number of cases

recently. For example, the assembly of gigantic heteropolyoxotungstates

such as [H2W43Se3O148]
24�, [H4W77Se5O265]

44�, [H6W63Se6O221]
34�,

and [H8W100Se16O364]
56� was accomplished by using SeO3

2� to generate

in situ a new building block, {W25Se3}, which has been used to assemble

nanosized architectures (57). Further systematic studies on the TeO3
2�

-based POMs have shown that the tellurite-based template gave rise to high

nuclearity clusters in a similar manner. Using a time-dependent synthetic

Fig. 9 Representation of an SEM image (left) of the, 5-nm Si nanowire channel with side
control gate. Schematic diagram representation (right) of a single-transistor nonvolatile
memory cell, indicating the aimed substitution of the poly-Si floating gate with an array
of POM clusters. Crystal structure of the core–shell cluster [W18O54(SeO3)2]

4� with the
{W18O54} cage shown in gray colored wire representation. The two Se core dopants are
shown as large spheres. In this work, it was demonstrated for the first time the use of
POM-based molecular capsules could be used as an effective candidate for the storage
node for a nonvolatile MOS flash memory. More specifically, it is highlighted that
embedding {(SeIVO3)2}

4� as oxidizable dopant in the molecular cage allows the oxida-
tion of the molecule to a {SeV2O6}

2� moiety containing a {SeV–SeV} bond and a new 5+
oxidation state for selenium, which can be observed at the device-level, resulting in a
new type of “write-once-erase” memory.
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approach, the construction of a new class of tungsten-based macrocyclic

structures: [W28Te8O112]
24�, [W28Te9O115]

26�, and [W28Te10O118]
28�

has been reported (58). A similar behavior has been observed in the case

of mixed-metal, mixed-valence polyoxomolybdenum/vanadium-tellurite

clusters such as [MoVI12V
V
8V

IV
4Te

IVO69 TeIVO3ð Þ2]10�, where it was dem-

onstrated the cooperative effect of the counterion, along with the size of the

heteroion, which allowed the discovery and isolation of this novel family of

POMs (59).

The characterization of Dawson-based clusters incorporating templates

of octahedral geometry {XO6} was reported by our group. Following

the same approach and based on the analogy of the tungstatoperiodate

and tungstatotellurate compounds, [HnW18O56(XO6)]
m� (X¼ IVI or TeVI),

we reported the discovery of Dawson capsules which incorporate either

high-valent IVIIO6 or the Te
VIO6 (60,61). The [H3W18O56(IO6)]

6� anion

is the first example of a β*-Dawson isomer, and its electrochemical, catalytic,

and DFT studies show significant differences compared with the ones

observed for the conventional Dawson-type polyoxotungstates (62). Addi-

tionally, the selective reduction of the γ*-[H3W18O56(TeO6)]
7� yielded

the [H3W18Te
IVO60]

5� cluster, which resulted in both electronic and

structural reorganizations of the Te-based anionic templates within the

cluster shell. Control of the solution’s pH allowed us to isolate a nanosized

high-nuclearity POM polytungstate [H10Te
VI

2W58O198]
26� anion (Fig. 10)

without using additional electrophilic linkers (61).

Fig. 10 Structure of [H10TeVI2W58O198]
26�. The structures are shown as stick models

with the linking {WO6} units and the embedded {TeO6} groups in space-filling mode.
W, gray polyhedra; O, small gray spheres; Te, large gray spheres. H atoms are omitted
for clarity.
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3.3 Reductively Triggered Assembly
The reducing environment is another approach which has been exploited by

the research groups in order to promote the assembly of new POM species in

solution. The main reason the reported efficacy is that the presence of

vanadium(V), molybdenum(VI), or tungsten(VI) centers in acidified

reducing environment has the tendency to form libraries of virtual mainly

building blocks that can be used to construct large architectures. Specifically,

in the case of molybdenum/tungsten(VI), demonstrated a tendency to form

pentagonal building blocks which are necessary to produce curved and

spherical architectures, similar to the architectures of carbon nanostructures.

This structural requirement is well reported for the molybdenum blue

wheels (15) [Mo154O462H14(H2O)70]
14� and molybdenum brown,

[Mo132O372(CH3COO)30(H2O)72]
42–, clusters (16). The discovery of the

Mo-based pentagonal units gave the opportunity for researchers to vastly

expand the Mo-blue family of gigantic clusters with nuclearities up to

368 molybdenum centers and sizes comparable to the ones observed in small

proteins, 5.6 nm (Fig. 11). On the other hand, the W-based pentagonal

Fig. 11 Polyhedral representation of typical archetypes observed in molybdenum blue
(MB) chemistry. The sizes range from 2.9 {Mo132} and 3.6 {Mo154} to 5.6 nm {Mo368},
respectively. The common MB virtual building blocks are highlighted as follows:
{Mo2}, red; {Mo1}, yellow; {Mo(Mo5)}, blue/cyan.
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building block analog, {W6}, has only recently been observed in a

{W72Mo60}-type species constructed by 30 {MoV2} dimeric and

12 pentagonal {W6} subunits, which represent the first examples of pentag-

onal {W6} moiety ever discovered in polyoxometalate chemistry. These

units are necessary for the formation of the spherical cluster like those of

Mo analogs (63). Also, the recognition that pentagonal units can generate

curved structures allows the design principles to be extended. For instance,

elements like uranium should be able to form structures that can incorporate

hexagonal and pentagonal units, i.e., the uranyl ion {UO2}
2+ is able to

coordinate to up to six additional ligands. This idea was recently demon-

strated whereby a series of ball shaped uranyl complexes, with peroxo

ligands, can be obtained (64). Even though the vanadium(V) does not meet

the size requirement to form a V-based pentagonal unit, still has the

tendency as well to generate smaller building blocks in reducing environ-

ment which can be further assembled in smaller spherical structures and

molecular cages with nuclearities up to 34 metal centers (65).

Further examples of tungsten oxide frameworks constructed byW-based

building blocks have been reported recently by us. A representative example

is the preparation of a gigantic isoPOM species, [H12W48O164]
28�, obtained

at pH 1.7 in the presence of dimethylamine hydrochloride. The solution was

reduced initially to a dark blue solution by addition of sodium dithionite.

The solution was stored at 4°C for a period of time, during which the

tungsten centers gradually oxidized back to W6+, with an associated discol-

oration of the solution. The initial chemical reduction step appears to be

necessary for the generation of W-based pentagonal units in solution which

can then be assembled further into a large iso-POM architecture (30).

4. POM-BASED SUPRAMOLECULAR STRUCTURES

4.1 POM Nanostructures
Earlier we described that polyoxometalate species are multinuclear clusters

with high negative charge and usually are associated with positively charged

counterions due to charge neutrality requirements, but these objects them-

selves can undergo several layers of assembly. This is because the associated

counterions can influence the way the available building blocks are involved

in various equilibria and direct their assembly toward the formation of spe-

cific large structures due to counterions’-induced electrostatic interactions

and/or coordination ability.
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However, as soon as the charge balanced species form into solution, the

system remains in a dynamic equilibrium which can be influenced either by

any potential changes of the existing chemical environment (pH, tempera-

ture, etc.) or proceed to further assembly stages which involves the

molecular moieties and the solvent system to form vesicle structures

(Fig. 12) (66). The combination of the large size and charges of POMs

compared to usually smaller solvent molecules and the moderate amount

of charges on them are crucial factors for the formation of stable supramo-

lecular structures. In contrast to heavily charged colloidal particles which

they tend to aggregate into large aggregates and precipitate, macroions

(2–10 nm) behave quite differently and they tend to slowly self-assemble

into a single-layered, spherical, hollow, “blackberry” type structures. The

investigation of this type of macroionic “blackberry” formations along with

their functionalized with organic ligands hybrids offer a great opportunity

for the development of materials for catalysis, polymerization, drug delivery,

and medicines.

For example, during the last few years Liu et al. (67) has investigated

this type of dynamic assembly which has governed formation of nanoscale

superstructures, so-called blackberry moieties. The responsiveness of these

supramolecular structures by monitoring the continuous transition from dis-

crete anionic clusters to blackberry structures has also been reported, and

then back to discrete anionic clusters by dynamic light scattering (DLS),

using a system of Keplerate-type Mo-brown clusters with the

formula (NH4)42[Mo132O372(CH3COO)30(H2O)72]�ca. 300H2O�ca. 10CH3

COONH4 {Mo132}, in a solvent mixture of water/acetone. Fine control

of the polarity of the solvent system defined by the water:acetone ratio

led to the formation of blackberry type moieties with average hydrodynamic

Fig. 12 Controlled supramolecular assembly from discrete clusters to blackberry forma-
tions achieved via adjustment of the dielectric constant of the H2O/acetone solvent
system.
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radius (Rh) ranging from 45 to 100 nm. Investigation of the anionic

cluster—blackberry—anionic cluster transitions shed light upon the under-

lying driving forces behind this interesting process.

Depending on the structure of the polyanion, it could be possible

to control the functionality of the either of the surface or the blackberry’s

interior area or even both. For example, Liu et al. (68) demonstrated that

the microenvironment inside the self-assembled supramolecular formations

made of Keplerate-based structures, [MoVI72Fe
III

30O252(CH3COO)12
{Mo2O7(H2O)}2{H2Mo2O8(H2O)}(H2O)91] {Mo72Fe30} (69), is differ-

ent from that in bulk aqueous solutions. It was also showed that the

membrane-like blackberry shell allows ion transfer of small cations to the

interior. If the structural features of the cluster-based synthon are

modified, e.g., use of 3.6 mm size {Mo154}-type nanowheel instead, it

was observed the assembly of up to 19,000 nanowheels homogeneously dis-

tributed flat on the surface of a spherical vesicle formation with a

hydrodymanic radius of Rh�130 nm (70).

Shortly after the first discovery and series of studies exploiting the

fact that POM-based clusters can be used further as a set of transferable

building blocks for the construction of nanosized and soluble supramolecular

assemblies, many researchers have tried to explore the potential of hybrid

POM adducts to form amphiphilic supramolecular assemblies. In this

approach, inorganic–organic molecular hybrids are expected to render

amphiphilic properties to the POMs and consequently improve their

applications by expanding their compatibility in organic media. Further-

more, these organic ligands grafted on the metal oxide framework provide

an excellent opportunity for modulating the functionality of POM-based

component of the vesicle, including electronic, catalytic, and optical

properties (71). An interesting example of hybrid POM clusters was

reported a few years ago by us was where we reported the preparation

and structural characterization of two members of a new class of

“inorganic–organic–inorganic” hybrid molecules synthesized by grafting

the linear bis-(tris) ligands onto the V3-capped of a Wells–Dawson-type

cluster TBA5H4[P2V3W15O62], (TBA¼nBu4N
+). These inorganic–

organic–inorganic “dumb-bell” hybrids are approximately 3.4-nm long

and have the ability to self-assemble into vesicles in acetone/water solutions

(72). DLS studies provided the initial evidence that the formed vesicles are

hollow a fact which was supported further by the TEM studies. Also in this

case, the formed vesicles showed dynamic behavior in relation to the dielec-

tric constant of the solvent medium. Varying the acetone:water ratio, it has
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been observed a variation of the vesicles’ size ranging from 61 to 83 nm. In

another example, it was demonstrated the possibility to form

reverse-vesicular structures using this time “organic–inorganic–organic”
hybrid molecules synthesized by the symmetrical grafting of long alkyl

chain ligands on both sides of the Mn-Anderson polyoxometalate structure

leading to the formation of hybrid surfactants, [nBu4N]3[MnMo6O18

{(OCH2)3CNHCO(CH2)n�2CH3}2] (Mn-Anderson-Cn, n¼6, 16), in

nonpolar medium (toluene:acetonitrile). Gradual change of the solvent

polarity induces self-assembly of the hydrophilic Mn-Anderson cluster on

the hybrid amphiphiles (73). Moreover, it was observed that the length of

the grafted alkyl chains on the hybrid surfactants had minimum effect on

the vesicle sizes. It was shown that the reverse-vesicle formation process

is mainly dominated by the intermolecular interactions between the

polyoxometalate components (Fig. 13).

5. FROM SELF-ASSEMBLED TO SELF-ORGANIZING
CLUSTER SYSTEMS

The intrinsic anionic nature of molecular metal oxides along with

their diverse architectures, modular redox activity, as well as their multiple

functionalities mean that they can reveal new and unexpected properties. In

2009, we reported a new inherent behavior for the molecular metal oxide

species which involves the self-organization of cluster systems into

microscaled structures with morphologies and properties that deviate from

the “blackberry” and vesicle-type formations. Initially, it was demonstrated

Fig. 13 Representation of the symmetrically derivatized hybrid Mn-Anderson-Cn (n¼6,
16) and their supramolecular organization into reverse vesicles (Mn, orange; Mo, teal;
O, red; C, black; N, blue; TBA¼nBu4N

+, pink).
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that it is possible to fabricate POM-based tubular structures via an osmotic

process resembling a type of material morphogenesis process (74). The

self-assembly of these cluster anions into a molecular tube via a “chemical

garden” (75) type mechanism is the first step toward constructing a

molecule-based metal oxide network. Further detailed work shown that

this is a general phenomenon for POMs within a critical solubility range

(76). The fabrication process is promoted by an ion exchange upon slow

dissolution of single crystals of POM immersed into a solution containing

large organocations including several dihydroimidazo-phenanthridinium

(DIP) compounds, 3,7-bis(dimethylamino)-phenothiazin-5-ium chloride

(methylene blue), polymeric poly(N-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]met-

hacrylamide), and even the complex RuII(bipy)3(BF4)2 (bipy¼2,20-
bipyridyl) followed by self-organization of the cluster-based species on a

supporting surface. Moreover, we showed that microtubes can be spontane-

ously grow from crystals of POM-based materials with variable growth rates

(1–100 μm/s) and with high aspect ratios (>10,000). Interestingly, it was

also demonstrated that the self-organization can be controlled utilizing

“optical tweezers.” The flow patterns are generated via a laser heating process,

which can easily be reconfigured in real time either by direct user input or

autonomous computer controlled process, and produce a variety of architec-

tures and patterns. The controllable micronetworks naturally form hollow

tubes, allowing material to flow through them during and after fabrication

(Fig. 14). This discovery opens up exciting prospects for macroscopic control

of surface patterning as well as the development of multicomponent com-

posite materials with predefined device functionality.

Building on this, it was demonstrated that the fabrication of POM-based

membrane type structures with well-defined boundaries could be possible.

More specifically, when the POM solution is very concentrated or the aper-

ture is large (200 μm or greater), the injection of POM into a cation solution

does not produce microtubular formations but instead produces large mem-

branous vesicles. In this case, the formation of membrane material can be

achieved via an “extrusion/exchange” mechanism of a solution containing

large metal oxide anions along with small cations into a solution containing

the organic cations accompanied by small anions (77). The use of POM

building blocks is very interesting since these can induce functionality to

the formed inorganic chemical cells (iCHELLs), including redox, catalytic,

photochemical, and magnetic properties (6). The above methodology can

produce robust, spontaneously repairing membranous iCHELLs with diam-

eters that range from 50 mm to cell-like compartments of several millime-

ters. The membranous structures exhibit physical properties “inherited” by
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their molecular building blocks, such as redox activity or chiral structure.

Moreover, there is the potential to partition chemical components within

a system by injecting an aqueous solution of one component through a noz-

zle into an aqueous solution of the other, forming a closed compartment.

Interestingly, they can even be nested within one another to produce clearly

separated domains within a single structure (Fig. 15). Considering the vast

Fig. 15 Formation of a nested membranous system. A membrane sack was first pro-
duced by injecting DIP-Me into a droplet of {PMo12}. A second manipulator was then
used to inject a solution of {PW12}, containing a little potassium permanganate as a
marker, into the DIP-Me containing sack, thus producing another compartment inside.

Fig. 14 Picture representing the transformation of crystals from their crystalline form to
tubular formations upon addition of large cations to the aqueous solution in which the
tubes are immersed.
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number and diversity of POM-cation starting materials that can be used to

produce iCHELLs, there is a great opportunity for the design of functional

minireactors with various in-built functionalities. This is an exciting

finding which paves the way for the fabrication of diverse and easily con-

figurable functional structures which allow designing and building

membrane-based devices for future applications in energy storage, micro-

fluidics, electronics, and catalysis.

6. CONCLUSIONS

There is no doubt that POMs are extremely diverse, and their

dynamic nature associated with their unique chemistry often leads to

new discoveries and novel phenomena. After decades of thorough investi-

gations, it seems that the field of molecular metal oxides is now entering into

a new period whereby it is possible to design and control both the structure

and the function of the systems. The obvious endless structural diversity

coupled with the adaptive nature of the molecular metal oxides paves the

way for further development of synthetic approaches that deviate substan-

tially from the traditional methodologies and take into consideration the

adaptability of the systems. These new approaches are currently exploited

in order to access new building block libraries which will lead to the for-

mation of novel architectures and nanostructured materials possessing func-

tionalities which are not accessible using traditional synthetic and processing

techniques. Moreover, it is worth noting that polyoxometalate-based sys-

tems are ideal candidates which could help define the new field of inorganic

complex synthetic systems that involves the investigation of complex equi-

libria networks and supramolecular organization behavior which demon-

strate emergent self-organizing functionalities. Additionally, the control

of the molecular assembly and the correlation of the structure with the func-

tion is the key point which will allow not only the engineering of function-

ality utilizing a design approach at molecular level but also the design of

adaptive inorganic chemical systems which will promote the emergence

of new types of inorganic matter which possess complex functionality.

Finally, the ultimate challenge will be the fundamental understanding of

the underlying processes and control of the dynamic changes of inorganic

matter which will lead toward the development of functional molecule-

based systems.
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Abstract

Hydrophilic macroions, represented by polyoxometalate (POM) clusters, demonstrate
unique solution behaviors that are clearly different from simple ions or colloids. Almost
all their special features are related to the interaction between the macroions and their
counterions, such as their self-assembly into single-layered, hollow, spherical
“blackberry” structures in solution due to the counterion-mediated attraction based
upon the moderate counterion association around the POM macroions. The delicate
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macroion–counterion interaction, including the related partial or complete breakage of
the water ligands around both parties, enables the macroions to accurately distinguish
different types of counterions based on their valence and hydrated size. POMmacroions
show many amazing properties shared with biological macromolecules, such as ion
selectivity, similar kinetic features with the virus capsid formation and the strict
self-recognition phenomenon. Understanding and controlling the POM–counterion
interactions, such as the distribution of the counterions around and inside the POMs,
the counterion exchange near the POMs, as well as the POM–POM interaction in the
presence of counterions, is the key to understand the POM solutions and consequently
to rationally design functional systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Macroions are a large group of soluble species with sizes vary between

simple ions and large colloids that demonstrate different solution properties

from the other two types, represented by polyoxometalate (POM) molec-

ular clusters, metal organic nanocages, dendrimers, and biomacromolecules.

Macroions show promising technological and biological properties in both

scientific and industrial realms such as electronics (1,2), drug delivery (3,4),

water treatment (5), and catalysis (6). The size of macroions are too big to be

treated as point charges like simple ions, whose solution behaviors can be

described by well-known Debye–Huckel theory. Meanwhile, as most

macroions are highly soluble in solution due to their inherent charges,

they can form homogeneous “real solutions,” which distinguish them from

those large, thermodynamically unstable colloidal particles that are guided

by the Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) theory (7,8).

How to precisely describe the behaviors of complex solutions such as pro-

teins, DNA, RNA, or polyelectrolytes in a systematical way has always been

challenging, due to the complicated intermolecular and intramolecular inter-

actions caused by chain entanglements, sample polydispersity, poor stability,

and so on (7,8).

Among the above-mentioned macroions, POMs can serve as a perfect

model for the macroion solution study. POMs are a large group of metal

oxide clusters with covalently linked metal oxide polyhedra as building

blocks (9). In the past decades, extensive synthesis efforts have provided sub-

stantial traditional transition-metal POMs macroions with different size,

shape, and charges (10–17). Moreover, the discovery and development of

actinyl peroxide POMs chemistry also demonstrate promising future appli-

cations (18) (Table 1). They are usually highly stable and monodispersed in
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Table 1 Formulas of POM Macroions
Abbreviation Formula Refs.

{Mo132} NH4ð Þ42 MoVI
� �

MoV15O21 H2Oð Þ6
� �

12
Mo2O4 CH3COOHð Þf g30

� �

�ca: 300H2O � ca: 10CH3COONH4

(15)

{Mo154} Na15 Mo154O462H14 H2Oð Þ70
� �

0:5
Mo152O457H14 H2Oð Þ68
� �

0:5
� ca: 400H2O (12)

{Mo72Fe30}
�
MoVI72Fe

III
30O252 CH3COOð Þ12 Mo2O7 H2Oð Þf g2

H2Mo2O8 H2Oð Þf g H2Oð Þ91
� � ca: 150H2O

(10)

{Mo72V30} Na8K14 VOð Þ2
�

MoVIð ÞMoVI5O21 H2Oð Þ3
� �

10
MoVIð ÞMoVI5O21 H2Oð Þ3

�

SO4ð Þg2 VIVO H2Oð Þf g20 VIVOf g10 KSO4f g5
� �

2

� � ca: 150H2O

(16)

{Cu20P8W48} K12Li13 Cu20Cl OHð Þ24 H2Oð Þ12 P8W48O184ð Þ� � � 22H2O (13)

{Mn40P32W224} K56Li74H22 Mn40
IIIP32W224

VIO888½ �152� � ca: 680H2O (19)

LAL(X) C4H9ð Þ4N
� �

7

�
Mo6O18NC OCH2ð Þ3XMo6O18 OCH2ð Þ3CNMo6O18

� �
(X¼MnIII or FeIII) (20)

L/D-Fe28 [Fe28(μ3-O)8(Tart)16(HCOO)24]
20�

(Tart¼D-(S,S)-(�)-tartaric acid tetra-anion or Tart¼ L-(R,R)-(+)-tartaric acid tetra-anion)

(21)

U28 Cs15[(Ta(O2)4)Cs4K12(UO2(O2)1.5)28]�20H2O (CsKU28)

Na6K9[(Ta(O2)4)Rb4Na12(UO2(O2)1.5)28]�20H2O (RbNaU28)

(22)

U60 Li48+mK12(OH)m[UO2(O2)(OH)]60-(H2O)n (m�20 and n�310) (23)

Continued



Table 1 Formulas of POM Macroions—cont’d
Abbreviation Formula Refs.

Molecular structure

{Mo132} {Mo154} {Mo72Fe30} {Mo72V30} {Cu20P8W48}

{Mn40P32W224} LAL(X) L(D)-Fe28 U28 U60



solution with rigid structure, tunable charges, and no intermolecular inter-

action. Counterions have been proved to play a vital role in directing the

solution behaviors of POM macroions by regulating POMs’ charge density

and surface properties (7,8). Understanding the POM–counterion interac-

tion is crucial for exploring and predicting the solution behaviors of the

entire family of macroions.

2. SELF-ASSEMBLY OF POM MACROIONS
INTO “BLACKBERRIES”

The self-assembly behaviors of POMs molecules in solution are

directly related to the POM–counterion interaction. POM macroions

can strongly attract each other and form large supramolecular structures

when dissolved in aqueous solution, although the solubility of those

POMs can be quite high (24). Those large assemblies in solution can be

characterized by laser light scattering. Properties like radius of gyration

(Rg) and molecular weight (Mw) can be determined by static light scatter-

ing (SLS) through measuring the angular dependence of scattering inten-

sity of the supramolecular assemblies in solution. By analyzing the

intensity–intensity time correlation function, the hydrodynamic radius

(Rh), and particle size distribution will be obtained by dynamic light scat-

tering (DLS) measurements.

It was discovered that many large assemblies form in a 0.010 mg/mL

{Mo154} aqueous solution when pH 3.0 at room temperature (25). As

shown in Fig. 1A, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images demon-

strated that the assemblies were spherical and their sizes are relatively uni-

form (ca. 90 nm). In addition, an atomic force microscopy study showed

that those spherical assemblies will suddenly burst shifting from normal

mode to vacuum mode, indicating that they might be hollow. As the solu-

bility of {Mo154} clusters in aqueous solution can be as high as 100 mg/mL

at room temperature, those large “aggregates” were not expected.

To further understand the nature of those structures, DLS and SLS mea-

surements were applied. A CONTIN analysis of the DLS results suggested

that Rh of those assemblies is around 45 nm, and the size distribution is very

narrow, which is consistent with the previous TEM images. The SLS result,

analyzed by Zimm plot, showed that the Rg of assembled structures is about

45 nm (Fig. 1B). The ratio of Rg/Rh�1 suggests that those spheres should

be hollow (Rg/Rh�0.77 if they are solid). An average Mw of
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�(2.54�0.25)�107 g/mol was also obtained using Zimm plot, which is

equivalent to around 1150 {Mo154} clusters. It was calculated by comparing

this value to the overall size of these assemblies that the {Mo154} clusters can

only cover one layer of the sphere while the neighboring {Mo154} are not

touching each other. Summarized from earlier, the proposedmodel for these

assemblies is shown in Fig. 1C. For these spherical, single-layered, hollow

structures, a nickname “blackberry” was given. Although the blackberry

Fig. 1 (A) TEM image on dilute aqueous solution of {Mo154} macroions showing the exis-
tence of spherical assemblies. (B) Zimmplot based on the SLS study of the {Mo154} aque-
ous solutions at pH 3; (inset) CONTIN analysis on the DLS study of the same solution.
(C) Proposed model for blackberry structure formed by {Mo154} macroions in aqueous
solution.
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structures looks very similar to vesicles, these two structures are fundamen-

tally different: the blackberries are single layered rather than double layered,

and the shell is composed of pure hydrophilic molecules instead of amphi-

philic surfactants.

3. COUNTERION-MEDIATED SELF-ASSEMBLY
OF POM MACROIONS

Debye–H€uckel theory successfully describes the dilute solutions of

simple ions by assuming both cations and anions are point charges. In col-

loidal solutions, the counterions are too small compared to colloidal particles

so that they can also be treated as point charges, as reflected by the DLVO

Theory. In macroion systems, although the size disparity between POMs

and simple ions still exist, their sizes are more comparable, and the signifi-

cance of electrostatic interaction should be reconsidered when investigating

their solution behaviors. For colloidal systems, the interparticle interaction is

expected to be achieved by a balance of attractive van der Waals forces and

the repulsive electrical double-layer forces according to the DLVO theory.

However, in macroion systems, interactions between those giant charged

particles show substantial deviations from DLVO expectation. Due to the

obvious charge-regulated self-assembly behaviors of POM macroions

(26–28), the counterion-mediated attraction is believed to be potential

driving force. Sogami and Ise developed a general theory on the electrostatic

interaction in macroionic solution and proposed the existence of long-range

weak attractions introduced by counterions in the colloidal systems (29).

3.1 Driving Force for Blackberry Formation
One of the most crucial issue need to be addressed for the blackberry for-

mation process is that what is the driving force to bring the purely hydro-

philic, negatively charged POMmacroions together in aqueous solution. An

experiment with {Mo132} can help to explain this issue (28). {Mo132} is a

type of molybdenum brown “Keplerate” anions with 42 negative charges

and a diameter of around 2.9 nm. Each {Mo132} is composed of 12 pentag-

onal MoVI
� �

MoVI5
� �

, which are connected by 30 MoV2 linkers (15).

{Mo132} are highly soluble in water. Both SLS and DLS study reveal that

no large assemblies will form in dilute {Mo132} solution. However, when

1.0 mg/mL {Mo132} macroions are dissolved in water/acetone mixture,

blackberries can be observed. The size of blackberries will increase from
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40 to 100 nm when the acetone content change from 3 to 70 vol%, while

the {Mo132} clusters stay as discrete molecules when the acetone content

<3% or >70%, as shown in Fig. 2 (28).

Changing the quality of solvent will obviously alter the charge density of

{Mo132} in solution. When dissolved in <3 vol% acetone/water mixture,

the {Mo132} macroions are highly negative charged so that the strong

repulsive forces will prevent them from staying close. While in >70 vol%

acetone/water solutions, the negative charges on {Mo132} macroions are

mostly balanced so the clusters are almost neutral. Besides, the solubility

of {Mo132} will become lower as acetone content increase (1 mg/mL

{Mo132} can be soluble when acetone content <90 vol%). The fact that

no blackberry will form when the charge density of POM clusters are too

high or too low suggests that electro static interaction play an essential role

in the self-assembly of POM macroions. In colloidal system, van der Waals

attractions are believed to be one of the dominant forces that bring the col-

loids together. In the above mentioned {Mo132} case, while the strength of

van derWaals forces does not varies much during the whole acetone content

range, the assembly behavior of {Mo132} clusters undergoes obvious

change. The {Mo132} system should experience more serious aggregation

with higher acetone content if van derWaals are the dominant driving forces

responsible, as the lower charge density shall lead to a weaker repulsive forces

while the strength of van derWaals attractions remain the unchanged. Addi-

tionally, the estimated distance between neighboring POMs of blackberry

should be around 1 nm, uponwhich the van derWaals attraction is supposed

to be weak. These evidences suggest that van der Waals forces are not the

major driving forces for the blackberry assembly. Moreover, the size of

Fig. 2 Transition between discrete macroions (molecules) to blackberries achieved by
tuning solvent quality.
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blackberry structures demonstrates linear relationship with the inverse of

dielectric constant of solvent, indicating that the POM self-assembly process

is a charge regulated (26).

The assumption of charge-regulated process can be further confirmed by

the self-assembly behaviors of {Mo72Fe30}. {Mo72Fe30} is a weak acid-type

POM with 30 potential deprotonation sites when dissolved in water (10).

The equilibrium between protonation and deprotonation can be regulated

by solution pH, which will lead to charge the density change of {Mo72Fe30}

(27). The natural pH of 1.0 mg/mL {Mo72Fe30} aqueous solution is 3.4

while about 7 or 8 protons are released from one {Mo72Fe30} molecule.

When pH<2.9, no self-assembly or aggregation of {Mo72Fe30} can be

observed, they stay as discrete macroions in solution due to its low charge

density. When solution pH reaches 3.0, blackberries start to form in solu-

tion. The Rh of {Mo72Fe30} blackberry drops linearly with increasing

pH. The transition from single cluster to blackberry verifies that the major

driving force for the blackberry formation is electro static interaction rather

than van der Waals forces.

3.2 Counterion Distribution in POM Solutions
The distribution of counterions in POM solutions should be clarified before

POM–counterion interaction can be investigated. Small-angle X-ray scat-

tering (SAXS) is a powerful technique to characterize the molecule mor-

phology, distribution, ion-pairing state, etc. (30). Due to the well-defined

and rigid structure of POMs, their scattering curves can be fitted with a

proper form factor. These curves respond to the states of counterion–POM

association, and the Rg value and the distance pair distribution function of

POMs in solution can be further calculated (31).

{Mo72V30} is a hollow, spherical Keplerate-type POM with a diameter

of 2.5 nm (32). Each {Mo72V30} carries 31 negative charges, which are bal-

anced by 8 Na+, 14 K+, 2 VO2+, and 5 H+. It was observed that they can

form blackberry structures upon introduction of acetone into water, and

self-assembly process is quite slow at room temperature, which makes the

SAXS a proper tool for monitoring the state of {Mo72V30} inmixed solvents

(Fig. 3) (31). SAXS results demonstrated that Rg of {Mo72V30} remained

10.8 (5) Å at different concentrations, which proves that {Mo72V30} clusters

indeed stay as discrete ions and no significant counterion association when

their concentrations are relatively low (counterion association will result in

an increase ofRg) (31). The curve clearly showed that there is no counterion
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association in {Mo72V30} solution when the concentration is low. How-

ever, when the concentration of {Mo72V30} went above 0.052 mM, a

new peak at about 30 Å appeared which made the effective distribution

to about 34 Å, while the original peaks for {Mo72V30} remained. The

new peak indicated the existence of additional species around {Mo72V30}

clusters that will contribute to the electro density. The only available solute

was the counterions. It can be concluded that the close couterion–macroion

association should be responsible for the high-r distribution. Similar pattern

0 5 10

p 
(r

)

15 20
r (Å)

25 30 35

Fig. 3 The distance distribution p(r) describes the probability of finding the vector
length r in the molecule. Its value will drop to zero when the vector length reaches
the maximum. Top: Distance distribution functions based on calculated and experimen-
tal scattering data for {Mo72V30} obtained by using an indirect Fourier transform of the
primary SAXS data. (	), 0.052 mM {Mo72V30}; (•), 0.013 mM {Mo72V30}; (—), {Mo72V30}
calculated. Bottom: Experimental distance distributions for 0.26 mM {Mo72V30} in
water and acetone/water mixed solvents with various acetone content (in vol%).
(—), 75% acetone/water; (	), 65% acetone/water; (- - - -), 45% acetone/water; (••••),
10% acetone/water; (□), in pure water.
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can be observed when additional acetone (10–75 vol%) was introduced into
the solution. The Guinier plot demonstrated the Rg value goes up with

increasing acetone content,which suggests the degree of association increases

accordingly. The p(r) data revealed that the associated counterions around

{Mo72V30} were distributed within 2–9 Å around the cluster surface.

The counterion distribution measured by SAXS suggests that those asso-

ciated counterions can stay in between POMs when they self-assembled. It

shows that the neighboring POMs are not in direct contact with each other.

The close couterion–macroion association will decrease the surface charge

density of POMs, which will lead to an increase in the attraction forces

between POMs, so they will stay closer in solutions. Correspondingly, larger

blackberries will form.

3.3 Counterion Exchange Around POMs
An essential feature of the POM macroionic solutions is that when addi-

tional counterions are present in solution, they may replace the original

ones. Different counterions can be accurately recognized and selected by

macroions in a specific order, depending on their hydrated sizes and valance.

Counterions with higher valence (major effect) and/or smaller hydrated size

(minor effect) are preferred by the macroions and are able to replace the

macroions’ original counterions which are lower on the preference list. This

phenomenon can be observed by monitoring the blackberry sizes when dif-

ferent amount of counterions are added into the POM solution (33).

{Mo72Fe30} clusters, with protons as their original counterions, are known

to form blackberries of Rh�25 nm without any additional electrolytes at

40°C. When 1–20 mM LiCl or NaCl was introduced, blackberry sizes

did not have obvious change. However, 0.1–10 mM KCl or RbCl will

make the blackberry sizes considerably larger (Fig. 4). This phenomenon

can be explained through a counterion replacement model. The affinity

of {Mo72Fe30} to its original counterions (protons) is stronger than that

of Li+ and Na+, but weaker than K+ and Rb+. In other words, additional

K+ or Rb+ in solution are able to replace the original protons and decrease

the surface charge density of {Mo72Fe30}, leading to a stronger attractive

forces between {Mo72Fe30} clusters. Consequently, larger blackberry sizes

are obtained.

This hypothesis can be further confirmed by isothermal titration calo-

rimetry (ITC) studies. ITC results demonstrated that no measurable bind-

ing strength exists between Na+ and 2.0 mg/mL {Mo72Fe30} even with a
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molar ratio of Na+/POM¼1000. The binding constant between K+ and

{Mo72Fe30} was improved (k¼75). Calculations showed that about 10 K+

per POM charge are needed to saturate the binding sites of {Mo72Fe30}.

The binding constant (k) between Rb+ and {Mo72Fe30} was measured to

be 773, which is about one order of magnitude larger than that of K+.

In addition, less than 10 Rb+ were needed to saturate the binding sites

per POM charge. The introduction of CsCl into solution will result

in precipitation, as the interaction between Cs+ and {Mo72Fe30} cluster

were believed to be stronger than all other monovalent counterions.

The binding strength between {Mo72Fe30} and monovalent counterions

Fig. 4 Change of blackberry size (in Rh) with added chloride salt concentration (A) and
total ionic strength (B) for 0.5 mg/mL {Mo72Fe30} solutions. For each added cation salt,
there is a CSC (critical salt concentration), abovewhich the blackberry size increases with
increasing salt concentration.
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follows an order of (Li+, Na+)<H3O
+<K+<Rb+<Cs+, which was

consistent with the previous observations of blackberry size change upon

different counterions.

3.4 Self-Assembly With Anisotropic Surface Charge
Density Distribution

Most POMmacroions in previous studies are highly isotropic in charge dis-

tribution. The blackberry formation from POM macroions is driven by

counterion-mediated attraction thus isotropic charge density will lead to

nondirectional assemblies (spherical). One question that worth further

exploration is that whether the situation will be different if the charges

around the macroions are anisotropic, e.g., oriented. A study on

{Mn40P32W224}, the largest polyoxotungstate cluster known so far, helps

to answer this question. Four Dawson trimers are connected to one

P8W48 wheel by Mn–O bonds, creating an S4 symmetrical structure.

The 152 negative charges are balanced by 22 protons, 74 Li+ and 56 K+

(19). The weak SLS intensity revealed that the clusters did not self assemble

in aqueous solution as a result of their high charge density. Blackberry struc-

tures were found when the clusters are dissolved in water methanol mixture

containing 50–100 vol% of methanol, confirmed by DLS, SLS (Rh�Rg),

and TEM studies. However, when dissolved in acetone–water mixture with

40–80 vol% of acetone, they formed a rod-like structure (Fig. 5). Unlike the

blackberry structures, the Rh of such assemblies were lower than their

corresponding Rg. Although the solvent polarity have been proved to

Hydrogen bonding becomes stronger

Charge effect is dominant

Acetone/water m
ixtures

Methanol/water mixtures

Fig. 5 The structure of {Mn40P32W224} highlighting the areas of the high charge density
(blue) along with a model that proposes its solution behavior. The red color highlights
the strength of hydrogen bonding.
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significantly influence self-assembly of POMmacroions by tuning their sur-

face charge densities, the polarities of acetone–water and methanol–water
mixtures are quite similar (34).

It is believed that hydrogen bonding, along with counterion-mediated

attraction, is playing an essential role in controlling the assemble direction

(34,35). In acetone–water mixed solvent, the charge effect is dominant.

POMmacroions will favors to interact with the areas of high charge density.

The anisotropic charge distribution of {Mn40P32W224} clusters leads to a

directional growth, resulting in the rod-like structures. However, in

methanol–water mixtures, hydrogen bonding effect is much stronger than

it in the acetone–water mixture. The oxo and water ligands of POMs facil-

itate the formation of hydrogen bonding with the solvent. The strong, iso-

tropic hydrogen bonding weakens the orientation effect caused by the

counterion-mediated attraction. Consequently, {Mn40P32W224} macroions

behave more like the POMs with isotropic charge distribution. To confirm

this speculation, {Mn40P32W224} was dissolved in deuterated solvent and

regular nondeuterated solvent. The clusters in 50 vol% D-methanol–D2O

mixtures self-assembled into rod-like structure while in 50 vol% metha-

nol–H2Omixed solvent blackberries formed, confirming the role of hydro-

gen bonding in macroionic self-assembly.

4. THE KINETIC PROPERTIES AND LAG PHASE
OF POM ASSEMBLY

Unlike colloidal systems, the blackberries in solution are thermody-

namically stable (36–39). Depending on the properties of the macroions,

the blackberry formation process may take a long period of time (up to sev-

eral months) (40,41), which will facilitate the detailed investigation of the

mechanism of the self-assembly. It was speculated that the possible mecha-

nism of blackberry formation should follow the route in Fig. 6 (41).

After dissolving POM macroions in solution, they will first assemble

into oligomers. Once the amount of oligomers reaches a critical point,

they will quickly associate into blackberries of specific size. The SLS results

demonstrate that there is no overlap between the monomer and blackberry

peak, indicating that the formation of oligomers should be the rate-

determining step.

The self-assembly process of {Mo72Fe30} monitored by SLS, demon-

strated a linear time-resolved intensity increase vs time in aqueous solution

in the presence of no or small amount of additional counterions (e.g., NaCl,
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NaBr, NaI, andNa2SO4 at the concentration of 0.017 mol/L), which is very

similar to a first order reaction (40). However, there actually existed a very

short lag period at the beginning of the assembly (in min). Similar lag phase

can also be observed with {Cu20P8W48} (41). The lag phase became more

significant when higher amount of additional electrolytes were introduced

(Fig. 7), and the overall intensity growth is shown as a sigmoidal curve (42).

It is believed that the POM macroion association is a thermodynamically

unfavorable step, while the blackberry formation from oligomers is thermo-

dynamically favorable as the system can reach a much lower free energy level

with the blackberry state. When additional salts are introduced, the activa-

tion energy of the blackberry formation will be increased. The surface

charge density is reduced due to the addition of salts. The attractive force

Fig. 7 (Left) Comparison of scattered intensity increment (A) and Rh change (B) of two
{Mo72Fe30} samples along reaction time in 0.9 wt% NaCl and salt-free solutions. (Right)
Light scattering study of the assembly of HPV capsid proteins at various HPV concen-
trations. The lag time, reaction slope, and extent of assembly were dependent upon the
initial protein concentration. Changes in scattered light were not observed until
minutes later.

Fig. 6 Possible mechanisms of {Mo72Fe30} blackberry formation in dilute aqueous solu-
tion. The uppermechanism has been proven to be correct based on SLS and DLS results,
while the bottom mechanism can be ruled out.
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between neighboring {Mo72Fe30} clusters becomes weaker due to the

enhanced screening effect. {Mo72Fe30} clusters are in general getting stabi-

lized with increasing concentration of counterions and coions. As a result,

both steps of self-assembly are prolonged (42).

U28 is a member of the actinyl peroxide cluster family. The assembly and

lag period behaviors of U28 are different from the case of {Mo72Fe30} due to

its extreme high surface charge density. Each U28 cluster carries 15 negative

charges, which are balanced by 15 Cs+, or 6 Na+ and 9 K+ (22,43–45). With

a diameter of 1.8 nm, U28 is the smallest POM macroions reported so far

that can self-assemble into blackberries (46). However, due to the very high

surface charge density, the U28 clusters cannot directly self-assemble at room

temperature, indicated by the constant low SLS intensity. Additional counter-

ions are needed to bring down the surface charge density to a proper level in

order to reduce the strong repulsive force between the clusters. Counterions

will affect the lag phase in two ways: by forming specific ion pairing and by

increasing the total ionic strength. It was observed that when the counterion

concentration was low, the specific ion-pairing effect dominated. Therefore,

when the counterion concentration was smaller than 0.6 mol/L, Na+ and K+

were always more efficient in reducing the length of lag period as they can

bridge the clusters in blackberries, while larger amphiphilic counterions like

tetraethylammonium (TEA+), tetrapropylammonium (TPA+), and

tetrabutylammonium (TBA+) are generally less effective. When the counter-

ion concentrations were relatively high (>0.6 mol/L), the ionic strength

effect took over so the difference between various counterions in reducing

lag period vanishes (Fig. 8).

An interesting analogy of the POM macroionic self-assembly process is

the virus capsid formation. Similar to blackberries, the virus capsid shells,

assembled by virus capsid proteins, are also single-layered, hollow, and

spherical. Both assembly processes demonstrate similar kinetic features by

displaying sigmoidal growth curve (Fig. 7), suggesting that they may share

similar mechanisms (7,8,47). For example, the lag phase of human papilloma

virus (HPV) is found to be sensitive to the protein concentration and ionic

strength (48). Similar cases have been reported with vitro hepatitis B virus

capsids and cowpea chlorotic mottle virus capsids (49–51). It is worth

mentioning that although the hydrophobic interaction is believed to be

the dominant driving force for the virus capsid assembly, there exist no

hydrophobic region for POMs so the hydrophobic interaction must not

be responsible for the blackberry formation. Whether the role of charges

is being underestimated in virus capsid formation remains a question that
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may worth further exploration. Considering the similarities between POMs

and other charged biomacromolecules, POMs can serve as a simplified

model for investigating the solution behaviors of such complicated bio-

macromolecules (7,8).

5. POM–COUNTERION ION PAIRING IN SOLUTION

The hydration of ions must be considered when studying their inter-

actions in solution. There are three different ion pairs based on different

states of hydration between cations and anions: solvent separated ion pair,

solvent-shared ion pair, and contact ion pair (52).

Antonio, Nyman, and their colleagues have applied SAXS to directly

investigate the ion-pairing phenomenon between Lindquist type [Nb6O19]
8�

POMand different alkali counterions (53). The solubility of [Nb6O19]
8�with

alkali ions follows the trend: Cs+>Rb+>K+>Na+>Li+ (Cs+ salt is

most soluble while Li+ salt is least soluble), which is known to be opposite

to that of classical POMs. Because of the good solubility of Rb+ or Cs+ salt
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Fig. 8 Influence of the addition of different electrolytes on the lag period of the
blackberry-structure formation in 0.5 mg/mL CsKU28 solution. Although the anion is
chlorine in common, the cations were systematically varied. The dashed line is used
to guide the eyes for the general trend of the change of the lag phase.
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of [Nb6O19]
8�, andmore importantly,Rb+ orCs+ ions can be easily detected

using X-ray scattering due to their higher electron density compared to light

ions (Li+ or Na+), [Nb6O19]
8� represents an excellent paradigm to study the

macroion–counterion ion-pairing phenomenon (Fig. 9). It was shown that

when different concentrations of the alkalimetal salts of [Nb6O19]
8�were dis-

solved in solutions containing 3 M of tetramethlyammonium hydroxide

(TMAOH), the average Rg does not change and is consistent with the calcu-

lated value for the [Nb6O19]
8� (3.1 Å), suggesting a somewhat loose interac-

tion between the macroion and its counterions. Interestingly, the physical

radius of the Lindqvist sphere (Rs) increases as the ionic radii of the alkali metal

counterion increases. For instance, the averageRs values were calculated to be

4.1, 4.3, and 4.6 Å for the potassium, rubidium, and cesium salts, respectively.

As a result of the relatively small number of alkali metal counterions in solu-

tions of TMAOH, studies of these alkali metal salts of [Nb6O19]
8�were done

in solutions of their corresponding alkali metal base to ensure the presence of

Rss

Shell
thickness

A B

C D

Rg

Rs

Fig. 9 (A) The bare [Nb6O19]
8� Lindqvist ion. Octahedra are NbO6. (B) The neutral

A8[Nb6O19] species (A¼Rb, Cs). The spheres are face-bonded Rb/Cs+. (C) K+–[Nb6O19]
8�

association observed in the crystal structure. Spheres indicate K+ associated on the clus-
ter face, cluster edge, and cluster apices. (D) Representation of the three particle radii
(Rg, Rs, and Rss).
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many counterions. It is shown that theRg of A8[Nb6O19] in 3 M solutions of

AOH (A¼K, Rb, or Cs) is 0.6–0.8 Å larger than the calculated for the bare

[Nb6O19]
8� anion, suggesting the presence of extra alkali metal counterion

enhances the ion-pairing process in solution. Furthermore, the average spher-

ical shell radius (Rss) was shown to be 7.6, 6.1, and 5.9 for the solutions of

A8[Nb6O19] in 3 M solutions of AOH,where A¼K,Rb, or Cs, respectively.

This is an opposite trend compared to the TMAOH solutions suggesting that

when extra alkali metal counterions present in the solution, the effect of the

hydrated size of the counterion is more dominant than the effect of ionic

radius; thus, in this system, it is highly likely that only contact ion pairs are

present.

To further understand the ion-pairing in POM systems, Nyman’s group

further investigated the solution behaviors of [Ta6O19]
8�, another POM

with almost identical solid-state structure as [Nb6O19]
8� in TMAOH

and AOH (A¼Rb, Cs) (54). The pair distance distribution functions

are compared. It is discovered that for [Ta6O19]
8�, solvent-separated or

solvent-shared ion-pairing dominates when alkalinity is high, while

[Nb6O19]
8� shows only contact ion pairing. This phenomenon is a result

of the strong protonation of [Ta6O19]
8� in solution, which will not only

decrease the cluster’s overall charge density and reduce the attractive force

to alkali ions but also occupy the potential coordination sites from alkali ions.

Besides, this work also partially helps explain the solubility difference

between [Ta6O19]
8� and [Nb6O19]

8�. The high solubility of Cs8[Nb6O19]

is a result of low attractions between two neutral clusters. For [Ta6O19]
8�,

the alkali ions, while not being directly bonded with the cluster, can form

bridges between clusters to saturate the bond valence, which may lead to

precipitation.

6. DYNAMIC OF ALKALI COUNTERIONS
IN POM SOLUTION

The counterions are essential for the solubility, crystallization, assem-

bly, and even templating cluster formation of macroions. Understanding and

controlling the dynamic behaviors of counterions is imperative for the fur-

ther applications of those macroions.

The dynamic counterion behaviors of two actinyl peroxide clusters, U28

and U24, are revealed via NMR studies by Nyman and Alam (44). It is dis-

covered that those clusters are not rigid entities and the internal counterions
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can exchange with the external ions in solution. The ratio between external

and internal Na+ of U28 and U24 via solid state
23Na NMR agreed well with

the ratio determined by compositional analysis and X-ray studies. Temper-

ature also plays a critical role in the dynamic exchange process of counter-

ions. As shown in Fig. 10, when the solution of Ta-BaRbU28 was heated

from 25°C to 90°C, the external Na peak became border while the chemical

shift difference between the two species were reduced. The broadening,

rather than narrowing as expected with nonexchanging Na environment,

of external Na resonance at higher temperature demonstrated that the

exchange behaviors were undergoing. In addition, the ratio of internal/

external Na will be significantly reduced after dissolved in water, indicating

that some of internal Na+ will exit the cluster. It is expected that the dis-

solved species moves from high concentration area to the low concentration

area while the system gains entropy. For U24 clusters, the solution NMR

results showed that the resonances of encapsulated and free Na+ gradually

with each other when temperature increased, which suggests that the

50 0 −50 −100

25°C

90°C

Δn = 3015 Hz

23Na (ppm)

Fig. 10 Variable-temperature solution 23Na NMR spectra of Ta�NaCsU28.
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exchange between external/internal Na+ is faster than peak separation

(Fig. 11). The Na exchange rate of U24 was obviously more rapid than

U28. It was speculated that the higher Na+ exchange rate of U24 may be

results of: (1) the absence of larger alkali ions, which may lead to the decrease

of overall mobility inside, rather than higher free volume inside U24; (2) the

fact that U24 has more of the large hexagonal windows than U28, assuming

Na+ can exit from the cluster through any capsule faces; and (3) the differ-

ence between the water molecules inside U24, which can be influenced by

hydrogen bonding, proton transfer, bonding between alkali ions, water, etc.

7. CATION TRANSPORTATION THROUGH
BLACKBERRY “MEMBRANE”

The surface of blackberry structure is soft, “porous,” and membrane

like. The fact that there are no hydrophobic regions in blackberries makes

those blackberry membranes different from the cell membranes in nature.

The space between neighboring POMs is large enough to serve as channels

for simple ions to pass through. The stable and robust nature of blackberry

structure make it suitable for ion transport study.

Fig. 11 Variable-temperature solution 23Na NMR spectra and dynamic line shape sim-
ulations for the Na�U24 capsule.
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A typical experiment was conducted with {Mo72Fe30}. Fluorescence

spectroscopy was applied for tracking the transport of small ions through

the blackberry membrane. Three different water soluble dyes were added

into the {Mo72Fe30} solution: chlorotetracycline (CTC) for Ca2+ and

Mg2+; 6-methoxyquinoline (6-MQ) for Cl� and Coumarin-1 for Br�.
The dyes were captured and stayed inside the blackberries, which was

proved by an 18 nm shift of the florescence signal. Once the blackberry for-

mation was complete, no further changes were observed. The results

suggested that the solution environment inside the blackberry was different

from the bulk solution. The higher viscosity may be a result of strong hydro-

gen bonding effect of {Mo72Fe30} (55).

Additional electrolytes were added into the solution upon the comple-

tion of the fluorophore-containing blackberry formation. For cations,

except for the immediate intensity increase upon the titration of Ca2+

and Mg2+, a slow and continuous increase of fluorescence signal reveals

that the continuous binding between Ca2+/Mg2+ and CTC. This is an indi-

cation of slow transportation of Ca2+/Mg2+ through the blackberry mem-

brane (Fig. 12). In that way, the cations can interact with the fluorophores

inside blackberry. The results confirm that small cations are able to pass

through the blackberry membrane. However, anions like Cl� and Br� show

no evidences that they can move across the membrane. A reasonable expla-

nation is that the highly negatively charged blackberries will repel those

anions (55).
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Fig. 12 (Left) Formation of fluorophore-containing {Mo72Fe30} blackberries in solution.
The additional cations, once added into solution, instantly interact with fluorophores in
bulk solution and on blackberry surfaces, subsequently enter into the blackberries, and
interact with the fluorophores inside. The anions could not cross the membrane. (Right)
Change in fluorescence quantum yield of Coumarin 1, 6-MQ, and CTC with addition of
KBr, KCl, and CaCl2, respectively; (a) instantaneous change occurs with the addition of
salts; (b) change in fluorescence quantum yield with time, once the addition of salt is
stopped.
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8. SELECTIVE PERMEABILITY OF URANYL
PEROXIDE NANOCAGE

The precise guidance toward different ions across biological channels

is essential for many biological processes. Given the broad application of ion

channels, considerable efforts have been dedicated to investigating ion trans-

port and ion selectivity behaviors (56,57). Example of ion channels in nature

are proteins embedded in the cell membrane. However, due to the fragility

of protein molecules, their bioactivities can be greatly reduced in non-

biological environments where they are expected to function (58,59).

Therefore, artificial ion channels built from inorganic materials might be

a way out. POM macroions, with rigid structures and porous surfaces,

can serve as perfect candidates of pure inorganic ion channels to allow selec-

tive transmembrane transport of cation in aqueous environments (60,61).

The change of blackberry size can serve as an accurate indicator to detect

the ion-transport process in aqueous solution. The blackberry formation

process is mediated by electrostatic interaction, and it is sensitive to the envi-

ronmental stimuli that may cause a minor change in charge density such as

pH, solvent polarity, or extra electrolytes. The distance between two POM

macroions in blackberry will be mainly determined by two factors: counter-

ion density between the two macroions and the net effective charge of each

macroion. As explained in Section 3.3, cations with smaller hydrated sizes

will usually be more effective in increasing the counterion density and

decreasing their net surface charge between two neighboring macroions

to attract them together, leading to a larger blackberry size (7,8).

8.1 Role of Hydration Layer in Selective Permeability of U60

U60 is a 2.5-nm sized, C60-like uranyl peroxide nanocage. The 60 negative

charges of U60 are balanced by 48 Li
+ and 12 K+. Each U60 cluster contains

60 uranyl polyhedral, which are arranged into 20 hexagons and 12 pentagons

(23,62,63). Similar to U28, U60 cannot self-assemble into blackberries due to

its high surface charge density. Addition of salt into the U60 solution would

help to trigger the self-assembly. When NaCl, KCl, RbCl, and CsCl were

added into 1 mg/mL U60 solution, different phenomenon were observed.

With 3 mMNaCl, U60 clusters precipitated, indicating an extremely strong

interaction between U60 and Na+. Although same amount of KCl, RbCl,

and CsCl in separate experiments can self-assemble U60 into blackberry

structure. Interestingly, the Rh of U60 blackberry in the presence of RbCl
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or CsCl is similar, however, smaller than the Rh with KCl (64). This

result revealed a sequence of Na+, K+>Rb+/Cs+ in terms of the strength

of interaction to U60, which was at odds with our previous results for

{Mo72Fe30}. In Section 2, a “normal” interaction strength trend of

Cs+>Rb+>K+>Na+, Li+ was obtained, summarizing from their

corresponding blackberry sizes (33).

This trend was confirmed by a series of ITC studies (64). Consistent with

the previous results, the binding constants between U60 and Na+/K+ were

indeed larger than that of Rb+/Cs+, suggesting that the system can reach a

lower free energy level when binding with Na+/K+ rather than Rb+/Cs+.

The unusual strong binding strength of Na+ and K+ can be clarified by

examining the thermodynamic parameters when U60 clusters bind with dif-

ferent couterions. When binding with Rb+ and Cs+, the U60 solution

showed more entropy loss comparing with the situation of binding with

K+, and the system even demonstrated an entropy gain when interacting

with Na+.

The abnormal binding strength of Na+/K+ is due to the fact that

Na+/K+ can pass through the surface pores of U60, while Rb+/Cs+ are

unable to do that (Fig. 13) (64). On one hand, the self-assembly results

proved this conclusion. When Na+/K+ is inside the U60 cage, the charge

density of U60 is reduced so the repulsive forces between neighboring

U60 clusters become smaller. Therefore, the distance between U60 becomes

smaller, resulting in a larger blackberry size. On the other hand, this conclu-

sion is also supported by the ITC results. While the bare ionic radii of Li+,

Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+ increase from 0.094, 0.117, 0.149, 0.163 to

0.186 nm, their hydrated radii follow the opposite trend as 0.382, 0.358,

0.331, 0.329, and 0.329 nm, respectively. By comparing the sizes of U60 sur-

face pores and the hydrated sizes of those counterions, it is obvious that both

U60 and counterions need to lose part of their hydration layer to fit each

other. It is believed the entropy gain during the binding process mainly arise

Fig. 13 Possible mechanism for Na+/K+ counterions interacting with U60. The small
sphere represents Na+/K+ ions. The corona represents the hydration layers of U60 or
counterions. Destruction of hydration layers of U60 and Na+/K+ will lead to an entropy
increase. A fusion of hydration layers may be achieved finally.
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from the destruction of hydration shells from both U60 and counterions. For

Na+ and K+, the entropy gain they obtained from losing the hydration layer

when they pass through the U60 surface pore are large enough to compen-

sate for the energy needed for dragging them out of their hydration layers. As

a comparison, the hydration shells of Rb+ and Cs+ are thinner than Na+ and

K+ so less entropy gain can be obtained for them the move across the surface

pores. Besides, more energy needed for Rb+ and Cs+ to get rid of their

hydration layers. In general, the U60 solution system reaches a lower free

energy level with Na+ or K+ inside the cage.

8.2 Controlling the Ion Selectivity of U60

Although U60 demonstrate selective permeability for Na+ and K+, making it

further differentiate between Na+ and K+, which are almost identical in size,

remains challenging. As the shape and size of the U60 surface pore are fixed,

the possibility of tuning its selective permeability may only come from con-

trolling the hydration shell, which can be simply achieved though regulating

the solution temperature.

Small amounts of NaCl/KCl/RbCl/CsCl (5 mM) were titrated into

U60 solution (1 mg/mL, 3 mL, same volume, and concentration were used

in all groups) at room temperature. DLS and SLS confirmed the formation

of blackberry, and the trend of blackberry size was consistent with the pre-

vious results. U60/NaCl and U60/CsCl precipitate in solution, while the

blackberry size of U60/KCl (ca. 36 nm) is larger than U60/RbCl (ca.

15 nm), as shown in Fig. 15, group 1. Subsequent to the completion of

blackberry formation, the group 1 solutions were kept at 70°C. Two weeks
later, the following phenomenon can be observed. (1) The precipitates in

both U60/NaCl and U60/CsCl solution were disappeared. While the scat-

tering intensity level of U60/CsCl solution remained high, the U60/NaCl

solution demonstrated a very low scattering intensity. (2) The blackberry

size of U60/KCl had an obvious drop however the blackberry size of

U60/RbCl remained stable. From the above observations, several conclu-

sions can be drawn. First, the precipitation in U60/NaCl solution is due to

the aggregation of discrete U60 clusters, while the precipitation of

U60/CsCl solution is a result of blackberry aggregation. The U60/CsCl

blackberry aggregations redissolved when heated up to 70°C. Second,
K+ ions migrate out of U60 cage after incubating at 70°C, leading to

a higher surface charge density of U60 thus a smaller blackberry size.

This is due to two reasons: (1) the higher kinetic energy makes the trapped
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K+ ions less willingly to stay inside the cage and (2) the thinner hydration

layer of U60 facilitates the escape of K
+ ions (65).

To clarify the role of hydration layer, another three sets of experiments

were conducted (Fig. 14). Group 2 solutions were titrated directly with

different counterions at room temperature, and group 3 solutions were pre-

incubated at 50°C before titration. Both groups 2 and 3 were held at 50°C to

form blackberries. For U60/NaCl, the solution intensities in both groups

2 and 3 remained relatively low indicating the Na+ cannot enter the U60

cage at this temperature due to the change of hydration shells. Blackberry

sizes of U60/RbCl and U60/CsCl in groups 2 and 3 did not vary a lot from

group 1. However, while U60/KCl blackberry sizes of group 2 were still
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similar to group 1, the initial blackberry sizes in group 3 demonstrated a

noticeable increase comparing to group 1. Those results clearly showed

the effect of hydration layers in self-assembly process. U60 clusters in group

3 were preincubated in 50°C in order to have a thinner hydration shell

before contacting with the additional counterions. Therefore, they were

more permeable to the diffusion of K+ ions thus more K+ ions will enter

the cage after preincubation, which will make the blackberries larger

(Fig. 15). Moreover, compared to group 3, group 2 was immediately placed

at 50°C after titration. However, the blackberry size did not vary from group

1. This suggested that the transport of K+ ions had already been finished

before blackberry formation. Combined with the fact that the self-assembly

process of U60 happened immediately after salts titration, it was obvious that

the K+ diffusion must be extremely fast, so that the transport can finish even

before the hydration shells being impaired by high temperature. This is

another important feature U60 clusters shared with K
+ ion channels. Groups

2 and 3 were then heated up to 70°C. U60/KCl solution in both groups 2

and 3 showed an obvious blackberry size drop at 70°C, while U60/RbCl

Preincubation

K+K+

Fig. 15 After preincubation, the hydration shell (blue corona) of U60 clusters (yellow circle)
is reduced so that more K+ ions are able to enter the inner cage of U60. The diffusion
of K+ ions is extremely fast and goes to completion before blackberry are formed.
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and U60/CsCl blackberry sizes remained, which confirmed our previous

conclusion (65).

Those conclusions were further proved by ITC studies. One set of U60

solutions were titrated directly at 50°C, while the other set of solutions were
preincubated at 50°C for 3 days, before ITCmeasurements. First, the results

showed that no noticeable interaction between U60 and Na+ existed after

preincubation, while the binding strength between U60 and K+ were still

strong, suggesting that indeed U60 can distinguish between Na+ and K+

at 50°C. Second, the entropy change (△S) becamemuchmore positive after

preincubation. Although the thicknesses of hydration shells were reduced

after preincubation, the entropy loss can be compensated by the excess

K+ ions migrating out of U60 cages (65).

In group 4, the preincubation temperature was further increased to 70°C
in order to further dehydrate U60 clusters. The U60/NaCl solution still

showed a low scattered intensity. While the U60/CsCl blackberry size

remained similar as in group 1, the sizes of both U60/KCl and U60/RbCl

blackberries clearly increased comparing to group 1, suggesting that both

K+ and Rb+ entered the cage of U60 clusters after a 70°C preincubation

because of a thinner hydration shell (65).

In general, U60 clusters show tunable ion selectivity in respond to differ-

ent temperatures. U60 allowed Na+ and K+ to enter the cage at room tem-

perature. After preincubation at 50°C, only K+ can migrate across the

surface pores. When the preincubation temperature reaches 70°C, both
K+ and Rb+ can diffuse into U60 cages (65).

9. SELF-RECOGNITION BEHAVIORS DURING THEIR
SELF-ASSEMBLY

Following the understanding of the mechanism and conditions of

charge-mediated Blackberry-type assembly of POMs, it is also interesting

to investigate their behavior in more complex environments. One impor-

tant question that could be asked is if POM molecules of different nature

can recognize each other in solution. This phenomenon is even more inter-

esting in biological systems where it can be used as a model to explain their

complicated and unknown behavior in solutions.

The self-recognition behavior of spherical polyprotic macroions of

{Mo72Fe30} and {Mo72Cr30} was studied in dilute, homogenous solutions
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(66). DLS study indicated the presence of two separate large species in

solution which could represent the formation of two types of blackberries.

This could be rationalized with previous understanding about the charge

regulated nature of these assemblies which directly related to charge den-

sity of macroions. In addition, it was believed that different hydrogen

bonding network and lability of water ligands in CrIII(H2O) and

FeIII(H2O) groups of twomacroions also contribute to the self-recognition

in solution. Time-resolved SLS at early stage of self-assembly showed that

dimer/oligomer formation processes in the solutions of two macroions

were kinetically similar. This was suggested by almost identical slope

and minor lag periods of both {Mo72Cr30} and {Mo72Fe30}. SLS study

over long period of time also indicated that each macroion had faster

assembly rate while they were alone compared to their mix solutions at

a fixed total cluster concentration. This suggested that self-recognition

started at very early stage when oligomers are forming (Fig. 16). Moreover,

the self-recognition behavior remained when the pH or temperature of the

solution were changed. That was however against what was expected that

changing the pH or temperature would make the self-recognition more

difficult by making the charge densities of the two clusters closer, or by

decreasing the activation energy barrier for the blackberry formation,

respectively (67).

In another study, the self-recognition of two rod-shape clusters

C4H9ð Þ4N
� �

7

�
Mo6O18NC OCH2ð Þ3XMo6O18 OCH2ð Þ3CNMo6O18

� �

(X¼MnIII (1), FeIII (2)) was reported (68). These two POMs have identical

morphology (lengths and diameters of �2.77 and 0.88 nm confirmed with

SAXS) except for their different central metal atoms (20). Each macroion

could self-assemble into blackberry structure in their dilute solutions in ace-

tonitrile with Zn2+ as counterions. The mixed solution of two very similar

macroions showed self-recognition behavior, as confirmed by DLS, SLS,

and TEM/EDS. The difference in the blackberry size, and also the

self-recognition behavior of macroions came from their different charge dis-

tribution while the overall charges were similar. DFT calculation on Milli-

ken charge distribution showed that the central Mn atom is more positively

charged than the central Fe atom, while the perimeter of the planar molec-

ular unit of macroion containing Mn is more negative compared to the one

with Fe, making their net charges still identical. This difference in charge

distribution affected the interaction of two macroions with the surrounding

counterions and led to the formation of Blackberries of different sizes and
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also self-recognition in the mixture. This observation proved that beside dif-

ference in charge density, dissimilarity in charge distribution could also make

a difference in solution behavior of macroions.

To further push the limit, self-recognition and chiral selection of racemic

mixture of two wheel-shaped enantiomer macroions ([Fe28(μ3-O)8(Tart)16
(HCOO)24]

20 � (Tart ¼ D- or L-tartaric acid tetra-anion)) (21) were studied

(69). It was observed that enantiomers remained self-sorted and self-assembled

into two different assemblies in their racemic mixture solution (Fig. 17). It was

also shown that the addition of chiral coions could suppress the self-assembly

of one type of macroionic enantiomers into blackberry structures while pro-

moting the self-assembly of the other type. As a result, blackberries formed in
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Fig. 16 (A) CONTIN analysis of the DLS studies at 90 degree scattering angle measured
for aqueous solutions containing {Mo72Cr30} or {Mo72Fe30} (0.1 mg/mL each), as well as
for a solution containing both species (0.1 mg/mL of each) (pH 4.2). (B) CONTIN analysis
of the DLS experiment carried out on the two components after ultrafiltration of the
aqueous solution originally containing both {Mo72Cr30} and {Mo72Fe30} (0.1 mg/mL of
each). (C) (Middle) In mixed dilute aqueous solutions, the clusters (polyhedral represen-
tation) {Mo72Fe30} (Top) and {Mo72Cr30} (Bottom) self-assemble into different (i.e., indi-
vidual) blackberry structures of the Cr30 (yellow) and Fe30 type (blue)—with interfacial
water between the macroions (Right)—and do not form mixed species (such as the
hypothetical structure shown in the left).
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Fig. 17 (Left) (A) SLS results of Ba-D-Fe28, Ba-L-Fe28 and their racemic mixture solutions. (B) TEM image of the assembly in the aged solution of
Ba-D-Fe28 (0.5 mg/mL). Scale bar, 50 nm. (C) Graphical representation of the chiral recognition behavior. (D) SLS monitoring of different solu-
tions for 31 h (Right). (E) Graphical representation of the chiral selection experiments by the introduction of lactic acid molecules. (F,G) SLS
results of Ba-D-Fe28 (0.5 mg/mL) and Ba-L-Fe28 (0.5 mg/mL) in three different buffers, respectively.



solution only contained one type of enantiomer while the other type

remained as single clusters. This property could be used to separate enantio-

mers from their mixture due to self-assembly of one type to larger blackberry

structure and the other one remain unaffected in solution. This study

suggested that long-range, charge-mediated electrostatic interactions is essen-

tial in chiral recognition of chiral macroions in solution.

10. SIMULATION STUDIES ON SELF-ASSEMBLY
OF POM MACROIONS

Various simulation approaches were applied to help finding better

understanding over solution behavior and blackberry type assembly process

of hydrophilic macroions in solution.

Chaumont andWipff studied the interaction of Keggin clusters with dif-

ferent counterions, e.g., Cs+, NBu4
+, UO2

2+, Eu3+, H3O
+, and H5O2

+

in water and methanol solutions. They found that POMs, mostly aggregate

not only into dimers with short distances between them but also into olig-

omers in concentrated solutions. They showed that dynamic behavior of

POMs which affects their solution behavior is dependent on the charge,

the thickness of hydration layer, and size of the surrounding counterions

(70). Wipff’s other study also confirmed the counterion-mediated attraction

and hydrogen bonding as driving forces between Keggin POMs (71). They

used potential of mean force to calculate the free energy change ΔG as a

function of distance between Keggin anions. They found that the free

energy profile is quite flat with tiny minimum at 11 Å and suggested that

anions could form contact ion pairs in the presence of their counterions.

Same results (minimum around 10 Å and contact ion pairs) were observed

with different methodologies which supported their results. Above findings

helped to understand the role of counterions in bridging the Keggin-type

POMs in solution and suggested that they basically act like “cationic glue.”

Verhoeff et al. proposed a semiempirical model through a thermody-

namic study over blackberry structures to describe the relation between

equilibrium size of single layer shell and dielectric constant of the medium

(26). They suggested that the cohesive bond energy between POMs on the

shell was in agreement with critical aggregation concentration which was

independent of the model. Their model was based on the assumption that

equilibrium size is determined by their renormalized charge density regu-

lated by condensation of counterions. Their simplified model based on free
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energy of the shell showed that the size of the shells is linearly dependent on

the inverse of the dielectric constant (R��48λBu=ψ2).

Liu et al. recently applied coarse-grained molecular dynamic model to

study the interactions of charge macroions in the presence of their counter-

ions in solution (72). They neglected the atomic details of the macroions so

that it could be generalized to other macroions. The macroions were mim-

icked as hollow spheres comprise charged and uncharged beads as depicted

in Fig. 18. In this model, the van der Waals and electrostatic forces were

emphasized as main interactions between macroions and their surroundings.

With all above assumptions, it was shown that the role of van der Waals

forces in the self-assembly of macroions should be minimal and electrostatic

interactions play a major part instead.

It was suggested that the counterion mediation between macroions is

essential in dimer and eventually blackberry formation. It was shown that

like charge macroions attract each other to form aggregates while counter-

ions are among them and also the absence of charge would result in minimal

attraction of macroions in solution (Fig. 19E). The reverse simulation was

designed and started with aggregated configuration (Fig. 19B) but in the

absence of all electrostatic interactions; disassembly of all aggregates was

observed within a few picoseconds. It was claimed that electrostatic force

rather than van der Waals forces are responsible for the self-assembly of

macroions in solution (Fig. 19B and C). To study the effect of surface charge

Fig. 18 A coarse-grained model designed for general spherical macroions that form
blackberries in solution.
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of macroions on their aggregation, the number of charged beads was chan-

ged from 2 to 64 and observed that the moderate amount of charge resulted

in the most number of nearest neighbors which was in good agreement with

the experimental results.

11. CONCLUSIONS

The solution behaviors of hydrophilic POMmacroions are dominated

by the macroion–counterion interaction. The strength of this attractive

force determines the degree of counterion association and consequently

controls the nature of macroion–macroion interaction—when it becomes

attractive, blackberry formation occurs with the blackberry size calibrates

the strength of the attraction. Counterion exchange around macroions

can be achieved as macroions accurately choose counterions based on their

valance and hydrated size. Counterion distributions inside and around

macroions can be associated with many features of the macroions, including

the self-recognition feature of POM macroions during their self-assembly.

As the simplest model, POM macorions can be applied as models to under-

stand and mimic some biological phenomenon such as the chiral recogni-

tion, virus shell formation, and protein ion channels.

Fig. 19 (A,D) at the beginning and (B,E) at the end of the simulations, respectively. Col-
oring: charged beads on macroions are given in yellow, uncharged beads on macroions
are cyan, and charged counterions are red. Turning off the charges on the macroions
and counterions after aggregate formation and running the simulation further results
in a disassembled state (C).
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Abstract

The unique ability of H5PV2Mo10O40 to catalyze electron transfer–oxygen transfer oxi-
dations via activation of sulfides, and carbon–hydrogen, carbon–carbon, and carbon
metal bonds, is discussed in the context of sustainable transformations of arenes, the
deconstruction of carbohydrates to synthesis gas as a liquid fuel precursor and the pros-
pects for hydroxylation of alkanes. Emphasis is placed on the mechanistic aspects of
these reactions including isolation and or observation of intermediates, and the impor-
tance of solvents on the oxidation potential of H5PV2Mo10O40. Descriptions possible
structures of reactive intermediates as deduced from EPR spectroscopy and DFT calcu-
lations are also included.
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1. MECHANISMS FOR THE AEROBIC OXIDATION
OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

One can consider three basic types of oxygen donors for the

metal-catalyzed oxygenation of organic compounds, Scheme 1.

(a) Oxygen donors, DO, that can broadly vary from hypochlorite,

iodosobenzene, periodate, nitrous oxide, and various other inorganic or

organic donors. These compounds can be activated by metal species to yield

high-valent metal-oxo species, or metal-dioxo species. Such compounds

have a very broad range activity ranging from hydroxylation of C–H bonds,

addition to nucleophiles to carbon–carbon bond cleavage reactions.

(b) Peroxides such as peroxy acids, hydrogen peroxide, and other organic

and inorganic analogs such as t-butylhydroperoxide and peroxosulfate that

can react in nonredox pathways to yield end-on and side-on metal-peroxo

species that react as electrophiles to nucleophilic substrates such as alkenes

and sulfides. Alternatively, metal complexes of higher oxidation potential

lead to homolysis of the O–O bond and formation of radicals that can react

via hydrogen atom transfer reactions. Under appropriate conditions even

the “dark” formation for singlet oxygen is possible that has its signature

reactivity. (c) Molecular oxygen has its own possible modes of reaction as

will be amplified upon also below. It is, however, worthwhile to note that

O2-based reaction pathways can be interconnected with those using perox-

ides and those forming metal-oxo species. For example, O2 in autooxidation

reactions leads to intermediate formation of hydroperoxides. Furthermore,

monooxygenase enzymes and their mimics catalyze oxygenation via

Scheme 1 General overview of metal-catalyzed oxidation.
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formation of reactive iron-oxo species (DO) fromO2 and two electrons and

two protons.

One can zoom in on the various known mechanistic pathways that uti-

lize O2 in the context of both heterogeneous gas phase reactions and homo-

geneous liquid phase reactions as shown in Scheme 2.

In the liquid phase, hydrocarbons most ubiquitously react via an

autooxidation mechanism that is initiated by the formation of a

carbon-centered radical, typically after a hydrogen atom transfer step.

The carbon-centered radical usually reacts at a diffusion-controlled rate with

O2 to yield a peroxo intermediate that propagates the radical chain auto-

oxidation, until the chain is terminated. These reactions have a synthetically

limited scope yet they are crucial in industrial important syntheses of the

benzoic acid, terephthalic acid, phenol and adipic acid. In nature, mono-

oxygenase enzymes are dominant for the activation of O2 and oxygenation.

Although there are mechanistic variants, in general, the reactions proceed

via the expenditure of electron donors or reducing agents and protons to

yield intermediate and often very reactive higher valent-oxo and also peroxo

species. Dioxygenase type reactions where the O–O of O2 is homolytically

split to yield two metal-oxo species are rather rare, however, have been

documented as being moderately effective for the epoxidation and

dihydroxylation of alkenes. Dehydrogenation or oxidation without oxygen

Scheme 2 Pathways for heterogeneous gas phase and homogeneous liquid phase
oxidation and oxygenation reactions using molecular oxygen.
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transfer is also rather common, for example, in the oxidation of alcohols to

ketones or aldehydes. Particularly common is the use of palladium(II) cat-

alysts that are also active in Wacker-type reactions that involve addition

to C–C double or triple bonds coupled with dehydrogenation. Heteroge-

neous gas phase oxidations typically require elevated temperatures, 250°C
and above, and can be divided into two major categories. First are those cat-

alyzed by metals usually involve Langmuir–Hinshelwood or related Eley–
Rideal type chemisorption of the hydrocarbon and/or O2 to the metal

followed by poorly understood oxygen transfer. The silver metal-catalyzed

aerobic epoxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide is an important example

of such a reaction. Second are those catalyzed by metal oxides that proceed

by the Mars–van Krevelen mechanism where the reaction is initiated by

what is thought to be either a proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET)

or a hydrogen atom transfer reaction from the substrate to the metal oxide.

In certain cases, dehydrogenation only occurs, for example, butane to buta-

diene or methanol to formaldehyde. In other cases, substrate activation is

followed by oxygen transfer from the reduced metal oxide to the hydrocar-

bon as observed, for example, in the synthesis of maleic anhydride and

phthalic anhydride.

About 15 years ago, we asked ourselves can Mars–van Krevelen

type reactions found until then only in the realm of high-temperature

gas-phase reactions be adapted to low-temperature liquid-phase homoge-

neous reactions? Herein, we review the developments in this area with

emphasis on the synthetic applications and mechanistic understanding made

since about 2009.

2. THE H5PV2Mo10O40 POLYOXOMETALATE
AND ELECTRON TRANSFER OXIDATIONS

Catalytic dehydrogenation of organic substrates or catalytic oxidase

reactions is a synthetically useful class of reactions where two hydrogen

atoms are removed from a substrate, for example, synthesis of alkynes

from alkenes or aldehydes/ketones from alcohols and many more for a vari-

ety of transformations. In the 1970s Matveev and Kozhevnikov and their

research group showed that the H3+xPVxMo12�xO40 (x¼1–6) pho-

sphovanadomolybdate Keggin type compounds could be used as oxidative

dehydrogenation catalysts, although the number of catalytic turnovers was

limited (1). Our group was intrigued by this research and from 1988 to
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2000, we began to study the activity of H5PV2Mo10O40, that has an

α-Keggin structure, Fig. 1 (2). This compound has central tetrahedral phos-

phate moiety that is surrounded by 12 molybdenum and vanadium addenda

that are arranged as 4 M3O9 triads. In its orange-colored oxidized form, all

the addenda metals have empty d orbitals and have tetragonally distorted

octahedral coordination. Upon reduction, the compounds turn green and

then blue with an absorption maximum and 700–750 nm that various

according to the number of electrons on the reduced polyoxometalate. Most

of the electron density is located on the vanadium atoms.

Our synthetically oriented research in this area that included dehydroge-

nation of dienes to arenes, alcohol and amine dehydrogenation, and well as

phenol dimerization among other transformations has been previously

reviewed. A mechanistic study in 1992 on the oxidative dehydrogenation

of α-terpinene to p-cymene showed that there was an equilibrium redox

reaction that yielded an α-terpinene radical–[PVIVVVMo10O40]
6� ion pair

intermediate through a PCET reaction (3). The cation radical of α-terpinene
was isolated and studied by EPR spectroscopy. This led to the generalization

that H5PV
V
2Mo10O40 was an electron transfer (ET) oxidant wherein the

reduced H7PV
IV

2Mo10O40 formed in the reaction could be reoxidized

by O2 to yield the dehydrogenated substrate and H2O as products,

Scheme 3.

Fig. 1 Two of the five isomers of H5PV2Mo10O40 showing a vicinal and distal isomer.

Scheme 3 Aerobic oxidative dehydrogenation of substrates catalyzed by
H5PV2Mo10O40.
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3. THE FIRST EXAMPLE OF ELECTRON
TRANSFER–OXYGEN TRANSFER CATALYZED
BY H5PV2Mo10O40

Up to the year 2000, H5PV2Mo10O40 had only been used as an

electron transfer oxidant and the question was: Could H5PV2Mo10O40 react

also as an electron transfer–oxygen transfer (ET–OT) catalyst? The implica-

tion was that such a catalytic oxygenation reaction would be a homogeneous

analog of a heterogeneous gas phase Mars–van Krevelen reaction. In gener-

alized form this kind of transformation can be summarized in a generic way

as shown in Scheme 4. It should also be noted that formally this is also a

monooxygenase reaction, where the substrate acts as electron and proton

donor, since in the reaction scheme water is formed. The mechanism, how-

ever, is completely different than that observed for monooxygenase

enzymes.Most notably, it is the reducedmetal oxide species that is the oxygen

transfer agent rather than a higher valent metal-oxo species commonly the

active intermediate in monooxygenase enzymes and their mimics.

In a comprehensive study, we showed that H5PV2Mo10O40 indeed was a

catalyst for ET–OT reactions where the oxygenation of activated arenes

with weak benzylic C–H bonds, such as xanthene and alike as well as arenes

of low oxidation potential such as anthracene was possible (4). The crucial

verification of the ET–OT mechanism was by observation of the oxygen

transfer step from 18-O labeled H5PV2Mo10O40 to both xanthene and

anthracene. The research was supported by various kinetic measurements

such as correlation of the rate as a function of the ionization potential of

the substrate and deuterium isotope effects, substrate probes and isolation

of intermediates, and their identification by EPR and NMR spectroscopy.

One key question that arose during this research was: How could one

reconcile the observation that H5PV2Mo10O40, with an oxidation potential

of 0.7 V vs NHE is able to oxidize substrates by electron transfer such as xan-

thene and anthracene that have an oxidation potential that is higher than

1.3 V? At this point, we realized that the difference between the oxidation

Scheme 4 A generic ET–OT catalytic reaction.
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potential of H5PV2Mo10O40 and target substrates excludes the possibility of

an inner sphere electron transfer. Correction of the free energy,ΔG°, under
prevailing reaction conditions using Marcus theory can give the corrected

free energy value, ΔG°0:

ΔG°0 ¼ΔG°+
331:2B

r12D
Z1�Z2�1ð Þ where B¼ 10�21:9r12

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ=DT

p

At a null ion strength, μ¼0, B¼1 and therefore ΔG°0 is a function of

(i) the radius r12 is approximately 7.3 Å assuming a r1¼5.6 Å for

H5PV2Mo10O40 and r2¼1.7 Å assuming a side on interaction between

the polyoxometalate and the aromatic substrate. (ii) D is the dielectric con-

stant, of the solvent. The most important factor, however, are the relative

charges of the polyanion (Z1¼�5) and substrate (Z2¼0). The calculations

show the very strong positive influence of the negative charge of the poly-

oxometalate on ΔG°0. Therefore, the inherent anionic nature of the poly-
oxometalates is advantageous to their activity as electron transfer oxidants.

Although this research provided a robust mechanistic setting for the possi-

bility of ET–OT reactions, the specific oxygenation reactions studied,

e.g., xanthene to xanthone and anthracene to anthraquinone were not of

synthetic utility.

4. OXIDATION OF SULFIDES

Although the oxygenation of sulfides to sulfoxides with H2O2 is a

known reaction that can be catalyzed by many d0 metal-based catalysts

and in some cases just in polar solvents such as methanol and per-

fluoroalcohols, similar catalytic oxygenation to sulfoxides or sulfones with

O2 are rare and typically require rather extreme conditions. Despite this,

we found that the ET–OT oxidation of sulfides with H5PV2Mo10O40 is

possible (5). Under anaerobic reaction conditions various arylmethyl sul-

fides, ArSMe, reacted with H5PV2Mo10O40 in acetic acid at 70°C for 1 h

gave a green precipitate that upon dissolution and analysis by GC showed

the 100% selective formation of the corresponding sulfides, ArS(O)Me.

By carrying out the reaction under various different conditions, a mechanis-

tic scheme was proposed for this reaction, Scheme 5.

First, the reaction of PhSMe with H5PV2Mo10O40 room temperature

yielded a homogeneous green solution that is associated with a charge trans-

fer complex via an ET reaction from the sulfide to the polyoxometalate. The
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charge transfer complex had a UV–vis spectrum that showed two peaks, at

λmax¼650 and 887 nm, which were assigned to strongly red shifted absorp-

tion of PhSMe+• at 650 nm and a one-electron reduced polyoxometalate at

887 nm, Fig. 2.

Further support for the formation of a charge transfer complex between a

sulfide and H5PV2Mo10O40 was obtained by reacting thianthrene or

diphenyl sulfide with H5PV2Mo10O40, which allowed the EPR observation

of the cation radicals of thianthrene and diphenyl sulfide along with the

one-electron reduced polyoxometalate, Fig. 3.

Finally, a Hammett plot obtained by reacting various sulfides, ArSMe

with H5PV2Mo10O40, gave a slope, ρ¼�3.6, supportive of the formation

of a cation radical. Although in reactions using ArSMe substrates, the actual

determination of the structure of the green precipitate was not possible, a

similar reaction with Et2S did allow the crystallization of this intermediate,

which proved the complexation of the sulfide to a vanadium center that was

“supported” on the polyoxometalate. An aerobic reaction was possible if the

formation of the green precipitate could be avoided. This, for example, was

possible by using nitromethane as a solvent, where a turnover frequency of

�3 h�1 for PhSMe as substrate was observed at 70°C under 1 bar O2. Inter-

estingly, in this reaction, the major product (90% selectivity) was again the

sulfoxide, but also a minor product, PhSSPh was observed (10% selectivity),

that is known to be a fingerprint of a cation radical intermediate.

One notable observation in this research was that aromatic

compounds with sulfur heteroatoms such as benzothiophene did not yield

oxygenation products, even though a reaction between them and

H5PV2Mo10O40 clearly led to the reduction of the polyoxometalate

and the formation of cation radicals. Interesting, also was the realization

that the more extended the π-system the easier it should be to form a

Scheme 5 Oxygenation of ArSMe to the ArS(O)Me with H5PV2Mo10O40 under anaerobic
and aerobic conditions.
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cation radical, that is, for example, the order of reactivity should

be 2,7-dimethylbenzothiophene>dibenzothiophene>benzothiophene.

Furthermore, heating up solutions containing sulfur-heteroaromatic

compounds led to formation of benzothiophene-based polymers via the

reaction of cation radicals with excess substrate, Scheme 6 (6). This type

of polymerization proved to be useful in reducing the amount of such het-

eroaromatic compounds in fuels, which are refractory to common hydro-

desulfurization (HDS) processes used in the oil refinery industry.

Sub-ppm levels of sulfur-containing compounds were accessible.

Fig. 2 The visible spectrum of H5PV
VVIVMo10O40–PhSMe+•. Reprinted with permission

from Khenkin, A.M.; Leitus, G.; Neumann, R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 11446–11448.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 3 EPR spectrum resulting from a reaction of thianthrene and H5PV2Mo10O40.
Reprinted with permission from Khenkin, A.M.; Leitus, G.; Neumann, R. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2010, 132, 11446–11448. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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5. OXIDATION OF PRIMARY AND VICINAL ALCOHOLS

An important new application of H5PV2Mo10O40 was in the unique

oxidation of primary alcohols. Typically, such alcohols are aerobically oxi-

dized via C–Hbond activation to yield aldehydes as initial products that then

are often further oxidized to carboxylic acids. Surprisingly, in the presence of

H5PV2Mo10O40, this reaction was completely inhibited and instead oxida-

tive carbon–carbon bond cleavage occurred via an ET–OT mechanism

resulting in the initial formation of carbonyl compounds (7). For example,

1-butanol yielded formaldehyde and propionaldehyde as initial products

while i-butanol yielded acetone and formaldehyde. Since the reaction con-

ditions were acidic, and the alcohol substrate is in excess by definition, hemi-

acetals or acetals are immediately formed from the initial aldehyde

intermediates. The later are then further oxidized to esters as the observable

products, Scheme 7.

This reactivity is not easily reconcilable to an ET–OT mechanism, since

such alcohols have high oxidation potentials. Yet the observation of only

C–C bond cleavage, and the absence of C–H bond activation in the rate

determining step, as also verified by the absence of a deuterium isotope

effect, seems to exclude an HAT type mechanism. Furthermore, an associ-

ation complex prior to ET between the polyoxometalate and 1-butanol was

observed by 13C NMR. Likely such an association complex changes the

thermodynamics of the reaction. Noticeably, although the primary alcohol

is apparently protonated, alkenes were not observed, nor were alkenes

Scheme 6 Polymerization of benzothiophene and dibenzothiophene catalyzed by
H5PV2Mo10O40.
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susceptible to C–C bond cleavage. Secondary alcohols did undergo dehy-

dration and were not oxidized. In the oxidation reaction, the ET step

was deduced from the reduction of H5PV2Mo10O40 and the subsequent

OT was proven by isotope incorporation into the products from 18-O

labeled H5PV2Mo10O40. Kinetic experiments yielded a low negative

ΔS{338¼�47.2 cal mol�1 K�1 indicative a highly ordered transition state

in the rate determining step.

It is also notable that vicinal diols react in an identical manner although

such C–C bond cleavage reactions are more common. Thus, C–C bond

cleavage of 1,2-ethanediol leads to formation of formaldehyde, which then

reacts with excess 1,2-ethanediol to yield 1,3-dioxolane and

2-hydroxyethylformate. Interestingly, it was possible here to clearly assess

the importance of the formation of an association complex between

H5PV2Mo10O40 and the substrate. Thus, a comparison of the reactivity

of cis-1,2-cyclohexanediol with trans-1,2-cyclohexanediol showed that

the former was 15 times more reactive, even though the oxidation potentials

of the substrates alone could be considered to be identical.

A further use of this unique C–C bond cleavage of primary and vicinal

alcohols was in the oxidation of carbohydrates, in principle, of any type.

Notably, Wasserschied and coworkers reported on such an oxidation of

sugars such as glucose using H5PV2Mo10O40 as catalyst in water at elevated

temperatures and 30 bar O2 (8). Conversions tended to be high although

selectivity to the formation of their desired product, formic acid, was only

about 50% with coformation of CO2. Unfortunately, cellulose was not

reactive, because it is insoluble in water. We decided to further explore

these oxidation reactions of carbohydrates (9). First, using glucose as a sub-

strate, we found that under milder oxidation conditions, 1 bar O2, in
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Scheme 7 Pathway for the oxidation of 1-butanol by H5PV2Mo10O40 via an ET–OT
mechanism.
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methanol/water as solvent, glucose was quantitatively oxidized to formic

acid and its methyl ester and formaldehyde and its mono- and dimethylated

analogs. Further use of 13-C labelled substrates revealed that the primary

alcohol (C-6) was the source of formaldehyde and derivatives, while the car-

bon atoms (aldehyde C-1 and secondary alcohols C-2 to C-5) were oxidized

to formic acid and methyl formate. A small amount of CO2 was also formed

that was traced back to the C-5 carbon which is a hemiacetal in the pyranose

conformation. In principle, such an ET–OT reaction converts all the carbon

atoms to an oxidized product, e.g., formic acid, while the H5PV2Mo10O40 is

reduced and protonated by two electrons and protons as presented in generic

Scheme 4. Molecular oxygen is then used to form H2O. While such a reac-

tion is useful in the context of aerobic oxidation and formic acid and/or

esters as a product, there is also a larger issue of the use of terrestrial biomass

as renewable energy sources, which contains cellulose and hemicellulose as

the major components. Thus, there is much interest in use of such biomass,

typically agriculture waste such as wheat straw, rice hulls, and corn stover as

well as various grasses. We hypothesized that (a) formic acid was a less desir-

able product in the context of renewable energy and (b) the electrons and

protons “stored” on the polyoxometalate were being “wasted” in the for-

mation water. We, therefore, redesigned the ET–OT reaction conditions.

First, by carrying out the reaction in rather concentrated sulfuric acid as sol-

vent quantitative conversion can easily be obtained and one can dehydrate

formic acid to form carbon monoxide, CO. Second, instead of using O2 to

reoxidize the polyoxometalate, the electrons and protons could be com-

bined electrochemically to yield hydrogen. In this manner cellulose, essen-

tially polyglucose can be completely deconstructed to yield CO and H2 or

synthesis gas, where the two components are formed in separate chemical

steps allowing their easy separation if so desired. The concept is summarized

in Scheme 8. Synthesis gas can be used in various energy-related process, for

example, the formation of methanol as a fuel, or hydrocarbons via the

Fischer–Tropsch reaction. Hydrogen can be used for ammonia synthesis

via the Haber–Bosch process.

Scheme 8 Formation of CO and H2 from cellulose in 80% sulfuric acid.
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As it turned out, the CO formed could also be oxidized further to CO2

resulting in the formation of an equivalent amount of reduced poly-

oxometalate. Such a reaction is in essence a variant of a water–gas shift reac-
tion, Scheme 9. In this way, the ration of H2/CO can be varied from 1:1 all

the way to pure H2.

Finally, it should be noted that contrary to an initial question mark on the

use of sulfuric acid as a solvent, it is in fact widely used in oil refineries and

also for the formation of phosphoric acid from phosphate rock. In fact, used

properly it is quite benign. Furthermore, in the context of this conversion of

carbohydrate biomass promoted by H5PV2Mo10O40 it also has significant

additional advantages. First, H5PV2Mo10O40 is synthesized in sulfuric acid

so it is intrinsically stable and the reaction solution can be recycled many,

many times without catalyst degradation. Second, since the substrates, cel-

lulose, and hemicellulose are solid, but all the products are gases, the sepa-

ration of the catalyst and solvent from the products is not needed.

6. OXIDATION OF VIA ACTIVATION OF C–H BONDS
REVISITED

An interesting insight from the aforementioned oxidation of carbohy-

drates in sulfuric acid was also the observation that the reactions were sig-

nificantly accelerated compared to what we had observed over many

years when carrying out ET–OT reactions in organic solvents. Although

the reason was not immediately clear, this observation did lead to the

reexamination of the redox properties of H5PV2Mo10O40 in aqueous sulfu-

ric solutions and also a reinvestigation of the oxidation of alkylarenes, nota-

bly toluene and its derivatives that previously did not react in acetic acid,

acetonitrile, or other organic solvents (10). Impetus for this study was also

the knowledge that the transformation of toluene and its derivatives to

the corresponding benzaldehyde compounds are not a trivial transformation

from the sustainability point of view, despite the apparent simplicity of the

transformation. In fact, methylarenes cannot be oxidized with O2 since the

autooxidation reactions prevalent under such conditions lead to the invari-

able formation of the overoxidized carboxylic acid products. Thus, benzal-

dehyde derivatives are formed from the corresponding methylarenes, for

example, by using the chromates in acetic anhydride, halogenation followed

Scheme 9 Water–gas shift of CO to CO2 and H2 (released electrochemically).
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by hydrolysis, or from benzene derivatives via carbonylation by various

methods. All these techniques produce copious amounts of waste. Based

on the transformation observed with carbohydrates, a similar scheme for

oxygenation of toluene derivatives was devised, Scheme 10.

In general, the results showed the highly efficient formation of ArCHO

in almost all cases with practically no formation of carboxylic acids; no

sulfonated products were detected. For toluene and ring-halogenated tolu-

ene substrates as electron withdrawing moieties nearly quantitative yields of

ArCHO were obtained. Alkylated toluene derivatives yielded the selective

formation of the corresponding tolualdehydes, except for the case of

4-cymene where oxidation occurred at the primary Me carbon and the ter-

tiary i-propyl moiety. Thus, the important observation that oxygenation of

toluene with H5PV2Mo10O40 is possible in aqueous 50% sulfuric acid but

not in an organic solvent was verified. To explain this change in reactivity,

it was surmised that the strong acidic medium leads to the increase in the

redox potential of H5PV2Mo10O40. This can be observed from cyclic

voltammetry measurements, Fig. 4, where the redox potential obtained is

plotted as a function of the sulfuric acid concentration. Clearly, the effect

is dramatic with an increase in the oxidation potential of more than 0.7 V

when going from H2O to 80% aqueous sulfuric acid.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were used to explain the

change in reactivity. The calculations showed that there was no electron

transfer from toluene to H5PV2Mo10O40; the reaction was endergonic.

However, in even 50% sulfuric acid H5PV2Mo10O40 is protonated to yield

a cation [H6PV2Mo10O40]
+ in a reaction that is slightly exergonic. Addi-

tionally, the proton affinity of the reduced polyoxometalate is even higher

meaning that protonation favors the reduction of H5PV2Mo10O40 both

kinetically and thermodynamically. As a result, an ET reaction between

H5PV2Mo10O40 in sulfuric acid and toluene is exergonic by nearly

6 kcal/mol. From this, a reaction scheme for the ET–OT oxidation of tol-

uene under these conditions can be proposed and compared to that of xan-

thene in an organic solvent, Scheme 11. In the xanthene oxygenation, the

Scheme 10 Oxygenation of methylarenes to the corresponding benzaldehyde deriva-
tives with H5PV2Mo10O40 in sulfuric acid.
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reaction is initiated by a PCET as determined by kinetic isotope effect

experiments. Further electron transfer yields a benzylic cation that in the case

of xanthene is stabilized by the lone pair on the oxygen atom and can be

isolated and observed at room temperature by 1H NMR. Oxygen transfer
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Fig. 4 The redox potential of H5PV2Mo10O40 as a function of the sulfuric acid concen-
tration. Reprinted with permission from Sarma, B.B.; Efremenko, I.; Neumann, R. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 2015, 137, 5916–5922. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

Scheme 11 Pathways for the oxygenation of xanthene in organic solvent versus that of
toluene in sulfuric acid, both with H5PV2Mo10O40.
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then occurs to yield xanthenol as initial product. Note that in both cases, the

initial verified products are the respective alcohols that then further react to

yield the final products, xanthone and benzaldehyde, respectively. In the

oxygenation of toluene, the reaction sequence is different. First, electron

transfer from toluene to [H6PV2Mo10O40]
+ yields the cation radical of tol-

uene followed by proton transfer to yield the radical, that then is oxygenated

by oxygen transfer from the polyoxometalate. This oxygen transfer step is

rate-determining in both reactions.

The ability of H5PV2Mo10O40 dissolved in sulfuric acid to oxidize

toluene led to the research question whether this mode of reactivity could

also lead to the oxidation of benzene to phenol. This is a highly desirous

transformation since the presently used process for phenol is one of very

poor atom economy. Direct oxidation of benzene to phenol is often

considered one of the “holy grails” of oxidation chemistry. The possible

pathways from benzene to phenol with H5PV2Mo10O40 are summarized

in Scheme 12 (11).

The first step was to test if the formation of the benzene cation radical was

indeed accessible as it was in all the other substrates discussed earlier. Upon

the formation of the cation radical, there was also the question if oxygen

transfer from the polyoxometalate was viable, that is was an ET–OT reaction

realistic. If not, the possibility oxidation of the cation radical directly withO2

was also a possibility to take under consideration. The formation of the ben-

zene cation radical was probed in twoways. First, UV–vis spectroscopy indi-
cated the formation of a charge transfer complex implying an ET reaction,

where both peaks assignable to the benzene cation radical and reduced poly-

oxometalate were observed, Fig. 5.

Scheme 12 ET oxidation of benzene by H5PV2Mo10O40 and subsequent pathways to
phenol.
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More definitive evidence was possible via the use of both X-band and

W-band EPR spectroscopy, notably the latter. In Fig. 6, one can see in

the insert the W-band spectrum where the strong 8-line peak of V(IV)

incorporated in the polyoxometalate can be observed. A small peak at

g¼2 was also observed. The assignment of this peak to the benzene radical

was possible by measuring the ELDOR detected NMR of a mixture of

13-C benzene and H5PV2Mo10O40. When such a spectrum was measured

at the g¼2 peak, a signal at 36 MHz associable to the Larmor frequency of

13-C atoms was obtained, meaning that the radical is in close proximity to

Fig. 5 Visible spectrum of benzene and H5PV2Mo10O40 in 80% H2SO4.

Fig 6 ELDOR detected NMR of 13C6H6/H5PV2Mo10O40. The color of the spectrum corre-
sponds to the field positions according to the arrows. Reprinted with permission from
Sarma, B.B.; Carmieli, R.; Collauto, A.; Efremenko, I.; Martin, J.M.L.; Neumann, R. ACS Catal.
2016, 6, 6403–6407. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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the 13-C atoms. Signals associable to hydrogen atoms were also observed. It

should be noted that the intensity of benzene radical is weak although

clearly present. DFT calculations showed that this was actually expected

since most of the charge transfer complex is present as an open-shell singlet.

Additional EPR experiments, not shown, notably a 13-C Mims ENDOR

spectrum measured at the field position of the benzene species verified the

assignment.

After spectroscopically showing that an ET reaction between benzene and

H5PV2Mo10O40 is possible, the possibility of an OT reaction was probed. It

was observed such a reaction did not occur to yield phenol. A study for such an

anaerobic reaction pathway by DFT showed that while overall the reaction

was exergonic a low energy intermediate formed after charge transfer pres-

ented a high thermodynamic barrier to an oxygen transfer reaction. On the

other hand, in the presence of O2 and despite its very low solubility in the

reaction solvent, oxidation to yield phenol with high selectivity was viable

at 170°C although the reaction was slow. The reactivity observed presents

a new paradigm for benzene oxidation that will be further investigated.

7. INSERTION OF OXYGEN INTO A CARBON–
METAL BOND

An important further challenge in the field of C–H bond activation is

that of alkanes to form their hydroxylation products. This topic is of impor-

tance in the transformation of natural gas to liquid fuels under mild condi-

tions. The approach taken above of discussed earlier of activation of alkanes

by electron transfer seems improbable due to the very high oxidation poten-

tials of alkenes. Dimerization and further oligomerization of alkanes from

natural gas is also a potentially valuable liquefaction process. One option

to realize such a hydroxylation reaction is by C–H activation with a electro-

philic catalyst to yield an alkyl metal-based intermediate. The question that

we asked in our research was—upon formation of such a metal–carbon
(alkyl) intermediate, would oxygen insertion by an ET–OT mechanism

be feasible to form the eventual hydroxylated product. The concept is sum-

marized in Scheme 13, where one can see all the proposed reaction parts,

alkane activation, oxygen insertion and release of product, and regeneration

of the oxygen donor with O2.

In order to probe such a possibility we used tetrabutyl tin as a model sub-

strate (12). Common to all the reactions presented earlier indeed (n-Bu)4Sn

in the presence of H5PV2Mo10O40 clearly showed an electron transfer
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interaction as probed by X-band EPR and 13C NMR. Furthermore, we

were able to isolate and identify the ion pairs formed after electron transfer

by use of electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Interestingly, the oxy-

gen transfer reaction is selective to the formation of 1-butanol only. Under

catalytic conditions again only the primary alcohol was the observed

hydroxylation product although some dehydrogenation occurred to yield

a mixture of isomeric butenes.

8. THE STRUCTURE OF H5PV2Mo10O40 DURING
THE CATALYTIC REACTION

In the earlier discussion, we have shown the various reactions

recently reported on the activation of C–H, C–C, and C–Mbonds via initial

electron transfer for the substrate to H5PV2Mo10O40. The structure of

H5PV2Mo10O40 in its oxidized form has been intensively studied by us using

X-ray diffraction and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy in order to

understand its stability and its reconstitution after decomposition at high

temperature (13). However, the structure of H5PV2Mo10O40 upon reduc-

tion and during a reactionwhere oxygen transfer occurs from the framework

of the polyoxometalate to the organic substrate required in situ observation

of possible intermediates that proved to be possible using various EPR tech-

niques since a V(IV) species as is obvious from the following equation:

Sub+H5PV
V
2Mo10O40! Sub

•+

+H5PV
IVVVMo10O40

The issues that complicated such a study are:

1. Complexity due to five positional isomers that cannot be separated and

are in dynamic equilibrium.

2. DFT calculations showed the one-electron reduced isomers of

[PVIVVVMo10O40]
6� are of equal energy.

Scheme 13 A hypothetical hydroxylation of alkanes using a polyoxometalate as oxygen
donor and O2 as terminal oxidant.
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3. Possible equilibrium dissociation of VIV from reduced H5PV2Mo10O40

as vanadyl dication, VO2+.

4. Experimentally unknown position of protons as counter cations. DFT

indicates preference for bridging oxygen atoms, V–O–V.
Upon addition of sodium ascorbate to an acetonitrile solution of

H5PV2Mo10O40, the polyoxometalate is reduced according to the equation

above (14). Interestingly and initially unexpectedly, the X-band continuous

wave EPR spectrum of V(IV), which was anisotropic, showed the formation

of two species, I and II, that had different and discernible g values and

hyperfine constants, A. By labelling H5PV2Mo10O40 with 17-O atoms, it

was possible to show using a W-band HYSCORE experiment that in

species I the V(IV) atom was not in the close vicinity of the oxygen or

molybdenum atoms of the polyoxometalate. This was not the case for

species II that also showed an interaction between V(IV) and the central

phosphorous atom as measured by W-band Mims ENDOR spectroscopy.

The species were identified as follows. Species I had no magnetic nuclei of

the polyoxometalate structure in its close vicinity and was assigned to

hydrated VO2+ as an ion pair, [PVVMo10O39]
8�[VIVO2+], supported on

a lacunary (defect) form of the polyoxometalate. This species originates from

isomers with proximal vanadium atoms. Species II had the following

attributes: (1) 95Mo nuclei with large coupling constants (7.5 MHz) are

connected to VIV through a single oxygen atom, 95Mo nuclei with smaller

coupling constants (1.3 MHz) are connected through more than a single

oxygen bridge. (2) The V(IV) atom interacted with terminal, axially bound
17O atoms with coupling constants of�9.5 MHz and to bridging equatorial
17O atoms and more distal 17O atoms with smaller coupling constants,

�2.7 MHz. (3) Weak interactions were observed between the V(IV) center

and 31P and 51V nuclei with large but observable coupling constants. It was

therefore concluded that species II originates from isomers with distal vana-

dium atoms where the VIV remains incorporated in the polyoxometalate

retaining its complete (plenary) Keggin structure upon reduction. It should

be noted here that upon reoxidation, species I returns to its plenary structure.

It was also observed that species II was reoxidized more quickly than

species I, magnifying the importance of the polyoxometalate framework

for the completion of the catalytic cycle with O2.

The identification of two species led to the further question if both were

reactive in oxygen transfer to a substrate. This was probed using the simple

oxidation of 13CO to 13CO2 where it would be possible to investigate

V(IV)–CO interactions by EPR techniques (15). Indeed, the results were
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definitive, only species I, generically described as [PVVMo10O39]
8�[VIVO2+]

was active in oxygen transfer. It showed be noted that these low temperature

techniques,�10 K, do not exclude the observation that under reaction con-

ditions there is electron transfer between the polyoxometalate species and

also exchange between different structures.

In order to further understand these experimental studies that

highlighted the importance of defect structures, such as [PVVMo10O39]
8�

[VIVO2+] appropriate, DFT calculations were carried out to in order to

suggest possible more exact structures of species I and to provide additional

understanding of the dynamics of the oxygen transfer step, which is the

unique property of H5PV2Mo10O40. In fact, other vanadium-containing

polyoxometalates can be efficient in electron transfer compounds, but do

not elicit oxygen transfer subsequent to electron transfer (16).

ET–OT reactions of H5PV2Mo10O40 require the involvement of pro-

tons and often water and thus the proton counter cations and water mole-

cules on the polyoxoanion surface were explicitly considered. We found

that the most stable key intermediate features a displacement of the metal

atom from the Keggin structure, that is a defect, and coordinatively unsat-

urated sites are formed on theH5PV2Mo10O40 surface (17). Suchmetal defects

are favored at vanadium sites. After initial electron transfer from the sub-

strate, for example, anthracene or xanthene, subsequent coordination allows

for formation of reactive ensembles on the catalyst surface for which the

selective oxygen transfer step becomes feasible. Calculated geometries and

energies of metal defect structures support the experimentally observed

intermediates where VO2+ species that are involved in the oxygen transfer

step are somewhat detached from the polyoxometalate, Fig. 7.

Thus, both the EPR experiments and DFT calculations point to a situ-

ation where in order for oxygen transfer to occur a defect structure is

involved that requires at least a partial detachment of the reactive VO2+moi-

ety from the polyoxometalate plenary structure.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Originally, the principle that guided the use of the most studied

phosphovandomolybdate, H5PV
V
2Mo10O40, as an oxidation catalyst

was that the two-electron reduced forms, H7PV
IV

2Mo10O40 or

H5PV
IV

2Mo10O39, can be reoxidized by O2 with coformation of water.

In early years, this type of reactivity led to oxidative dehydrogenation
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reactions that proceeded by electron transfer from the substrate to the cat-

alyst. In 2000, it was shown for the first time using anthracene and xanthene

as model substrates that oxygenation of the substrate could follow the initial

electron step. The oxygen atom was transferred from the reduced poly-

oxometalate to substrate. This kind of reactivity was coined by us as being

ET–OT, reactivity based on the mechanistic studies performed. Generally

speaking, this reactivity at low temperature in solution is reminiscent if

not identical to previously known Mars–van Krevelen reaction observed

in high temperature, heterogeneous, gas phase reactions discovered many

years ago. In the following years (2008–2010), new types of transformations

were namely the oxidation of primary and also vicinal alcohols by C–C bond

cleavage rather than the typical oxidation via C–Hbond activation, as well as

the aerobic oxidation or polymerization of sulfides. The possibility of

inserting an oxygen atom from the polyoxometalate into a tin–carbon bond
to form the primary alcohol is enticing toward the possibility of eventual

hydroxylation of alkanes. Latter on use of aqueous sulfuric was shown to

be advantageous for the quantitative deconstruction of carbohydrates such

as cellulose and hemicellulose to synthesis gas. The observation that reactions

were accelerated in aqueous sulfuric acid lead to the observation that

Fig. 7 Nondissociative complexes of anthracene (A) and xanthene (B) with defect struc-
tures of the polyoxometalate and a dissociative complex of xanthene of similar free
energy (C). Reprinted with permission from Efremenko, I.; Neumann, R. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2012, 134, 20669–20680. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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methylarenes (toluene and its derivatives) could be cleanly oxidized to the

corresponding benzaldehyde derivatives, generally in very high yields. This

effect of acidity was connected to an increase in the oxidation potential of

the polyoxometalate that then could be translated to electron transfer

initiated oxidation of benzene to phenol withO2. In parallel, it was observed

by EPR spectroscopy that different isomers of one-electron reduced

H5PV2Mo10O40 yielded different structure types; one where the compound

retains its complete structure and another where a VO2+ species is defect in

the structure or supported on the polyoxometalate. It was shown that this

latter species is the active one in oxygen transfer reactions. The structure

of this defect species was also confirmed by DFT calculations that gave more

insight into the importance of defects and the complicated manner in which

oxygen transfer may occur.
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Abstract

To understand the corrosion of bulk oxide materials at the molecular scale, oxygen–
isotope exchanges were examined in two classes of nanometer-sized ions, one
cation and one anion, and subsets that differ by targeted single-atom substitutions.
In niobate anions, the different oxygen sites within each molecule differ by �103–
104 in overall rates of isotopic exchange, yet all structural oxygens exhibit similar pH
dependencies that relate to the dissociation pathways. In aluminate cations of the
ε-Keggin structure, single-atom substitutions cause a 107–1010 variation of rates of
oxygen–isotopic exchange into two sets of μ2-OH. Molecular-dynamic simulations indi-
cate that metastable forms of these structures exist as loose, long-lived intermediates.
A series of common steps is observed to access the intermediate structures, and these
are best resolved in the symmetric ε-Keggin aluminate ions. In the first step, solvation
forces, or a nucleophile, cause a near-surface metal to partly detach from a deeper over-
bonded oxygen via concerted motions of many atoms. Isotopically distinct oxygens
then add to the newly undercoordinated metal in the partly detached metastable state.
Protons transfer to more basic oxygens and oxygens shuffle. Finally, the metastable
structure collapses and dehydrates. The number of such metastable states depends
on the symmetry and composition of the starting structure and access to the metasta-
ble state controls the overall rates. Surprisingly, polyoxometalate ions with only 40–100
atoms already seem to capture much of the macroscopic chemistry observed for dis-
solving minerals and glasses.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ox oxalate

ssal sulfosalicylate

sal salicylate

mMal methylmalonate

1. INTRODUCTION

My research group undertook close study of polyoxometalate ions in

order to understand how bulk oxide materials and minerals react in water at

the molecular scale. The features that control the surface chemistry of min-

erals and glasses in water are nanometers in scale. These are conspicuous fea-

tures in atomic-force microscopy images. They include the kink sites and

unit-cell-high steps, where mass is added or removed from the interfaces

as the material grows or dissolves in solution. Spanning beyond this micro-

scopic scale to understand molecular controls on the reactions, however, is

difficult. It is impossible to intuit the rate-controlling steps in such compli-

cated reactions without knowledge of the elementary steps (1), and there

must be hundreds or thousands of such steps in the reaction networks.

To span the enormous range in scales, the field came to rely heavily on sim-

ulations and electronic-structure calculations to infer the molecular steps

that they could not observe.

Any molecular-scale interpretations were often based upon an imagined

fragment of the mineral (or glass) structure and electronic-structure calcula-

tions. Thus, for example, two decades were spent running experiments on

bulk materials in water, like silica (SiO2), and then interpreting the results

using electronic-structure calculations on a few atoms (2). In such models,

the local acid–base chemistry of the dissociating oxygen is often considered

paramount and uninfluenced by the rest of the structure. The flaw of these

simulations is the mismatch in scales—it was never demonstrated that these

imagined molecular fragments capture the essential chemistry of the

nanometer-sized structure. Acceptance was largely a matter of faith.

Polyoxometalate ions, however, provide the experimental models that

could answer exactly this question and advance an understanding of aqueous

reactions at the molecular scale. Unlike minerals or glasses, the structure of

these ions in solution, which are also nanometer in size, can be known

unequivocally. Furthermore, the mechanisms of reactions at these ions

are approachable by both experiment and simulation. While there are
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certainly features of extended oxides that cannot be reproduced in an oxide

polyoxometalate ion, a theory for molecular-scale reactions at interfaces

could be tested fairly. The simulations and the experiments are both at

the same scale, and these polyoxometalate ions even exist in nature (3), so

it is hard to dismiss the conclusions as environmentally irrelevant.

In this paper I discuss pathways for oxygen–isotope exchanges and dis-

sociations of two large ions—both an anion and a cation (Fig. 1), that have a

few dozen to a 100 atoms. Of course a wealth of information exists from 17O

NMR about oxygen–isotope exchange in polyoxometalate ions (4), but

unlike in those previous studies, I review results for sets of isostructural mol-

ecules that differ only by targeted single-atom substitutions. As I show, these

substitutions have profound, systematic, and understandable effects on the

Fig. 1 The two experimental molecules. (A) The polyoxometalate anions: [Nb10O28]
6�,

[Nb9TiO28]
7�, and [Nb8Ti2O28]

8� with the site of Ti(IV) substitution colored purple. Other
metals are black and oxygens are dark gray. (B) The [MAlO4Al12(OH)24(OH2)12]

7/8+ cation,
where M¼Al(III), Ga(III), or Ge(IV). The site of metal substitution in the inert center of the
molecule is shown in red, and the two sets of hydroxyl bridges for which oxygen–
isotope-exchange rates were measured are identified with green and purple colors. Oxy-
gens are dark gray, protons are white, and nonhighlighted Al(III) metals are black.
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rates of isotopic exchange. They are sufficiently simple that pathways can be

postulated, and, in some cases, the rate-controlling steps can be identified.

2. BROAD REACTIVITY TRENDS FOR DISSOLVING
MATERIALS AND GLASSES

Some trends are apparent if one looks at the dissolution kinetics of

minerals on the bulk scale. First, for minerals without a polymeric fabric,

such as the simple rocksalt-oxide structures with the stoichiometry: MO,

or an orthosilicate mineral with the stoichiometry M2SiO4 (orthosilicates

have [SiO4]
4� tetrahedra isolated from one another), the rates recapture

the familiar trends found for ligand exchange around octahedral aqua ions

(Fig. 2).

These trends are observed because the overall coordination number of

the metal is retained in both cases. The Ni(II) is hexacoordinated to oxygens

in the mineral bunsenite, NiO(s), and in the [Ni(OH2)6]
2+ ion that is

released by dissolving bunsenite. The time scales for these two processes,

water exchange around an ion and dissolution of a mineral, are vastly differ-

ent. Rates of water exchange around [Ni(OH2)6]
2+ are milliseconds or less,

whereas the rates of elimination of a monolayer on NiO(s) take many, many

hours or days. In both cases, however, Ni(II) undergoes a set of ligand-

exchange reactions that preserve the octahedral coordination of the metal

to oxygens. Similarly, at the surface of a step on a mineral interface, stepwise

ligand-exchange reactions replace bridging oxygens with solvation waters.

The reactivity trends are both familiar and odd. For example, the trend

for minerals of pure composition is shown in Fig. 2A. Minerals with only

octahedrally coordinated d8 Ni(II) (e.g., NiO(s)) dissolve slower than, say,

an identical mineral made up of d5 Mn(II) (MnO(s)) because of ligand-field

stabilization of the octahedral geometry. Similarly, reactivity to ligand

exchange among alkaline-earth metals reflects ion size: Be(II)<Mg(II)

<Ca(II) as does the dissolution rates of the corresponding simple minerals.

The orthosilicate minerals trend is: Be2SiO4<Mg2SiO4<Ca2SiO4. Of

course, this reactivity trend says nothing about the rate-controlling

elementary steps.

There are also key differences. The mineral larnite, Ca2(SiO4), dis-

solves much faster than the mineral forsterite, Mg2(SiO4), as one expects,

even though the two phases are isostructural. However, if an isostructural

mineral is made with by combining the two metals in equal proportions,
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Fig. 2 Dissolution rates at pH 2 of simple oxide (A) and orthosilicate (B and C) minerals containing divalent metals. In A and B the abscissa is
the rate of exchange of water from the corresponding metal ion (e.g., Mg2+(aq)), and the ordinate is the dissolution rate of the mineral
(e.g., Mg2SiO4, forsterite) normalized to area. The oxide minerals have the rocksalt structure. The orthosilicate minerals (5) have the stoichi-
ometry: M2SiO4(s) and isolated SiO4

4� tetrahedra. The end-member compositions of orthosilicates are shown in red squares in (B), whereas the
mixed-metal compositions are shown as blue dots. For the mixed-metal compositions, dissolution rates are plotted against the weighted sum
of the logarithm of rates of water exchange for the component ions. Note that the dissolution rates for mixed-metal compositions (blue dots in
(B)) fall intermediate between the end-member compositions. The rates of ligand exchange of the aquated ions ( ) and the dissolution rates
of the orthosilicate minerals ( ) at pH 2 are plotted as a function of the number of d electrons in (C), illustrating the role of ligand-field sta-
bilization in the rates. Panels (B) and (C) are adapted from Ref. Casey, W.H.; Swaddle, T.W. Reviews of Geophysics 2003, 41 (2), 4/1–4/20.



as in the mineral monticellite, MgCa(SiO4), a dissolution rate that is an

average of the two end-member rates is observed (Fig. 2). These ionic min-

erals react as though both heterometals contribute to the reactivity. This is

interesting.

Materials with a polymeric structure, such as a silicate fabric, dissolve in

complicated fashions because the polymer resists hydrolysis more than other

components. Thus, not surprisingly, polymerizing the isolated silicate tetra-

hedra into covalent chains, sheets, or frameworks has a profound effect on

dissolution reactivities and stoichiometries. In Fig. 3, the flux of materials is

shown from two minerals that differ only in the organization of the silicate

tetrahedra. In one case, the silicate groups are organized into isolated

three-membered rings. These are highly energetic, and thematerial dissolves

very quickly with equal fluxes of calcium and silicon. If the silicate groups are

organized into polymeric chains, however, the rates of dissolution are much

slower and the fluxes of calcium and silicon diverge because silica builds up

on the dissolving surface. The key point is that small changes in the polymer

structure have large effects on the dissolution rates of the solid and the fluxes

of elements. In minerals, the changes in polymer structures are discrete. The

polymer, for example, is either a ring or a chain or a double chain or a frame-

work, but the changes in polymeric structure in glasses can be continuous.

Unlikeminerals, glass polymers require statistical descriptions of the polymer

network.

Dissolution rates of oxide minerals also exhibit a broad amphoteric var-

iation with pH that resembles other oxide reactions in water, such as ester

hydrolysis, oxygen–isotope exchange in sugars (7), and pesticide hydrolysis

(8). An example is shown in Fig. 4 where the dissolution rates of the

tectoaluminosilicate mineral, orthoclase (KAlSi3O8; fromRef. (9)) are com-

pared with rates of oxygen–isotope exchanges into anomeric oxygens in

three sugars. In this broad amphoteric chemistry, the minimum in rates

can be moved to more acidic or basic conditions with the overall proton

affinity of the molecule (or the surface). For interfaces, the Brønsted

acid–base chemistry of surface oxygens manifests as measurable positive or

negative net surface charge (10). Dissolution rates correlate with these

charge concentrations and can be proton-promoted, hydroxyl-promoted,

or unpromoted. Practically, these terms mean that rates go up as pH drops

(proton-promoted), as pH increases (hydroxyl-promoted) and the

unpromoted region is where rates are independent of pH; here, water mol-

ecules are the most effective nucleophile. All three such regions can be seen

in Fig. 4.
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Exceptions are easily found. In strongly acidic solutions, more polymer-

ized minerals sometimes dissolve incongruently, meaning that one metal is

released by acid hydrolysis to leave a porous structure behind. The most

familiar such case is the dealumination of zeolite minerals in acids. These

Fig. 3 The dissolution of two forms of CaSiO3 in acidic (initially pH 2) solutions reflects
the linkages of the silicate polymer. In the curves, moles of dissolved silicon (�) and
calcium ( ) are divided by the area of the solid so that the slope of the curves gives
the dissolution fluxes directly. (top, incongruent dissolution) Wollastonite (α-CaSiO3)
has silicate groups linked in chains and the flux of silicon and calcium differs remarkably
from the stoichiometry as saturation with amorphous silica, a solid reaction product, is
approached. (bottom) Pseudowollastonite (β-CaSiO3) has silicate groups in highly ener-
getic three-membered rings. Fluxes of dissolved calcium and silicon are virtually iden-
tical and dissolution is more rapid, so much so that the solution composition far exceeds
the saturation point with amorphous silica. The horizontal line identifies the point at
which the solution was supersaturated with amorphous silica (6).
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materials are tectoaluminosilicate minerals, meaning that the polymeric

metals have bridging bonds only. Acid or hydrothermal treatment replaces

Al(III) with protons within the framework structure, leaving behind cata-

lytic Brønsted acid sites.

3. ACID–BASE CHEMISTRY AND REACTIVITY
IN NIOBATES

The role of acid–base chemistry in the kinetics of isotope exchange

and dissociation of polyoxometalates has been studied before (4a,b,g,11),

but much more detailed information is available if one studies versions of

polyoxometalate anions that differ by single-atom substitutions. Substitu-

tions of Ti(IV) in the decaniobate structure, for example, change the net

molecular charge without changing the structure. The first set of such

Fig. 4 Amphoteric variation in rates. (A) Rates of dissolution of the common mineral
orthoclase (KAlSi3O8) as a function of pH at 25°C (9) and (B) rates of isotopic exchange
of oxygen into three sugars at 25°C (7b) as a function of pH; (D-ribose, square symbol; D-2-
deoxyribose, open circle; and glucose, line).
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substituted molecules are: [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)�, [HxNb9TiO28]

(7�x)�, and
[HxNb8Ti2O28]

(8�x)� ions. These decametalate ions are synthesized in sol-

vent that was enriched to �40% in 17O (12). The salts are crystallized, sep-

arated, and, to begin an experiment, dissolved back into isotopically normal

solutions.

The 17O-NMR signals for the various oxygen sites, which are given

alphabetic labels, are spectrally well resolved (Fig. 5). The molecules are very

stable in aqueous solution. For the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)� molecule, for exam-

ple, there are three metal positions, all containing Nb(V), and seven oxygen

sites, all of which are evident in an NMR spectrum. There are two sets of

η¼oxo (Sites F, G), three μ2-oxo (Sites C, D, and E), one set of four μ3-oxo
(Site B), and two central μ6-oxo (Site A). The two central μ6-oxo are inert to
isotopic exchange unless the molecule completely dissociates and then

reforms from isotopically normal bulk solution. Thus, the constant 17O sig-

nal for the μ6-oxo, labeled “A” in Fig. 5, means that the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)�

molecule remains intact even as the 17O-NMR signals for some oxo sites

Fig. 5 An 17O-NMR spectrum of the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)�molecule with the various oxygen

sites labeled. In this case, the molecule was isotopically enriched to �40% in 17O, crys-
tallized as a tetramethylammonium salt and redissolved into an isotopically normal
background electrolyte (4e,12a,13). The oxygens are identified by letter and color coded
to match later figures in this paper. Note that some of the signals disappear with time
due to steady isotopic exchange with the solution.
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diminish as they undergo steady isotopic exchange with the solution. The

rates of isotopic equilibration are fit to a simple exponential rate law:

I tð Þ¼ Ioe
�kt, where I¼ intensity; k¼ 1=τ and has units of s�1; τ is a charac-

teristic time for disappearance of the signal and has units of s.

Two features become apparent when one compiles the thus-calculated

oxygen–isotope-exchange rates for the various oxygens in all three mole-

cules. First, within a given molecule, such as the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)� ion

(Fig. 6), all of the exchangeable oxygens exhibit nearly the same pH depen-

dence for their rates of isotopic exchange. The total range for all oxygens in

that molecule differ by a range of �103–�104, as shown in Fig. 6 for the

[HxNb10O28]
(6�x)� ion and Fig. 7 for the [HxNb8Ti2O28]

(8�x)� ion. In

the case of the [HxNb8Ti2O28]
(8�x)�, for example, all rates increase as pH

decreases.

Fig. 6 Rates of oxygen–isotope exchange for seven sites in the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)� mol-

ecule as a function of solution pH. The letter designation and coordination chemistry of
the various oxygens are shown in the legend. The ion structure is color coded to cor-
respond to the rate data so that individual oxygens can be identified and the number in
parenthesis indicates howmany of those particular oxygens exist in amolecule. The rate
of loss of signal from the A site, the central μ6-oxo, indicates dissociation of the mole-
cule. Note that all oxygen sites have roughly the same pH dependence to dissociation
and that this variation is also observed for dissociation of themolecule. The units are s�1

and are determined by fitting an exponential rate law to the loss of 17O-NMR signal as a
function of time (12,14a) (see also Ref. (4e,13)).
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Second, dissociation of the molecule, as indicated by diminution of the
17O-NMR signals from the central μ6-oxo, has the same pH dependence as

the rates of isotope exchange (Figs. 6 and 7). Thus, whatever molecular

motions activate the structure to dissociate also seem to be involved in

the pathways for isotopic exchange. For the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)� ion, disso-

ciation is apparent when pH is raised and is slower than the isotope

exchanges at other sites. For the [HxNb8Ti2O28]
(8�x)�, dissociation is evi-

dent in acidic solutions, where the loss of signal for Site A is at about the same

rate as isotopic exchange of other relatively unreactive bridging oxygens.

The fact that all oxygens exhibit the same pH dependence to isotopic

exchange and dissociation suggests that these reactions involve concerted

motions of all atoms. The reactivity of any particular oxygen to isotopic

exchange can be modified somewhat by choice of a different background

electrolyte (12b). The effect is regiospecific in the decaniobate ion, with

some oxygens remaining unaffected by choice of the background electrolyte

while others varying by �102. The observation indicates that charge sepa-

rations are important to the isotopic-exchange pathways, which can be facil-

itated by counterions. Such a conclusion is consistent with many studies

indicating that polyoxometalate ions are coordinated, and perhaps are stabi-

lized by, electrostatic interactions with counterions (15).

Fig. 7 Rates of oxygen–isotope exchange for seven sites in the [HxNb8Ti2O28]
(8�x)�mol-

ecule as a function of solution pH. The letter designation and coordination chemistry of
the various oxygens are shown in the legend, as in Fig. 6, and the ion structure is color
coded to correspond to the rate data. The number in parenthesis indicates howmany of
those particular oxygens exist in a molecule. The rate of loss of signal from the A site, the
central μ6-oxo, indicates dissociation of the molecule. Note that all oxygen sites have
roughly the same pH dependence to dissociation and isotopic exchange (12,14a).
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The pH dependencies reflect the total unprotonated charge of the mol-

ecules, –6 for [Nb10O28]
6�, –7 for [Nb9TiO28]

7�, and –8 for

[Nb8Ti2O28]
8�, which is a measure of their relative affinity for protons

and overall basicity. Correspondingly, the [Nb8Ti2O28]
8� ion is the stron-

gest base in the series, and it exhibits proton-enhanced rates of isotopic

exchange of all structural oxygens, over a �103 range (Fig. 7). In contrast,

the [Nb10O28]
6� ion is the weakest base and the pH dependence of oxygen–

isotopic-exchange rates is enhanced by [OH�], although there is some evi-

dence for proton-enhanced pathways at low pH (Fig. 6). Data for the

[HxNb9TiO28]
(7�x)� molecule are not shown, but the oxygen sites in this

molecule exhibit an amphoteric variation in rates that falls intermediate

between the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)� and [HxNb8Ti2O28]

(8�x)� ions. In this

molecule, rates increase with [OH�] concentration at high pH, with

[H3O
+] at lower pH and exhibit a conspicuous minimum in rates at

near-neutral pH conditions. This minimum is shifted to higher pH values

than the one observed for the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)� ion, as one expects since

the [HxNb9TiO28]
(7�x)� molecule is a stronger base. All of these observa-

tions are consistent with an amphoteric chemistry dominated by the average

proton affinities of each molecule, and not the affinity of a particular

exchanging oxygen bridge. Stated differently, the proton affinities of the

oxygens involved in the isotope-exchange reaction are similar to one

another.

4. THE TRANSITION TO A PARTLY DETACHED
STRUCTURE IN MAl12 CATIONS

The idea that reactions at the nanometer size are controlled by meta-

stable equilibria is best illustrated by detailed studies of Group 13 cations that

all have the structure of the ε-isomer of the Baker–Figgis–Keggin structure.

These have the stoichiometry: [MO4Al12(OH)24(OH2)12]
7/8+. The “M”

site can be Al(III), Ga(III), or Ge(IV), and in this chapter, the abbreviations:

[AlO4Al12(OH)24(OH2)12]
7+¼AlAl12, [GaO4Al12(OH)24(OH2)12]

7+¼GaAl12,

and [GeO4Al12(OH)24(OH2)12]
8+¼GeAl12 are used.

There are two sets of 12 μ2-OH in each structure that differ slightly from

one another—one set of 12 μ2-OH lieswithin one of the four trimeric groups

that comprise the ε-Keggin structure, shown in green in Fig. 1. Another set

of 12 μ2-OH links each trimeric fragment (Fig. 1 bottom), which is shown in

purple. Beyond this difference, the oxygens have identical coordination
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environments; the hAl–Oi bond lengths, for example, are virtually identical.

The single central “M” metal is tetrahedrally coordinated to four μ4-oxo,
and these oxygens are inert to steady isotopic exchange. The rates of isotopic

exchange for all other oxygen sites in these molecules have been measured

via 17O-NMR (4i,k–m,16). The rates of isotopic exchange of the 12 bound
waters with bulk solution all lie in the millisecond time range, which is the

range that is expected for Al(III) complexes of similar charge densities (17)

(Table 1). Rates of water exchanges with bulk solution for the 12 sites on

each of the AlAl12, GaAl12, and GeAl12 all lie within a factor of �5 of

one another, which contrasts sharply with the wide range observed for iso-

tope exchanges into the hydroxide bridges.

The central metal in theMAl12 molecule exerts an enormous effect on the

rates of exchangeofboth sets ofμ2-OH.The rates of exchangeofμ2-OHacross

the entire set of molecules differ by factors of at least�107 (Fig. 8) depending

Table 1 A Compilation of Rate Coefficients and Activation Parameters for Exchange of
Water Molecules From the Inner-Coordination Sphere of Al(III) Complexes to the Bulk
Solution, as Determined From 17O-NMR
Species kex

298 (s21) (�1σ) ΔH{ (kJ mol21) ΔS{ (J K21 mol21) Source

Monomeric complexes

Al H2Oð Þ6 +3 1.29(�.03) 85 (�3) 42 (�9) (18)

Al(H2O)5OH2+ 31,000(�7750) 36 (�5) �36 (�15) (19)

AlF H2OÞ52+
�

240(�34) 79 (�3) 17 (�10) (20)

AlF2 H2Oð Þ4 + 16,500(�980) 65 (�2) 53 (�6) (20)

Al(ssal)+ 3000(�240) 37 (�3) �54 (�9) (21)

Al(sal)+ 4900(�340) 35 (�3) �57 (�11) (21)

Al(mMal)+ 660(�120) 66 (�1) 31 (�2) (22)

Al mMalð Þ2� 6900(�140) 55 (�3) 13 (�11) (22)

Al(ox)+ 109(�14) 69 (�2) 25 (�7) (23)

Multimeric complexes

AlAl12 1100(�100) 53 (�12) �7 (�25) (4k,16a)

GaAl12 227(�43) 63 (�7) 29 (�21) (4l)

GeAl12 190(�43) 56 (�7) 20 (�21) (4m)

From Lee, A.P.; Phillips, B.L.; Casey, W.H. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 2002, 66 (4), 577–587.
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upon the metal in the inert “M” site of the [MO4Al12(OH)24(OH2)12]
7/8+

molecules.The two sets ofμ2-OHcolored green andpurple inFig. 1 yield time

constants for exchange (τ1, τ2) (Fig. 8) and these differ by�103 within a single

molecule. The range could be as high as�1010 if the typical�103 difference in

τ1 and τ2 values is found for theAlAl12 andGaAl12molecules is alsoobserved for

the GeAl12 molecule. The rates are compiled in Fig. 8 for both sets of μ2-OH

bridges in all three molecules: AlAl12, GaAl12, and GeAl12.

No pH variation was detected in exchange rates of oxygens into μ2-OH

bridges for the GaAl12 and AlAl12 molecules (4k–m), although experiments

could only be conducted over a narrow range (4.2<pH<6.5). The

isotope-exchange rates for the less-labile μ2-OH bridge in the GeAl12 cluster

exhibited a near-first-order dependence on proton concentration (4m), and,

of course, the more labile μ2-OH bridge reacted too quickly for NMRmea-

surement by injection.

Fig. 8 The oxygen–exchange rates (k, s�1; left-hand-side) and average lifetimes
(τi; i¼1,2; right-hand-side) for the two μ2-OH sites in each of the AlAl12, GaAl12, and
GeAl12 molecules, as measured in 17O-NMR experiments (4k–m). The open and closed
symbols correspond to fast- and slow-reacting μ2-OH sites in the same molecule and
are color coded: AlAl12¼ ( , ), GaAl12¼ ( , ), and GeAl12¼ ( ). Arrows link the values
of τ1 and τ2 within to eachmolecule. There is no value of τ2 for the GeAl12 since the rates
are too fast to measure. Note that the rates span at least a factor of 107 in rates
depending upon the metal in the inert “M” site of the [MO4Al12(OH)24(OH2)12]

7/8+ mol-
ecules and could be as high as 1010 if the typical �103 difference in τ1 and τ2 values is
also observed for the GeAl12 molecule.
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5. METASTABLE INTERMEDIATES

The ions described earlier were chosen because they were at an appro-

priate scale for dynamic simulation. Correspondingly, Rustad et al. (14b)

built a force field for Al(III) hydrolysis in water and from his simulations pos-

tulated a mechanism that explains the enormous sensitivity of the rates of

exchange of hydroxyl bridges in the MAl12 cations. He later extended

the model to treat the niobate ions in water (14), which will be discussed

later. Although the two experimental sets of molecules differ considerably

in charge and structure, a similar set of reaction steps to produce a metastable

form of the structure could be identified. The central idea is that loose meta-

stable structures form that are essential to the rates of isotopic exchange of

bridging oxygens. Forming the metastable structure involves concerted

motions of all atoms. They cannot be intuited by examining the static, stable

form of the molecule nor can a separated fragment of the structure be

assumed to capture the entire chemistry.

The MAl12 set of molecules were particularly well suited for unraveling

the mechanism because they had such high symmetry that the number of

potential metastable intermediates was limited. The reaction pathway iden-

tified in the molecular-dynamic simulations is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the

MAl12 series of molecules.

The metastable forms are established via a predictable series of steps:

Step 1. A loose, metastable form of the structure forms by partial detach-

ment of a surface metal from the deeper and often overbonded

oxygens. Solvation forces, and nucleophiles such as OH� and

H2O, induce the detachment. The overbonded oxygen is the cen-

tral μ4-O for theMAl12 series of molecules and the central μ6-O for

the series of niobate ions. The energy required to establish this

partly detached structure depends upon concerted motions of all

atoms in the molecule and, of course, several sets can exist that

are accessible via different transformations. Because charge separa-

tions are involved in forming the metastable structure, counterions

can influence the rates, as discussed earlier.

Step 2. Oxygens add to the newly undercoordinated metals in the

loose, metastable structure. In the case of the AlAl12 molecule

(Fig. 9) the result is a dimer-like intermediate at the top of

the ε-Keggin structure. This loose structure forms by the lifting
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Fig. 9 A series of reaction steps postulated by Rustad et al. (24) that account for the
17O-NMR data for the MAl12 series of the reactions. First is stepwise detachment of sur-
facemetals from deeper overbonded oxygens, here the μ2-oxo that bond to the “M” site.
Detachment is induced by solvation forces in this case. In the second step, isotopically
normal oxygens add to the now-undercoordinated metals; in this example, it is as a
water molecule. The third and fourth steps are bond rupture and proton transfers, which
in theMAl12 molecules forms a μ2-O2H3

+ bridge. The bridge dehydrates and reestablishes
to release the isotopic tag and in the last step, the metastable structure collapses. In the
MAl12 series of molecules, the energy to form the loose metastable structure in Step 1
depends very sensitively on the strength of M-μ2-oxo bonding (see Fig. 10).



of two hexacoordinated Al(III) away from the μ4-O. This lifting is

of course undoubtedly actually stepwise but is illustrated as a

simultaneous reaction in Fig. 9 to save space. In the case of the

niobates, which have lower symmetry than the MAl12 molecules,

many sets of intermediates could form (14b), but all require partial

detachment of a metal from the overbonded μ6-O (see later).

Fig. 9—Cont’d
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Step 3. Protons transfer among oxygens in the metastable structure. For the

ε-Keggin structures, one of the μ2-OH bridges in the dimer-like

intermediate protonates to form a μ2-O2H3
+. In the niobates, the

protons transfer to structural oxo bridges and to solvent.

Step 4. Bridging and nonbridging oxygens swap. In the case of the ε-Keggin
structure, the swapping is via a water molecule in the μ2-O2H3

+

bridge,which returns to form a μ2-OH and release an 17O-enriched

water to solution.

Step 5. The metastable structure collapses (Fig. 9) and dehydrates to release

the isotopic tag to solution.

For theMAl12 molecules, “M”metals influence the reaction by constraining

access to the metastable state that is essential to isotopic exchange. The two

types of μ2-OH in the ε-Al13 structures differ subtly in the structure, lying

either cis or trans to the μ4-O, but do not differ much in the structure of the

intermediates formed. One set of μ2-OHhas more energetic latitude to form

the intermediate structure and the energies of forming the intermediate scale

GaAl12>AlAl12>GeAl12, just as is expected from the experimental obser-

vations (24) (Fig. 10). Key to the reaction is the strength of the bond

between the M site and the μ4-O, which affects the facility with which

the metastable structure can be accessed. The energies of forming this

dimer-like cap for the GaAl12, AlAl12, and GeAl12 molecules, are shown

along with Rustad’s force-field result, as Fig. 10.

A similar set of low-energy transitions to metastable structures can be

identified for the niobate series of molecules, but the unique tie to experi-

mental data is unclear because of the lack of symmetry in the molecules. But

what was found in the isostructural niobate series of [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)�,

[HxNb9TiO28]
(7�x)�, and [HxNb8Ti2O28]

(8�x)�, is that a single-atom sub-

stitution, well away from the sites of isotopic exchange, has an enormous

effect on the kinetics of oxygen–isotope exchange and dissociation.

Rustad et al. also built a force field for molecular-dynamic simulations of

these niobate anions in a dissociating water solvent (14b). As with the MAl12
Keggin ions, he found that the molecules were constantly sampling their

energy landscape and forming metastable forms of their structures via a sim-

ilar set of steps as those outlined earlier. The steps were similar, although the

number and character of the metastable structures were very sensitive to the

symmetry and composition of the starting structures.

As with the aluminate ions, the first step is detachment of one of the three

metals from the deep overbonded μ6-oxo via solvation forces. This detach-

ment forms an intermediate structure (Fig. 11) with loosely bonded set of
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metals. The second step is addition of an isotopically normal oxygen, which

can be either a H2O, OH�, or H3O
+. The added oxygen can be in any form

because the protons reshuffle immediately to more basic oxygens in the nio-

bate structures or to the solvent. Thus, he termed the reactions

“oxygen-stuffing reactions” because of the similar character regardless of the

incoming nucleophile and because of the proton ambiguity. Access to this

metastable state involves concerted motions by all oxygens in the

nanometer-sized structure, which is a second reason why single-atom sub-

stitutions affect the kinetics of the reaction, as is observed. Protons do not

activate individual bridging oxygens to isotopic exchange, they activate

the entire molecule.

Several points are important in this model: (i) all atoms are involved in

forming the intermediate; thus changes in composition have an averaging

Fig. 10 Calculated energies at the DFT/ccpVDZ/B3LYP level of theory to form the
dimer-like intermediate structure at the cap of the MAl12 ion as a function of the various
metals (Ge(IV), Al(III), or Ga(III)) in the central “M(O)4” position (24). The energy to form
the dimer-like intermediate structure depends sensitively upon the strength of the
bond between the central metal and the inert μ4-oxo. A highly charged metal like
Ge(IV) polarizes that bond and makes the adjacent bond to an Al(O)6 correspondingly
weaker so that the intermediate forms easily. The reverse is true as well—placement of a
large metal with relatively low charge in the central position, like Ga(III), weakens bonds
to the μ4-oxo and, correspondingly, the bond to the adjacent Al(O)6 site is stronger and
forming the intermediate is less favored. The rates of exchange of the outer μ2-OH trend:
GeAl12>AlAl12>GaAl12. Also shown is the potential-energy trend for the
molecular-dynamics model that was used to identify the reaction coordinate (24).
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Fig. 11 A reaction that yields one possible metastable form of the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)�

molecule. The steps are broadly similar to those illustrated in Fig. 9 for the MAl12 series
of molecules, although these are structurally very dissimilar. The first step is partial
detachment of a surface metal from a deeper overbonded oxygen, which in this mol-
ecule is the central μ6-oxo (Site A). An oxygen adds to the now-undercoordinated metal,
which can be as a hydroxide ion, a hydronium, or a water molecule. Protons transfer to
more basic oxygens and the metastable form exists for an appreciable lifetime. At some
point the oxygens shuffle to a bridging position and the metastable structure collapses.



effect on reactivity. (ii) The number of accessible metastable forms reflects

the energy landscape, which in turn reflects the molecule’s symmetry and

composition. The MAl12 molecules have Td symmetry, but the

[Nb10O28]
6� ion has D2d symmetry and thus a more complicated energy

landscape to explore. This landscape is further complicated by the Ti(IV)

substitutions. (iii) The energy barrier to forming the intermediate structures

can be dramatically affected by single-atom substitutions. (iv) These inter-

mediate structures seem to be implied in both dissociation pathways and

in oxygen–isotope-exchange rates, and it is not difficult to see that a

Fig. 11—Cont’d
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molecule with little energy could experience exchange of some oxygens at

varying rates but that a molecule with much energy dissociates via the same

metastable intermediate.

Thus, for example, the μ3-oxo in the center of the [HxNb10O28]
(6�x)�

anion only begin to exchange oxygen isotopes when there is also evidence

for isotopic exchange of the normally inert μ6-oxo, which indicates that the
molecule is dissociating. The μ3-oxo exchange at rates that are 2–3 times

faster than the rates of dissociation, as indicated by isotopic equilibration

of the μ6-oxo (Fig. 6).

6. CONCLUSIONS

What results on two limited polyoxometalate systems means for sci-

entists studying interfacial reactions is actually profound. For both of these

cluster ions, the pathways for isotopic exchange and dissociation would

never have been identified without considering the entire structure and

how it interacted dynamically with solution. A truncated model, for

example, attempting to treat SiO2 dissolution via a silicate dimer (2k–n)
is worse than useless because it is misleading. To emphasize this point

even further, niobate molecules have been synthesized with siloxane

and silanol groups (4j). In these Si-substituted niobates, the siloxane

(Si–O–Si) and silanol (>Si-OH) groups exhibit the same pH dependen-

cies, and overall reactivities, to oxygen–isotopic substitution as all other

oxygens in the molecule.

Thus, the setting is everything—even such simple reactions as isotope

exchanges are controlled by access to metastable structures that are unique

to the entire structure have their own acid–base chemistry and exist for long

lifetimes. Access to the metastable states reflects the entire nanometer-sized

structure and its interactions with solution.

A second point concerns that the daunting amount of structural infor-

mation needed to constrain a reaction pathway at these nanometer-sized

features in aqueous solutions at molecular scales. The amount of informa-

tion needed to detail the reaction pathway in the MAl12 ions, for example,

was considerable. The reaction pathways would also never have been

identified without close coupling of experiment to simulation, and with-

out accurate information about the structures in solution. There is no

equivalent structural detail available for any interfacial reaction on any

mineral, which is why the community relied so much on simulation of
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inferred key fragments to understand the molecular transformations and

transition states. Stated succinctly, any model for molecular-scale reac-

tions on the nanometer-sized features on a mineral or glass surface must

be structurally faithful to the actual site of reaction or it will miss the essen-

tial chemistry.
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Abstract

Catalysts in solar fuel research have greatly increased in the last few years. Significantly,
the development of molecular, selective, and faster catalysts for both water oxidation or
water reduction based on polyoxometalates has lead to advances in the understanding
of water splitting systems. Recent studies have combined molecular catalysts with sub-
strates or electrode surfaces in order to evaluate these catalysts when immobilized.
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Quantitative and qualitative investigations of molecular speciation and the catalytic
mechanism during water oxidation with polyoxometalates are not simple, but recent
reports have provided multiple complementary physicochemical, spectroscopic, and
other techniques for the comprehension of catalyst stability. This review provides an
up-to-date assessment of polyoxometalate-based water oxidation/reduction catalysts
as well as immobilized species for the production of solar fuel.

1. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal–oxygen cluster polyanions, more simply termed

polyoxometalates or “POMs,” have been increasingly popular targets of

both fundamental and applied research the last 2 decades (1). This derives

in part from the extraordinary diversity, synthetic accessibility, and intrinsic

robustness of POMs to oxidative, thermal, and hydrolytic decomposition

(2). The pH ranges of hydrolytic stability depend on the principal transi-

tion metal in the POM framework (W, Mo, V, Nb, and Ta, in order of

prevalence) but range from pH 0 and below to pH 14 and above. Further-

more, both the parent d0 POMs and their myriad d-electron–metal and/or

f-electron–metal-substituted derivatives have a rich and tunable redox

chemistry. These general features, combined with alterable acid–base proper-
ties, have made POMs useful catalysts (3) for many commercial processes and

targets for fundamental studies in magnetism, biological activity (antiviral and

antitumoral chemotherapy), active materials, and other areas (4).

The projected shortfall in available energy to power our civilization and

the increasingly evident, severe impacts of fossil fuel consumption on earth’s

environment are becoming ever more evident to the scientific community

(5). The global population is expected to double in the lifetimes of a sub-

stantial majority of the people alive today. This coupled with the simulta-

neous, substantial, and ongoing increases in the standard of living

worldwide in the coming few decades make these linked energy availability

and environmental destruction issues of major concern, and not just to the

research community.

One of the most rapidly growing research topics in POM research has

been in solar fuel production, also referred to as artificial photosynthesis.

The recent onslaught in activity has paralleled the growing energy and envi-

ronmental concerns above and also the amount of funding available for basic

and applied research in solar fuels. Thanks to a great deal of recent research

into solar electricity production (solar panels, DSSCs, etc.), simultaneous
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with the production of ever cheaper Si-based solar panels in a booming

international market for these items, solar electricity has come down

several-fold in cost since 2006. It now rivals the cost of conventional elec-

tricity, generated from a mix of fossil fuel, nuclear, and hydroelectric

sources. But while the future looks bright for cost-effective solar electricity,

this is currently not the case for solar fuel. The requirements for financially

viable solar fuels are daunting: materials for intense and broad absorption of

visible and near-IR sunlight with charge separation must be efficiently

coupled with a water oxidation catalyst (WOC) and a water or CO2 reduc-

tion catalyst(s). Furthermore, these three units must function together in a

device that exhibits high quantum and chemical efficiency for fuel and O2

production for extended periods without losses in these parameters.

The stability of POMs combined with their extensive synthetic tunabil-

ity, have made them attractive for studies of light absorption with charge

separation, water reduction catalysis, and most expansively, water oxidation

catalysis. This chapter summarizes the activity in these areas in approxi-

mately the last 10 years. Earlier but still quite recent reviews on POM

WOC chemistry (6) are out of date, and recent Chemical Review articles

on WOCs, in general (7), do not probe the details of the POM systems

in full, current detail.

2. DEFINITIONS

2.1 Reaction Thermodynamics of Water Splitting
In this chapter, the splitting of water intoO2 andH2 is defined as the reaction

in Eq. (1):

2H2O liquidð Þ > 2H2 gasð Þ+O2 gasð Þ (1)

This reaction can be considered as a sum of two half-reactions: water oxi-

dation and water reduction, Eqs. (2) and (3):

2H2O liquidð Þ�4e� > 4H+ +O2 gasð Þ (2)

4H+ + 4e� > 2H2 gasð Þ (3)

In this case, water reduction is presented as a proton reduction. The reac-

tion in Eq. (3) is the basis for the standard reference hydrogen electrode

(SHE), wherein the potential of the SHE is described as the potential of a

platinum electrode in a theoretically ideal 1 N acid solution in which the

activity coefficient of H+ is assigned to be 1.00. Similarly, the potential of
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the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) reference is the potential of a plat-

inum electrode in a 1 N acid solution. By convention, these potentials

are declared to be zero at all temperatures. Since the activity coefficients

of hydrogen ions in diluted solutions are close to 1.00, the difference

between NHE and SHE is very small and for practical purposes, the differ-

ence can be ignored. In this chapter, we will use NHE as the reference

potential where standard conditions are defined as 25°C with a partial pres-

sure of 1 bar of each gas involved in the reaction. The thermodynamics

(Gibb’s energy) of the overall reaction in Eq. (1) is pH independent, and

undoubtedly depends on temperature and ionic strength under standard

conditions ΔG¼4.92 V or 474 kJ/mol (8). In contrast, the thermodynam-

ics of the two half-reactions in Eqs. (2) and (3) are pH dependent and

according to the Nernst law under standard conditions (25°C, zero ionic

strength, a partial pressure of 1 bar of O2 or H2), the ΔG (in V vs NHE)

of water oxidation and reduction calculated per one electron is shown in

Eqs. (4) and (5):

ΔG Eq: 1ð Þ¼ 1:299�0:0591�pH (4)

ΔG Eq: 2ð Þ¼ 0:0591�pH (5)

In contrast, the splitting of water to H2O2 and H2 is defined as the

reaction in Eq. (6) with two half-reactions in Eqs. (7) and (8) with ΔG in

Eqs. (9) and (10):

2H2O liquidð Þ > H2O2 aqð Þ+H2 gasð Þ, ΔG¼ 4:92 V or 472 kJ=mol (6)

2H2O liquidð Þ�2e� > 2H+ +H2O2 aqð Þ (7)

2H+ + 2e�> H2 gasð Þ (8)

ΔG Eq: 7ð Þ¼ 0:0591�pH (9)

ΔG Eq: 7ð Þ¼ 1:763�0:0591�pH (10)

The reactions in Eqs. (2) and (7) are commonly referred to as four- and

two-electron water oxidation, respectively. Importantly, water oxidation

can be referred to as a two-electron process only if H2O2 is formed as a

discrete molecule.

Recently, it has been proposed to decouple hydrogen and oxygen evo-

lution in water electrolysis using an electron-coupled proton buffer (ECPB)

(4g,9). In conventional water electrolysis, simultaneous formation of H2 and

O2 requires spatially separated production. The ECPB uses a solution of

electrochemically active electrolytes, e.g., POMs, as a sacrificial donor or

acceptor of electrons to perform a half-reaction of water splitting and to
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move the reduced/oxidized electrolyte species to a separate location where

the second half-reaction occurs. It would be particularly interesting if ECPB

produced high OER (or HER) catalytic activity due to the fact that it would

not be necessary to use expensive catalytically active electrodes for water

electrolysis.

This ECPB idea is conceptually similar to using electrochemically active

electrolytes, including POMs, to store electrical energy in redox or redox

flow batteries (10), or in converting chemical energy of biomass into energy

stored in solutions of the redox-active electrolytes (11).

2.2 Photochemical Generation of Oxidant/Reductant
The mechanism of photochemical generation of [Ru(bpy)3]

3+ in the presence

of persulfate as a sacrificial electron acceptor is described in numerous publica-

tions (12).The excited state [Ru(bpy)3]
2+* formed after a photon absorption by

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ is oxidatively quenched by S2O8

2� to form [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ and

SO4
�• radical. The latter oxidizes the second [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ to [Ru(bpy)3]
3+.

The overall reaction stoichiometry is in Eq. (11) (Fig. 1).

2H2O+S2O8
2�! 2H+ +O2 +2SO4

2� (11)

The quantum yield, ϕ, is defined by ϕ¼ (2� [Ru(bpy)3]
3+)/Nhν, where

Nhν is the total number of photons absorbed by [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and strongly

Fig. 1 Schematic of the homogeneous photocatalytic water oxidation cycle with

Ru bpyð Þ3
� �2 +

=S2O8
2� system.
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depends on concentrations and ionic strength in the system. The quantum

yield decreases with S2O8
2� consumption in the reaction. Side reactions

including the self-decomposition of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ and catalytic oxidation of

bpy-ligand decreases the overall reaction selectivity, S(t)¼0.25�d(O2)/

d([Ru(bpy)3]
3+). Moreover, the selectivity changes during the course of the

reaction. Since [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ is unstable under close to neutral pH, its reaction

with a catalyst must be faster than the self-decomposition. In this case, the gen-

eration of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ becomes a rate determining step in water oxidation.

Under steady-state conditions, the rate of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ formation is equal to

the rate of its consumption. In most reactions, it can be consumed via three

pathways: self-decomposition, water oxidation, or catalytic oxidation of the

organic components (bpy-ligand) present in the system. With an increase

of catalyst concentration, the self-decomposition becomes negligibly slow.

Oxidation of bpy-ligand is a complex multielectron process, which

could proceed up to CO2 formation. On the whole, the rate of O2 forma-

tion can be expressed in Eq. (12):

d O2ð Þ=dt¼ F�ϕ�S (12)

where F is photon flux and S is selectivity. All three values, F, ϕ, and S,

change with the reaction progress. The average reaction selectivity can be

estimated by the final O2 yield per oxidant, Y ¼ 0:5 O2ð Þ= S2O8
2�� �

. Then

the initial rate, Ro, of O2 formation is in Eq. (13):

Ro ¼ d O2ð Þ=dt�Y �Fo�ϕo (13)

In the correctly designed experiment, the light emission spectrum

should overlap with the absorption spectrum of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ (a rather

narrow peak with a maximum at 450 nm) and a photon flux should not

be too high allowing all photons to be absorbed by the photosensitizer.

In this case, the value of Fo can be determined experimentally by measuring

the incident light power and the initial quantum yield can be estimated using

Eq. (14):

ϕo � Ro=Y �Fo (14)

TOFapp ¼Ro= catð Þ (15)

At the same time, the value of TOFapp calculated from Eq. (15) does not

make much sense and cannot be used to compare the activities in different

systems.

The reduction potential of the [Ru(bpy)3]
3+/[Ru(bpy)3]

2+* couple

is very negative, �0.87 V. This allows the generation of a strong
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reductant by quenching [Ru(bpy)3]
2+*. For a long time methyl viologen

(MV2+, N,N0-dimethyl-4,40-bipyridinium, Eo of MV2+/MV+• couple is

�0.45 V) was used as such quencher to form MV+• and [Ru(bpy)3]
3+. The

latter one can be removed from the system by adding a sacrificial electron

donor, such as triethanolamine. The reaction product MV+• is rather sta-

ble and can be used for water reduction. Recently, another strategy based

on quenching [Ru(bpy)3]
2+* directly by the catalyst has been developed

(13). In addition, the photosensitizer [Ir(ppy)2(dtbbpy)][PF6], ((4,4
0-di-tert-

butyl-2,20-bipyridine)bis[(2-pyridinyl)phenyl]iridium(III)

hexafluorophosphate) showed better results than [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ (14). Since

the quantum yield in these systems ϕ¼ (reduced catalyst)/Nhν is low, the

rate of H2 formation is slow. It takes 7 days to reach TON of approximately

6500 (14b).

3. WATER SPLITTING OVERVIEW

3.1 Experimental Approaches to Evaluate WOCs and
Water Reduction Catalysts

More often than not, water oxidation/reduction reactions are studied by

means of a strong oxidant in acidic media with CeIV or at close to neutral

pH using [Ru(bpy)3]
3+, combined with either a strong reducing agent, pho-

tochemical in situ generation of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+, or by applying an appropriate

electrochemical potential on an electrode. Side reactions and frequently

bpy-ligand oxidation, may significantly decrease reaction selectivity, defined

as the ratio of the O2/H2 yield per consumed oxidant/reductant, respec-

tively. Therefore, verification of the selectivity is obligatory. The photo-

chemically induced generation of oxidant/reductant is a complex process,

which requires a separate and thorough interpretation.

3.2 Comparison of Catalytic Activity of Different Systems
The rate of a catalytic reaction normalized per amount of a catalyst seems

to be an all-encompassing value, which could be used to quantify the

intrinsic catalytic activity of a given catalyst. But this is only a defensible

approach in the case of uniform experimental conditions for all water oxi-

dation/reduction catalytic species. Unfortunately, not all systems can per-

form under one set of conditions. There have not been any established

agreements on how to compare catalyst’s activity of different systems in

the literature. To date, a single value that quantifies a catalysts activity does

not exist. In our previous review (6b), we discussed this problem and defined

turnover number (TON) and turnover frequency (TOF) in terms of water
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oxidation. The TON has been interpreted as the experimental number cal-

culated as the ratio of product O2 molecules formed per catalyst molecule.

TOF is defined as d(TON)/dt but is in actuality an experimental number

dependent on the particular experimental conditions used. For that reason,

the TOF number is unsuitable for quantification of the intrinsic properties of

the catalyst and should be called the apparent TOF, TOFapp. As a result, the

TOFapp may significantly depend on redox potentials of oxidant or reduc-

tant during water oxidation. The highest achievable TON, TOFmax, is

independent of reagent concentrations and could potentially characterize

the intrinsic activity of the reactive site in a quantitative manner; however,

the measurement of TOFmax presents a challenge and requires some

knowledge of the reaction rate law and the reaction mechanism.

4. WATER OXIDATION CATALYSTS

Critical challenges in the development of viable POM multielectron

catalysts for solar fuel production are optimization of activity, selectivity,

and stability under water splitting conditions. Water oxidation and reduction

catalysts composed of all inorganic POMs have advanced the field of water

splitting over the past decade. The following discussion of current published

POM WOCs is organized in terms of the transition metal serving as the

active sites in the catalyst. Fig. 2 shows X-ray crystal structures of generic

POM WOCs with varying numbers of transition metals. Each structure is

associated to respective published works in Table 1. Table 1 is organized in

a chronological format.

4.1 Ru-Substituted
In 2004, the di-RuIII-substituted POM, Na14[Ru2Zn2(H2O)2(ZnW9O34)2],

(Ru2Zn2), was investigated for electrochemical O2 generation measured using

a Clark sensor (15). In contrast, these authors reported that a monosubstituted-

Ru POM (43), [PW11O39RuIII(H2O)]4�, (RuP) produced no O2. Thus

Fig. 2 X-ray crystal structures of polyoxometalate (POM) water oxidation catalysts
(WOCs) from monosubstituted (M1) to pentasubstituted (M5).
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Table 1 POM Water Oxidation Catalysts

POM
Conditions for O2

Measurement pH TON TOFapparent Stability Assessment References

Na14[RuIII2 Zn2(H2O)2(ZnW9O34)2] Pulsed voltammetry 8 — — — (15)

[RuIII2 (OH)2(γ-SiW10O36)]
4� — — — — — (16)

Rb8K2[{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}-(γ-SiW10O36)2] [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ 1, 7 — 0.45–0.60 s�1 — (17)

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 7.2 180 0.08 s�1 — (18)

3–4 — — UV–vis, CV, catalyst
aging, DLS, SAXS,

bpy poisoning

(19a,b)

Cs10[{Ru4O4(μ-O)2(μ-H2O)4}(γ-SiW10O36)2] Ce(IV) system 0.6 — — — (20)

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 7 — — — (19c)

[Ru{(m-dpp)Ru(bpy)2}3]

(PF6)8 and S2O8
2�

5.8, 7.2 — 0.008 s�1 UV–vis (21)

H2O2 — — >1.27 s�1 — (22)

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� — — 280 s�1 — (19d)

K14[(IrCl4)KP2W20O72] [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 7.2 — — DLS, catalyst aging (23)

Cs9[(γ-PW10O36)2RuIV4 O5(OH)(OH2)4] [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 5.8, 7 120 0.13 s�1

(initial)

— (24)

[RuIII(H2O)SiW11O39]
5�, [RuIII(H2O)

GeW11O39]
5�

Ce(IV) system 0.6 20, 50 — — (25)

Continued



Table 1 POM Water Oxidation Catalysts—cont’d

POM
Conditions for O2

Measurement pH TON TOFapparent Stability Assessment References

Na10[Co4(H2O)2(α-PW9O34)2] [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ 8 1000 >5 s�1 UV, vis, 31P NMR,

CV, catalyst aging, bpy

poisoning test, reuse of

catalyst

(26)

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 8 224 >5 s�1 — (27a)

α-K6Na[{Ru3O3(H2O)Cl2}(SiW9O34)] [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 5.8 23 0.7 s�1

(initial)

FTIR, UV–vis, DLS,

TEM, catalyst reuse

(28)

K11Na1[Co4(H2O)2(SiW9O34)2]�26H2O [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 5.8 23 0.4 s�1

(initial)

FTIR, UV–vis, DLS,

TEM, catalyst reuse

(28)

K11Na1[Ni4(H2O)2(SiW9O34)2]�27H2O

(NH4)3[CoMo6O24H6]�7H2O [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 8 — 0.11 s�1

(initial)

DLS, EDX (29)

(NH4)6[Co2Mo10O38H4]�7H2O [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 8 — 0.16 s�1

(initial)

— (29)

[{Co4(μ-OH)(H2O)3}(Si2W19O70)]
11�

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 5–9 80 0.1 s�1 UV–vis, X-ray
crystallography, bpy

poisoning test

(30)

{Co9(H2O)6(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3}
16� NaClO 7–9 20 0.01 s�1

(initial)

Catalyst reuse (31)

K10H2[Ni5(OH)6(OH2)3(Si2W18O66)]�34H2O [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 8 — — UV–vis, FTIR, DLS (32)



([Ru(C12N2H8)3CH3OH][Mo6O19]) S2O8
2� — — — Catalyst reuse (33)

[Ru(C12N2H8)3][(C2H8N2)2(C3H7NO)]

[Mo5S2O23]

[Ru(C12N2H8)3CH3CN]2[Mo8O26]

K7[Co
IIICoII(H2O)W11O39] [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ and S2O8
2�

and thermal method

9 360 0.5 s�1

(initial)

Laser flash photolysis,

DLS, CV, FTIR,

EDX, catalyst

recycling, isotope

labeling

(34)

K10[Co(H2O)2(γ-SiW10O35)2]�23H2O [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 9 313 3.2 s�1 UV/vis, LSV, cathodic

adsorption stripping

analysis

(35)

Na10[Co4(H2O)2(VW9O34)2]�35H2O [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 9 35 1000 s�1 UV–vis, FTIR, DLS,

THpANO3 toluene

extraction, effect of

pH, buffer, and buffer

concentration

(36)

Co4 OHð Þ3 PO4ð Þ� �
4
GeW9O34ð Þ4

h i

3

2� [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 9 70 0.1 s�1 — (37)

[Mn4O3(CH3COO)3(A-α-SiW9O34)]
6�

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 9 5.2 0.0007 s�1 — (38)

Na24[Ni12(OH)9(CO3)3(PO4)(SiW9O34)3]�56H2O [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 9 128.2 0.20 s�1

(initial)

DLS, UV–vis, catalyst
aging, THpANO3

toluene extraction,

capillary

electrophoresis

(39)

Na25[Ni13(H2O)3(OH)9(PO4)(SiW9O34)3]�50H2O 9 147.6 0.25 s�1

(initial)

Na50[Ni25(H2O)2(OH)18(CO3)2(PO4)6(SiW9O34)6]�
85H2O

9 204.5 0.34 s�1

(initial)

Continued



Table 1 POM Water Oxidation Catalysts—cont’d

POM
Conditions for O2

Measurement pH TON TOFapparent Stability Assessment References

[Fe11(H2O)14(OH)2(W3O10)2(α-SbW9O33)6]
27�

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 10 1815 6.3 s�1 UV–vis, FTIR, XPS,

DLS, TEM, catalyst

reuse, capillary

electrophoresis

(40)

[Cu5(OH)4(H2O)2(A-α-SiW9O33)2]
10�

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 9 91 — UV–vis, FTIR, XPS,

DLS, TEM, catalyst

reuse, THpANO3

toluene extraction,

capillary

electrophoresis, laser

flash photolysis

(41)

[(A-α-SiW9O34)2Co8(OH)6(H2O)2(CO3)3]
16�

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and S2O8

2� 5,8, 9 1436 10 s�1 UV–vis, FTIR, XPS,

DLS, catalyst aging,

mass spectrometry

(42)



they suggested that the presence of two ruthenium atoms was a key factor

for electrocatalytic water oxidation activity. Computational investigations

of a similar di-RuIII-substituted POM ([RuIII2 (OH)2(γ-SiW10O36)]
4�)

showed high catalytic water oxidation activity but was hydrolytically

unstable (16).

In 2008, the Bonchio group and Hill group simultaneously reported that

Ru4O4 OHð Þ2 H2Oð Þ4
� �� γ�SiW10O36ð Þ210�
� �

, (Ru4Si2), is a highly

active WOC using strong oxidant CeIV at pH 0.6 (20) and [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

as the oxidant at neutral pH, respectively (17). Since then, Ru4Si2 has been

extensively studied by many groups in combination under homogeneous

conditions using the visible-light photosensitizer ([Ru(bpy)3]
2+) and the sac-

rificial electron acceptor (S2O8
2�) over a variety of conditions (differing

buffers, differing pH values, etc.) (19). Later, the analogous Ru4P2 POM

was synthesized and shown to be a WOC but a somewhat less efficient

one (lower O2 yields under similar photochemical conditions) (24). In

2009, Geletii et al. established the increased reaction rate of the [Ru

(bpy)3]
3+ reduction in the presence of Ru4Si2 during O2 generation

reactions (19a). Furthermore, by adding [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ to the catalytic sys-

tem, the overall reaction is completed in a shorter time, but the fast initial

step is inhibited. In another method, Orlandi et al. reported the nanosecond

flash photolysis kinetics of hole transfer from a photogenerated RuIII-poly-

pyridine complex to Ru4Si2 (19c).

In 2011, Murakami et al. synthesized and characterized two mononu-

clear Ru-complexes, [RuIII(H2O)SiW11O39]
5� (RuSi) and [RuIII(H2O)

GeW11O39]
5� (RuGe) for water oxidation with strong oxidant, CeIV

(25). Maximum TONs were reported up to 20 and 50, respectively. The

increased water oxidation activity presumably derived in part from a change

in the central heteroatom in the Keggin polytungstate from Si to Ge.

Previously mentioned mononuclear [PW11O39RuIII(H2O)]4� showed no

electrochemical water oxidation, whereas these mononuclear Ru-complexes

studied under CeIV oxidant were reported to be active. This illustrates the

significance of the specific oxidative and other experimental conditions used

to study each catalytic species.

4.2 Co-Substituted
In 2010, the earth-abundant POM, Na10[Co4(H2O)2(α-PW9O34)2],

(Co4P2) catalyst was recognized as a fast WOC with TONs reaching

1000 in under 3 min in the presence of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ at pH 8 (26). In later

studies,Co4P2 activity was noted and studied in the Ru bpyð Þ3
� �2+

=S2O8
2�

photochemical systems (27). Under electrochemical water oxidation
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conditions in pH 8.0 sodium phosphate buffer, and a high concentration

(500 μM) of the Co4P2 molecular catalyst were shown to form CoOx on

the glassy carbon working electrode surface (44). Under similar electro-

chemical conditions but with low Co4P2 concentrations (2.5 μM), depos-

ited CoOx did not form, emphasizing the importance of several solution and

electrochemical parameters for conducting stability and mechanistic studies

on these POMWOCs (45).Thorough studies of theCo4P2 conducted over

the past 5 years have established its stability under oxidant-driven homog-

enous catalytic water oxidation conditions and the not-so-innocent role of

pH and buffer (46). More discussion on POM WOC stability studies is

presented in a subsequent section.

In the case of the P- and Si-heteroatom, Ru4Si2 displays higher water

oxidation activity under photochemical light-driven systems. For that

reason, Zhu and coworkers inferred that the Si-centered analogue of

Co4P2 may be a more active WOC and synthesized a similar complex,

[{Co4(μ-OH)(H2O)3}(Si2W19O70)]
11� (Co4Si2) that resulted in two iso-

mers present in a 1:1 ratio (30). The maximum number of turnovers reaches

80 at pH 9; however, under the conditions used in the Co4P2 studies

(photosensitizer/sacrificial electron acceptor systems at pH 8) (27a), a

TONmax of 220 greatly surpasses the Co4Si2 TONmax of �58. Although

theCo4Si2 isomers are not analogous toCo4P2, these early studies suggested

that designing POM WOCs is more complex than can be predicted.

In 2012, a nonnuclear cobalt-containing POM, {Co9(H2O)6(OH)3
(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3}

16�, (Co9) was reported to be an effectiveWOC using

hypochlorite, ClO�, as the oxidant. No heterogeneous CoOx catalyst from

breakdown of this POM under turnover conditions was observed (31).

Remarkably, Co9 was found to perform continuously upon addition of

oxidant over the course of a week without any significant sign of

decomposition.

A cobalt-containing Keggin POM, K7[Co
IIICoII(H2O)W11O39],

(CoIIICoII), was found to be a catalyst for O2 production under both pho-

tochemical conditions using a photosensitizer/sacrificial electron acceptor

systems at pH 9, as well as a thermal conditions (47). The catalytic activity

of this mixed-valent Keggin WOC was higher than a series of other

Co-based Keggin POMs. The authors proposed that the CoIII center pre-

sumably maintains the stability of the structure, while the CoII atom

functions as the active site for water oxidation. During pH effect studies,

increasing the borate buffer from pH 9 to 10 resulted in lower O2 produc-

tion due to the escalation of photosensitizer degradation. In changing the
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borate buffer again from pH 9 to 8, lowerO2 productionwas correlated with

a lower buffering capacity. In pH 8 reactions, the pH after the catalysis

dropped to 2.7, supporting the lack of buffering capacity in these cases. This

Keggin POMwas also discovered to efficiently catalyze hydrogen evolution

(48), a point to be discussed in a following section.

A mononuclear-cobalt(II)-substituted POM, K10[Co(H2O)2(γ-SiW10

O35)2]�23H2O (CoIISi2) was investigated for water oxidation under photosen-

sitizer/sacrificial electron acceptor conditions at pH 9, acquiring a TOF of

3.2 s�1 (35). Structural analogues with Ni and Mn resulted in little water oxi-

dation activity, suggesting that the cobalt centers are essential for catalyst activity.

The structural simplicity of this mononuclear single-site metal complex relative

to Co4P2 where there are two peripheral (solvent accessible) cobalt sites with

two inner (solvent inaccessible) cobalt atoms connected by bridging oxo groups

made mechanistic studies of CoIISi2 simpler than Co4P2. This study also

supports the findings of the CoIIICoII mixed-valent Keggin POM discussed

previously. The stability of this mononuclear-cobalt POMwas assessed via cat-

alyst aging in buffer followed by voltammetry measurements. Furthermore,

cathodic adsorptive stripping analysis measured small amounts of Co2+ anions

after 1.5 h of aging, but the Co2+ concentration remained unchanged before

and after aging, suggesting that no Co2+ was released under the conditions

of this buffer aging experiment.

In 2014, Lv et al. described the exceptionally fast Na10[Co4(H2O)2
(VW9O34)2]�35H2O (Co4V2) with TOF over 1000 s�1 under light-driven

photochemical conditions (36). The difference between the geometrically

similar structures of Co4P2 was ascribed to differing electronic structures

probed byUV–visible spectra, temperature-dependent magnetismmeasure-

ments, and DFT calculations. Importantly, the water oxidation activity of

Co4V2 was compared directly to equivalent amounts of Co(NO3)2. The

reactions exhibited contrasting kinetic profiles and initial rates, indicating

that Co2+ was not leaching from the Co-containing POM under turnover

conditions.

Han et al. reported a series of isostructural cobalt–phosphate (Co-Pi)-based
molecular POMs [{Co4(OH)3(PO4)}4(SiW9O34)4]

32� (Co4Si4), [{Co4(OH)3
(PO4)}4(GeW9O34)4]

32� (Co4Ge4), [{Co4(OH)3(PO4)}4(PW9O34)4]
28�

(Co4P4), and [{Co4(OH)3(PO4)}4(AsW9O34)4]
28� (Co4As4) (37).

Notably, all four compounds generated O2 using the photochemical

Ru bpyð Þ3
� �2+

=S2O8
2� system. The trend in O2 yield was Co4P4�

Co4Si4<Co4As4<Co4Ge4 with the highest TON of 38.7. Under elec-

trochemical conditions, the formation of a precipitate was observed at higher
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catalyst concentrations. Analysis of the formed nanoparticles revealed W,

Ru, and Co together, suggesting that cobalt oxide was not being formed.

It should be noted that the formation of nanoparticles from the POMs

was tested for and not detected in the homogeneous photochemical system.

The same experiment was conducted using Co(NO3)2 and after 15 min of

illumination, nanoparticles were detected. These experiments support the

conclusion that metal oxide nanoparticles are not a result of hydrolytic

decomposition of these POM WOCs.

Mimicking the oxygen-evolving center (OEC) of photosystem II, a dou-

ble CoII4O
�
3 core POM [(A-α-SiW9O34)2Co8(OH)6(H2O)2(CO3)3]

16�

(Co8Si2) was recently synthesized and studied using the photochemical

water oxidation system (42). The bioinspired catalyst showed high activity

reaching a TON of 1436 at pH 9.

4.3 Ni-Substituted
The first Ni-containing POM WOC, K10H2[Ni5(OH)6(OH2)3(Si2
W18O66)]�34H2O (Ni5Si2), was reported by Zhu et al. (32). It should

be noted that other Ni-containing POMs have been synthesized but

were unable to generate O2 (28). Water oxidation experiments in both

the dark reaction with [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ as the oxidant, and light-driven reac-

tions with Ru bpyð Þ3
� �2+

=S2O8
2� revealed that Ni5Si2 forms an insoluble

complex with [Ru(bpy)3]
n+; furthermore, the solution containing

Ni5Si2 and the photosensitizer was filtered prior to light illumination

which resulted in no O2 generation. This suggests that the Ni5Si2-

[Ru(bpy)3]
n+ complex may be more active for water oxidation than freely

diffusing Ni2Si2. Replacing Ni5Si2 with Ni(NO3)2 and filtering the reac-

tion system prior to illumination proceeded to evolve oxygen, demons-

trating that no Ni2+ species are leached from the POM–photosensitizer
complex.

Three new polynuclear Ni-based POMs were recently reported,

Na24[Ni12(OH)9(CO3)3(PO4)(SiW9O34)3]�56H2O (Ni12Si3), Na25[Ni13
(H2O)3(OH)9(PO4)(SiW9O34)3]�50H2O (Ni13Si3), and Na50[Ni25(H2O)2
(OH)18(CO3)2(PO4)6(SiW9O34)6]�85H2O(Ni25Si6) (39).Thewater oxidation

activity of these Ni-POMs was investigated with the Ru bpyð Þ3
� �2+

=S2O8
2�

light-driven protocol. The photocatalytic efficiency trend was Ni12Si3<
Ni13Si3<Ni25Si6 (TONmax¼124), potentially related to the number of Ni

active sites. Interestingly, sandwich-type Ni-POMs (Ni4P2 and Ni4Si2) were
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synthesized and showed no catalytic water oxidation activity. Similar to the

previously discussed Ni5Si2, but at higher concentrations of catalyst, an

insoluble POM-[Ru(bpy)3]
n+ complex forms.

4.4 Others
In 2009, Cao et al. described the first Ir-substituted POM WOC, [(IrCl4)

KP2W20O72]
14� (23). The water oxidation ability was measured using

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+ at pH 7.2 via electrochemical measurements. Furthermore,

O2 evolution was quantified by gas chromatography. Stability studies of the

Ir-POM in water imply a dissociation of the POM to [IrCl4(H2O)2]
� and

[KP2W20O72]
13�. Further water oxidation investigations of the dissociation

products indicate that both [IrCl4(H2O)2]
� and IrCl3 show similar activities

while the [KP2W20O72]
13� portion is inactive for water oxidation. This study

was inconclusive regarding the formation of IrO2 nanoparticles.

With ongoing studies of multimetal POM “sandwich-type”WOCs, Car

and coworkers probed a new design with an open, trivacant

triruthenium-substituted POM, α-K6Na[{Ru3O3(H2O)Cl2}(SiW9O34)],

(Ru3Si) that features accessible active metal centers for oxidation catalysis

(28). Ru3Si was compared to sandwich-type POMs K11Na1[Co4(H2O)2
(SiW9O34)2] (Co4Si2) and K11Na1[Ni4(H2O)2(SiW9O34)2] (Ni4Si2) for

catalytic activity under photocatalytic conditions, Ru bpyð Þ3
� �2+

=S2O8
2�

at pH 5.8. The maximum TON (23) was reached for Ru3Si after

120 min (lower TON value was noted forCo4Si2 andNi4Si2), were higher.

During catalysis, Ru3Si binds to the [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ photosensitizer to form

a Ru3Si-[Ru(bpy)3]
n+ complex and a brown precipitate. Interestingly, the

complex was found to be active for O2 generation and subsequent collec-

tion of the complex by centrifugation provided reusability of the catalyst

three times with comparable O2 yield to the original, as-prepared, molecular

Ru3Si.

In 2015, the first iron-containing POM WOC, [Fe11(H2O)14(OH)2-

(W3O10)2(α-SbW9O33)6]
27� (Fe11Sb6), was developed (40).Under photo-

chemical water oxidation, the TONmax reached 1815 with an initial TOF of

6.3 s�1. Recently, the first copper-containing POM WOC,

[Cu5(OH)4(H2O)2(A-α-SiW9O33)2]
10� (Cu5Si2), was tested for photo-

chemical water oxidation, resulting in a TONmax of 61. A series of Cu-based

POMs were described (Cu2Si2, Cu4Si2, Cu6Sb2, and Cu20P8) but only

Cu5Si2 generated O2 (41).
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Ruthenium photosensitizer–POM hybrids, [Ru(C12N2H8)3][(C2H8N2)2
(C3H7NO)] [Mo5S2O23], ([Ru(C12N2H8)3CH3OH][Mo6O19]), and [Ru

(C12N2H8)3CH3CN]2[Mo8O26] were synthesized in a new category of

POM WOCs (33). The three complexes were shown to oxidize water in

the presence of S3O8
2�. The trend in catalytic efficiency was determined

to increase with increasing Mo active sites. Critical control experiments rev-

ealed that there was no O2 generated for the POM and the ruthenium pho-

tosensitizer individually. The [Mo8]–PS complex was subjected to three

consecutive photo-driven water oxidation runs with no additional catalyst

or sacrificial electron acceptor introduced and there was little decrease in

the quantity of O2 evolved.

5. WATER REDUCTION CATALYSTS

Catalytic dehydrogenation of alcohols and organic substrates using

POMs has been extensively studied (49). The first H2 evolution study

involving POMs was reported in 1982 (50). Table 2 lists POM water

reduction catalysts (WRCs) and is organized in a chronological format.

The system consisted of [NH3Pr
i]5[W6O20(OH)] and colloidal Pt at neutral

pH. Under UV light illumination, hydrogen formation occurred and was

confirmed by mass spectroscopy. No H2 evolution was observed in the

absence of Pt.

In 1987, Kiwi and Gr€atzel disclosed a system of (SiW12O4040)-loaded

titania for the evolution of hydrogen from water (51). In this system, n-type

TiO2 electrodes replaced the need for a Pt cocatalyst. During photolysis,

hydrogen generation was monitored by GC. Upon UV illumination, the

POM removes electrons from the conduction band of the TiO2. The

resulting reduced POM is capable of reducing water to generate H2. The

stability of this hybrid system was not characterized for POM leaching or

decomposition.

It was not until 2011 when the next POM WRC was reported. Zhang

et al. described a sandwich-type POM, K11H[Sn4(SiW9O34)2]�25H2O

(Sn4Si2) that was capable of visible-light photocatalytic H2 evolution with

Pt cocatalyst and methanol sacrificial agent (52). Hydrogen evolution was

observed over five consecutive runs. No other stability assessments were

conducted.

A heteropolyoxoniobate, K10[Nb2O2(H2O)2][SiNb12O40]�12H2O

(Nb2Si), was reported for photocatalytic water splitting activity withNb2Si

loaded onto Pt cocatalyst in a 20% methanol solution (53). A TONmax of

44 was reported after 7.4 h. In a separate experiment in pure water with
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Table 2 POM Water Reduction Catalysts
POM Conditions for H2 Measurement pH TON Stability Assessment References

[NH3Pr
i]5[W6O20(OH)] Colloidal Pt 7 — — (50)

(SiW12O40)4-loaded titania — 1–12 — — (51)

K11H[Sn4(SiW9O34)2]�25H2O Pt NPs and 20% MeOH — — — (52)

K10[Nb2O2(H2O)2][SiNb12O40]�12H2O Pt and 20% MeOH — 44 Powder XRD (53)

KNa2[Nb24O72H21]�38H2O, �CoIII(dmgH)2pyCl and TEA — — — (54)

K2Na2[Nb32O96H28]�80H2O,

K12[Nb12O72H21]4�107H2O

a-K5[AlSiW11(H2O)O39] 13H2O Pt, eosin Y, and TEOA — 473 UV–vis (55)

[P2W17O61{O(SiC36H23N3O2Ir)2}]
6� — — — — (57)

Na10[Mn4(H2O)2(VW9O34)2] [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and TEOA 9.5 42 UV–vis, FTIR, 51V NMR, EA (13)

Na6K4[Ni4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]�32H2O ([Ir(ppy)2(dtbbpy)][PF6]) and TEOA — 6500 UV–vis, FTIR, DLS, TEM, mercury

poisoning

(14b)

Na7H10[Co6(H2O)2(PW9O34)2(PW6O26)]�
30H2O

Eosin Y and TEOA — — — (56)

K7[Co
IIICoII(H2O)W11O39] Pt, Easin Y, and TEOA — 100 UV–vis, DLS, FTIR, catalyst reuse (48)

Na28[{Ni4(OH)3AsO4}4(B-α-PW9O34)4]�
120H2O

([Ir(ppy)2(dtbbpy)][PF6]) and TEOA

or TEA

— 580 UV–vis, FTIR, DLS, mercury

poisoning test

(14a)

Na3K7[Cu4(H2O)2(B-α-PW9O34)2]�
30H2O

([Ir(ppy)2(dtbbpy)][PF6]) and TEOA — 1270 UV–vis, FTIR, DLS, TEM, SEM,

EDX

(58)



a NiO cocatalyst, overall water splitting as well as an increase in H2 evolution

under UV irradiation was observed.

Several new polyoxoniobates, KNa2[Nb24O72H21]�38H2O (Nb24),

K2Na2[Nb32O96H28]�80H2O (Nb32), and K12[Nb24O72H21]4�107H2O

(Nb96), were developed with varying cluster sizes and geometries for

UV-photocatalytic H2 evolution without the use of Pt cocatalyst (54). In

this photocatalytic system, the Nbn WRC, CoIII(dmgH)2pyCl cocatalyst

(dmgH ¼ dimethylglyoxime and py ¼ pyridine) and 10% triethylamine

(TEAO) sacrificial electron donor were mixed under UV illumination for

H2 evolution. After 12 h, a total of 5657 μmol h�1 g�1 of H2 was observed

for Nb96 as compared to 4704 μmol h�1 g�1 when using Pt as cocatalyst.

Without any cocatalyst, the H2 evolution rate for Nb96 only reached

1654 μmol h�1 g�1.

Liu et al. described a visible-light photocatalytic hydrogen evolution

catalyst complex. Eosin Y (EY) photosensitizer was combined with

POM, α-K5[AlSiW11(H2O)O39] 13H2O (AlSiW11) to create the

EY-(AlSiW11) complex (55). Hydrogen evolution was observed by this

complex in the presence of Pt cocatalyst and triethanolamine (TEOA) elec-

tron donor. In this dye-sensitization system, the interaction between

AlSiW11 was found to help stabilize the EY-dye by reducing its reactivity.

At pH 10, the TON reached 473 after four reaction cycles. The activity

decreased after 5 h of visible-light irradiation, indicating instability at longer

times.

Similarly, Wu et al. developed the POM WRC Na7H10[Co6
(H2O)2(PW9O34)2(PW6O26)]�30H2O (Co6P3) sensitized with EY-dye

(56). In the presence of TEOA and visible-light irradiation, H2 generation

occurs with an initial TOF of 10 h�1. The impact of dye-sensitizer concen-

tration was investigated in order to find the critical concentration of EY

needed to enhance H2 evolution. The EY-anions proved to be essential

for H2 evolution. A comparison of the AlSiW11 and Co6P3 WRCs in

a different reduction system would provide insight into the POMs as a

catalyst species.

Artero and coworkers developed a Pt-free WRC composed of

covalently linked IrIII-photosensitized POM complex, [P2W17O61{O

(SiC36H23N3O2Ir)2}]
6� (Ir-P2W17) (57). Under visible-light irradiation,

this complex was able to generate H2 with a TON of 41 after 7 days.

Lv et al. synthesized a sandwich-type POM, Na10[Mn4(H2O)2
(VW9O34)2] (Mn4V2), isostructural to many efficient WOCs, in an effort

to create a hydrolytically stable molecular WRC (13). Mn4V2 showed no
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activity for water oxidation, yet in the presence of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ photosen-

sitizer and TEOA sacrificial electron donor, Mn4V2 catalyzed hydrogen

evolution, reaching a TON of 42 after 5.5 h of irradiation at pH 9.5. Isotope

labeling confirmed the origin of H2 (D2) from H2O or D2O. A proposed

mechanism for light-driven hydrogen evolution is consistent with

quenching of the excited state [Ru(bpy)3]2+* byMn4V2 through oxidative

electron transfer, wherein reducedMn4V2 can reduce water to produce H2.

The resulting [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ is reduced by TEOA to regenerate [Ru(bpy)3]

2+.

Following the development ofMn4V2 WRC, Lv et al. synthesized sev-

eral other sandwich-type POM WRC including, Na6K4[Ni4(H2O)2
(PW9O34)2]�32H2O (Ni4P2) (14b). Using the light absorber [Ir(ppy)2
(dtbbpy)]+ and TEOA sacrificial electron donor, Ni4P2 reached a TON

for H2 evolution of nearly 6500 under visible-light irradiation over 1 week.

Lv et al. also prepared WRC Na3K7[Cu4(H2O)2(B-α-PW9O34)2]�30H2O

(Cu4P2) and studied H2 production under visible-light irradiation in the

[Ir(ppy)2(dtbbpy)]
+ and TEOA system (58). Under optimized conditions,

a turnover of �1270 was measured after 5 h of irradiation. Without all

WRC, photosensitizer, or electron donor components, negligible H2 was

generated.

Another Ni-containing POM WRC, Na28[{Ni4(OH)3AsO4}4(B-α-
PW9O34)4]�120H2O (Ni16As4P4) was reported as the POMwith the largest

number of Ni ions incorporated into a single carbon-free POM cluster

(14a). The Ni16As4P4 POM was shown to reduce water to generate H2,

but only with a TONmax of 580 using TEOA electron donor and

[Ir(ppy)2(dtbbpy)]
+ photosensitizer. More Ni(II) centers did not result in

a higher catalytic efficiency relative to Ni4P2.

6. IMMOBILIZATION OF POLYOXOMETALATE WOCs

Investigating the geometrical and electronic structure as well as reac-

tivity of catalysts immobilized on photoelectrode and other surfaces is a core

component in the ultimate development or integrated, effective solar water

splitting devices. This section focuses on the immobilization techniques for

POM WOC species. Research on other surface bound molecular catalysts

has been described in review and journal articles elsewhere (47,59).Recent

studies of polyoxometalates incorporated onto the surfaces of photoanodes

for water oxidation have monitored the activity and stability of these

immobilized catalyst species (60). Table 3 gives a comprehensive list of

POMs immobilized for water oxidation.
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Carbon-based materials have been used for supports in electrochemical

studies, because there is substantial adhesion of anionic POM WOCs to the

extended π clouds of the graphene-like structures. These materials comprise

single-walled or multiwalled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs or MWCNTs),

graphene, mesoporous carbon nitride (MCN), carbon paste, and carbon-based

polymers (pendant polyamidoamine (PAMAM), protonated polyaniline

(PANI), and poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA)).

Photoelectrochemical reactions for water splitting have been streamlined

using light-absorbing metal oxide supports bearing surface bound WOCs.

No sacrificial agent is necessary in such photoelectrocatalytic system.

6.1 Methods of Immobilization
POMWOC immobilization has been predominantly electrostatic in nature,

including anion–π interactions (these also involve dispersion and electron

donor–acceptor interactions), pH or point of zero charge (pzc), entrapment

through layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly, and vacuum-assisted impregnation.

Supports that have been covalently modified to have cationic surfaces rely on

electrostatic immobilization of the catalyst species.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with extended three-dimensional electron-

ically conducting large surface areas have been exhaustively studied (73,74)

and chemical functionalization of CNT-based electrodes provides additional

features that make immobilization of catalytic species attractive. Toma et al.

modified MWCNTs with surface bound PAMAM units bearing tertiary

and primary amino groups that electrostatically bind Ru4Si2, at pH

values where the amines are protonated (61). Compared to amorphous

carbon functionalized with Ru4Si2, the electrocatalytic activity of

Ru4Si2 on the derivatized MWCNTs was significantly higher, presumably

due to enhanced electron transfer events in the CNTs. In a similar

approach, MWCNTs and SWCNTs were functionalized with

2-aminoethyltrimethylammonium chloride to which high loadings of

electrostatically bound Ru4Si2 for water splitting applications could be

achieved (62).

Graphene is believed to be an ideal electrocatalytic surface because of

its high stability, conductivity, and extensive π electronic structure suitable

for electrostatic and other interactions with various types of molecular cat-

alysts. Graphene is an exceptional charge carrier transport; the electrical

communication between the immobilized species and the support is

advantageous in electrochemistry. POMs readily adsorb onto graphene
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and graphene oxide without modification of the surface. Electrochemical

water oxidation studies of Ru4Si2 on graphene grown on ITO electrodes

show excellent catalytic activity and stability (65). The POM-graphene

system displayed higher catalytic activity compared to RuO2 on graphene,

where the amount of RuO2 would be about 200 times more than the

amount possible from a complete decomposition of Ru4Si2. A new non-

noble metal-containing POM, mixed-valent Mn16 polyanion supported

on graphene showed comparable electrochemical water oxidation to

Ru4Si2-graphene system (68).

Some forms of functionalized graphene have been shown to enhance

the binding of anionic POMs; however, chemical reduction methods that

enrich the sp2 connectivity of graphene can result in surface defects.

Quintana et al. have functionalized graphene with polyaminoamide

(PAMAM) dendron, whereby protonated tertiary and primary amino

groups act as electrostatic anchors for Ru4Si2 (75). The resulting hybrid

material show high electron transfer rates, enhancing the electrocatalytic

performance relative to CNTs and unmodified graphene.

Wu et al. used a mesoporous carbon nitride (MCN) support with –NH2

and –NH functional group sites for electrostatic binding of the anionic

Co4P2 (64). Furthermore, this surface provided sufficient electron transfer

to the ITO electrode for effective water oxidation from the POM/electro-

lyte interface. To assemble the system, Wu et al. used a vacuum-assisted

entrapment two-step process. In the first step, the synthesized MCN was

vacuum-treated to remove impurities and air trapped in the mesopores

followed by soaking in an aqueous Co4P2 solution for 24 h, allowing the

Co4P2 to fill the pores of the MCN by capillary forces. During the process,

the –NH2 functional groups were protonated, promoting electrostatic bind-

ing within the mesopores of the MCN.

Another entrapment technique to fabricate catalytic electrodes for

POM-basedWOC-incorporated anionic POMswith organic and inorganic

cationic units combined with LBL assembly driven by electrostatic forces

(76) for electrochemical water oxidation (67). Anwar et al. prepared

films by imbedded Ru4Si2 and conducting polypyrrole with a Ru(II)-met-

alodendrimer photosensitizer onto GCE and ITO electrodes using LBL

assembly.

Semiconductor metal oxides are known for their robust properties and

charge transfer capacity. Metal oxides with applications as photoelectrodes

provide economical and recyclable methods for energy production,

but lack the fast and selective qualities of molecular catalysts. Common
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light-absorbing (UV and visible range) oxides, such as TiO2, ZnO2, ZrO2,

Fe2O3, and SnO2 have been studied as supports for POM WOCs. Xiang

et al. first constructed a triadic photoanode composed of nanoporous TiO2,

ZrO2, and SnO2 films sensitized with [Ru(bpy)2(dpbpy)]
2+ (P2) (70). The

surface bound cation was used to electrostatically interact with homoge-

neous Ru4Si2; however, the catalyst loading remained dependent on the

pzc for each metal oxide surface. Transient absorption analysis investigated

the charge separation dynamics of the system. In the presence of Ru4Si2,

the electron transfer from P2 to TiO2 was found to be the main pathway

with ultrafast electron transfer from Ru4Si2 to the oxidized P2. Photo-

electrochemical measurements of the triad system resulted in a photocurrent

enhancement although no oxygen measurements were conducted.

In a following triad study, a novel dye, [Ru(5-crownphen)2(H2dpbpy)]

(H22) was prepared and bound to TiO2. This triad afforded a higher O2

quantum yield compared to the previously reported P2 sensitizer (71). Fur-

thermore, no catalyst desorption was observed with the H22 dye when the

photoelectrocatalytic experiments were conducted below the pzc of TiO2.

The increased binding affinity of Ru4Si2 to the H22 dye significantly

enhanced the performance of the triad system for water splitting. This

research also investigated the difference in optimal pH ranges of homoge-

neous and TiO2-bound catalyst.

In a different approach, nanoporous TiO2 films have been modified

with silylating agent, 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APS), resulting in a

quaternary ammonium surface that exhibits an enhanced capability of

strongly binding Ru4Si2 and Ru4P2 WOC (72). Under UV illumination,

photoelectrochemical measurements indicated an enhanced photocurrent

compared to bare TiO2 electrodes (Fig. 3).

6.2 Characterizing the Immobilized System
In order to recover and recycle molecular catalysts, immobilization is nec-

essary; however, supported catalyst systems are not predictable and hence

need to be characterized and evaluated for activity. In many cases, POM

WOCs adsorb to surfaces in low concentrations, which result in difficult

characterization of the active catalyst species under turnover conditions.

Extensive investigations of the systems before and after catalysis are necessary

to establish the integrity of the heterogenized catalyst species. In more recent

immobilized POM studies, exhaustive characterization after turnover

conditions has become the convention.

In 2012, Wu et al. characterized Co4P2 on MCN by a combination of

TEM, TGA, small angle PXRD, wide-angle PXRD, and FTIR to confirm
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Table 3 Immobilized POM WOCs

POM System (Substrate) TOF

System
Characterization
(Before Catalysis)

Stability Assessment
(After Catalysis) References

M10[{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}-

(γ-SiW10O36)2], M¼Cs, Li

Ru4Si2 on MWCNTs/ITO — Raman, AFM, TGA,

SACS, STEM,

HRTEM, EDX

— (61)

M10[{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}-

(γ-SiW10O36)2]

Ru4Si2 on functionalized

SWCNTs and

MWCNTs/ITO

0.085 s�1 Raman, TEM, SEM,

TGA

— (62)

M10[{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}-

(γ-SiW10O36)2]

Ru4Si2 on Dendron

functionalized graphene/ITO

— Raman, XPS,

HRTEM, AC-TEM,

HAADF-STEM,

EDX, XPS

O2 evolution current

recorded at 1.1 V vs

Ag/AgCl

(63)

Na10[Co4(H2O)2(α-PW9O34)2] Co4P2 on mesoporous

carbon nitride/ITO

0.3 s�1 TEM, TGA, FTIR,

AFM, XANES,

powder XRD

UV–vis, XRD (64)

Rb8K2[{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}-

(γ-SiW10O36)2]

Ru4Si2 on graphene/GCE,

ITO

0.01 s�1 CV, SEM, EDX SEM, EDX (65)

Cs15K

[Co9(H2O)6(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3]�
41H2O

Co9 in amorphous carbon

paste

— FTIR, TGA, EDX,

powder XRD

FTIR, EDX, powder XRD (66)

Na10[{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}-

(γ-SiW10O36)2]

Ru4Si2 LBL assembly with

RuII-metllodendrimer/GCE,

ITO

— Raman, CV, XPS,

AFM, SEM, EDX

CV (67)

Continued



Table 3 Immobilized POM WOCs—cont’d

POM System (Substrate) TOF

System
Characterization
(Before Catalysis)

Stability Assessment
(After Catalysis) References

[MnIII10MnII6 (OH)6(PO4)4(A-SiW9O34)4]
29� Mn16 on graphene/ITO 1.1 s�1 SEM, EDX, XPS, CV,

RRDE, Tafel plot

— (68)

Na10[Co4(H2O)2(α-PW9O34)2] Co4P2 on MIL-101/GCE 0.007 s�1 XRD, FTIR, XPS,

XANES, TEM, EDX

XRD, FTIR, XPS,

XANES, DLS, catalyst

reuse, THpANO3 toluene

extraction

(69)

Rb8K2[{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}-

(γ-SiW10O36)2]

Ru4Si2 on [Ru(bpy)2(dpbpy)]
2+

-sensitized TiO2, ZrO2, and

SnO2/FTO

0.025 s�1 UV–vis, FTIR,

ICP-OES, transient

absorption

UV–vis (70)

Ru4Si2 on [Ru

(bpy)2(H4dpbpy)]
2+ and [Ru

(5-crownphen)2(H2dpbpy)]-

sensitized TiO2/FTO

— UV–vis, transient
absorption

UV–vis (71)

Ru4Si2 and Ru4P2 on

modified TiO2/FTO

FTIR, confocal

Raman, SEM, TEM,

STEM, EDX, UV–vis

FTIR, confocal Raman,

SEM, EDX, UV–vis, LSV
(72)



the encapsulation ofCo4P2 inMCN (64). Along with long-term electrolysis

measurements, with a TOF �0.3 s�1, Wu et al. monitored changes in the

system through UV–vis spectra and XRD patterns of Co4P2 MCN on

ITO before and after electrolysis.

In 2015, Lauinger et al. characterized Ru4Si2 and Ru4P2 on TiO2

nanoparticles and nanoporous films through a variety of methods including

FTIR, confocal Raman, SEM, EDX, and long-term bulk electrolysis

measurements (72). After 24 h stability tests, the integrity of the POM

was investigated by comparing the FTIR, Raman, EDX, and UV–vis spec-
tra before and after photoelectrocatalytic water oxidation.

Similarly, Soriano-López et al. investigated the stability ofCo9 in carbon

paste after >8 h of electrochemistry using FTIR, EDX, and powder XRD

before and after this long-term turnover conditions (66).

7. ASSESSMENT OF CATALYTIC ACTIVITY

7.1 Stability of the Light-Driven Systems
Water oxidation reaction stops when a sacrificial electron acceptor is

consumed. Ideally, in the photochemical Ru bpyð Þ3
� �2+

=S2O8
2� system,

after addition of a new portion of S2O8
2�, the kinetics of O2 formation

Fig. 3 Schematic of immobilization methods of POM WOCs on substrates illustration
anion–π interaction, layer-by-layer assembly, surface modification, and impregnation.
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should be the same as in the first run if the catalyst is stable. Thus, the stability

of the catalyst can be assessed by reuse and repeatable quantum yield. Prac-

tically, due to an inevitable consumption of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ in the first run, the

rate and the yield of O2 formation is lower in subsequent consecutive runs,

which does not exclusively indicate the catalyst deactivation. If the catalyst is

isolated after the first run and then reused, this could be considered evidence

for the catalysts stability. However, this approach should be used with cau-

tion. The procedure of the catalyst isolation should guarantee the pureness of

the isolated complex. The stability of the light-driven water reduction steps

can also be limited by the stability of photosensitizer (14b).

7.2 Acid/Base Properties of Polyoxometalates, Speciation,
Redox Potentials

In natural photosynthesis, water oxidation occurs in the oxygen evolving

center (OEC). The OEC consists of an approximate cube of one calcium

atom and three manganese atoms with a fourth manganese atom attached

to the cube by bridging oxygens. The absorption of one photon triggers

the removal of one electron from the OEC catalytic site. In total, four pho-

tons accumulate four holes in the OEC to oxidize water. This process is

described by the Kok cycle. In order to avoid a charge accumulation, one

proton is released in each one-electron transfer reaction. This process is

called a proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET). If water is oxidized

through the mechanism similar to the Kok cycle, then WOCs in the resting

state must have four protons. The distribution of protonated states ofWOCs

in different oxidation states is described by four pKa values in the resting

state: three pKa’s in 1-electron oxidized states, two in the 2-electron oxi-

dized state, etc. The combination of five speciation diagrams for five oxida-

tion states of WOC is described by the Pourbaix diagram of the catalytic

system. This diagram describes the dominant species present in solution at

a given pH and potential. Any claim that 1-electron oxidation proceeds

via PCET mechanism must be confirmed by a Pourbaix diagram. At the

same time, the construction of a Pourbaix diagram is an extremely complex

task. So far, no POM-basedWOCs are characterized by a Pourbaix diagram.

Therefore, any claim that 1-electron oxidation of WOCs proceeding via

PCET mechanism requires extraordinary evidence. Keeping in mind that

POMs are highly negatively charged anions (typically in the range from

�9 to �12), the removal of four electrons does not result in a dramatic

change of the total charge. Accordingly, the necessity of PCET pathways

for all four 1-electron processes for POM WOCs is not questionable. Cer-

tainly, one or two of these 1-electron processes can proceed via PCET and it
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was recently demonstrated that water oxidation can be significantly acceler-

ated by buffer (such as in phosphate buffer) anions via the mechanism of

base-assisted electron transfer (77). It was shown that the activity of

Co4P2 andCo4V2 is dependent whether the reaction proceeds in phosphate

or borate buffers. At pH 8 the reaction proceeds more efficiently in borate

buffer (26,27,36). The interpretation of buffer effect is complex, but the

repulsion between highly negatively charged POMs and buffer anions makes

the base-assisted electron transfer doubtful.

7.3 The “Purity” of Polyoxometalate WOCs
Under turnover conditions, a catalyst is present in solutions in different

oxidation and protonation states. The distribution of species can be con-

trolled thermodynamically or kinetically. Catalyst “purity” in an equilibrat-

ing catalyst system does not make much sense. In fact, the fundamental

question is the nature of the O2-releasing species. This phenomenon also

addresses the nature of the true catalyst.

The general definition of the catalyst stability is not trivial. From a prac-

tical point of view it would be more utilitarian to define the stability of a

catalytic system. Typically, the stability of the catalytic system is defined

by the maximum TON that can be achieved in the system. Earlier we

established that the stability of the light-driven water oxidation system is

limited by the stability of the photosensitizer. The stability of WOC can also

be defined by the maximum TON that can be achieved providing that all

other constituents are stable and sacrificial reagents are not consumed

(including the buffer capacity). This definition does not specify the nature

of O2-releasing intermediate(s). The true catalyst might be a decomposition

product of the initially introduced catalyst but the whole system might be

stable. Therefore, the stability of a catalytic system does not prove that

the true catalyst is the complex initially introduced into the system.

8. STABILITY IN POM CATALYTIC SYSTEMS

The stability of WOCs has long been a critical issue for the develop-

ment of both practical and model water splitting systems (6b,26,78). For

traditional heterogeneous WOCs, these issues often present as stability

against corrosion under certain water oxidation conditions (79). Under dif-

ferent conditions of pH, applied potential, and chemical environments, the

solid-state catalysts may well dissolve into solution. As of the time of writing

this chapter, one of the holy grails for water oxidation catalysis is the discov-

ery of an acid-compatible earth-abundant element WOC (78f,g,79a).
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Similar concerns about stability also apply for molecular WOCs

(6b,26,78c–e,80). For such catalysts, however, one is much more concerned

with the stability of the organic ligands that support the transition metal

active sites. Organic and organometallic ligands as well as organic substitu-

ents are susceptible to both hydrolytic and oxidative degradation

(6b,26,78d). Unfortunately, the lack of organic ligand stability not only

limits the TON but also less appreciated is that oxidative removal of organic

ligands can facilitate formation of the metal oxide (e.g., RuO2 and CoOx

for WOCs based on those metals) and these metal oxides are also

known WOCs.

The development of POMs as WOC candidates potentially overcomes

these traditional shortcomings of coordination compound or organometallic

WOCs. POM WOCs such as Co4P2 comprise fully oxidized (d0) metal

oxide polyanions functioning as multidentate ligands for one or more

d-electron transition metals involved in the multielectron redox processes

(e.g., oxidation of H2O toO2). Thus such POMs are stable to oxidative deg-

radation. POMs also represent thermodynamic minima hydrolytically in

certain pH ranges depending on the framework transition metal (POMs

of W, Mo, and V tend to be stable in acid, while those of Nb and Ta are

stable in base). As many investigators have noted, POMs in several ways,

represent soluble and thus experimentally tractable analogues of metal

oxides. At the same time, these discrete cluster anions are distinct from

transition metal oxides as they bear high charges that are electrostatically

compensated by commensurately high numbers of counter-cations.

The extensive use of crystallization to obtain pure single crystalline struc-

tures of POMs may further exacerbate the misconception that POMs are

simply “soluble transition metal oxides”— in aqueous solution, equilibria

of numerous polyanionic metal oxide, and/or metal hydroxides are fre-

quently operable (81). The synthetic steps taken to produce different POMs

usually involve shifting the chemical equilibrium via adjustments in pH,

temperature, chemical potential, and counter-cations. Historically, many

POM systems are famously challenging to characterize due to their com-

plexity. As many as 40 different species may be present in a single

equilibrium model (81). Thus, it is not surprising that certain crystalline

POM species may revert back to equilibrium species upon dissolution, espe-

cially since some POM equilibrations may be slower than POM catalyst

syntheses in aqueous solution themselves.

Most of the POM WOCs listed in Table 1 have not been adequately

characterized with respect to the easily overlooked factors noted earlier:
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pH, solution potential, and other ionic species present. The likely existence

of different pKa values for some of these POMs alone should give us pause in

identifying the “active species” in a POM WOC system. While we have

developed a preliminary Pourbaix diagram for the Ru4Si2 system, this type

of information is rarely found in the POM literature (82). There have been

recent efforts to construct such diagrams even for well-known electro-

catalysts such as CoOx (83). Given the lack of detailed study on the speci-

ation of POMWOCs, questions must be raised about what one means when

stating that certain POMs are WOCs. It is not unreasonable to think that

different solution phase species including different protonation states, oxida-

tion states, and possible dimer variants of these POMs may be the principal

“active species” instead of the crystalline starting material.

More precisely, we take “thermodynamic stability” of these POMs to

mean that solubilizing these POMs does not lead to significant decomposi-

tion of the overall polyanionic structure within the timeframe of the water

oxidation reactions under study. At the very least, Table 1 gives a list of

metastable species that have been shown to be active in water oxidation

reactions under turnover conditions. It is now appropriate to reflect back

upon the last few decades of POM chemistry and realize that while our

understanding of POM self-assembly and equilibration has come a long

way since the seminal studies on the H-Mo-V-P systems (81,84), there is

still much that we do not know about the speciation of POMs in solution.

The oxidative stability of POM WOCs relates to their stability under

catalytic turnover conditions. Owing to the oxidatively robust nature of

the POM framework itself, the most likely decomposition pathway available

to most homogeneous POM WOC systems is the leaching of the

redox-active transition metal ions directly into the solution, forming metal

aqua, metal hydroxide, and/or metal oxide species. However, under various

conditions, all four forms of metal–oxo species can be converted into each

other and may, at times, exist in equilibrium (85). This makes stability ana-

lyses of POM WOC systems particularly daunting and identification of the

principal “active species” ambiguous.

A prime example of such a case lies in the scrutiny of the Co4P2 system.

Stracke et al. demonstrated that Co4P2 does indeed decompose to form

cobalt oxide films on the working electrode under electrocatalytic condi-

tions, experimental conditions that were not used in the original paper

(44). Given the extensive number of cobalt complexes that may serve as

precursors for the electrodeposition of cobalt oxide under potentiostatic

or voltage cycling conditions (86), it is reasonable to believe that a similar
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process may indeed take place when applied to Co4P2. While the exact

mechanism that leads to the oxidative instability of the Co4P2 under

electrocatalytic conditions is unknown, we may nevertheless speculate that

under oxidative conditions, CoIII may rapidly exchange ligands. In the pres-

ence of an electrophilic electrode surface, CoIII could form Co–O–X bonds

that eventually lead to the leaching of the cobalt ions and formation of a

cobalt oxide film on the electrode surface. Alternatively, given the high

potential of these electrochemical systems, an alternative potential decom-

position pathway that involves the oxidative breakdown of the tungstate

framework via the formation of a peroxotungstate species leading to a com-

plete degradation of Co4P2 with accompanying full release of hydrated

freely diffusing cobalt ions is possible.

Ultimately, Vickers et al. demonstrated that the Co4P2 model system is

indeed the main WOC under homogeneous reaction conditions, showing

that it is oxidatively stable when paired with a homogeneous oxidant and

that the electrolytic decomposition of Co4P2 at an electrode surface does

not apply to the homogeneous reaction conditions reported initially

(27b). This paper explains many criteria that can be used to distinguish

between homogeneous and heterogeneous water oxidation catalysis and

molecular WOCs in general (and POM WOCs in particular). A new pro-

tocol for the extraction of highly negatively charged POM WOCs using

tetra-n-heptylammonium nitrate dissolved in toluene to identify the active

species for water oxidation was also established that should now be used to

examine the oxidative stability of all new and old POM WOCs in

homogeneous systems.

The careful examination of Co4P2 stability and inquiries into the

question, “what is the main active species?” by multiple research groups

culminated in a number of established techniques and procedures that are

useful for the study of POM WOCs and molecular catalysts in general.

Summaries of most of these methodologies can also be found in a separate

review (78d). In addition, recent advances in heterogenizing molecular

WOCs on electrode surfaces provide protocols and criteria to assess the

stability, rates, and molecular nature of immobilized WOCs (87).

9. CONCLUSIONS

POM catalyst development is an integral part of the broader efforts on

renewable energy research. The molecular nature of these metal oxide

polyanions (polyoxometalates, “POMs”) continue to present unique
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opportunities in the investigation of water splitting systems. Moving for-

ward, there is substantial interest for further advancements in POM

WOC design for different catalytic conditions as well as their immobiliza-

tion. At the same time, investigations have shown that we must pay signif-

icant attention to the stability of the catalysts, especially when heterogenized

on electrode surfaces. Studying the speciation and the mechanism of cata-

lysis with POMs is not straightforward, but is essential for garnering

fundamentally useful insights into catalysis by POM-based systems and,

by extension, many heterogeneous metal oxide systems. The explosion

in POM WOC studies in the last 6 years is a testament to the intrinsic

intellectual and potential practical value of this research.
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Abstract

Water oxidation catalysis is generally considered one of the major hurdles in the devel-
opment of an efficient water splitting process. Most available catalysts are either too
expensive, too unstable, or too slow for real technological applications. In this chapter
we illustrate the major features of an interesting candidate, the nonanuclear poly-
oxometalate [Co9(H2O)6(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3]

16� (Co9). This POM, as others of its
kind, has demonstrated to be a robust and fast catalyst promoting oxygen evolution
in homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions. In addition to its excellent perfor-
mance, and prospects, we are including many experimental data that confirm its gen-
uine catalytic activity. This is a key issue since the harsh conditions of oxygen evolution
are prone to provoke a major evolution in the catalyst or precatalyst. Being all inorganic
and obtained from earth-abundant metals, Co9 matches most of the requirements to
be successfully implemented in an overall water splitting process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Natural photosynthesis produced in higher green plants, cyano-

bacteria, and algae uses the sunlight for converting water and carbon dioxide

into oxygen and sugars, respectively, through a sequence of complex reac-

tions (1). The aim of artificial photosynthesis is to reproduce at large scale the

processes of the oxygen-evolving photosynthesis, where the sunlight is

converted into spatially separated electron/hole pairs employing a photovol-

taic cell, and charges are captured with catalysts that mediate water splitting.

Water oxidation catalysis (WOC) takes place at the anode when the catalyst

captures four holes, evolving oxygen, while hydrogen is produced in a sep-

arate catalyst at the cathode when it captures four electrons (2). So thus, solar

energy is stored in chemical bonds in the form of H2 and O2. On this regard,

efficient electrocatalysts for water splitting must operate close to the

Nernstian potentials (E) for both water oxidation and proton reduction

semi-reactions involved in water splitting:

2H2O!O2 +4H+ + 4e� E0 ¼ 1:229�0:059� pHð ÞVvsNHE at 25∘C

(1)

4H+ + 4e� ! 2H2 E0¼ 0:000�0:059� pHð ÞVvsNHE at 25∘C (2)

Of these two reactions, the water oxidation is considered the bottleneck

reaction in water splitting, since it requires a four-electron oxidation of two

water molecules coupled to the removal of four protons to form a relatively

weak oxygen–oxygen bond. Moreover, in addition to the thermodynamic

demands of water splitting, additional potential is needed to overcome acti-

vation barriers, concentration effects, and voltage drops, due to resistance, to

attain a given catalytic activity. This is known as overpotential, η. Further-
more, water oxidation catalysts must be stable under strong oxidizing envi-

ronments, since, even at the thermodynamic limit, most chemical functional

groups degrade due to the oxidizing power required by the oxidation of

water (2).

Nowadays, commercially available water electrolyzers are not financially

attractive compared to the fossil fuels. The reason for their low commercial

impact is the lack of a stable and inexpensive water oxidation catalyst, since

most of existing water oxidation catalysts are based on noble metal, or

require the use of highly alkaline conditions working at low efficiencies.
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Therefore, the main challenge is the search for a robust, efficient, and inex-

pensive water oxidation catalyst (3).

The state of the art in terms of feasible industrial applications is led by het-

erogeneous transition-metal oxides. Probably, the most remarkable result is

the incorporation of an electrodeposited phosphate oxide cobalt layer

(Co-Pi) onto the anode of a silicon-based solar cell (4). An “artificial leaf”

concept, able to split water by direct irradiation with sunlight working at

neutral pH, was developed with this catalyst (5). Unfortunately, it shows a

pH-dependent degradation with time (6), making the artificial leaf, at the

moment, too costly to competewith other hydrogen production procedures.

HomogeneousWOCs have shown superior performance in terms of rates

and efficiency (7). In addition, they are easy to optimize andprocess, and allow

for a better understanding of the reaction mechanisms. The most studied are

ruthenium-based complexes (8), since the discovery ofMeyer’s “blue dimer,”

a μ-oxo-bridged ruthenium dimer coordinated by polypyridyl ligands (9).

However, most of these catalysts are transition-metal complexes with organic

ligands, which are unstable toward oxidative deactivation due to the strong

oxidizing conditions during the water splitting process. For this reason POMs

are very attractive materials, since they are transition-metal oxides stabilized

with all-inorganic multidentate ligands with a very high stability toward

oxidative degradation, and their oxo-bridged structure also allows for revers-

ible proton exchange with the solvent, a feature usually combined with the

subsequent oxidation steps in the reaction mechanism of WOCs.

The first purely inorganic species showing WOC activity was a tetra-

nuclear ruthenium-based POM (10). Since then, other POMs have demon-

strate to be active as WOCs (11). Probably, the most remarkable

breakthrough was a cobalt-containing POM, [Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]
10�

(Co4), which represented the first carbon-free WOC obtained from

Earth-abundant materials (12). Nonetheless, the molecular nature of

cobalt-containing POMs acting as catalysts for the water oxidation has been

put into question, since the formation of active CoOx films competes with

the genuine POM activity in certain conditions (13). This is a common

problem for all homogeneous catalysts, because the oxidative degradation

of the organic ligands leads to the formation of the corresponding metal

oxide (14). Still, the origin of CoOx formation in cobalt-containing POMs

is far different. It arises from a solution equilibrium that liberate traces of

Co2+ ions can act as precursors of the oxide. In fact, oxide formation from

aqueous cobalt ions can be avoided by the use of chelating agents able to trap

these ions in solution (12,15).
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In this chapter is presented the WOC activity of a high nuclearity non-

acobalt POM, [Co9(H2O)6(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3]
16� (Co9). The syn-

thesis and structure of this POM was already described by Weakley et al. in

1984 (16). This polyanion is composed by three trilacunary B-α-Keggin
units, where three Co2+ ions occupy the octahedral vacant positions in each

Keggin fragment, yielding triangular edge-sharing Co3O12 moieties, as seen

in Fig. 1. The three Keggin fragments are then connected by three hydroxyl

bridges and two HPO4
2� anions forming a triangle of triangles. Six of the

nine Co ions complete their coordination sphere with terminal water mol-

ecules prone to be oxidized. This POM has shown good catalytic activity

in bulk water electrolysis in both homogeneous (17) and heterogeneous

conditions (18). In the same way, aqueous solutions of Co9 rapidly evolve

oxygen by the addition of a chemical oxidant, such as NaClO. In addition,

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments are carried out to investi-

gate in detail the speciation under catalytic working conditions, confirming

the remarkable stability of Co9 in water oxidation conditions (19).

2. HOMOGENEOUS ELECTROCATALYTIC WATER
OXIDATION ACTIVITY OF CO9

When bulk water electrolysis is carried out at an anodic overpotential

of 600 mV (1.41 V vs NHE, herein all the potentials are shown vs the NHE

Fig. 1 Molecular representation of the polyanion [Co9(H2O)6(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3]
16�

(Co9). WO6¼gray octahedra; CoO6¼pink octahedra; PO4¼orange tetrahedra.
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electrode, unless otherwise stated) in a sodium phosphate-buffered neutral

solution, negligible oxygen evolution currents are observed. Addition of

Co9 POM to the solution dramatically increases the oxygen evolution, with

the corresponding current reaching over 3 mA. This is the typical behavior

of a homogeneous water oxidation catalyst (WOC). A deposited film was

identified as cobalt oxide, analogous to the Co-Pi catalyst. Indeed, this is

quite often the case for homogeneous WOCs, although many times it

remains unnoticed (8,13a,14d). Further experiments demonstrated that

the deposited CoOx film was enough, quantitatively, to account for the

recorded activity.

This is a very important issue in homogeneous WOCs, and a possibility

that needs to be explored beyond any reasonable doubt. In WOCs con-

taining organic fragments, the origin for the in situ generation of an active

metal oxide is due to the redox instability of the compound. However, this

was surprising in a POM, since its composition (high valence metal centers

and oxo groups) was always considered redox stable. We rationalized that

the origin of the CoOx deposition should be different than in previous

WOCs. POMs are indeed redox stable, but in solution they participate in

complex equilibria, that includes leaching of the metal dication into

solution:

Co9 H2Oð Þ6 OHð Þ3 HPO4ð Þ2 PW9O34ð Þ3
� �16�

! Co8 H2Oð Þ5 OHð Þ3 HPO4ð Þ2 PW9O34ð Þ3
� �18�

+ Co aq:ð Þ½ �2+

The appearance of aqueous Co2+ species should be the major source for

the formation of CoOx, since in such highly oxidizing conditions Co
2+ cat-

ions are unstable, outside the protection of the POM. Probing this hypoth-

esis, we were able to avoid the formation of an oxide film on the anode by

addition of a chelating agent. Addition of 2,20-bipyridyl (bpy) rapidly traps
the free cations to form [Co(bpy)3]

2+, which under oxidation conditions

yields the highly inert [Co(bpy)3]
3+ species. Bulk water electrolysis in the

presence of the Co9 POM and an excess of bpy also shows the appearance

of a catalytic current that can be assigned entirely to the homogeneous POM

species. After water electrolysis is carried out in these conditions for hours no

film deposition occurs, as confirmed by surface-sensitive techniques.

Cyclic voltammetry data employing a glassy carbon electrode as anode

(Fig. 2) are also very distinct depending on the presence of bpy. In the

absence of this chelating ligand, an oxidation wave appears just above

0.75 V, whereas in the presence of bpy there is no oxidation process up
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to 1.10 V, corresponding to the catalytic water oxidation wave. This differ-

ence should be attributed to the formation of a cobalt oxide film on the

electrode surface in the former experiment, since this potential is not enough

to oxidize water, as already stated by Nocera and coworkers (20). The differ-

ences observed in these two experiments corroborate again the presence of a

cobalt oxide catalyst in the absence of bpy and, in addition, they also support

the negligible participation of CoOxwhen a chelating agent is present in solu-

tion. All these experiments confirmed the genuine WOC activity of Co9.

The efficiency for oxygen evolution in the Co9/bpy solutions reaches

only 90%. The rest of the anodic current should be related to the electro-

chemical [Co(bpy)3]
2+/[Co(bpy)3]

3+ oxidation. During long-term electrol-

ysis the catalytic current starts to decrease, as a fine pink precipitate is formed.

This salt was identified as {[Co(bpy)3]
3+}4A4{Co9} stoichiometry (A¼Na+

or K+). Thus, removal of the active species from solution is the major param-

eter decreasing the catalytic current, and not intrinsic deactivation or fatigue.

The kinetics of the Co9-catalyzed water oxidation can be studied by

steady-state current density. These data allow constructing the Tafel plots

represented in Fig. 3, which show the typical linear trend expected for a cat-

alytic process (at low overpotentials). Measurable current density is observed

above 1.15 V for a 1 mMCo9 concentration, which corresponds to an over-

potential η ¼353 mV, whereas the overpotential needed to reach

1 mA cm�2 is η ¼776 mV. The calculated Tafel slope is consistent in the

Fig. 2 Cyclic voltammogram of a 1.0 mM solution of Co9 (dark gray line), with the pres-
ence of 1.4 mM of bpy (bright gray line), and in the absence of catalyst (black line).
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130–140 mV decade�1 range. This slope indicates that the rate-determining

step is electrochemical (21), arising from electron-transfer processes.

Surprisingly, the Tafel slopes clearly depend on the Co9 concentration,

even if it should be concentration independent. For instance, the Tafel slope

decreases to the 55–65 mV decade�1 range below 0.25 mM. In this case the

rate-determining step arises from a chemical step (4,20). This change could

suggest a different rate-limiting step depending on the concentration of the

active species. However, due to the bulky and highly charge nature of the

POM, we think that the most plausible explanation is the participation of

additional species, as the bpy ligand, for example. Indeed, a bpy layer is

formed at high concentration on the FTO electrode, which could easily pre-

vent a fast electron transfer. This is avoided at very low concentrations. This

would be at the origin of the lower Tafel slopes, and faster kinetics in very

diluted conditions.

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
OF CO9 WITH NaClO

We also examined the oxygen evolution catalysis by mixing a strong

chemical oxidant and Co9 in homogeneous conditions. Around neutral pH

(6�pH�8), no oxygen evolution was observed for periodate (22), oxone

Fig. 3 Steady-stateTafel dataacquiredatdifferentCo9/bpyconcentrations: 0.06/0.16 mM,
Tafel slope¼55 mV decade�1 (triangles); 0.25/0.68 mM, Tafel slope¼63 mV decade�1

(circles); 1.00/2.80 mM, Tafel slope¼138 mV decade�1 (squares).
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(23), persulfate, or even chlorine. Co9 was able to promote oxygen evolu-

tion only when added to a sodium hypochlorite solution. NaClO has been

used for the characterization of homogeneous WOCs at neutral pH in the

past, although as an O-containing oxidant, it has some drawbacks related

with the nature of the O2 evolved during water oxidation experiment. This

will be discussed in detail later. Still, as a model system, it allows studying the

performance of the Co9 catalyst during oxygen evolution.

As depicted in Fig. 4, the catalytic process reaches a turnover number

(TON) of 20 for an initial 100:1 oxidant/Co9 ratio, with an initial TOF over

40 h�1. NaClO is a two-electron oxidant; so thus, this TON reflects 40%

efficiency. This efficiency, far from being quantitative, indicates that there

are competing reactions, probably disproportionation of hypochlorite to

yield chloride and chlorite (vide infra). TON and TOF increase following

an increase in the oxidant/Co9 ratio, reaching a sensational increase of TON

of over 400 and an initial TOF of 350 h�1. Accordingly, efficiency decreases

reaching only a 2.5% for 33,000:1 ratio.

We also studied the effect of other parameters, such as temperature.

Higher temperatures improve both dynamics and efficiency of the catalytic

process. Fig. 5 shows that the total yield doubles when increasing from 15°C
to 25°C, and optimum performance with 50% efficiency is achieved at

35°C. Although faster WOCs have been reported, it is important to note

Fig. 4 Oxygen evolution profile for a 1.0 mM Co9 solution in a pH 8 NaPi buffer after the
addition of different equivalents of NaClO as the oxidant: 100 equiv., green; 1000 equiv.,
red; 3300 equiv., black; 33,000 equiv., blue.
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that TOF depends not only on the catalyst but also on the oxidant. Hypo-

chlorite is particularly slow. The fastest WOC reported from hypochlorite

water oxidation showed a much slower TOF of 12 h�1 (24). Regarding pH,

we observed comparable TON numbers in the 7–9 range (Fig. 6), with
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Fig. 5 Oxygen evolution profile for a 1.0 mM Co9 solution in a pH 8 NaPi buffer after the
addition of 100 equiv. of NaClO as a function of the temperature: 15°C, black; 25°C, dark
gray; 35°C, bright gray.
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Fig. 6 Oxygen evolution profile for a 1.0 mM Co9 solution after the addition of
100 equiv. of NaClO at 25°C as a function of the pH 7.0, black line; 8.0, dark gray line;
9.0 bright gray line; 9.0 in the presence of a 10-fold excess of bpy, dashed black line.
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some differences in the initial kinetics. At lower pH the reaction is slower

with an initial TOF of 19 h�1 (pH 7) and the catalytic cycle is twice as fast

at higher pH reaching an initial TOF of 73 h�1 (pH 9).

Characterization data of the Co9 solutions after the oxygen evolution

reaction rule out the possible decomposition of the POM, yielding CoOx.

UV–vis spectroscopy shows the signature absorption bands of Co9, with-

out the appearance of any additional band from any other species. Dynamic

light scattering (DLS) analysis shows identical results, confirming the

absence of nanoparticles in suspension. Even Co9 can be recovered from

solution by recrystallization with additional alkali cations or by slow evap-

oration of the reaction media. The recovered salt is identical to the starting

sample, as proven by IR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. The experi-

ments were repeated with the addition of a 10-fold excess of bpy per Co

atom, showing consistent results, contrary to what is observed in electro-

chemical conditions. All of these experimental evidences confirm that,

under the described experimental conditions, Co9 is the main active spe-

cies throughout oxidation.

3.1 Long-Term Stability of Co9 in Turnover Conditions
Co9 shows remarkable stability and continuous catalytic performance. Once

oxygen evolution stops, the limiting reagent is determined by the addition of

equivalents of oxidant or catalyst. No effect is observed upon addition of

catalyst. On the contrary, by successive additions of oxidant, O2 evolution

is restarted performing identical TON and TOF through multiple additions

(Table 1). These experiments demonstrate that Co9 remains quantitatively

intact in solution in the long term since decomposition to other species

would result in significant changes in the catalytic activity (13a). The addi-

tion of 1000 equiv. of oxidant to a Co9 (1 mM) NaPi pH 8 buffer [0.9 M]

solution every 2 h yields a final cumulative TON of 180, and a constant ini-

tial TOF of 69�2 h�1 (after three cycles). The addition of 3300 equiv. of

oxidant every�2 h yields a total cumulative TON>880 and a constant ini-

tial TOF �370�20 h�1 (after five cycles). The mean TOF over the reac-

tion time holds over 100 h�1.

In addition, Co9 remains active for weeks in solution, with no signs of

fatigue or decomposition. As can be seen in Fig. 7, oxygen evolution is

restarted upon successive additions of equivalents of oxidant and in the pres-

ence of a 10-fold excess of bpy after very long periods of time (>120 h).
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Table 1 Manometry Data for Co9-Catalyzed Oxygen Evolution in a pH 8 NaPi Buffer
Solution After Successive Additions of NaClO as the Oxidant at 25°C

[Co9] (mM)
Oxidant
Equivalents

Time of
Addition (h) TON TOFi (h

21) TONC

10�1 103 0 75 70 75

10�1 103 2.5 55 69 130

10�1 103 5.0 50 67 180

10�2 3.3�104 0 148 391 148

10�2 3.3�104 1.6 158 379 306

10�2 3.3�104 3.0 217 367 523

10�2 3.3�104 4.5 200 355 723

10�2 3.3�104 6.0 165 343 888

10�2 3.3�104 0 255 391 255

8�10�3 3.3�104 84.0 215 468 470

6�10�3 3.3�104 108.0 180 586 650

5�10�3 3.3�104 131.0 173 689 823

TON¼ total turnover number at the next addition or final time; TOFi¼ slope of the oxygen evolution
curve at the oxidant addition time; TONC¼cumulative TON.
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Fig. 7 Oxygen evolution profile in 1 M pH 8 NaPi buffer solutions after successive
additions of NaClO as the oxidant at 25°C.
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4. STABILITY AND SOLUTION SPECIATION UNDER
CATALYTIC WATER OXIDATION CONDITIONS

The homogeneous character of Co9 during the oxygen evolution

reaction has been well established from postreaction characterization. In

order to further assess its genuine activity we carried out SAXS analyses

(25). SAXS is a powerful method used to identify and characterize the size,

shape, and electron density contrast of particles in solution with much more

precision than DLS (26), allowing identifying even traces of nanoparticles,

such as CoOx for instance.

4.1 Speciation in Water and Phosphate Buffer
SAXS analysis was performed in the phosphate buffer solutions used in elec-

trochemical and chemical catalytic conditions, and also in neat water with

the aim of benchmarking the Co9 speciation. Fig. 8 compares the experi-

mental results with the theoretical data obtained from a simulated scattering

curve of the crystal structure, certainly allowing for the identification ofCo9
in solution. The characteristic shape of Co9 produces unique X-ray scatter-

ing curves, thus making this POM easily distinguishable from other clusters

or nanoparticle derivatives.

The calculated form factor parameters of Co9 are summarized in

Table 2. In these experiments the Rg of Co9 is consistent along all studied
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Fig. 8 SAXS intensity (left) and Pair Distance Distribution Function (PDDF) (right) for
10 mM Co9 in a pH 8 NaPi buffer solution (black) and for the simulated data from
the crystal structure of Co9 (gray).
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concentrations, indicating monodisperse solutions with no sign of aggre-

gation or decomposition. The only differences between water and buffer

solutions were found in the scattering curves (Fig. 9) representing the scat-

tering intensity (I(Q)) vs the magnitude of the scattering vector (Q). The

curve for neat waterCo9 shows a decrease in intensity at smallQ values, or

an interference peak at 0:1Å
�1

indicating interparticle repulsion. This is

Table 2 Calculated Form Factor Parameters for Co9
Concentration [mM] Rg (Guinier) [Å] Rg (PDDF) [Å] Dmax

a (PDDF) [Å]

Simulated from Co9 crystal structure

7.1 7.0 18.8

Co9 in water

1 7.0 7.1 18.9

5 7.4 7.2 19.2

10 7.6 7.1 18.9

25 7.2 7.2 19.0

Av. 7.3 7.2 19.0

Co9 in a pH 7 NaPi buffer (50 mM) with NaNO3 (1 M)

1 7.5 7.4 19.3

5 7.8 7.4 19.5

10 7.7 7.4 19.4

15 7.9 7.5 19.6

Av. 7.7 7.4 19.5

Co9 in a pH 8 NaPi buffer (0.9 M)

1 7.4 7.2 18.4

2 7.2 7.2 18.9

5 7.4 7.2 18.5

10 7.4 7.2 18.8

Av. 7.4 7.2 18.7

aDistance at which probability of X-ray scattering goes to 0, defined as diameter across the longest dimen-
sion of the cluster.
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not observed in the buffered Co9 solutions, since the interparticle repul-

sion disappears in the presence of buffer due to a reduction of the elec-

trostatic forces between the cluster (27). Beyond this, both solutions are

stable in the long term, showing no evolution with time of the particle

speciation.

4.2 Dependency of the Speciation on pH
SAXS data were collected for a Co9 aqueous solution at pH values ranging

from 1.5 to 11. Above pH 11, cobalt hydroxide precipitates from solution.

In neat water the self-buffering pH ofCo9 is 8. Increasing the pH to 11 pro-

duces no changes in the SAXS signal as can be seen in Fig. 10 and Table 3,

confirming the stability of Co9 in this 8<pH<11 range. The addition of

HCl to decrease the pH to 6.5 and 5.5 again produces no changes. However,

further decrease to pH 4.4–4.0 produces a change in the speciation. The

SAXS curves at this pH range indicate a mixture of Keggin-sized species

with the Co9 signal, which partially overlap. As the pH is lowered the

Keggin-size signal becomes dominant, while the Co9 signal decreases until

disappearing below pH 1.5. This suggests thatCo9 dissociates in acidic con-

ditions releasing [Co(H2O)6]
2+, as it was reported for other Co-POMs (28).

Therefore, we can assess thatCo9 remains stable in the 5.5<pH<11 range.
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Fig. 9 SAXS intensity for a 5 mM Co9 in water (gray) and in a NaPi-buffered solution
(black).
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4.3 Speciation Under Catalytic Oxygen Evolution Conditions
For the study of the solution speciation under reaction conditions, SAXS

data were collected after from the oxygen evolution reaction promoted

by addition ofCo9 to a NaClO solution at pH 8 (Table 4). After 3 h of reac-

tion, SAXS data confirm no nanoparticle formation. However, multiple

additions of oxidant equivalents (Fig. 11) had a clear effect in theCo9 signal,

suggesting either a decrease ofCo9 concentration in solution or the presence

of smaller species. This was in contradiction with the stability in phosphate

buffer. However, when the same experiment of successive oxidant additions

Table 3 Calculated Form Factor Parameters for a 5 mM Co9 Aqueous Solution With
Variable pH
pH Rg (Guinier) [Å] Rg (PDDF) [Å] Dmax (PDDF) [Å]

1.5 4.8 4.5 13.3

4 6.6 6.5 18.0

4.4 7.2 7.0 18.5

5.5 7.4 7.2 19.1

6.5 7.5 7.2 19.1

8 7.5 7.1 19.1

11 7.4 7.2 19.2
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Fig. 10 SAXS intensity (left) and PDDF (right) for a 5 mM aqueous Co9 at pH 1.5 (red), 4.0
(green), 8.0 (black), and 11.0 (blue).
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Table 4 Calculated Form Factor Parameters for Co9 After Successive Additions of
NaClO (100:1, NaClO/Co9 Ratio)

Concentrationa

[mM]

NaClO
(Added,
1 M) [mL]

T (Since 1st
Addition) [h]

Rg
(Guinier)
[Å]

Rg
(PDDF)
[Å]

Dmax

(PDDF)
[Å]

Solutionb

pHi/pHf

Co9 in a pH 8 NaPi buffer (0.9 M) water solution

1 0.2 3 6.8 6.9 18.6 7.9:7.6

0.92 0.18 5.5 6.9 6.9 18.4 8.0:7.6

0.84 0.16 8 7.0 7.1 18.3 8.1:7.7

0.77 0.14 10.5 7.0 7.0 19.0 8.1:7.7

Co9 in a pH 6 NaPi buffer (0.05 M) water solution

1 0.2 2.5 7.0 7.1 18.7 8.3:6.4

0.92 0.18 5 7.4 7.1 18.7 8.2:6.8

0.84 0.16 7.5 7.05 7.2 18.4 8.7:7.0

0.77 0.14 10 6.8 7.2 18.5 9.6:8.2

Co9 in water

1 0.2 3 7.4 7.1 18.8 10.9:8.4

0.84 0.16 8 7.6 7.2 18.9 9.5:6.9

0.77 0.14 10.5 7.2 7.3 18.7 9.1:6.6

aConcentration was calculated taking into account the volume of NaClO added and the volume ext-
racted for SAXS measurements.
bpHi refers to the pH measured just after adding NaClO; pHf refers to the pH measured before the next
addition.

Fig. 11 SAXS intensity (left) and PDDF (right) after successive additions of NaClO as the
oxidant every ca. 2.5 h (100:1, oxidant/Co9 ratio) to a 1 mM Co9 solution in pH 8 NaPi
solution. Data after first, second, third, and fourth additions of NaClO are shown in black,
dotted black line, bright gray, and dark gray, respectively.
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was carried out without the NaPi buffer, maintaining constant pH by small

additions of acid, the speciation of theCo9 solution is robust. To summarize,

the Co9 stability in solution is only affected by highly concentrated phos-

phate buffer associated with the oxygen evolution reaction, but not from

the latter.

5. HETEROGENEOUS WOC WITH MODIFIED
CO9/CARBON PASTE ELECTRODES

Although homogeneous catalysts present some advantages, such as

faster kinetics or realistic mechanistic studies, in the search for industrial

applications heterogeneous catalysts are preferred. Homogeneous condi-

tions are only viable for high added value processes, but not for mass pro-

duction of low-cost commodities. In the energy field, cost is a key

parameter to compete with current technologies. Therefore, viable techno-

logical applications will require recycling and long-term unattended func-

tion (years), just to name a few. On this regard, polyoxometalates present

a formidable opportunity since they may combine the best of both worlds.

On one end they are excellent homogeneous catalysts offering good process-

ability, optimization, fast kinetic rates, working in a large range of pH. On

the other end, POMs can be immobilized into insoluble solid-state salts with

a variety of countercations (alkaline, alkaline earth, tetraalkyl ammonium,

etc.), maintaining their intrinsic catalytic features. The only problem is their

insulating character. Therefore, in order to build an electrocatalytic anode

for water oxidation we will need a conducting support.

We used carbon black as conducting media to fabricate carbon

paste-modified electrodes incorporating the Cs+ salt of Co9 (CsCo9) in

increasing ratios (1%–60% in weight). The presence of the POM, even at

very low contents, already gives rise to the appearance of a catalytic water

oxidation wave in the CV data.

Steady-state water oxidation current density (i) follows a linear Tafel law

in the 0.2<η<0.6 V, as can be seen in Fig. 12. The Tafel slope decreases

very rapidly for a very small catalyst content, indicating faster kinetics and the

appearance of a catalytic process. Above 3% catalyst content, the slope

remains essentially constant in the 90–110 mV decade�1 range. These values

are between the expected values for an electron-transfer rate-limited process

(120 mV decade�1) and a chemical rate-limited process (60 mV decade�1),
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suggesting there is a competition in the kinetics between catalytic water oxi-

dation and electron transfer in the blend.

POM-C-modified electrodes exhibit exceptional stability during bulk

water electrolysis. Fig. 13 shows how after an induction period of

�30 min, where intensity decreases probably due to capacitance, the cur-

rent remains constant for the rest of the experiment for over 8 h. This dem-

onstrates the long-term stability of CsCo9 in heterogeneous conditions.

Moreover, oxygen evolution reaches over 90% efficiency compared with

the theoretical amount of oxygen expected (Fig. 14).

In order to determine if there is any chemical evolution of the catalysts

during this reaction (in situ formation of CoOx species) we used multiple

characterization techniques to identify the structural and chemical nature

of the modified electrodes after electrolysis. Spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction,

and elemental analysis remain consistent with the initial data. Still,

undetectable traces of CoOx could be present. Although the participation

of such impurities cannot quantitatively account for the observed catalytic

performance, we decided to make a comparative analysis with Co3O4 anal-

ogous electrodes. This comparison could confirm, once again, the genuine

catalytic activity of the Co9 POM.

Fig. 12 Steady-state Tafel data acquired in a pH 7 NaPi buffer solution with POM-C
anodes at different CsCo9/carbon paste weight ratios.
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Fig. 13 Current density at +1.3 V (vs NHE) with a 44% POM-C-modified electrode.

Fig. 14 O2 production measured with a fluorescence sensor (gray line) and theoretical
production calculated for a quantitative Faradaic efficiency (black line) for water electrol-
ysis with a 22% POM-C anode electrode with a pH 7 NaPi buffer applying a potential of
1.5 V vs NHE. The very long lag time arises from the complex experimental setup. The
position of the electrode, perpendicular to the surface, traps the oxygen bubbles even at
high stirring speed. Thus, the oxygen content increases following a very irregular pat-
tern, as gas bubbles escape randomly from the electrode.
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5.1 Comparison With Cobalt Oxide
Steady-state data for Co3O4-CP electrodes (Fig. 15 and Table 5) exhibit

completely different kinetics than POM-C electrodes. Tafel slope increases

when increasing the Co3O4 content in the blend, just opposite to what is

observed forCsCo9. A 7.1% blend already shows 87 mV decade�1, whereas

increasing the oxide content to 40.7% also increases the slope to

346 mV decade�1, which is too high for a catalytic process.

Regarding total current densities, comparison of the activity of both cat-

alysts, taking into account the number of moles of Co atoms, highlights the

superior performance of CsCo9 toward water oxidation. POM-C elec-

trodes yield two orders of magnitude larger current densities than the

corresponding Co3O4 blends for equimolar amounts of cobalt content

(Fig. 16). Actually, a huge excess of cobalt oxide is needed to reach similar

activity. For example, 2 μmol of total cobalt as CsCo9 (20 mg, 0.22 μmol)

yields a much larger current density than 125 μmol of total cobalt as Co3O4

(20 mg, 41.7 μmol). These experiments indicate that most of the POM had

to be converted into an oxide to reach such a high catalytic activity. There-

fore, even if very small undetected amounts of CsCo9 decompose, leading

to small traces of cobalt oxide during water oxidation, they cannot justify the

high activity exhibited by the POM-C blends.

Fig. 15 Steady-state Tafel data acquired in a pH 7 NaPi buffer solution with POM-C
anodes at different Co3O4/carbon paste weight ratios.
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Table 5 Tafel Slope and Overpotential Needed to Reach 1 mA cm�2 for Catalytic
Water Electrolysis With POM-C and Co3O4-CP Working Electrodes as a Function of
the Catalyst Content

Catalyst (wt.%)
η (mV)
(i51 mA cm22)

Tafel Slope
(mV decade21)

CsCo9 1.7 841 178

3.4 712 86

4.1 725 110

7.5 600 138

14.2 525 96

27.9 557 104

44.4 537 109

Co3O4 7.1 643 87

14.3 580 90

28.5 510 145

40.7 489 346

Data obtained from the steady-state Tafel experiments.

Fig. 16 Current density at +1.3 (vs NHE) with a 44% POM-C electrode and with Co3O4-C
working electrodes at different Co3O4 contents. Labels indicate the total amount of Co
in the blends.
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5.2 Effect of the pH on the Catalytic Performance
POM-C electrodes display a robust performance in a large pH range

during catalytic water electrolysis, being slightly lower in acid media

(Fig. 17). This pH dependence is also distinct from Co-Pi or CoOx

(21a). Both are unstable at low pH due to corrosion, and the water oxi-

dation wave monotonically increases from acid media to pH>8 (6). At

pH 8 and above, two different redox processes are clearly shown. Only

one redox couple appears for 3<pH<8, at lower potentials than the cat-

alytic wave. Below pH 3, no precatalytic redox processes are observed. On

the contrary, theCsCo9CVdata show no significant changes in intensity or

position.

The comparative acid media behavior is an additional proof of the gen-

uine catalytic activity of this POM (Fig. 18). Bulk water electrolysis at pH 1

shows no effect upon addition of CoOx, yielding identical values to those of

the pure carbon paste electrodes. Aqueous Co2+ is active in these conditions,

but reaches a maximum current density for a�18 μmol total content, that is,

roughly twice the activity exhibited by the pure carbon paste electrode. The

POM-C electrodes, remarkably, exhibit 100 times higher current densities

even for a much lower cobalt content (2 μmol). This acid media activity is a

unique feature for a metal oxide-based catalyst.

Fig. 17 Dependence on pH at +1.5 V (vs NHE) for a carbon paste (squares) and a 14%
POM-C electrode (circles).
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the catalytic activity toward oxygen evolution

of the high nuclearity nonacobalt polyoxometalate [Co9(H2O)

(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3]
16� (Co9) has been presented. This POM is a

true and versatile WOC catalyst. It works in homogeneous and heteroge-

neous conditions and in a wide pH range. It promotes chemical and elec-

trochemical water oxidation with a robust and kinetically fast

performance. As a polyanion model, it highlights the advantages of POMs

in the field of water oxidation, where they combine some of the advantages

Fig. 18 Bulk water electrolysis at pH 1 applying a potential of +1.5 V (vs NHE) with dif-
ferent working electrodes: POM-C blend (0.22 μmol CsCo9); Co3O4-C blend (3 μmol
Co3O4); and with a carbon paste electrode, adding to the solution Co(NO3)2 (17.5,
35.0, and 52.5 μmol). The numbers quoted in the plots indicate the total amount of
cobalt content.
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of homogeneous and heterogeneous materials. On the latter, they are metal

oxides, with the expected redox stability and rugged activity. On the former,

Co9 is a monodispersed, easy-processable material. Maybe the most remark-

able prospect is its acid media features. Currently, only noble metal catalysts

are viable components of an acid water splitting scheme, when these con-

ditions and industrially preferred due to the excellent development of

polymer-electrolyte membrane (PEM) technologies for water electrolysis

and hydrogen production. A low-cost alternative could have an immediate

impact on PEM electrolyzer costs, allowing much larger market penetration

and better competitive analyses vs fossil fuels hydrogen production.
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Abstract

The development of advanced composite materials based on polyoxometalates (POMs)
and nanostructured carbons has attracted significant attention as they combine the
unique chemical reactivity of POMs and the unparalleled electronic properties of
nanocarbons. The exceptional properties of the resultant composites have been widely
employed in catalysis, energy conversion and storage, molecular sensors and electron-
ics. In this chapter, we report the latest progress on POM/CNT (CNT¼carbon nan-
otubes) and POM/graphene nanocomposites with a focus on energy materials for
water splitting and fuel cells, electrode materials for batteries and supercapacitors, as
well as functional materials for environmental pollutant sensing. Current applications
are critically assessed and promising future target systems are discussed.

☆Part of this paper is adapted and reproduced from our previous work (http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/

articlelanding/2015/ee/c4ee03749a).
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ABBREVIATIONS
[C8Py][PF6] n-Octylpyridinium hexafluorophosphate

AA ascorbic acid

Al13 [AlO4Al12(OH)24(H2O)12]
7+

CNT carbon nanotube

CNTP carbon nanotube paste

CS chitosan

Cs-PMo12 Cs3PMo12O40

DMFC direct methanol fuel cell

GC/GCE glassy carbon/glassy carbon electrode

GNs graphene nanosheets

GO graphene oxide

HR-TEM high resolution transmission electron microscopy

LbL layer-by-layer

MCBs molecular cluster batteries

MWNTs multiwalled carbon nanotubes

NN nanonet

NPs nanoparticles

OEAs oxygen-evolving anodes

ORR oxygen reduction reaction

P5W30 [NaP5W30O110]
14�

PDDA poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)

PMo12 [PMo12O40]
3�

POMs polyoxometalates

PV2Mo10 [PV2Mo10O40]
5�

PW12 [PW12O40]
3�

Py pyrene

rGo reduced graphene oxide

SEI solid electrolyte interphase

SiMo12 [SiMo12O40]
4�

SiW12 [SiW12O40]
4�

SWNTs single-walled carbon nanotubes

TEM transmission electron microscopy

TOF turnover frequency

UV ultraviolet

WOC water oxidation catalyst

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, it has been world widely acknowledged that the

global energy consumption of fossil fuels vastly exceeds the production. Solu-

tions for the sustainable energy conversion and energy storage are urgently

demanded. As such, the development of advanced functional materials that
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allow efficient conversion of solar or electrical energy into storable energy,

e.g., in the form of chemical bonds (e.g., H2) is causing great attention from

scientific and industrial communities (1–5). Recent studies have demon-

strated that the advanced composite materials based on polyoxometalates

(POMs) and nanocarbons including carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene

have shown great potential to meet the challenges in electrocatalysis, energy

storage, sensor devices, and other cutting-edge technologies (6–8).
POMs are a class of discrete anionic molecular metal oxides of early

transition metals (e.g., V, Mo, W), usually constructed via the condensation

of metal oxide polyhedrons in a corner-, edge-, and even face- sharing manner

(9). POM anions exhibit intriguing chemical and physical features, allowing

them to be employed in various research fields such as catalysis, energy con-

version, and molecular electronics (10,11). Nanocarbon materials, including

CNTs and graphene, have been extensively used in energy conversion, elec-

trochemistry, and electronics due to their unique nanosized structures with

exceptional electrical and spectroscopic features (12–17). However, POMs

are typically salts with negligible conductivity (18) making them unsuitable

for direct use in electrical energy conversion/storage or amperometric sensing.

In addition, it was shown that the POMs dispersion on nanocarbon materials

such as graphene significantly modifies the electronic structure of the POMs.

As a result, it is highly important to investigate on the molecular level these

profound changes essentially in order to have a better understanding the device

performance (19). In recent years, researchers have started to harness the syn-

ergistic effects between POMs and nanocarbonmaterials by developing a range

of composite materials to address the pressing global energy challenges (20,21).

Based on recent advances in the chemical modification of nanocarbons,

advanced functional materials are now available that combine high surface area

and electrical conductivity with the ability to intimately link reactive species

such as POMs to the nanocarbon surface through a range of intermolecular or

covalent interactions. This in turn allows a molecular dispersion of POMs on

the nanocarbon, so that each individual cluster anion can be electronically

addressed and can be involved energy and electron transfer processes (22,23).

2. SYNTHESIS OF THE POM/NANOCARBON COMPOSITES

Two main pathways for the preparation of the POM/nanocarbon

composites can be identified; their main advantages and disadvantages

together with potential future directions are described later.
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2.1 Covalent Functionalization Methods
Covalent attachment of POMs to nanocarbons requires access to stable

organo-functionalized POMs. This by itself is often synthetically chall

enging and typical functionalization groups are restricted to organo-

functionalized alkoxides, silanes, phosphonates, and imides (24,25).

Often, on organic functionalization group can only be linked to one spe-

cific cluster type, so that currently no unified functionalization strategy

exists. In addition, the functionalization step can be carried out during

the actual cluster assembly (direct functionalization) or after the cluster has

been synthesized (postfunctionalization), making it more difficult for the

nonexpert to choose the ideal synthetic approach (24,25). Further, the

bonding between POM and functional organic group is often relatively

weak so that the application range is seriously hampered. Thus, the devel-

opment of general functionalization routes leading to stable, long-lived

organic–inorganic hybrid materials is one major challenge of modern

POM research.

To date, the typical approaches used to functionalize nanocarbons with

POMs employ POM clusters, where a pendant amine has been introduced

via the functional group. This moiety can then be linked to oxidized

nanocarbons through the formation of amides (26,27).

2.2 Noncovalent Functionalization Methods
Noncovalent bonding can be achieved using a range of intermolecular

interactions between POMs and nanocarbons.

Electrostatic Interactions: The current state-of-the-art is the use of

electrostatic interactions to attach anionic POMs to positively charged

nanocarbons. Cationic functionalization of nanocarbons can be achieved

by (a) covalent attachment of cations, typically to oxidized CNTs or

graphene where –OH and –COOH groups are available for further

functionalization (8) and (b) through intermolecular interactions, e.g., van

der Waals interactions (28) or π–π interactions which are used to attach

cationic species to the nanocarbon surface (29).

π–π Interactions: When an extended aromatic system (e.g., pyr-

ene (Py)) is covalently attached to a POM, this hybrid molecule

can be linked to nanocarbons through π–π stacking interactions

(30,31). As described earlier, this approach, however, requires access

to organo-functionalized POMs which in itself is still challenging (see

Section 2.1).
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Layer-by-Layer (LbL) Assembly: LbL assembly can be achieved by

repeatedly stacking POMs and nanocarbons using wet-chemical deposition

methods. By cationic modification of the nanocarbon, strong electrostatic

interactions can be used to stack the alternating POM and nanocarbon layers

(32). It should be noted that the LbL structures where the electronic

interaction and dispersion of POM and nanocarbon might not be ideal.

However, the simplicity and variability of this preparation method have

made it one of the most commonly used techniques for the fabrication of

energy conversion devices (33).

In addition to these well-known assembly methods for POM/

nanocarbon composites, electro-assisted or photo-assisted assembly has also

be used to fabricate POM/nanocarbon composite materials (34–36). For
example, Wu et al. (35) have successfully fabricated H4SiW12O40

(SiW12)/reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanocomposites through a

SiW12-catalyzed electrochemical reduction. During the reduction pro-

cess, SiW12 transfers the electrons from the electrode to graphene oxide

(GO), leading to a deep reduction of GO. The strong adsorption effect

between the SiW12 clusters and rGO nanosheets induces the spontaneous

assembly of SiW12 on rGO in a uniformly dispersed state, forming a

porous and powder-type nanocomposite. The high porosity makes the

material interesting as a cathode material for lithium ion batteries and high

specific capacity (275 mA h g�1, 1.7 times the capacity of pure SiW12) was

found.

3. APPLICATIONS OF THE POM/NANOCARBON
COMPOSITES

Based on their general redox activity, POMs liked to nanocarbons

can be employed for a wide range of electron transfer and storage pro-

cesses. Currently, studies on POM/nanocarbon composites have been

focused on electrocatalysts, electrochemical energy storage, and environ-

mental pollutant sensing. The following sections will review these fields

and provide an outlook at the challenges and future perspectives of

the area.

3.1 Electrocatalysis
The high redox activity of POMs makes them ideal for the catalytic

transfer of electrons to or from a substrate (i.e., reductive or oxidative

electrocatalysis). This is particularly appealing for the development of
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multielectron transfer reactions which are typically hampered by high

overpotential leading to low overall conversion efficiencies. POMs are

ideal candidates to address this challenge as they can be chemically modi-

fied with highly redox-active metals (e.g., Co, Mn, Ru) (37,38). Thus,

technologically relevant electrocatalysts for the splitting of water into

oxygen and hydrogen as well as for oxidation and reduction reactions in

fuel cells become accessible (39).

3.1.1 Water Oxidation
Water oxidation is generally considered the more challenging half-reaction

of the water-splitting process. Often, high overpotentials are observed, even

when noble metals such as platinum (overpotential: ca. 0.8 V) are employed

as electrodes (40). To overcome this obstacle, highly functionalized

POM-based water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) functionalized with

redox-active metals such as Co and Ru have been developed (41,42). In

2010, Bonchio et al. (20) electrostatically assembled a prototype POM-

WOC, (M10[Ru4(H2O)4(μ-O)4(μ-OH)2(γ-SiW10O36)2] (¼M10Ru4(SiW10)2,

M¼Cs+, Li+)) on multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) as the conduc-

tive substrate to form an active water oxidation electrocatalyst (Fig. 1). The

nanostructured composites were used as anodes in a water-splitting device

and water oxidation with overpotentials as low as 0.35 V and turnover

frequencies (TOFs) approaching those of the cluster in homogeneous

solution (up to 300 h�1) (43). The example illustrates that the high

reactivity of the molecular WOC can be retained, while immobilizing

the cluster on the electrically conducting MWNTs enables integration into

a technological device.

Following this initial breakthrough, Bonchio et al. (29) noted that the

binding of POMs onto CNTs was still not optimal and therefore devised

new covalent and noncovalent approaches to functionalize the CNTs

with cations (Fig. 2). In one example, Py-based cationic species were linked

to CNTs by π–π interactions using an innovative, solvent-free microwave

procedure, thereby eliminating hazardous volatile organic solvents and

also accelerating reaction time and maximizing product yields. The cationic

CNTs obtained showed high binding affinity for the anionic POM-WOCs

and the formation of nanostructured composite surfaces was observed upon

drop casting the composite on electrode surfaces, giving access to high sur-

face area electrocatalysts.

Compared with carbon nanotubes, graphene is highly stable, conduc-

tive and has a large surface area to volume ratio, making it ideal for
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Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the CNT-bound POM catalyst: the CNTs are
functionalized with an amphiphilic cationic pyrene derivative by π–π stacking; the
anionic Ru4(SiW10)2 is subsequently immobilized by electrostatic interactions (29).

Fig. 1 General scheme for a water-splitting electrocatalytic cell with the integrated
nanostructured oxygen-evolving anodes (OEAs) based on with polyanionic ruthenium-
containing POMs. (20) The POM used is [Ru4(H2O)4(μ-O)4(μ-OH)2(γ-SiW10O36)2]. Color
scheme: blue, W; brown, SiO4

4�; yellow, Ru; red, O.
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electrochemical applications involving immobilized catalysts. Significant

increases in electrocatalytic performance have been observed when

graphene is used as the catalyst support (44). In 2013, Bonchio et al.

(8) developed the a highly robust water oxidation electrocatalyst

by combining their Ruthenium-based POM-WOC Ru4(SiW10)2 with

functionalized graphene. The graphene was covalently functionalized

with organic hydrogen-bonding cations, allowing the anchoring of

Ru4(SiW10)2 by combination of electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding

interactions (Fig. 3). The resulting hybrid material displays oxygen evo-

lution at overpotentials as low as 300 mV at neutral pH with negligible

loss of performance after 4 h testing. The authors suggested that the key

aspect for the high catalytic activity and stability is the noninvasive and

highly dispersed surface modification of the graphene platforms, which

enables electron transport and accumulation across the extended π-bond
network. In 2013, Hill et al. (45) studied a similar Ru-containing

POMs/rGO composite using electrochemical analyses, in which gra-

phene was electrochemically deposited on a glassy carbon or indium

tin oxide (ITO) electrode from a GO solution/suspension. Subsequ-

ently, the POM anion was immobilized electrostatically onto graphene.

The composite material showed excellent catalytic activity and high

stability for the water oxidation reaction under neutral pH conditions,

particularly in the presence of 1.0 M Ca(NO3)2, with a moderate over-

potential of 0.35 V. These initial results show the great potential of the

synergism between the Ru-containing POMs as catalysts and graphene

as conductive support.

In summary, the conceptual viability of POM/CNT and POM/

graphene composites for efficient water oxidation catalysis has been

established. The next steps require the development of systems where the

costly noble metal catalysts can be replaced by earth-abundant materials,

while retaining high catalytic activity. One promising POM compound

toward this end is a cobalt-based POM-WOC, [Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]
10�

(46). This highly active WOC (TOF >5 s�1) is based on earth-abundant

metals only and when combined with nanocarbons could be a highly

competitive heterogeneous electrocatalytic WOC.

3.1.2 Methanol Oxidation
The electrocatalytic oxidation of methanol using precious metal cata-

lysts has attracted great interest as methanol is used as energy carrier
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and electron donor in direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) (47). Current

systems typically employ noble metals, often platinum, as the anode

material for the electrocatalytic methanol oxidation in DMFCs. The

electrooxidation of methanol on Pt is complicated by the formation

of chemisorbed reaction intermediates such as CO, COH, and HCO

which lead to catalyst poisoning (48). The incorporation of POMs into

the electrode materials is one approach to address this: the clusters can

be used as electrooxidation catalysts as well as electron and proton relays

with remarkably chemical and thermal stability, allowing the long-term

Fig. 3 Synthesis of cationic graphene nanoplatforms supporting Ru4(SiW10)2. Graphene
is covalently functionalized with organic cations, which then bind Ru4(SiW10)2 through
electrostatic interactions (8).
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use of POM-modified electrodes at temperatures >100°C, thereby low-

ering the accumulation of catalyst poisons on the metal surface. How-

ever, it should be noted that most current systems still employ noble

metal particles as active oxidation catalysts. Here, we will discuss the

current catalytic systems for methanol oxidation electrodes and identify

the most critical challenges which need to be addressed to advance

the field.

In 2006, Chen et al. (49) firstly developed a new catalyst support based

on CNTs modified with Keggin-type POMs H3PMo12O40 (H3PMo12),

and spontaneous and strong chemisorption of the POMs on the CNTs

was observed. The composite was used as a redox-active support for highly

dispersed Pt and Pt-Ru electrocatalysts which were deposited using electro-

deposition methods. Catalytic tests showed that the combination of the

unique electrical properties of the CNTs and the excellent redox properties

and the high protonic conductivity of the POMs resulted in increased

current densities, high specific activity, and improved cycle stability

compared with the non-POM-modified systems. These results provided

the first experimental evidence that POM-modified CNTs are viable

catalyst supports for DMFCs (Fig. 4).

In 2008, Kim et al. (50) proposed a Pt@POMs/CNTs tricom-

ponent composite for methanol oxidation which allows the reduction

of the amount of noble metals used. Specifically, the POM anion of

PMo12O40
3� was chemically impregnated into Pt-supported carbon nan-

otubes (Pt/CNT) catalysts via a colloidal method. This composite

exhibited superior Pt-based mass activities with improved stability in

the methanol oxidation, as compared with Pt/CNTs, Pt/C, and

Pt-Ru/C. These findings demonstrate that similar tricomponent systems

might be developed further and can give access to materials, where higher

activity per gram of noble metal is observed, making the materials attrac-

tive for commercial developments. However, insight into the long-term

performance of these systems is required compared with standard refer-

ence systems.

A different approach to optimize methanol oxidation performance is

to increase the active surface area of the metal catalysts. This allows a

reduction of the overall amount of noble metals employed. Guo et al.

(51) developed the mixed metal composite Pt–Sn@PMo12/CNTs using

a microwave-heated polyol process. The authors reported that the presence

of PMo12 resulted in homogeneously deposition of the Pt and Sn particles on

the CNTs. The electrochemical surface area of the Pt–Sn@PMo12/CNTs
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catalyst (126.3 m2/g) was 15.6% higher than that of Pt–Sn/CNTs catalyst,

and it was more than three times higher than that of Pt/CNTs catalyst. This

can be attributed to the smaller size and much improved uniform distribu-

tion of Pt particles, as well as the presence of PMo12 which might stabilize

small Pt particles during their formation. In addition, it is suggested that

PMo12 acts as cocatalyst for the methanol oxidation. The authors also

showed that their system addresses the issue of catalyst poisoning since

PMo12 and Sn promote the oxidation of carbon-based intermediates during

the methanol electrooxidation and thereby enhance the electrocatalytic

activity.

An innovative approach to deposit small Pt nanoparticles (NPs) on

CNTs for methanol oxidation was reported (21), in which the in situ

photochemically reduced Keggin cluster H3PW12O40 (¼H3PW12) as a

redox mediator was applied to reduce the PtII precursor and to stabilize

the NPs on the CNT surface (Fig. 5). The composite showed significantly

increased electrocatalytic activity toward methanol oxidation compared

with the traditional Pt/C catalyst and other reported Pt/CNT systems. In

addition, the onset and peak potential for methanol oxidation by

Pt@POM/CNT showed a shift to lower values relative to the Pt/C

reference catalyst, indicating the enhanced oxidation performance of

the composite. A similar photochemical assembly route was used by

Fig. 4 Electrochemical reactions in a direct methanol fuel cell functionalized
with PMo12-modified CNTs. The PMo12/CNTs were used to support highly dispersed
Pt and Pt-Ru electrocatalysts formed by electrodeposition. The presence of POMs
was shown to effectively reduce catalyst poisoning and increased the catalytic
performance (49).
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Fig. 5 Top: Formation of Pt@POM/CNT composite electrocatalysts. The POM (PW12) is
photochemically reduced using UV irradiation (electron donor: 2-propanol); the
reduced PW12 is combined with MWNTs and H2PtCl4, giving the Pt@POM/CNT compos-
ite. Inset: TEM image of Pt@POM/CNT composite (21). Bottom: Preparation of the
tricomponent metal NPs@POM/GNs composites. (1) Photoreduction of PW12 by
2-propanol under UV irradiation; (2) GO reduction by reduced PW12, giving PW12/
rGO composites; (3) photoreduction of the PW12/rGO composites by 2-propanol, giving
reduced PW12/rGO; (4) reduction of noble metal salts by the reduced PW12/rGO, giving
noble metal NPs@PW12/GNs (22). Top figure is reproduced from Li, S.; Yu, X.; Zhang, G.;
Ma, Y.; Yao, J.; de Oliveira, P. Carbon 2011, 49, 1906–1911 with permission of Elsevier
Publishers.
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Zhang et al. (22) to deposit Pt or Pd NPs on GO (Fig. 5) using PW12 to

photochemically reduce the PtII or PdII precursors as well as the GO and

simultaneously encapsulate and bind the NPs to the rGO surface. The com-

posites showed significantly increased electrocatalytic methanol and formic

acid oxidation activity compared with traditional carbon black-based cata-

lysts. The studies highlight the multifunctionality offered by the POM as

reductant, encapsulating agent and cocatalyst which is associated with its

intrinsic redox activity.

Jiang et al. (52) focused on new approaches to electrostatically stabilize

POM anions on cationic CNTs using self-assembly. To this end, CNTs

functionalized with cationic, protonated chitosan (CS) were used to strongly

bind the Keggin anions PMo12 and PW12 (Fig. 6). The procedure introduces

homogenous surface functional groups with no detrimental effect on the

CNT structure and can be carried out at room temperature without use

of corrosive acids. Deposition of Pt-Ru NPs on these composites using

an impregnation route gave particles with uniform spatial distribution and

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of the functionalization of CNTs with chitosan and
Keggin-type POMs (PMo12 and PW12). The combination of the cationic chitosan (sche-
matically shown as a red line) and the anionic Keggin units are achieved through elec-
trostatic interactions (52).
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smaller particle size compared with materials prepared using conventional

procedures. Electrochemical methanol oxidation tests showed a shift of the

oxidation waves to more negative potential, and higher current densities

for both Pt-Ru@PMo12/CS/CNTs and Pt-Ru@PW12/CS/CNTs com-

pared with standard reference systems. Yuan et al. (53) investigated the

Pt-Ru@PMo12/MWNT and Pt@PMo12/MWNT nanocomposites as

methanol oxidation electrocatalysts, and the results indicated that the presence

of the POM induces smaller size and higher dispersion of the Pt-Ru NPs. In

addition, the composites showed high CO tolerance, making the materials

interesting for technological deployment under industrial conditions.

In summary, current studies demonstrate that POM-modified nano-

carbon electrodes can provide multiple benefits to modern methanol oxida-

tion electrodes, particularly in the fields of metal NP deposition and

stabilization, and reduced usage of noble metals. However, one major chal-

lenge in the fields is still the development of low overpotential electrodes for

methanol oxidation which do not use noble metal catalysts. Therefore,

access to highly active POM-based methanol oxidation catalysts which

could act on a molecularly dispersed level might provide a facile and prom-

ising route to earth-abundant, technologically relevant materials. As such,

many of the concepts described earlier in the field of POM/nanocarbon

water oxidation catalysis might indeed be transferred to this related

application.

3.1.3 Oxygen Reduction
Besides methanol oxidation, fuel cells also require efficient oxygen reduc-

tion catalysts to overcome the issues related with excessive overpotentials

(54,55). Typically, noble metals such as Pt and Pd are the catalyst of choice

despite their high cost (56,57). Thus, considerable efforts are underway to

replace today’s catalysts with earth-abundant materials. In this section, a

series of POM/noble metal/nanocarbon composites as oxygen reduction

catalysts with be critically discussed.

In 2010, Jiang et al. (58) introduced a novel Pd@POMs/PDDA/

MWNT electrocatalyst (Fig. 7), with high potential as an effective non-Pt

catalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in fuel cells. To this end,

MWNTs were functionalized with poly(diallyldimethylammonium chlo-

ride) (PDDA), forming positively charged PDDA–MWNTs. POMs

(PW12) were electrostatically attached to the MWNTs followed by reduc-

tive Pd deposition. The composite material possesses a much higher amount

of metallic Pd compared with Pd/acid-treated MWNTs, and it would
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facilitate the desorption of Oads; this is a critical parameter to maximize elec-

trode performance, as limited oxygen desorption and bubble formation on

the electrode can significantly increase the overpotential (59).

Initial steps were taken to replace the traditional noble metal particles for

the ORRby cheaper metals. Zhang et al. (60) reported a facile, one-pot syn-

thesis of Ag-NP-decorated CNTs by reaction of the acidizedMWNTs with

AgNO3 using in situ photo-reduced Keggin anions as reducing agent and

bridging molecules, showing that cheaper silver NPs can be used as active

reduction sites in the ORR. The composites showed a high electrocatalytic

ORR activity due to the synergistic effect of Ag NPs and CNTs. For the

POM-functionalized system, significantly increased ORR current densities

were observed compared with nonfunctionalized CNTs.

The ORR activity of Ag NPs was substantiated in 2013 when a 2D-Ag

nanonets (NNs) functionalized graphene was reported as a substitution for Pt

catalysts for the ORR. The group used H7[β-PMo(V)4Mo(VI)8O40] as the

reducing agent (Fig. 8) to deposit an Ag nanostructure on graphene (61).

The as-prepared composites showed high electrocatalytic ORR activity

associated with the high catalytic activity of the Ag NNs, and the excellent

electron transfer properties of graphene nanosheets (GNs) reinforced by the

presence of residual POM unites and fragments arising from their decom-

position. Compared with Pt/C catalyst, these composites are cheaper and

more stable and significantly lower activity loss over time was reported.

The results showed that oxygen reduction electrodes can be developed

based on economically viable and technologically relevant metals when

combined with POMs.

Fig. 7 Self-assembly of Keggin-type POMs (PW12) on PDDA-functionalized MWNTs via
electrostatic interactions and subsequent deposition of Pd NPs on POMs assembled
PDDA–MWNTs by reductive chemical deposition (58).
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The Pt@POM/PDDA/MWNTs system discussed earlier is not limited

to the ORR but can also be used for formic acid oxidation in fuel cells (62),

in which the Pd NPs supported on POM/PDDA/MWNT show homoge-

neous dispersion and narrow particle size distribution. It is suggested that the

presence of the POMs inhibits the agglomeration of Pd NPs. In comparison,

the acid-treated MWNTs feature randomly located defects, resulting in a

relatively poor dispersion and aggregation of Pd NPs.

Shanmugam et al. (63) showed that a [PMo12O40]
3�/rGO is a superior

catalyst for nitrite electrooxidation compared with the two components

alone. A 20-fold increase in activity compared with pure rGOs was

observed. It is suggested that PMo12 assists the oxidation reaction of the

graphene through the high electronegativity of metal-oxygen, resulting in

the formation of the defect sites on the GNs (Fig. 9). The UV–vis and
Raman spectroscopy revealed strong electron transfer interactions between

the graphene sheets and POMs induced at the graphene defect sites. This led

to a modification of the band gap energy and resulted in a more robust

catalyst material.

These initial examples demonstrate that POM-modified nanocarbons

are highly robust and versatile systems which can be employed in a wide

range of technologically relevant electrocatalytic reactions. Future applica-

tions in various fields can be targeted by specific chemical modification of

the POM reactivity.

3.2 Energy Storage
Electrochemical energy storage is currently on of the fastest growing fields

(64,65). Most promising systems for electrochemical energy storage are

Fig. 8 Polyoxometalate-mediated large-scale synthesis of 2D Ag NN@POM/GNs com-
posites using the mixed-valent Keggin-type POM of H7[β-PMo(V)4Mo(VI)8O40] (61).
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(1) batteries, where energy storage and release are based on chemical redox

reactions and (2) supercapacitors where energy storage is based on a

combination of electrostatic charge separation (double-layer capacitance)

and electrochemical charge separation (pseudocapacitance) (66,67).

Owing to their high intrinsic electron storage capacity, their chemical

tunability and high stability, POMs are ideal candidates for electrochemical

energy storage (68–70). However, as POMs are molecular units, electronic

conductivity between clusters is negligible, ideally each molecular cluster

needs to be electrically linked to a conductive substrate in order to achieve

high electronic conductivity (71). Thus, combining redox-active POMs as

electron storage sites with nanostructured carbon materials as electrical con-

ductors with high surface area is a promising approach for the design of

high-capacity energy storage systems. This section summarizes recent pro-

gress in the design of POMs/CNTs or POMs/graphene composites as elec-

trode materials for lithium ion batteries and supercapacitors and emphasizes

key development areas, where POM-based research is urgently required.

3.2.1 Lithium Ion Batteries
Lithium ion batteries are at the forefront of battery research due to their high

specific energy density. Recently, the first step has been taken to incorporate

POMs in these systems, in which the POMs are employed as electron

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of the fabrication of POM-rGO composites (63). (1)
Oxidation of graphite using a modified Hummer method; (2) reduction of GO by hydra-
zine hydrate, giving rise to rGO; (3) functionalization of the rGO with Keggin-type POMs
under mild conditions giving the POM–rGO composite.
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storage sites, as well as electron transfer mediators. Thus far, studies have

been focused mainly on Keggin and/or Dawson-type clusters hybridized

with CNTs or graphene.

Awaga et al. (28,69,70) have introduced the concept of molecular cluster

batteries (MCBs) for electrochemical energy storage. Their initial studies

used a nanocomposite of (n-Bu4N)3[PMo12O40]/SWNTs. Attachment of

the cluster to the single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) was achieved

by electrostatic interactions. Molecular dispersion of the POM clusters

was achieved, resulting in smooth electron transfer and fast lithium ion

diffusion (Fig. 10). The material was used to assemble a cathode and a

specific capacity of up to 320 mA h g�1 was achieved. This compares

favorably with a reference system of the pure identical cluster, where a

specific capacity of 260 mA h g�1 was observed, showing the effectiveness

of the electrical “wiring” of the POM toward the SWNTs.

Recently, Song et al. (30) developed a novel method to modify SWNTs

with organo-functionalized [SiW11O39]
7� (SiW11) clusters. To this end, Py

moieties were covalently attached to the cluster by silanol linkages. The

functionalized clusters showed high affinity to bind to SWNT through

π–π stacking, allowing the assembly of SWNT/Py-SiW11 nanocomposite

Fig. 10 Schematic illustration of a molecular cluster battery (MCB) based on POM/
SWNTs composites. Well-dispersed POM clusters are attached to CNTs via electrostatic
interactions to improve electronic conductivity and ion diffusion. Inset: TEM image of
POM/SWNT hybrid materials (28). Reproduced from Kawasaki, N.; Wang, H.; Nakanishi, R.;
Hamanaka, S.; Kitaura, R.; Shinohara, H.; Yokoyama, T.; Yoshikawa, H.; Awaga, K. Angew.
Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 3471–3474 with permission of John Wiley and Sons Publishers.
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materials (Fig. 11). When utilized as the anode material, the composite

exhibited excellent performance with an initial discharge capacity of

1570 mA h g�1. Over longer periods (up to 100 cycles), high discharge

capacities of 580 mA h g�1 were maintained, significantly enhancing the

capacity of nonfunctionalized CNTs which are in the region of 400 and

460 mA h g�1. To further expand this research, Py-functionalized

Anderson-type cluster [MnMo6O24]
3� (MnMo6) was used to modify

CNTs, giving rise to a Py-MnMo6/CNTs nanocomposite through π–π
interactions (31). The nanocomposite, as anode material, exhibited an initial

discharge capacity of 1898.5 mA h g�1 and a high discharge capacity of

665.3 mA h g�1 for up to 100 cycles. AC electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy studies revealed that a relatively lower solid electrolyte interphase

(SEI) film resistance and charge transfer resistance were responsible for the

electrochemical enhancement of the nanocomposite when compared with

the pure components and their physical mixture (31).

Despite various noncovalent linkage modes for preparing POM/

nanocarbon composites, one intractable problem is desorption of POMs

during electrochemical measurement. Also, the bulky organic linkages

between POMs and nanocarbons usually hamper the electron transfer,

thus causing inefficient electronic connections. Song et al. (26) proposed

a new method to overcome this obstacle by using direct covalent

bonding. The amino-functionalized Keggin-type cluster [SiW11O40-

(SiCH2CH2CH2NH2)2]
4� (SiW11-NH2) was covalently grafting onto

sidewall of oxidized CNTs through the formation of strong amide bonds.

By introducing more sidewall defects on CNTs via covalent modification,

Fig. 11 Schematic illustration of the Py-PW11/SWNTs nanocomposite as anode material
covalently functionalized POM clusters were attached to the SWNTs through π–π stac-
king interactions (30).
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the resulting CNTs/SiW11-NH2 composites provided more pathways

for Li+ transfer and showed excellent electrochemical performance with

high discharge capacity of 650 mA h g�1 as anode material. The electrode

performance was further improved when Anderson cluster [MnMo6O24-

{(CH2)3CNH2}2]
3� was used instead (27). The discharge capacity of the

corresponding nanocomposites reached to 932 mA h g�1 with high stability

up to 100 cycles. The better performance of Anderson-type cluster could be

attributed to its fast Li+ insertion/extraction during charge/discharge

process and its structural stability (27). However, as only a few POM anions

thus far can be organically functionalized with a pendant amine group, the

application of covalent attachment of POMs onto CNTs is limited.

Focusing on electrical “wiring” redox-active POMs onto conductive

CNTs to achieve high electric performance of POM/CNTs nano-

composite, Song et al. (72) recently developed an innovative approach to

periodically functionalize CNTs with POM nanocrystals. By using ultra-

sonication during the fabrication procedure, crystals of POMs with tunable

size and shape can be regularly deposited onto CNTs giving rise to a highly

stable anode material with superior electrochemical performance (Fig. 12).

The nanostructure and chemical features of the POM/CNTs composite can

be finely controlled over the ultrasonication intensity as well as the chemical

ingredients of POMs. This novel approach is considered to be able to open

new avenues for the bottom-up construction of nanopatterned POM/

CNTs composite.

A different approach to maximize the electronic interactions between

POM and nanocarbons was introduced by Paek et al. (73). The group used

the ability of POMs to pillar sheets of GO to fabricate a highly ordered

nanostructure composed of layered GO and Keggin-type aluminum POMs

(Al13). Battery tests show that Al13-intercalated GO exhibits a significantly

increased reversible capacity, compared with that of the pristine GO,

highlighting that cluster-intercalated GOs stacks are promising materials

for high-capacity electrodes. Future work using tungstate or molybdate

POMs as highly redox-active pillaring agent might results in further

improvement of the electrode capacity.

In 2010, Bubeck et al. (34) developed a green method to reduce GOs via

a ultraviolet (UV)-irradiated photoreduction process. H3PW12 was used as

photocatalyst (Fig. 13) and also acted as an anionic surface active molecule,

which increased the rGOs dispersibility in water by attaching to the surface

of rGO. The group found that the conductivity of the POM-modified rGO

can reach as high as 400 S m�1, compared with that of hydrazine-reduced
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Fig. 12 Schematic illustration of the ultrasonication-driven periodic patterning of POM
nanocrystals on CNTs for lithium ion batteries (72). Reproduced fromHu, J.; Ji, Y.; Chen, W.;
Streb, C.; Song, Y.-F. Energy Environ. Sci. 2016, 9, 1095–1101with permission of Royal
Society of Chemistry Publishers.

Fig. 13 Electrochemical or photochemical reduction-assisted assembly of SiW12/rGO
nanocomposites (34,35). Electrochemical or photochemical reduction gives the reduced
SiW12 cluster. Reaction with GO leads to the SiW12/rGO nanocomposite, where GO is
reduced in situ by the cluster.
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GOs which is in the region of 3�10�6 S m�1 only. The results demonstrate

that the POM-assisted photoreduction method significantly increases

electronic conjugation between GO sheets, resulting in dramatically higher

electronic conductivity.

The initial results on POM-based battery electrodes highlight the need

for highly redox-active molecular materials with chemical redox-tunability

and high cycling stability. Future work requires the interdisciplinary

collaboration between POM chemists, materials chemists, and battery

researchers to optimize the components employed, to enable efficient

electron transfer between components by enhancing their electronic

linkage, and to develop strategies for device integration.

3.2.2 Supercapacitors
Carbon-based materials have been widely studied as electrode materials

for supercapacitors, giving rise to devices with relatively low energy density

(74,75). For automotive applications, the specific energy density needs to

be increased. One approach is the embedding of materials capable of

undergoing reversible multielectron transfer redox processes. The current

gold-standard for supercapacitors is RuO2 as pseudocapacitive material,

because of its fast and reversible multielectron transfer reactions with

overlapping peak potentials (76). Recently, POMs have been suggested as

chemically and economically viable replacements for the noble metal

oxide due their unique redox chemistry.

Ground breaking studies by Gómez-Romero et al. (77) used Cs-PMo12/

CNTs hybrid materials obtained by immobilizing Cs-containing POM

anions on cationic, chitosan functionalized CNTs as composite electrodes

in symmetric supercapacitors. The studies showed that the composites

feature high capacitance (up to 285 F/g at I¼200 mA/g), and good stability

was observed over 500 charge–discharge cycles, suggesting that further

development of this device configuration is promising.

Lian et al. (32,78) demonstrated that facile LbL assembly techniques

can be used to get access to supercapacitors. And they used a three-layer

LbL assembly based onMWNTs, PDDA, and two types of pseudocapacitive

POMs, SiMo12O40
4� (SiMo12) and PMo12O40

3� (PMo12) (Fig. 14). The

resultant composites exhibited continuous overlapping oxidation/reduction

reactions and achieved an up to fourfold increase in specific capacitance

when compared with the double-layer capacitance of pure MWNTs.

The group subsequently extended their research by adding PMo10V2
5�

(PMo10V2) into the LbL deposition (79). The results revealed that a
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dual-layer coating by PMo12 and PMo10V2 on MWNTs showed a

collective contribution of both active layers, increasing not only charge

storage capacity but also the voltage window.

The LbL supercapacitor assembly was further extended by Kulesza

et al. (80) who prepared a composite by depositing the Dawson POM

[P2W17VO62]
8� onto MWNTs. The materials feature a high specific capac-

itance parameter of 82 F g�1 (at the charging/discharging current of

200 mA g�1) compared with bare CNTs, where the specific capacitance

under identical conditions was only 50 F g�1. The results confirmed that

the LbL technique is simple and effective for developing thin, nanoscale

POM/CNT multilayers coatings to enhance the capacitance without

sacrificing electric conductivity. Further, the studies show that significant

changes in supercapacitor performance can be achieved by chemical mod-

ification of the POM components, highlighting the urgent need for more

detailed studies, where other, nonprototype POMs are used in device

fabrication.

3.2.3 Other Electrochemical Devices
The versatility of LbL-assembled POM/nanocarbon devices was further

exploited by M€ullen et al. (36) who reported that GO nanosheets and

H3PW12O40 were assembled into multilayers films via electrostatic LbL

assembly. Under UV irradiation, a POM-based photoreduction of GOs

to rGOs was observed. The obtained films were used to fabricate field effect

Fig. 14 Schematic representation of the three-layer LbL deposition using MWNTs,
PDDA, and POM (32). MWNTs are prepared as a thin film and acidized using nitric acid.
A second layer of PDDA is dip-coated onto the MWNT film. Then, the POM layer is
dip-coated onto the cationic PDDA film, giving the final composite.
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transistors, which exhibited typical ambipolar features and good transport

properties for both holes and electrons. The on/off ratios and the charge car-

rier mobility of the transistors depend on the number of deposited layers and

can be easily controlled. Furthermore, efficient microelectrodes for photo-

detector devices could be produced using photomasks to form conductive

rGO patterns within the composite films.

A similar LbL approach allowed Xu et al. (81) to fabricate electrochromic

nanocomposite film containing [P2W18O62]
6�, CNTs, and chitosan. The

electrochromic properties of the composite were improved by CNT

incorporation, resulting in superior electrochromic performance compared

to the nonhybridized reference, suggesting that the composite can offer

longer operational lifetimes when used in electrochromic devices.

In summary, this section illustrates the broad versatility and wide

application range of POM-modified nanocarbon materials. However, one

striking feature of the results described is the fact that research is almost

exclusively focused on the prototype Keggin and Dawson anions.

Therefore, there is a tremendous opportunity for the use of the large

number of other accessible POM anions which could easily be accessed

and deposited on nanocarbons by close collaboration between researchers

from both fields. As such, it can be envisaged that the coming years will

provide significant leaps forward in developing materials, where selective

chemical modification of the POMs is used to target specific redox activity

or catalytic activity in a composite material.

3.3 Sensors and Environmental Pollutants
The ability of POMs to undergo reversible multielectron redox processes

makes them interesting for amperometric sensor applications. Particularly,

they can be used for the detection of redox-active industrial and agricultural

pollutants such as nitrate (82), bromate (83), chlorate (84), iodate (85), and

hydrogen peroxide (86–88). To read out the sensing information and to

maximize amperometric response, the POMs need to be anchored or

immobilized on conductive substrates while at the same time maintain

molecular dispersion to reach low detection limits. Therefore, CNTs and

graphene are ideal substrates for this purpose (89–91). Herein, a series of

POM–CNTs and POM–graphene composites as sensor electrodes or

devices are discussed, their limitations are highlighted and future research

directions are proposed.
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3.3.1 Hydrogen Peroxide Sensors
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is industrially used as antibacterial and sterilizing

agent (92). In addition, peroxides are released from many other industrial

processes, and their environmental release needs to be strictly controlled

(93). In 2009, Salimi et al. (94) developed a three component electrochem-

ical peroxide sensor. A simple procedure gave access to glassy carbon (GC)

electrodes modified with SWNTs, α�SiMo12O40
4� and the copper com-

plex [Cu(bpy)2]Br2. The copper complex and POM were irreversibly and

strongly adsorbed onto GC electrode. Compared with a non-POM-

functionalized reference electrode (based on a GC electrode modified with

SWNTs and [Cu(bpy)2]Br2 only), the POM-modified system showed stable

voltammetric response and gave excellent electrocatalytic activity toward

H2O2 reduction (bromate reduction was also reported) at low overpotential.

The system was able to detect nanomolar concentrations of H2O2 and bro-

mate, highlighting the sensitivity which is associated with the highly dis-

persed POMs on the nanostructured conductive substrate.

Recently, Gorton et al. (95) assembled a robust and stable film composed

of the ionic liquid [C8Py][PF6] and PMo12 on MWNT-modified GC elec-

trodes using a simple dip-coating technique. Efficient H2O2 and iodate

detection at low overpotentials was found together with low detection

limits, high sensitivity, short response time (<2 s) and satisfactory linear con-

centration range, illustrating that in principle the sensors can be assembled in

the field and used for in situ pollutant benefits as their high conductivity pre-

sumably contributes to the electron transfer between POM and MWNT

substrate.

3.3.2 Iodate and Bromate Sensors
Iodate and bromate are environmental pollutants and suspected carcinogen

formed, e.g., in drinking water upon ozone treatment (96). In situ detection

is therefore of high industrial interest. The problem was addressed by Chen

et al. (83) who developed an amperometric bromate sensor based on a

MWNTs/PMo12 composite film. The system showed a low detection limit

of 0.5 μM, high sensitivity of 760.9 μA mM�1 cm�2, short response times of

less than 2 s, and wide linear range from 5 μM to 15 mM. This research was

expanded by Dong et al. (97)who proposed and developed a series of carbon

nanotube paste (CNTP) electrodes based on purified MWNTs and methyl

silicone oil. Keggin and Dawson POM anions were then assembled on the

CNTP electrode surface using direct and indirect methods. The most
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successful system was based on the Dawson-anion P2Mo18 for which

effective electrocatalytic reduction of bromate and iodate was observed.

In an extension of this work, multilayer films of (P2Mo18/PDDA)n were

assembled on CNTP electrodes using the LbL technique and comparative

studies showed higher electrocatalytic activity for the LbL-assembled

composites compared with the composite materials that fabricated by the

direct electrostatic assembly.

Work on Dawson-modified sensors was further expanded by Xu et al.

(98) who reported a novel chemically modified electrode, where CNTs

were dispersed in cationic chitosan films, which were used to electrostati-

cally immobilize Dawson anions P2W18. Electrochemical studies demon-

strated that the P2W18/CNT/chitosan electrode exhibits fast response and

good electrocatalytic activity for the reduction of peroxodisulfate and iodate

anions in acidic aqueous solution, and it was reported that the sensor works

under acidic conditions also, broadening its applicability under industrial

conditions.

In summary, the studies illustrate that the choice of cluster anion as

well as assembly method is crucial and emphasizes that future electrode

development needs to be driven by interdisciplinary research, ranging from

molecular materials design to nano- and microstructure of the composites.

In addition, it should be briefly noted that POM/nanocarbon composites

have been used for the detection of a large number of other organic and

inorganic analytes, including antimony (99), sulfite (100), glucose (101),

dopamine (102), and ascorbic acid (103).

3.3.3 Future Developments and Applications
Future development of the POM/nanocarbon materials rests on several

pillars. One obvious and highly promising approach is to investigate

nonprototype POMs, where novel reactivity, higher stability, and different

reactivity can be expected. To this end, an interdisciplinary approach is

urgently required where target systems (i.e., electrocatalytic substrates,

industrial pollutants, etc.) can be determined and POMs that can interact

with these targets can be identified and combined with nanocarbons.

The importance of the electrode assembly has been discussed in

several examples. One highly innovative approach to the POM/

nanocarbon-layered electrodes which might be used for large scale has

recently been presented by Shen et al. (104), who reported a combined
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LbL-inkjet-printing approach to assemble layered PW12/rGO composites

(Fig. 15). The composite thin film showed linear, uniform, and regular

LbL growth. Under UV irradiation, a POM-driven photoreduction led

to the conversion of GO to rGO, and the materials were used as highly

responsive dopamine sensors.

A further promising field is the development of photoactive electrodes

for use in photocatalysis or photovoltaics (105). Initial work by Zhang

et al. (106) showed the versatility of the approach, in which the authors

assembled an Au NPs@POMs/CNTs tricomponent composite (Fig. 16).

And the composite material was employed in photooxidative test reactions

and showed significant enhancement on the photocatalytic degradation

of Rhodamine B under visible light irradiation. The mechanism proposed

is a visible light-induced electron transfer from AuNPs to CNTs resulting in

oxidative degradation of organic pollutants. In contrast, significantly lower

activity was observed for the bicomponent composite Au NPs@POMs,

where fast charge recombination was observed due to the close proximity

between POM and Au NPs. In the tricomponent Au NPs@POMs/CNTs

composite, the charges can be transferred from the Au NPs to the CNTs,

resulting in a remarkable synergistic enhancement of the photocatalytic

activity. These initial studies clearly demonstrate the potential of using

POMs not only as homogeneous photocatalysts but also as a component

in composite materials with enhanced charge transfer properties.

Fig. 15 Scheme of (rGO/POM)n multilayer film production by LbL fabrication using
inkjet printing (104). Repeated printing of GO and POM layers gives access to multilayer
assemblies. Photoreduction of the film using UV irradiation gives the (rGO/POM)nmul-
tilayer film.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, the design, synthesis, and reactivity of novel POM/

nanocarbon composite materials based on POM-functionalized CNTs or

graphene have been discussed in detail. Their application as efficient

electrocatalysts, electrodes for Li-ion batteries, supercapacitors, and

sensors, etc. is highlighted, and particular focus is put on their improved

performance compared with relevant state-of-the-art reference systems.

Moreover, we have discussed the potential optimization methods including

the covalent and noncovalent linkage modes between POMs and

nanocarbons as well as the need to gain further understanding of the effects

of different composite fabrication methods on the material properties. As the

nanocarbons can be prepared in large scale at low cost, it can be envisaged

that strongly coupled POMs/nanocarbon composites will find applications

in technological electrochemical devices.

Fig. 16 The photocatalytic mechanism of Au NPs@POMs/CNTs tricomponent
nanocomposites. Inset: HR-TEM image of Au NP attached on CNTs (106). Reproduced
from Li, S.; Yu, X.; Zhang, G.; Ma, Y.; Yao, J.; Keita, B.; Louis, N.; Zhao, H. J. Mater. Chem.
2011, 21, 2282–2287 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry Publishers.
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Abstract

In the past decades, POMs have been used as minimal models in Molecular Magnetism,
since they are a convenient playing ground to study fundamental phenomena such as
anisotropic magnetic exchange and electron transfer. Now they have jumped to the
stage of the rational design of single-ion magnets and are being considered as test sub-
jects for simple experiments in Single-Molecule Spintronics and Molecular Quantum
Computing. This chapter contains an overview of recent results that demonstrate
the potential of POMs in these emerging fields.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spintronics (spin-based electronics) strives for the active manipulation

of the electron spin to transmit and process information (1). The origin of

this research field goes back to the discovery of the “giant
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magnetoresistance” independently by Fert and Gr€unberg in the late 1980s

(2,3). Compared with conventional electronic devices, which rely on the

electron’s motion and charge, spintronic devices depend on the electron

spin states as an additional degree of freedom, and thus have the potential

to improve speeds and storage capacities. Indeed, spintronic systems based

on inorganic metals and semiconductors have experienced a fast develop-

ment. Considered as the first real application of nanotechnology, they are

being used for a range of purposes, spanning from read-head devices and

nonvolatile magnetic memories (4,5) to spin-transfer nanooscillators (6)

and quantum bits (7).

The convergence of conventional spintronics with molecular electronics

and molecular magnetism has led to the emergence of molecular spintronics

(8,9), which combines the ideas and concepts developed in the former tech-

nology with the singular possibilities offered by these two molecular

realms. This interdisciplinary field can be divided into two major areas:

molecule-based spintronics (commonly known in the physics community

as “organic spintronics”) and single-molecule spintronics (10). Molecule-

based spintronics relies on the fabrication of novel devices that can replace

inorganic metals and semiconductors by molecular-based materials with the

aim of enhancing the properties of conventional spintronic devices and

reducing their price. On the other hand, single-molecule spintronics intends

to study individual magnetic molecules as main components of nan-

ospintronic devices, including quantum information processing devices.

Commonly invoked advantages of molecular spintronics include: (1) the

possibility of designing devices at a molecular-scale limit; (2) the use of

molecular systems as spin collectors that can preserve spin information over

times and distances much longer than in conventional semiconductor sys-

tems (11); (3) the formation of self-organized nanostructures based on mol-

ecules that had been designed to be easy to manipulate; (4) the use of

magnetic molecules exhibiting exceptionally long spin–spin and spin–lattice
relaxation times—milliseconds and seconds, respectively (12); and (5) the

unique chemical and electronic features of themolecular world that provides

flexible, low-density, transparent, and easy to process molecules and mate-

rials exhibiting novel added functionalities, including magnetic switching at

the molecular level and emission of light.

More recently, the first steps in the manipulation in molecules of

the electronic spin instead of its charge have been undertaken, revealing a

tentative potential for memory or quantum information technology. This

novel approach should enable the creation of electrically addressable
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single-molecule magnetic qubits and molecular switches (13). However, as a

solid foundation to fully tap on the resources of the molecular world, we

need a deep understanding of the underlying mechanisms of molecular

nanomagnetism, in particular, the behavior of isolated spins.

Since the early stages of spintronics, molecules have been used as model

systems for studying the spin physics at a fundamental level (14). In this con-

text, polyoxometalate (POM) chemistry has been shown to provide ideal

systems (15). For example, mixed-valence (MV) POMs were investigated

in order to understand the possibilities that these systems offer for electrical

control of the spin state (16,17), including the possibility of designing elec-

trically switchable magnetic POMs such as [PMo12O40(VO)2]
q� (18,19),

and [GeV14O40]
8� (20–22), as will be discussed in this chapter.

A significant theoretical effort has been devoted so far to explore these pos-

sibilities. This includes multiconfigurational studies, diagonalization of large

matrices, DFT calculations, and also the consideration of vibronic coupling.

These theoretical advances pave the way for developing experimental real-

izations of these proposals (23).

From the experimental point of view, an appealing class of magnetic

molecules are the so-called single-molecule magnets (SMMs), i.e., magnetic

molecules showing both slow relaxation of the macroscopic magnetization

at low temperatures and unique quantum effects (24,25). The first genera-

tion of this kind of molecules was reported in the 1990s and was formed by

clusters of exchange-coupled magnetic ions. The second generation is more

recent (the first article was reported in 2003 (26), see Fig. 1, left) and is based

on mononuclear metal complexes. In this case a single metal center—usually

a lanthanide ion—has been shown to be sufficient to exhibit SMM proper-

ties; this class of systems is known as single-ion magnets (SIMs). Whereas

SMMs were initially of interest only in Molecular Magnetism, with the dis-

covery of SIMs they have also become of interest in Molecular Spintronics

and Quantum Computing: with the spin located on a single atom, qubits

based on SIMs tend to be better protected against noise. In fact, recent stud-

ies performed on these molecules have demonstrated the possibility to

coherently manipulate the quantum state of spins, a first step toward molec-

ular Quantum Computing. These results include the manipulation of the

quantum state of nuclear spin in a Tb3+-based phthalocyaninato complex

using electrical current in a single-molecule experiment (27,28).

POMs based on lanthanoids are among the first examples of SIMs (see

Fig. 1, right) (29). As we will discuss later, these mononuclear complexes

have also shown to be of interest in Quantum Computing as they provide
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an ideal source of molecular spin qubits (30). In this context, it is important

to note that the potential of POMs in Molecular Spintronics and Quantum

Computing is remarkable compared with other coordination compounds,

since these molecular-metal oxides present some advantageous chemical,

structural, and electronic features (31):

(i) They are robust molecules that maintain their integrity in solid state, in

solution, and in some cases also on surfaces.

(ii) They can accommodate magnetic ions or groups of magnetic ions at

specific sites of the rigid POM structure, leading to magnetic mole-

cules and large magnetic clusters with specific topologies and highly

symmetric environments.

(iii) Moreover, they can do so offering rigid, high-symmetry coordination

environments, something of special interest when dealing with lantha-

nide ions (where magnetic and quantum properties depend crucially

on their coordination environment).

(iv) They can accept various numbers of electrons, while keeping their

structure almost intact, leading to MV systems in which at least some

of the electronic spins are extensively delocalized over the whole

POM framework.

In this chapter, we will discuss the relevance of POM chemistry in molec-

ular spintronics. In the next section, we will start describing the historical

background of POMs in Molecular Magnetism, reaching up to the newest

development in the design of processable SIMs. The relevance of POMs in

Molecular Spintronics, in the narrow sense of spin manipulation by means of

charge movement and electrical fields will be discussed in Section 3, which

will include the presentation of recent results. The specific advantages of

A B

Fig. 1 Representation of the first two families of SIMs: (A) phthalocyaninato-based SIMs
[LnPc2]

� (hydrogens are omitted for clarity) and (B) polyoxometalate-based SIMs of
general formula [Ln(W5O18)2]

9�.
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POMs forQuantumComputing, in the sense of spinmanipulation bymeans

of microwave pulses, will be demonstrated in Section 4.

2. RELEVANT PRECEDENT STUDIES OF POMs IN
MOLECULAR MAGNETISM

2.1 POMs as Magnetic Models and Single-Molecule
Magnets: A Historical Perspective

Historically, in order to understand two fundamental processes of extended

metal-oxide systems—magnetic exchange and electron delocalization,

POMs have been employed as model systems by the molecular magnetism

community. Reviews on this topic distinguish between two classes of mag-

netic POMs for this purpose (15):

(1) the spin-localized POMs, where each magnetic moment remains local-

ized on a single 3d or 4f magnetic metal ion

(2) the spin-delocalized MV POMs, where at least some of the electronic

spins are delocalized over more than one metal center.

2.1.1 Spin-Localized POMs
The possibilities that POM chemistry offers to encapsulate magnetic entities

formed either by a single magnetic center, whether a 3d or a 4f ion, or by

several magnetic centers linked by oxo-bridges (magnetic clusters) have

extensively been exploited in the literature. This has led to a large set of

complexes in which the magnetic ions may be replaced à la carte, while

maintaining the structural characteristics of the system (32). For these pur-

poses, lacunary POMs—obtained by removing part of the octahedral sites

from the initial POM—have become ideal building blocks. The versatility of

POM chemistry has permitted to use lacunary POMs as ligands to develop

magnetic clusters of ever higher nuclearity, in which the experimentalist can

control not only the number of magnetic ions but also the kind of magnetic

interactions between them.

Such a chemical control over the magnetic exchange pathways has

allowed stabilizing targeted ground states in different spin clusters. Since

POMs permit the magnetic isolation of these spin clusters through the bulky

diamagnetic POM shell, these complexes are considered as ideal model sys-

tems for the development of magnetic exchange theories (15). In particular,

let us focus on clusters of cobalt cations encapsulated by POMs, which in the

last decade has seen an enormous growth in the number of reported
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structures, with assorted connectivities and nuclearities ranging from n¼2 to

n¼16 (see Fig. 2).

Indeed, a historically relevant example of the use of POMs to study

magnetic exchange interactions was provided by cobalt(II) clusters. When

a d7 ion is placed in an octahedral ligand field formed by POMs (weak crystal

field ligands), the resulting complex presents high-spin S¼3/2 with an

unquenched orbital momentum, resulting in large spin anisotropy (33),

whereas the first spin–orbit coupling state is a highly anisotropic spin doublet
(S¼1/2). Themagnetic energy level structure of these Co(II) clusters can be

determined by Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS), providing a more accu-

rate description than the one derived from thermodynamic measurements.

Two decades ago, some of us started to apply this technique to describe

Co(II)–Co(II) exchange anisotropy in a tetranuclear Co(II) cluster encapsu-
lated by lacunary POMs of formula [Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]

10� (see the

tetranuclear Co4 magnetic core highlighted in the inset of Fig. 2, right)

(34,35). For that, we took advantage of INS to determine the relative ori-

entation of the exchange anisotropy axes by comparing two closely related

trinuclear Co(II) clusters derived from the tetranuclear rhomb-like Co(II)

cluster. The first one is an angular Co3 cluster obtained by replacement

of a cobalt situated in the short diagonal of the rhomb by tungsten, leading

2 2 3 3 4 4

4 4 4 4 5 6

6

9 9 14 16

7 7 7 8

4

Fig. 2 Cobalt(II) cores of polyoxometalates reported in the literature. The three examples
discussed in this chapter are in the highlighted blue frame. Adapted from Ref. Duan, Y.;
Clemente-Juan, J.M.; Gim�enez-Saiz, C.; Coronado, E. Inorg. Chem. 2016, 55, 925–938.
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to a complex of general formula [Co3W(H2O)(ZnW9O34)2]
12� (see the tri-

nuclear Co3 magnetic core highlighted in the inset of Fig. 2, left). On the

other hand, the second one is a triangular Co3 cluster obtained by replace-

ment of a Co placed in the long diagonal of the rhomb by Na+ [(NaOH2)

Co3(H2O)(P2W15O56)2]
17� (see the trinuclear Co3 magnetic core

highlighted in the inset of Fig. 2, center). From the INS spectra of both clus-

ters, one can deduce an energy splitting pattern formed by four doublets that

arise from the three coupled effective spins S¼1/2. These experimental

observations could be reproduced by using a fully anisotropic exchange

model, in which Jx 6¼ Jy 6¼ Jz. Such a model considers the symmetry of the

molecule, which has permitted to describe the INS spectra using the follow-

ing set of parameters: (1) the three components of the exchange parameters

J13 x, y, zð Þ associated with the side of the rhombus—similar for both clusters,

and (2) the two components of the axial exchange J23 x, y, zð Þ through the

short diagonal ( J23x ¼ J23y due to the Cs symmetry). Thus, the anisotropic

nature of the exchange interactions in magnetic clusters could be demon-

strated for the first time in these Co clusters, taking advantage of the INS

spectra (36).

2.1.2 Mixed-Valence POMs
The unique ability of POMs (mainly molybdates and vanadates) act as

electron sponges hosting a variable number of “extra” electrons in their

framework can provide an efficient way to tune the strength of the exchange

coupling and, consequently, its spin state. Such a control can most easily be

achieved by chemical means, during the synthesis of the POM (37). One

needs to note here that, precisely because of the stability of the structures

over many different oxidation states, the precise control and characterization

of the final number of electrons is sometimes technically challenging.

As we will see later on, the possibility of achieving this control by phys-

ical means, in particular by applying an electrical bias in a single-molecule

setup, will be quite interesting in spintronics, which of course presents its

own array of experimental challenges. However, here, we need to start

on the theoretical difficulties, which are also enormous in comparison with

spin-localized systems. This is due to the fact that in MV systems several

additional processes need to be taken into account in order to have a valid

description of the spin states. First and foremost, there is electron transfer t

between adjacent occupied and empty sites, i.e. between two metals with dif-

ferent oxidation states, e.g.,W(V)–W(VI), Mo(V)–Mo(VI), or V(IV)–V(V).
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This process tends to delocalize the electron, commonly all over the cluster

or at least along some electron transfer routes, and it is typically an order of

magnitude more intense compared with magnetic super exchange. Of com-

parable importance is the Coulombic repulsion V, between every pair of

electrons. This tends to place the electrons as far as possible to minimize

its repulsion at any given time, but whether it will or not harm delocalization

depends on the shape of the POM and its allowed electron transfer routes.

Finally, although rarely taken into account because it requires going beyond

Born–Oppenheimer approximation, there is also vibronic coupling, λ, that
couples the “extra” electrons with the vibrational modes of the cluster. By

binding the electron population of a metal site with the position of the

ligands surrounding it, this effect tends to localize the electron on a given

site, especially at low temperatures.

To illustrate these theoretical challenges, perhaps, the most classic exam-

ple of MV POM is provided by the anion [PW12O40]
5�, reduced by two

electrons that gives it, as happens withmanyMVPOMs, a characteristic blue

color. The diamagnetism of this Keggin “heteropolyblue,” originally attrib-

uted to a multiroute super-exchange mechanism, was eventually recognized

to be due to the interplay between Coulombic repulsion and electron trans-

fer, assuming the transfer routes have a certain relation in sign andmagnitude

(38,16). Indeed, while Coulombic repulsion ensures that states with two

adjacent electrons are high in energy and thus triplets and singlets cannot

be distinguished via super exchange, the different symmetry of triplet and

singlet states mean their possible electron transfer routes are different and

result in different energies, with a strong stabilization of the singlet. Later

on, the effect of vibronic coupling on electron location was studied for

the two electron reduced Keggin anion taking into account an adiabatic

approximation (39). The effects of delocalization on the effective magnetic

coupling are strongly affected by the vibronic interactions. While the details

are complicated, effectively the vibronic interactions tend to localize the

electrons, acting as if the transfer parameters were reduced. According to

available theoretical results, for a strong vibronic coupling, spin-triplet states

become partially or even fully localized, while fully delocalized states can be

achieved only for spin-singlets. For weak vibronic coupling, in all cases, a

fully delocalized configuration can be found. Recently, we have used this

system to present a powerful theoretical approach to obtain an accurate solu-

tion of the dynamic vibronic problem in large-scale Jahn–Teller (JT) systems

such as MV POMs. The approach uses a symmetry adapted vibronic basis to

reduce the dimension of the problem (40). The application of this procedure
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to Keggin anion is being developed and aims to give an accurate description

of combined JT/pseudo-JT problems for the spin-singlet and spin-triplet

states in this high-nuclearity system.

We can conclude that POMs are excellent model systems to study not

just anisotropic exchange but also the interplay between electron delocali-

zation and magnetic exchange in high-nuclearity clusters. Their highly sym-

metric structures facilitate the development of exact quantum-mechanical

models in order to extract a clear picture of the local parameters that deter-

mine the magnetic properties.

2.1.3 Single-Molecule Magnets Based on POMs
In the last decade, the interest for magnetic POMs has evolved from their use

as model systems in Molecular Magnetism toward the design of SMMs and

their use as molecular spin qubits in nanospintronic devices. Thus, in this

subsection, we will summarize the major breakthroughs achieved in the area

of molecular nanomagnetism, while the aspects related with Molecular

Spintronics and Quantum Computing will be presented in Sections 3 and 4.

By definition, an SMM is a molecule that displays magnetic bistability

generated by an energy barrier to magnetization reversal. The magnetic

behavior of SMMs is characterized by the presence of slow relaxation of

the magnetization at low temperatures giving rise to a magnetic memory

effect similar to that found in hard magnets, but accompanied by quantum

phenomena like quantum tunneling of the magnetization (41), quantum

coherence (42), or quantum interference (43). The first and most renowned

example, which dates back to early 1990s, is [Mn12O12(O2CMe)16(H2O)4]

(Fig. 3, left) (44), a molecule that combines a high axial anisotropy and a

high-spin ground state (21). This molecule has been the subject of many

magnetic and structural studies (45–47) and is composed by a group of eight

ferromagnetically coupled Mn3+ ions with spins S¼2 resulting in SMn3+

¼16, and a group of four Mn4+ ions with spins S¼3/2 resulting in SMn4+

¼6. These two spinmoieties are antiferromagnetically coupled to each other

yielding a total ground state spin S¼10 that is itself split by magnetic anisot-

ropy, creating an effective thermal barrier U¼DS2 (Fig. 3, right). Spin

reversal can occur either by passing through all those permitted states—

thermally assisted—or by quantum tunneling between quasi-degenerate

states placed on the opposite sides of the barrier (24).

Three years after the discovery of SMM behavior in Mn12, an

octanuclear iron complex [Fe8O2(OH)12(tacn)6]
8+ (with tacn representing

1,4,7-triazacyclononane) (48) was also found to display SMM properties
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with more pronounced quantum effects (49,50). Later, a rising number of

lower nuclearity cluster systems were reported to behave as SMMs, for

instance, the tetranuclear complex [Mn4(O2CMe)2(pdmH)6](ClO4)2,

where pdmH2 is pyridine-2,6-dimethanol (51). The major synthetic chal-

lenge in this field was to increase the energy barrier and, consequently,

the blocking temperature TB, by designing molecules having the maximum

values of S and D. In this context, many examples of magnetic clusters with

larger and larger nuclearities were reported (52–55) in an attempt to increase

the spin state of the cluster and hence, the superparamagnetic barrier. How-

ever, the success of this approach has been very limited as demonstrated by

the fact that Mn12 is still among the transition metal clusters exhibiting the

highest effective barriers (ca. 45–50 cm�1) and hysteresis (up to 4 K). In the

POM area, some examples of magnetic clusters exhibiting SMM behavior

were also described. For instance, a couple of iron(III) with hexa and

nonanuclearity, [Fe4(H2O)2(FeW9O34)2]
10� and [(Fe4W9O34(H2O))2

(FeW6O26)]
19�, respectively (56), a cobalt(II) with hexadecanuclearity,

[{Co4(OH)3PO4}4(PW9O34)4]
28� (57), and a heptanuclear manganese(III)–

manganese(IV) cluster, [(α-P2W15O56)MnIII3 MnIVO3(CH3COO)3]
8� (58).

Although these magnetic clusters add some new examples to the hundreds

of already known SMMs, their novelty in the field of SMMs was very limited

due to the lowenergy barriers that they present (10–12 cm�1) and to the lack of

other interesting effects coming from the POM ligand.

These results contrast with the key role that POM chemistry is playing in

the second generation of SMMs, usually called SIMs or mononuclear

SMMs. This new way of thinking, proposed by Ishikawa and his coworkers
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Fig. 3 (Left) Molecular structure, Mn3+ (gold) and Mn2+ (green); (right) energy level
scheme showing the two wells of [Mn12O12(O2CMe)16(H2O)4].
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(59), consists in the development of minimalistic nanomagnets based on

coordination complexes with a central lanthanide ion as the source of mag-

netic anisotropy. The first example of this kind was reported in 2003 in the

lanthanoid complexes of general formula [LnPc2]
�, with a “double-decker”

structure and Pc¼phthalocyaninato anions as ligands. In contrast to the first

generation of SMMs, whose properties rely on the ability of exchange inter-

actions to stabilize anisotropic high-spin states, the magnetic properties of

SIMs depend primarily on the single-ion anisotropy resulting from the com-

bination of spin–orbit coupling and ligand field (60). Hence, these two vari-

ables play a key role in the creation of a thermal barrier, which slows down

the magnetization reversal (61).

In view that POM chemistry also provides lanthanoid complexes with

antiprismatic D4d symmetry, we decided to study the magnetic properties

of the series [Ln(W5O18)2]
9� (Fig. 1B). As a consequence, we extended

the concept of SIMs to ligands different from the phthalocyaninato ligands,

leading to the second family of SIMs in 2008. This Lindqvist-type family has

the general formula Na9[Ln(W5O18)2] (in short, LnW10), displaying a

square-antiprismatic D4d symmetry (29). The most promising candidate

for this series was the Er derivative (Ueff¼38.5 cm�1, close to that observed

in Mn12, Ueff�50 cm�1), whereas in the preceding family such behavior

was more remarkable in [TbPc2]
�. The reason for this difference was

assumed to lie on the different distortion of the square-antiprismatic site,

which is compressed in the second family, in contrast with the axially elon-

gated [LnPc2]
� (Fig. 1A); this distortion affects different f-block metal ions

in different ways. The interplanar distance of the ErW10 compound

(dpp¼2.47 Å), which was calculated as the distance between the upper

and lower planes containing the four oxygen atoms, is considerably smaller

than the one of TbPc2 (dpp¼2.76 Å).

Since the discovery of SMM behaviour in ErW10, the impact of this class

of molecular nanomagnets has been dramatically increased and now hun-

dreds of SIMs, having different coordination geometries and different types

of ligands have been reported (62–64). It has been demonstrated that the

SIM concept is quite general and can also be extended to other anisotropic

metal ions in axial environments, such as mononuclear uranium complexes

(65,66) and mononuclear d-transition metals (67,68).

The experimental studies of the first series of POM-based SIMs were

extended to the Keggin-type series K13[Ln(β2-SiW11O39)2] (in short,

LnW22). This permitted the analysis of the effects produced by a more dis-

torted antiprismatic environment over the spin relaxation processes. A few
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years later, a third family of mononuclear lanthanide SMMs based on

POMs was also synthesized and characterized by our group. The molecule,

which is based on the well-known Preyssler anion, is formulated as

K12[LnP5W30O110]�nH2O and presents an unusual C5 axial symmetry.

The fivefold geometry gives rise to large off-diagonal anisotropy parameters.

The spin dynamics, mainly at low temperatures, is dominated by fast tunnel-

ing processes and strongly affected by hyperfine interactions.

2.2 Toward Rational Design and Processability
of Magnetic POMs

As we have mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the magnetic properties of SIMs

mainly depend on the electronic spectrum resulting from the crystal field

splitting and the anisotropy of the magnetic ion. As a consequence, a fairly

complex crystal field Hamiltonian (HCF) must be properly defined for a full

theoretical description. To rationalize the behavior of this growing collec-

tion of systems, we recently developed a general theoretical approach that

estimates the effect of the CF on both the splitting of the J ground state

and the mixing of the resulting magnetic levels, providing at the same time

an indication of the leading anisotropy parameters that control such a

splitting/mixture (69). A realistic description of the lowest energy sublevels

and their wave functions may help to describe their magnetic properties and

to rationalize which conditions are favorable for the discovery of new

derivatives with interesting properties. Moreover, the description of spin

eigenvectors will permit researchers to deal with the potential application

of these systems as spin qubits in Quantum Computing (70).

The theoretical characterization of the magnetic properties of the first

family of SIMs was based on a simultaneous fit of the temperature depen-

dence of powder magnetic susceptibilities and 1H NMR spectra. This

allowed the extraction of the CF parameters for the whole isomorphic series

(71). Although a simultaneous adjustment is possible, overparametrization

was a serious limitation of this kind of models and its predicting power

was limited, as the parameters are not transferable to other compounds hav-

ing the same kind of ligands. To overcome these limitations, a different

approximation based on the real coordinates of the metal complex was

developed by us through a computational package known as SIMPRE that

uses the real geometries of the complexes to obtain the ground multiplet

crystal field splitting and the static magnetic properties (72). As starting point,

the point-charge electrostatic model was chosen due to its simplicity and

versatility (73). The main advantage of this model is that it permits the
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estimation of the CFPs using the chemical structure in an inexpensive way.

An additional advantage is that it can be deeply improved by adding minor

modifications, overcoming most limitations of the initial model, in order to

provide an initial set of CFPs for further analysis using the full Hamiltonian.

The simplified CFmodel that originally considered only equal charges at the

nuclear positions of the atoms that coordinate the magnetic center was

improved in 2012, distinguishing between different kinds of donor atoms.

The model uses radial effective charges (REC) for those ligands that can be

treated as spherical or that have the electron density of the donor atom

pointing directly toward the metal. As we will see later, this model is per-

fectly suitable to reproduce and even predict the behavior of POMs as

ligands coordinating through oxygen atoms. The REC model requires as

parameters the effective charge and the effective distance (Fig. 4).

In 2014, both LnW10 and LnW22 POM-based SIM families were

revisited by our group in order to describe their magnetic behavior

according to the REC model (74). This magnetic theoretical characteriza-

tion offered useful additional information about the Stark sublevels and gro-

undmultiplet wave functions with respect to the coordination environment.

In our calculations, the coordinate systemwas referred aligned with the main

symmetry axis of the square antiprism. Due to the fact that the eight oxygen

atoms are chemically equivalent, a simultaneous fit of the magnetic suscep-

tibility data of LnW10 and LnW22 (Ln¼Dy, Ho, Tb, Er) could be per-

formed. This permitted to reduce the parameter space and allowed an

interpretation of the ligand field effects of polyoxowolframates. The most

satisfactory fitting of the temperature dependence of the magnetic suscepti-

bility was obtained when Dr¼0.895 Å and Zi¼0.105. The applicability of

these two REC parameters was further tested by the prediction of the mag-

netic susceptibility of the related TmW22 and YbW22 derivatives. Their

magnetic properties could be described successfully with the same two

parameters as can be seen in Fig. 5 (right).

X Ln3+

ri

Dr Reff

Fig. 4 Electronic pair of a ligand X oriented toward the nucleus of a trivalent lanthanoid
cation. The effective charge is located between the lanthanoid and the donor atom at
Reff¼ ri�Dr.
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The energy level schemes and ground state descriptions of the ten

lanthanide-based polyoxowolframate derivatives are reported in Ref. (74).

To have a closer look, the energy level schemes and main contributions

to the wave functions of compounds ErW10 and YbW22 are shown in

Fig. 6. One may observe the high contribution of a high MJ in both cases
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Fig. 5 Fitting of the experimental χT product of the series of (left) [Ln(W5O18)2]
9� and

(right) [Ln(β2-SiW11O39)2]
13� using the REC model: Dy ( ), Ho ( ), Tb ( ), Er ( ), Tm ( ),

and Yb ( ).Markers: experimental data; solid line: theoretical fit for Dy–Er and prediction
for Tm and Yb.
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(99% of �13/2 and 97% of �5/2 for ErW10 and YbW22, respectively),

which are compatible with the SMM behavior reported in the work of

AlDamen et al. (29). It is worth to mention that in the case of ErW10 the

calculated first excited state yields at 16 cm�1, whereas the experimental

one, which was determined by EPR and specific heat, is located at

17 cm�1 (75). This description has improved the previous description of

the CF splitting of the ErW10 compound, where the first excited level (with

a main contribution of �1/2) was placed at 2 cm�1.

In a second step, the possibility of having novel SIMs in other derivatives

of these two series was explored. The SIMPRE package was acting as a spy-

glass and the most promising results were identified for NdW10 (74). Then,

the real structure of the Nd derivative and the REC parameters obtained in

the study of both polyoxowolframate families were combined to obtain a

prediction of the energy level scheme and the contributions to the wave

functions (Fig. 6). The theoretical calculations describe a ground state with

95% of contribution of MJ¼�5/2, which is very similar to the mononu-

clear SMM YbW22. Furthermore, the main MJ contribution to the ground

state wave function of NdW10 coincides with the one of the first Nd-based

SIM reported by Rinehart and Long (76).

This encouraged us to prepare the sample and measure its magnetic

properties. The compound exhibited the expected SMM behavior and

the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility was successfully

predicted. The theoretical results regarding this thermodynamic property

are plotted and compared with the experimental results in Fig. 7. As one

may observe, there is an almost perfect agreement between the prediction

and the experiment, showing the great possibilities that this strategy can

provide to the community of POMs by checking new candidates with inter-

esting magnetic properties. Analyses of the frequency dependence of

the χ00 peaks through an Arrhenius plot allowed the estimation of the

magnetization-relaxation parameters in this system. The best fitting affords

a barrier height (Ueff) of 51.4 cm
�1 with a preexponential factor (τ0) of

3.55�10�10 s. Given the good insulation of the Nd3+ ions provided by

the diamagnetic polyoxowolframate framework (the shortest Nd–Nd dis-

tance is 11.221 Å), the slow relaxation process exhibited by the complex

should be considered as a single-molecule property.

All studies presented in this section so far have been on poly-

oxowolframates, but there is no fundamental limitation that impedes the

use of polyoxomolybdates for the design of lanthanoid SIMs. In fact, among

the advantages that polyoxomolybdates would present in comparison with
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the previous two families of SIMs based on polyoxowolframates is that they

are in general more easily reducible by one or more electrons. This allows

the coexistence of localized f electrons with a number of delocalized d elec-

trons. As it has already been demonstrated with transition metal ions, these

entities are unique model systems that favor the appearance of novel phe-

nomena and possibilities in nanotechnology (19). Often, they can also be

functionalized with more ease. Motivated by these perspectives and by

the similar coordination environment with respect to the first two families

of POM-based SIMs, we decided to proceed with the study of the magnetic

properties of polyoxomolybdates encapsulating lanthanides (77).

We prepared and characterized two new families of POM-based

mononuclear lanthanide complexes. The first family is formulated as

[Ln(β-Mo8O26)2]
5� (in short, LnMo16), {Ln

III¼Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and

Yb} and consists of a lanthanide ion trapped by two [β-Mo8O26]
4�moieties

(78). The second family is formulated as [Ln{Mo5O13(OMe)4NNC6H4-p-

NO2}2]
3� (in short, LnMo10), {Ln

III¼Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Yb, and Nd}. In

these cases, the lanthanide ion is trapped by a functionalized POM based

on a lacunary Lindqvist-type pentamolybdate (79). Despite the chemical dif-

ferences (see Fig. 8), from the point of view of the lanthanoid, both systems

Fig. 7 χT product of NdW10. Circles, experimental data; solid line, theoretical prediction
using the REC model.
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present a rigid square antiprism structure that is completely analogous to that

of LnW10.

While polyoxomolybdates present unique experimental challenges com-

pared with polyoxowolframates, keeping in the topic of this chapter we will

focus on the magnetostructural relations and its theoretical characterization.

In the LnMo16 series, we carried out a simultaneous fit with SIMPRE of the

four magnetic susceptibility curves of the Tb3+, Dy3+, Ho3+, and Er3+

derivatives. The best agreement was reached using the REC parameters

Dr¼0.72 Å and Zi¼0.253. In this case the Dr value was slightly larger than

the one obtained in LnW10 and LnW22. This might be interpreted as the

effective point charge needing a smaller covalent correction in this case.

According to some semiempirical studies (80), this difference can be related

to the different Pauling electronegativity of the Mo and W atoms. In this

family, the larger difference in electronegativity between Mo (2.16) and

O (3.44) enhances the ionic character of the Mo–O bonding and therefore

also of the coordination bond Ln–O. The REC parameters were tested by

applying them to the Tm3+ and Yb3+ derivatives, yielding a very good

agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 9). The calculated energy levels

can be found in Ref. (77). The slightly larger crystal field splitting for

LnMo16 compared with LnW10 and LnW22 (according to our theoretical

calculations) might be extrapolated to a trend of polyoxomolybdates

producing a slightly stronger ligand field splitting compared with poly-

oxotungstates at a given metal–ligand distance.

Let us now focus on the second series of mono-lanthanide containing

polyoxomolybdates of formula [Ln{Mo5O13(OMe)4NNC6H4-p-NO2}2]
3�

species (from now on: LnMo10, where Ln¼Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Yb, and

Nd), which are based on the hybrid lacunary Lindqvist-type pentamolybdate

[Mo5O13(OMe)4(NNC6H4-p-NO2)]
3� as a ligand (79) and synthesized by

Fig. 8 Molecular structures of (left) [Er(Mo8O26)2]
5� and (right) (TBA)3[{Mo5O13(OCH3)4

(N2C6H4-p-NO2)}2Tb].
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the group of Prof. Proust in Paris. The key here is the substitution of

organic ligands in the POM, which opens a path for chemical func-

tionalization: a promising advance toward functional molecule-based

nanostructures, a requirement for single-molecule experiments. In this

case, the chemical structures of the Tb, Ho, and Er derivatives were deter-

mined by X-ray diffraction and show the lanthanoid ion coordinated by

eight oxygen atoms that are bonded to molybdene atoms. Indeed, the

coordination environment of the lanthanide is similar to the coordination

environment of the series LnW10. The POM complex is formed by two

anionic [Mo5O13(OMe)4(NNC6H4-p-NO2)]
3� moieties sandwiching

the magnetic center in a slightly distorted square-antiprismatic geometry

(Fig. 8 (right)). If we compare the structures with the families of poly-

oxowolframates exhibiting SMM behavior, the skew angle between the

two anionic moieties in TbMo10, DyMo16, HoMo16, ErMo16, TmMo16,

and TmMo16 is comparable with the measured one for ErW10 (44.2

degree), whereas the Ho and Er derivatives of LnMo10, as well as TbMo16,

are more distorted, being comparable with the ErW22 derivative (41.4

degree). So far we have no chemical control on the skew angle, which

depends on a number of subtle crystal packing interactions.

Fig. 9 Fitting of the experimental product of the series [Ln(Mo8O26)2]
5� using the REC

model: Dy (red), Ho (blue), Tb (blue), Er (green), Tm (black), and Yb (orange). Markers give
experimental data, and the solid lines theoretical fits for Tb–Er and predictions for Tm
and Yb.
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Here we should note the different approaches one can take when apply-

ing the REC model, which range between (a) a quick prediction in the

absence of any free parameters, which can be useful for the screening of

known (or potential) structures in the search new SIMs, or (b) an individual

fit of the magnetic and/or spectroscopic properties for each metal. The latter

procedure has a descriptive, rather than predictive, goal. In the study of the

LnMo10 family, we decided to apply an intermediate strategy, as follows.

Because of the similarity with the coordination sphere of the LnMo16 series,

the product of the parametersDr¼0.72 Å andZi¼0.253 was kept constant,

thus reducing the number of free parameters to one for each metal. Within

this constrains, the magnetic susceptibility curves of this series were fitted

individually for each metal ion. Theoretical results, which show an excellent

agreement with the experiment, are plotted in Fig. 10. The sharp decrease

below 10 K that is observed in the ErMo10 derivative is reminiscent of a

behavior observed in other complexes and is not yet well understood

(81,82). We do have to note that, as happens in the current case, those sys-

tems present an Ising ground doublet (MJ¼�15/2), which might favor a

stronger dipolar interaction at low temperature.

Let us finally compare the calculated energy level schemes for DyMo10,

ErMo10, and YbMo10 (see Fig. 11). The calculated ground state of DyMo10
is dominated byMJ¼�11/2 (86%), with an excited state at about 11 cm�1

Fig. 10 Experimental (circles) and predicted (solid lines) χT product of the series LnMo10
under a magnetic field of 1000 Oe: Dy3+ (red), Ho3+ (blue), Tb3+ (pink), Er3+ (green), Yb3+

(orange), and Nd3+ (clear blue) from 2 to 300 K.
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characterized byMJ¼0.92j�9/2i, a scheme compatible with the observed

SMM behavior. The situation is similar for ErMo10, with the ground dou-

blet calculated as 99% of MJ¼15/2 and a first excited Kramers doublet

placed at about 19 cm�1. The calculated level scheme of YbMo10 also with

anMJ¼97% of j�5/2i is also compatible with SMM behavior a quasi-pure

MJ function in the ground state without a clear thermal path for relaxation.

In sum, we have found that for POMs, the SIMPRE package using the

REC model has so far resulted in good fits and/or satisfactory predictions

using radial displacements in the range 0.4<Dr<0.9 and effective charges

in a range 0.1<Zi<0.5, while at the same timemaintaining the product in a

range 0.1<Dr �Zi<0.2. These kinds of calculations are expected to benefit

from more detailed experimental information: recently, INS allowed to

determine two distinct crystallographic phases in TbW10 with slightly dif-

ferent coordination environments (83).

3. RELEVANCE OF POMs IN MOLECULAR SPINTRONICS

Having just studied the relevance of POMs in molecular magnetism in

the case of localized spin systems, let us now focus on the possibilities of MV

POMs in Molecular Spintronics. As pointed out in Section 2.1.2, the pos-

sibility of considering the combined effects of electron transfer and magnetic

exchangemakes POM chemistry an exciting playground for theoretical pro-

posals to advance our understanding of fundamental single-molecule

spintronic processes. Furthermore, the chemical and mechanical robustness

Fig. 11 Energy level scheme and main contributions to the ground state wave function
for DyMo10, ErMo10, and YbMo10.
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of POMs combined with their ability to preserve their molecular structure

intact, while a variable number of electrons are delocalized over its network

of empty d orbitals makes them interesting candidates for single-molecular

spintronic experiments.

Indeed, while the preparation of single-molecular nanodevices is now

becoming commonplace, it is still extremely challenging to electrically

manipulate the spin state of a single molecule. Originally, different families

of electrically responsive magnetic molecules have been proposed for these

experiments, namely spin-crossover metal complexes, valence-tautomeric

metal complexes (84), MV metal complexes (85,86,19,87), and dipolar

metal complexes, for example, molecular triangles formed by three antifer-

romagnetically coupled spins (88). In this section, we present some examples

of MV POMs that present two possible spin states with different electronic

properties so that they can change their ground spin state either by the appli-

cation of an external electric field or by electric injection of extra electrons.

A first possibility for the electric switch of the spin state consists in alter-

ing the singlet-to-triplet gap in the two-electron reduced POMs. This can

be achieved by approximating two electrons, which in absence of an electric

stimulus and because of electron repulsion, reside at the most distant posi-

tions in the anion, resulting in two independent spin doublets. An example

of this kind is provided by the dirreduced [GeV14O40]
8� (89). Magnetic sus-

ceptibility measurements in this MV POM are consistent with two indepen-

dent electrons; this is surprising since it contradicts what is found in most

dirreduced POMs, e.g., the Keggin anion or the decawolframate. Ab initio

calculations on embedded fragments found that both the connectivity of the

molecule and the magnitude of most parameters in the Hamiltonian are of

the same order of magnitude to those of decawolframate, which is diamag-

netic (90). The key difference lies in the central square (GeV4) of the cluster,

which displays a higher orbital energy. Sandwiched between the two square

pyramids (V5), this structural feature—which is absent in other MV

POMs—acts as an effective barrier for electron transfer, separating the

POM into two nearly independent wells. Indeed, the diagonalization of

the t–J–VHamiltonian for the whole molecule using the ab initio parameters

resulted in two independent S¼1/2 spins, in full agreement with the exper-

imental result. This behavior could in principle be altered via the application

of an electric field along the long axis of this POM that is forcing the two

electrons to reside in the same well. Theoretical calculations estimate that,

under an applied electric field of the order of 10 V/nm the electrons would

be close enough for their spins to be strongly coupled (see Fig. 12) (20).

In this case, the combination of ab initio calculations with an effective
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Hamiltonian and a elementary dipolar model allowed to show that the polar-

ization of the electron clouds, which creates a large molecular electrical

dipole means that the electric field actually felt by the delocalized electrons

was diminished by up to a factor of two compared with the external applied

field, something to be taken into account when designing single-molecule

experiments. Although in the present example the magnitude of the electric

field is too strong, the sharp crossover from a paramagnetic state to an anti-

ferromagnetic state under a relatively small increase of the magnetic field

means that a more asymmetric POMwould have promise to experimentally

achieve this electrical switch.

A variation over the previous example was the one originally suggested

for the MV POM [PMo12O40(VO)2]
q�. In this complex system a Keggin

structure hosting a variable number of electrons is capped by two (VO)2+,

each hosting one S¼1/2. While the reduction state of the system can be

altered by chemical synthesis, the proposal relies on the possibility on doing

it on a single molecule contacted by electrodes which can inject electrons

and remove them. The key for the switching behavior is that, according

to theoretical calculations, an odd number of delocalized electrons originate

a strong ferromagnetic coupling between the two distant spins located at the

(VO)2+ capping moieties, while an even number of delocalized electrons

results in a very weak coupling. Hence, in this device, a control of the

exchange interaction through injection of electrons can be achieved.

Section 4.2 describes how this, if done with a precise time control, can be

related with quantum logical gates between two qubits.

Moving on from the two theoretical possibilities outlined earlier,

recently a proof-of-principle demonstration was presented for the

Fig. 12 (Left) Energy arrangement of singlet and triplet states as a function of the inten-
sity of the electric field along z. (Right) Molecular electrical dipole (left axis) and effective
electrical potential (right axis) felt by [GeV14O40]

8� under an external electrical field
applied along the molecular main axis.
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experimental fabrication of single-molecule nanorectifiers. This was

achieved using the POM complex [DyP5W30O110]
12� (in short, DyW30)

deposited on gold that were individually contacted with a scanning tunnel-

ing microscope (STM) tip, meaning in conditions similar to those required

for the implementation of the previous theoretical schemes (91). In this case

it was possible to target a single molecule and to record I–V curves by placing

the STM tip above the POM and applying a voltage along it. Between�1.3

and +1.3 V, these I–V curves showed a strongly rectifying behavior with a

negligible current for negative voltages and an exponentially increasing cur-

rent for positive voltages higher than 1 V. It was postulated that the rectifi-

cation mechanism results from the combination of an asymmetry in the

coupling of the molecule to the metal electrodes and an asymmetry in

the electronic structure of the molecule, with either the HOMO or the

LUMO located much closer in energy to the Fermi level of the electrodes

than the other. Both conditions are likely met in DyW30, since the crystal

structure reveals that the trivalent cation resides in one of two possible

pockets in the interior of the POM (Fig. 13). Thus, there are two very dis-

tinct electronic situations depending on whether the cation is closer to the

tip or closer to the surface. A certain difficulty is predicted in tunneling

between these situations, since a water molecule bound to the Dy3+ would

also need to tunnel between two different positions. This enables thinking of

a molecular diode, where the couplings of the molecule to the tip and to the

substrate should be as different as possible, but taking into account that nei-

ther should be exceedingly small, since that would impede the current. Cru-

cially, level broadening is diminished compared with π-conjugated organic

systems, since in the POM the LUMO is localized in the d orbitals of the

metal ions which are rather internal and thus isolated from the surface states

of the substrate.

Fig. 13 (Left) Chemical structure of [DyP5W30O110]
12�, evidencing the lifting of the hor-

izontal symmetry plane in the POM structure by the encapsulated Dy3+ cation. (Right)
View of the fivefold coordination environment.
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4. RECENT ADVANCES ON THE USE OF POMs
FOR QUANTUM COMPUTING

4.1 Molecular Spin Qubits
The first hundred years of Quantum Mechanics have given us what is now

known as the first quantum revolution, which involves a spectrum of

quantum-supported technologies. These range from semiconductor elec-

tronics, lasers and giant-magnetoresistance-based hard drives to medical

MRIs, superconducting quantum interference devices and quantum dots.

Despite all these advances, or precisely thanks of them, society is still betting

decidedly in favor of the future potential of this field, as attested by the recent

announcement of a European Flagship on Quantum Technologies. The

foreseeable technologies of the Second Quantum Revolution can be

grouped in the following subfields: QuantumComputation including quan-

tum simulation, quantum networks including quantum key distribution,

and quantum metrology including quantum sensing and quantum imaging

(92). Every technology of the Second Quantum Revolution, by definition,

is explicitly based on highly nontrivial quantum-mechanical phenomena,

such as quantum superposition or quantum entanglement, and they all stem

from Quantum Information Technology, meaning they all will rely on the

capability of coherently manipulate quantum systems. To be considered part

of the Second Quantum Revolution, a given technology needs to have the

capability of dealing with individual quantum bits, for example, individual

spins, rather than with the average signal of an ensemble of quantum bits or

spins. It is commonly noted that this capability will enable quantum infor-

mation processing, commonly known as Quantum Computing.

The fundamental pieces in Quantum Computing are quantum bits and

quantum logical gates, which are the quantum analogues to classical bits and

Boolean logic gates: the elementary information unit and the elementary

manipulation of information. A quantum bit or qubit is a quantum two-level

system, e.g. a spin S¼1/2, while a quantum gate is a logic operation between

two or more of such qubits. Preparing quantum algorithms based on a series

of quantum gates is qualitatively more efficient than classical information

processing for a series of problems. This notably includes the physical sim-

ulation of quantum systems themselves and thus is of practical interest to

physicists and chemists. While the potential benefits are enormous, two

extremely challenging requisites needed for Quantum Computing are

(a) sufficiently long quantum coherence times and (b) the possibility to
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“scale up” the system to many hundreds of usable qubits. Neither has been

satisfactorily met yet. The latter requirement, termed scalability, is mostly

an engineering problem. While preparing an Avogadro number of identical

spins is trivial in chemistry, preparing a compact array of hundreds (or mil-

lions) of spins that are physically distinguishable is very difficult. Indeed,

the ability of chemists to obtain and combine molecular variations of a given

systemhave a limit.Thus, from the point of viewof chemistry, the problemof

scalability is translated into achieving a magnetic molecule which can be effi-

ciently coupled to a superconducting circuit, and then it is an engineering task

to prepare a circuit that can bemade complex enough by using relatively sim-

ple pieces (93). Additionally, as we will see with an example below, benefits

are to be gained if the electedmagneticmolecule hasmore than two accessible

magnetic energy levels and thus can embody more than a single qubit.

In this chapter, we shall mostly concentrate on the problem of

decoherence, which is a major obstacle for quantum applications (94).

For chemists, it is easiest to think of decoherence as the spin–spin relaxation

in NMR: an irreversible loss of information than cannot be recovered by

spin echoes. It is in fact a rather analogous process, but taking into account

that with magnetic molecules we care about the electronic spin rather than

the nuclear spin. More properly, decoherence can be defined as the loss of

the fragile quantum phase information because of an uncontrolled entangle-

ment of the qubit with its environment: as the environment evolves in what

is basically a classical way, the qubit is effectively “measured” and any quan-

tum process is irreversibly perturbed. Here the environment is understood in

a very general way, and, as we will mention later, notably includes electronic

spins, nuclear spins, and lattice vibrations.

Decoherence is no trivial phenomenon; in fact, it is actually a fundamen-

tal physical problem, with deep philosophical consequences. Furthermore,

in most solid-state systems, there is a chain of progressively weaker

interactions that become relevant in the Hamiltonian as the temperature is

lowered. This is a key obstacle in the quest of coherence, since this means that

lowering the temperature does not in general mean entering a regime with no

unwanted energy levels whose dynamics can destroy quantum effects.

One needs to note that we still lack general analyses of every relevant

mechanism of decoherence, but much progress has been made in some areas

such as the one represented by SMMs (95,96). The contributions of the

so-called nuclear bath and electron spin baths have now been quantified

and can be calculated (97) and the coupling with vibrations and the focus

is currently on the coupling with phonons through local vibrations (98).
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The most commonly used parameters to experimental quantify the

decoherence time in magnetic molecules are the spin–spin relaxation time

T2 and the related phase memory Tm, which are analogous to the same

parameters in NMR. In combination with the oscillation frequency, which

characterizes the speed with which we are able to reverse a spin, T2 permits

to estimate the average number of oscillations between the two states of the

qubit that can happen before the system loses quantum phase information.

Here it is interesting to note that symbols can be a source of confusion, since

the same notation “T2” for a theoretician can represent a theoretical esti-

mate, based on a handful of well-definedmechanisms, but for an experimen-

talist, it can instead represent an effective coefficient in an exponential

equation that approximately reproduces a given experimental result, where

the underlying mechanisms have perhaps not yet been well described. From

a theoretical perspective, it is crucial to understand the mechanistic details

behind decoherence, but from a practical standpoint, it suffices to guarantee

that quantum coherence is maintained for a long enough time to “operate”

the qubit, and often it is this criterion the one that determines whether a

system is a suitable qubit. Practically, one commonly measures the so-called

Rabi oscillations, which are coherent oscillations between the “up” and

“down” orientations of a spin, or more generally between two energy levels

representing the j0i and j1i states of the qubit. These are obtained by a nuta-
tion experiment in a pulsed-EPR setup, and the ability to measure at least a

few Rabi oscillations in a given magnetic molecule is considered indicative

of a good potential as a qubit.

As the above definition of qubit (a quantum two-level system) is rather

general, of course very different physical, chemical, or even biological sys-

tems can embody a qubit. It turns out that, from the point of view of quan-

tum coherence not all candidates are equally well suited, and it is at this point

where chemical designmay play a leading role. Indeed, the spectacular results

reported in the last few years on the use of either Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV)

defects in a diamond matrix, or Phosphorus impurities in a silicon matrix

(99) have shown the potential of solid-state systems, which now rival optical

systems. In the cases of NV defects and P impurities, record decoherence

times of the order of milliseconds are regularly obtained for electronic spins.

These reach multiple seconds in the case of nuclear spins (at low and even at

room temperature), but with the downside that nuclear spins are harder and

slower to couple to each other and to manipulate externally.

Recent relevant advances in molecular spin qubits designed through

chemistry have shown that these systems can provide T2 times that are
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competitive with those reported in the above solid-state systems. This can be

seen in two relevant examples based on mononuclear transition metal com-

plexes. The first case is Freedman’s record of T2¼0.7 ms for a fully deuter-

ated salt of a Vanadium (IV) complex where the ligand carries no nuclear

spins, (d20-Ph4P)2[V(C8S8)3] in frozen CS2 solution (100). A careful design

of the environment guarantees in this case a minimal presence of spins, not

only in the complex but also in the solvent. Crucially, the ligands also lack

methyl groups, where the free rotation can be a stronger component of

decoherence, in addition to its contribution to the nuclear spin bath. Since

the ligands are planar, there is also a certain rigidity of the environment.

The second study focuses precisely on vibrations, showing the crucial

role of the rigid vanadyl stretching vibration, which is the only molecular

movement that is strongly coupled to the qubit energy, allowing

T2¼1 ms at room temperature in a crystalline sample of [(Ph)4P]2[(VO)0.05
(MoO)0.95(dmit)2] (101). This example has shown the key role played by the

spin–vibration coupling to understand and influence the relaxation mecha-

nisms, underlying the relevance of the theory to predict the most relevant

vibrational modes involved in these mechanisms (98,102).

Another aspect in which a molecular approach can be a suitable source of

molecular spin qubits is that related with biophysics. In the last few years, the

study of quantumeffects in biological systems have also become a hot topic, as

some natural biological processes—most notably, photosynthesis in plants

and geolocation in birds—have been found to have a relation with quantum

coherence. This shows that quantum coherent processes inmolecules are not

just beautiful theoretical constructs but may also be real-world solutions. In

this context, the molecular self-organization processes, which are ubiquitous

in biochemistry, may be an added value in the aim toward scalability (103).

4.2 POMs as Spin Qubits
A distinctive advantage of POMs is the possibility of combining a rich

magnetochemistry with an environment that is relatively free of nuclear

spins, which is in fact one of the main sources of decoherence for solid-state

spin qubits. Of course, crystalline solids, such as simple oxides or ternary

oxides, can also be free of nuclear spins, but these typically lack the flexibility

of molecular chemistry. Typically it is not necessary to resort to isotopic

purification, since the contribution to decoherence from oxygen, wolfram,

molybdenum, and even phosphorus are in general negligible compared with

other decoherence sources (97).
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In the spin-localized POMs, the manipulation of quantum information

can take place through time-dependent magnetic fields, i.e., EPR pulses.

These coherently rotate the orientation of the magnetization of a macro-

scopic sample but can also be seen as coherently manipulating the quantum

superposition between two or more spin states. In the spin-delocalized MV

POMs, as we will discuss in the next section, the extra electrons enable a

quantummanipulation through a precisely controlled time-dependent elec-

tric field.

Focusing on spin-localized POMs, let us start with the possibility of using

as qubits cage complexes with an S¼1/2 ground state. One example of this

strategy is provided by the cluster [V15As6O42(H2O)]6� SMM, which con-

tains 15 antiferromagnetically coupled S¼1/2 spins, leading to an S¼1/2

collective ground state.When this system is placed into a resonant cavity, the

microwave field induces oscillatory transitions between the ground and

excited collective spin states (Rabi oscillations), indicative of long-lived

quantum coherence (104). It has also been possible to distinguish between

the Rabi oscillations of the ground state S¼1/2 (T2¼149 ns) and the first

excited state S¼3/2 (T2¼187.7 ns) in a frozen trichloromethane solution at

2.4 K (105).

We shall now look at mononuclear lanthanoid POMs described in

Section 2 as a source of spin qubits. Early studies of spin–lattice relaxation
in ErW10 already indicated that these SIMs are promising candidates to

act as the hardware for quantum information (75). More recently, it was pos-

sible to use single-crystals of HoxY(1�x)W10, to obtain unusually long

decoherence times in relatively concentrated samples (T2�8 μs at 5 K,

regardless of whether x¼10�2 or x¼10�3). By operating at special values

of the magnetic field in which the Ho energy levels are crossing, the

corresponding transition energies (which are analogous to those reported

in atomic clocks) have shown to be independent of the magnetic field up

to the first order. This makes the nanomagnet invisible to the magnetic field

at these points, therefore protecting the quantum process from magnetic

noise, and thus making it resistant to fluctuations of neighboring spins. It

was only possible to enter this regime because of the match between fre-

quency of the EPR spectrometer and the unusually large tunneling splitting

in this system, which in turns results from aC4 symmetry and a ground dou-

blet mixing between MJ¼+4 and MJ¼�4. The key advance here is the

ability to ramp up concentration, since the usual operating conditions for

maximum coherence time in studies on solid-state spin qubits has been to

work with extremely dilute samples of the order of x¼10�4 to x¼10�5.
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Thus, the strategy of extreme dilution is a way to minimize unwanted inter-

actions with nuclei or other qubits, which act as fluctuations in the magnetic

field felt by each qubit and cause decoherence, but is undesirable since

(a) for ensemble measurements, it decreases the signal; (b) for future

single-molecule experiments, it evidences an extreme susceptibility to

neighboring spins; and (c) it effectively impedes a setup that allows any kind

of desired qubit–qubit communication such as two-qubit logical gates. It is

envisioned that the use of clock transitions arising from a large tunneling

splitting will help ease these problems.

Following on the idea of clock transitions, a theoretical study was pres-

ented on a different POM, in this case the Ho derivative of the

[LnPd12(AsPh)8O32]
5� family of polyoxopalladates, in which the magnetic

ion presents a cubic coordination environment (106). The lack of anisot-

ropy, which makes these systems unsuitable as SMMs, generates an extraor-

dinarily rich level structure at low energies. Lifting the strict cubic symmetry

e.g. by an axial distortion of the cube or by applying an external magnetic

field, it is possible to reach a regime where decoherence caused by the spin

bath is expected to be quenched (see Fig. 14). This is achieved in the ground

doublet when the two-qubit states have virtually identical spin expectation

values, in a new kind of clock transition. In this regime the qubit states

should be invisible to the spin bath, and vice versa.

Further exploration on decoherence minimization using POMs was

performed using the Gd3+ analog of DyW30
�, i.e., [GdP5W30O110]

12�

Fig. 14 Logarithm of the variation of the decoherence time (in s) for a transition
between the ground state and the first excited state, considering only the nuclear spin
bath. The lines with sudden changes of decoherence time correspond to spin energy
level crossings. Vertical axis: influence of a magnetic field. Horizontal axis: influence of
an axial compression of up to 1% of the interatomic distances.
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(in short, GdW30). There we experimentally proved that, if the pulse power

can be set up in such a way that the Rabi oscillations is very close to the

Larmor frequency of the proton (something known as the Hartmann–Hahn

condition) a large number (>50) of Rabi-like coherent oscillations can be

detected, about an order of magnitude higher compared with what is usual

in other magnetic molecules. As a further alternative approach to highly

coherent qubit storage in the same system, the influence of deuteration, dia-

magnetic dilution andmicrowave pulse power was tested on GdW30. Unex-

pectedly, high quantum coherence is maintained for longer times under high

microwave power and moderate diamagnetic dilution compared with atten-

uated pulses and/or higher dilution. In the best conditions, strict coherence

(0.999>F>0.99) can be maintained for up to (0.6<2<1.1 μs). The opti-
mal regime involves a double stretched exponential decay with stretching

parameters that are unprecedentedly high for molecular spin qubits.

4.3 POMs as Quantum Gates
In the previous section, we have seen that, among magnetic molecules, the

magnetochemistry of POMmakes them obvious candidates for the design of

spin qubits. Since more than one spin qubit can be encapsulated in a single

molecule, let us explore here the potential of POMs as hardware to imple-

ment quantum gates or even simple quantum processors.

The first proposal in this direction was made in the context of MV

POMs, as outlined in Section 3: in [PMo12O40(VO)2]
q� connected to an

electric circuit through a STM set up, one can control the magnetic coupling

between the two spins located at the (VO)2+ sites through an electric tunnel-

ing current that injects a controlled number of electrons in the central MV

Keggin cluster. An accurate time control to this spintronic switch permits

the implementation of a√SWAP quantum gate, a fundamentally quantum

operation that can leave the qubits in a superposition between two

eigenstates. At the starting point of the process the Keggin cluster has an even

number of electrons; this can be achieved with the help of a backgate poten-

tial. The quantum operation begins by changing the gate voltage so that an

electron tunnels from the tip into the molecule, and ends at a certain time by

reverting to the initial voltage so that the electron tunnels back out. The time

needed to achieve a SWAP (or a √SWAP) quantum gate between the left

and right spin qubits, as well as the quantum fidelity of said operation, is a

function of the effective exchange coupling parameters—which are charac-

teristic of the molecule—and the tunnel coupling to the STM tip—which in
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principle can be tuned. Several analogue POMs exist that could serve as

extensions of this scheme, where the complexity of the qubit network is

augmented either by either using NiII (S¼1) instead of VIV (S¼1/2) or

by having four magnetic sites instead of two.

More recently, a remarkable experimental advance has occurred with a

proposal to integrate several electron spin qubits in a single magnetic ion,

whose energy level scheme is tuned by a suitably chosen molecular environ-

ment (107). As in previous experimental implementations outlined in the

previous section, this approach was illustrated with GdW30, i.e., a nearly iso-

tropic Gd3+ ion entrapped by a large POM molecule. This molecule was

chosen because it provides an equatorial coordination environment that

produces a very weak crystal field environment in Gd3+, so that all required

transitions can take place an energy window allowed by conventional

pulsed-EPR technology, e.g., X-band (108). This is precisely the key ingre-

dient that was missing in the proposal by Leuenberger and Loss to use Mn12
as a multiqubit system (109), a promising proposal that physicists have not

been able to implement experimentally so far. By using microwave technol-

ogies, either three-dimensional cavities or quantum superconducting cir-

cuits, it was shown that the eight spin states corresponding to the ground

S¼7/2 multiplet of GdW30 allow a set of coherently addressable transitions

(with modest T2 times in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds, but all-

owingmultiple Rabi oscillations) and thus allow a universal three-qubit pro-

cessor (see Fig. 15). Given that all the transitions occur within a single ion,

the problem of decoherence caused by dipolar interactions between neigh-

boring qubits is not applicable, and it is possible to strongly couple three

qubits while working with highly diluted magnetic samples. It constitutes

a very efficient way (alternative to the atomic clock transitions) to minimize

decoherence in these magnetic molecules. These results are especially

interesting in the light of the recent proposal for a scalable architecture

for Quantum Computation with molecular nanomagnets (93).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

After many years of being employed as minimal models in Molecular

Magnetism and convenient playing ground to study fundamental phenom-

ena, such as anisotropic magnetic exchange, electron transfer, and their intri-

cate relation with Coulombic repulsion and vibronic coupling, POMs

have now jumped to the stage of the rational design of SIMs and are being

considered as test subjects for simple experiments in Single-Molecule
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Spintronics and Molecular Quantum Computing. The two main features

that made them attractive to be studied in Molecular Magnetism are still

behind their current interest. These can be described as follows:

(1) They are able to coordinate oxophilic magnetic cations and consist of

fused regular polyhedra. Thus, they tend to encapsulate spins in very

robust, highly symmetrical cages, on which multiple variations can

be performed to studymagnetostructural relations. This is equally inter-

esting whether one is focused on magnetic exchange in polynuclear

transition metal clusters or on the ligand field of mononuclear lantha-

nide complexes. Indeed, the theoretical characterization of families

exhibiting similar coordination spheres from ligands of different natures

has proven to be a useful path toward the design of new SIMs.

(2) They are singular MV systems. The electron resides in essentially non-

bonding d orbitals and as it can efficiently transfer via the pervasive net-

work of oxo-bridges. This, combined with the previous characteristic,

opens an infinite well of possibilities for the interaction of localized and

Fig. 15 (Left) upper panel: Structure of GdW30, orientation of the external magnetic field,
continuous wave-EPR (experiment and simulation) (A) and theoretical energy level split-
ting displaying the eight energy levels and the seven transitions (B). (Right) Coherent
Rabi oscillations for each of the seven transitions.
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delocalized spins. With the current interest in Molecular Spintronics,

the possibilities include the application of an electric field, which in

the particular case of Quantum Computing needs to be

time-dependent. Both in theory and in the experiment, it has been

proven that POMs allow unique advancements in these fields.

Finally, one needs to note that certain characteristics which POMs have

always displayed are now being found to be useful, in particular their rigidity

and their low abundance of nuclear spins. In both cases, these properties

facilitate the preservation of the quantum coherence (or quantum phase

information) of encapsulated spins, which is a very desirable characteristic

for Spintronics in general and for Quantum Computing in particular. This

may be one of the reasons why several relevant advances in the field of

molecular spin qubits have been led by POMs.
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Abstract

Breakthroughs in future information technology mandate new materials. For the most
pressing challenges in current information technology—i.e., a drastic decrease in
energy dissipation and augmented device functionality beyond classical von Neumann
computation architectures—several pathways have been proposed. A particularly
promising direction is that of spintronics, where electronic spin state control comple-
ments electronic charge-state control (1). More recently, neuromorphic computing
gained significant interest, characterized by a focus on synaptic functionality to realize
neural networks and associative memory concepts. In the context of these develop-
ments, polyoxometalates, characterized by their unique structural versatility, their
potential for functionalization and a highly versatile redox chemistry, provide several
key advantages that motivate their exploration and use as single-molecule components
of novel electronic and spintronic devices. As will be exemplified in this chapter,
polyoxometalates provide near-perfect model systems to study the basic phenomena
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associated with single-molecule electronics and spintronics. Given the infancy of
this field, this chapter thus is intended not a classical review, but as a map of potential
departure points for avenues to polyoxometalate-based single-molecule devices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over 50 years ago, Gordon E. Moore predicted the continuous min-

iaturization of electronics to “lead to such wonders as home computers […],

automatic controls for automobiles, and personal portable communications

equipment” (2). Moore’s foresight proved equally correct when he, in the

same paper, conjectured an exponential increase with time of the number

of transistors on a single integrated circuit. Although Moore expected the

breakdown of this “law” to occur within 10 years, it has remained valid

for five decades. However, with demonstrations of IBM of 7 nm node chips

based on silicon-germanium transistors, the dimensions of the various ele-

ments of a CMOS (complementary metal oxide-semiconductor)-based tran-

sistor now approach those of single molecules. This anticipated evolution has

sparked intense research in the field of molecular electronics (3–9), broadly
defined as the study of charge transport at the molecular level. Since the first

proposition of a molecular diode (10), molecular wires (11–13), switches (14),
and transistors (15,16), have been designed and characterized. Consequently

the future development of information technology devices will be dominated

by two major trends: first, a continuation of the exponential increase in per-

formance and efficiency (an adjusted “Moore’s law”) by further down-scaling,

newmaterials, and novel device fabrication concepts; second, added function-

alities (“More thanMoore”) stemming from the emergence of advanced con-

cepts such as the implementation of neuromorphic concepts, in order to

overcome the existing limits inherent to the classical concepts of binary logics

and von Neumann architectures (i.e., a strict functional separation between

information processing, information storage, etc.). Take, for example, what

is considered a recent breakthrough in artificial intelligence: In 2011, IBM’s

supercomputer Watson, trained to answer questions in natural language, for

the first time beat human champions in the US quiz show “Jeopardy!.” (17)

Winning this quiz show requires not only access to large amounts of

factual data but also associative information processing. To beat the human

brain, consuming less than 100 Watt for its 100 billion neurons, required

the operation of 2880 POWER7 processors and 16 Terabytes RAM, while
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consuming 2.3 MW of electrical power. This discrepancy to human

“neurocomputing” or “cognitive computing” illustrates the necessity to

reduce power dissipation by orders or magnitude and to introduce devices

of synaptic functionality, in order to realize neural networks. This chapter will

explore two emerging fields that promise significant advances into these direc-

tions and that are investigated in our research group on the basis of poly-

oxometalate chemistry. Note that several other concepts to utilize

polyoxometalates in spintronics and information technology are being pur-

sued, ranging from the electrostatic control of spin states in heterometal poly-

oxometalates (18) to the use of films of redox-active, switchable

polyoxometalates as components in flash RAM (19).

The understanding and control of the correlation of molecular charge

and molecular magnetic states and their combined exploitation are at the

heart of single-molecule spintronics, a rapidly growing area at the intersec-

tion of molecular electronics, molecular magnetism, and condensed matter

physics that aims to translate several concepts of classical,

semiconductor-based spintronics (1) to the molecular level. The interest

in charge transport mechanisms through individual molecules withmagnetic

ground states and the underlying physical phenomena is primarily triggered

by several aspects of technological relevance. Among them are pronounced

nonlinear charge transport effects which (in part) manifest the quantum

nature of the molecular magnetic multiplet states, the low energy require-

ments to switch molecular spin states and the low-dissipation operation of

molecular transistors at low-bias voltages, and the prospect of ultimate

integration density. Next to nonlinear response modes and low-bias

conductivity within the Coulomb blockade regions (see below), nontrivial

functionalities such as negative differential resistivity (e.g., of interest for

high-frequency logic circuits) can also emerge from single magnetic mole-

cules (20), as will be detailed in Section 4.2. The ability to differentiate

between and address not just two but multiple magnetic states in principle

also implies that such systems allow for multilevel switching and signal

processing and opens avenues to non-von Neumann logic devices such as a

multilevel memristive device. As the immediate molecular environment also

influences the molecular electronic states that are relevant to the molecular

conductivity, molecular sensor applications are likely to be realized as well.

Overall, a steady progress in theoretical modeling of the transport processes

of both spin-polarized and nonpolarized currents points to a plethora of

charge transport effects and intriguing physics yet to be experimentally con-

firmed. Finally, the predicted sensitivity even to very weak magnetic effects
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(for example, Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interactions in geometrically frus-

trated spin systems (21)), which is predicted to cause distinct features in

the differential conduction maps, implies that low-temperature

single-molecule charge transport measurements represent a single-molecule

spectroscopy method.

However, the integration of individual molecules into nanoelectronic

devices faces a severe discontinuity in process technologies, namely interfac-

ing discrete molecules and macroscopic solid-state (metal and metal oxide)

electrodes in a controlled fashion. Two-terminal molecular contacts can be

realized in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) setups and their spectro-

scopic variants (22,23)where charge transport involves a conducting surface,

the molecule (chemisorbed or physisorbed on the surface), and the metallic

STM tip. For a molecular analogue of a field-effect transistor (Fig. 1), a

three-terminal-gated contactmode, essential to addressing specificmolecular

charge states via a gate voltage, is usually realized by embedding a molecule

between the tips of a nanoscaled break junction, generated mechanically or

via electromigration from an ultrathin gold (or Au-based alloy) layer on the

top of a metal oxide-terminated substrate serving as the gate electrode

(24,25). The deposition itself simply involves gas-phase transport or dipping

the break junction into a solution of the molecule. To facilitate this

deposition, the target molecule usually comprises chemisorptive groups,

e.g., alkylthiol chains, with a specific affinity toward the electrodes that

define the source and drain terminals of the break junction. Unfortunately,

the precise geometry of the nanogap cannot be controlled, and the straight-

forward but essentially statistical deposition method suffers from an inherent

Fig. 1 (Left) Schematic diagram of a single-molecule field-effect transistor. Themolecule
(M) is contacted by two metallic Source and Drain leads, while coupled to the field insu-
lating (metal oxide-terminated) gate electrode. (Right, top) Schematic side view of a
molecule bridging the nanogap of a break junction. (Right, bottom) Top-down scanning
electron microscopy graph of a representative gold break junction nanogap, typically
created by electromigration or mechanical strain.
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lack of control and reproducibility. The desired arrangement of a single

molecule in the break junction nanogap with respect to the source/drain

and gate electrodes will thus be achieved only with a low probability.

According to experimental groups active in this field, typically only less than

1% of experimental attempts result in conductivity data that are reproducible

over several voltage sweeps. In the absence of imaging techniques able to

locate and resolve the molecule within the nanogap, the resulting conduc-

tivity data frequently can be difficult to interpret. Other drawbacks are (1)

the need to attach sulfur-terminated tether chains to the targeted magnetic

molecules, as the introduction of such groups rules out molecular magnets

that comprise transition metal centers too reactive toward such groups, and

(2) the limited redox stability of classical magnetic molecules (commonly

coordination complexes) upon contact with metal surfaces, which limits

the choice of magnetic molecules to relatively few classes of compounds.

Furthermore, the degree of electronic interaction between the metallic sur-

face states and the molecular orbitals, which can in principle range from the

weak to strong coupling regime (the latter implying vast hybridization with a

loss of a clearly resolved molecular orbital structure), remains essentially

uncontrollable in break junction environments.

2. BASICS OF MOLECULAR SPIN ELECTRONICS

When the spin of the electron, and not its charge, is the primary oper-

ative parameter, several limitations need to be taken into account: Because of

the fast decoherence of spin in most materials, spin currents can only be

observed over nanoscale distances. Spintronics thus experienced a fast devel-

opment in commensurately scaled systems: giant magnetoresistance, the first

spintronic effect discovered by the groups of A. Fert and P. Gr€unberg in

1988 (26,27), which was already commercially exploited in thin film-based

devices in 1997. Paralleling the development of electronics, spintronics soon

expanded from the use of metallic thin layers to semiconductors,

nanoobjects (28,29), and molecules (30,31). So far, most examples of

molecular spintronics have concentrated on diamagnetic molecules used

as spin valves between ferromagnetic electrodes capable of producing a

spin-polarized current. Systems incorporating magnetically active species

(11,12,32–35), and in particular single-molecule magnets (SMMs)

(36–42), have nevertheless attracted a great deal of attention, mostly from

a theoretical point of view. In particular, this type of system seems also

promising for quantum computing (43–45).
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In order to explore the basic spintronics functionality of individual mag-

netic molecules, their single-molecule conductivity characteristics can be

determined by utilizing the environment of a molecular transistor with

source, drain, and gate terminals (Fig. 1).

Here, a single molecule is contacted by metallic source and drain elec-

trodes, while it is capacitatively coupled to the insulating (metal

oxide-covered) gate electrode. In such a geometry, the current flowing from

source to drain is measured as a function of both the bias and the gate voltage,

and is most commonly represented as the differential conductivity (dI/dV) in

color-coded 2D (dI/dV vsVBIAS vsVGATE) conductivity maps. The primary

role of the gate field is to shift themolecular states relative to theFermi levels of

the source/drain electrodes.Note that the control offeredby thegate field is of

key importance, in particular when comparing to STM experiments where

the charge or redox state of themolecule and the relative energy of its orbitals

is not defined a priori and cannot be controlled directly. Since themagnetism

and the conductivity of the molecule depend on its charge/redox state, this

control is essential for systematic studies of spintronics functionality.

If the contact between the metallic source and drain electrodes is of an

insulating nature, the molecular states are not significantly hybridized with

the surface states of the metallic electrodes (the so-called weak coupling

regime) and charge transport typically occurs via quantum tunneling pro-

cesses. In this case, the predominant charge transport mechanism through

single magnetic molecules (and, more generally, quantum dots) is sequential

electron tunneling. This transport mechanism results in bias- and gate poten-

tial areas of finite differential conductivity dI/dV separated by rhombic Cou-

lomb blockade regions (Fig. 2). The sequential tunneling of electrons from

source to molecule to drain requires the molecular orbital levels to be in res-

onance (for zero-bias field) or to lie within the energetic “window” defined

by the Fermi levels of the source and drain electrodes (for a finite bias field).

The capacitive coupling of the molecule to a gate electrode shifts the molec-

ular energy levels with respect to the source and drain Fermi levels, which

can also change the charge state of the molecule. Excited (e.g., vibrational)

states associated with a specific charge state of the molecule likewise translate

into added differential conductivities and “pattern” the SET areas, leading to

pronounced discontinuities in dI/dV and to the strong nonlinear I–V
responses. A recent example demonstrated that vibrational excitations of a

thioacetate-terminated oligophenylenevinylene could be derived from the

dI/dV maps, with the excitation energies matching those determined from

IR and Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 3) (46).
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Fig. 2 Schematic depiction of the origin of sequential electron tunneling (SET) in a
molecular transistor in the weak coupling regime, here indicated by the blue vertical
lines representing tunneling barriers. (A) In the absence of a bias field, the electrochem-
ical potentials (μ) of the source and the drain electrodes (represented by the horizontal
black bars) are identical, and SET is restricted to gate fields for which themolecular states
are in resonance with the electrode Fermi levels, giving rise to finite conductivities for
the VGATE values for which the various charge states of the molecule (here specified by
the number of electrons, N) meet this criterion (red dots in the 2D dI/dV plot). (B) A bias
field (VBIAS>0) opens up an energy window (transparent red area), in which the pres-
ence of a molecular state can cause conductivity, commensurately broadening the
VGATE ranges for which SET is possible. In the 2D dI/dV plots, this results in SET regions
that surround rhombic “Coulomb blockade” regions of zero conductivity. Each Coulomb
diamond is connected to a specific number of electrons on the molecule. (C) Excited
(e.g., vibrational) states that belong to the individual molecular charge states represen-
ted as yellow horizontal lines running parallel to the diamond edges, also contribute to
the overall conductivity, giving rise to a distinct fine structure in the differential conduc-
tivity diagram, which also allows direct determination of the corresponding excitation
energies (Eexc).
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If the molecule at the heart of such a transistor is characterized by a mag-

netic ground state, the feature most commonly observed in correlation with

electron transport is Kondo resonance spin flip tunneling, materialized by

finite conductance of the system at zero bias and low temperatures

(Fig. 4) (34,47). Magnetic molecules also exhibit several more exotic

transport properties related to their exact magnetic structure, the underlying

theory of which is only beginning to emerge (48).

3. MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MOLECULAR
SPINTRONICS

From the molecular materials point of view, limited stability of

numerous polynuclear coordination complexes remains a significant obsta-

cle for charge transport experiments. Upon contact with a redox-active

metallic surface, many well-known single-molecular magnets succumb to

charge transfer-induced decomposition or rearrangement reactions. Because

polynuclear complexes of transition metal usually present several readily

Fig. 3 Color-coded differential conductivity diagram for an thioacetate-terminated
oligophenylenevinylene (left, R¼n-C12H25) as derived from a three-terminal gold break
junction measurement, highlighting the vibrational fine structure in the SET areas sur-
rounding the central Coulomb blockade region (black). The SET areas here intersect at
VBIAS¼210 mV, resulting in an addition energy of 210 meV. The color-coded dI/dV
values range from approx. 1.5–2.5 nS. Adopted fromOsorio, E. A.; O’Neill, K.; Stuhr-Hansen,
N.; Nielsen, O. F.; Bjørnholm, T.; van der Zant, H. S. J., Adv. Mater. 2007, 19, 281–285.
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accessible redox states, even surfaces usually considered as unreactive

can induce catastrophic changes. For example, the deposition of the

SMM MnIII8MnIV4O12 O2CRð Þ16 H2Oð Þ4
� �

(RCOOH¼16-acetylthio-

hexadecanoic acid or 4-(methylthio)benzoic acid) on an Au(111) surface

was investigated byGatteschi and Cornia who determined from synchrotron

XMCD and XAS measurements that a significant reduction of the manga-

nese centers to MnII (and a potential decomposition of the {Mn12} struc-

ture), with subsequent loss of the hysteretic properties characteristic of

SMMs (49). Interestingly, this decomposition does not even require ulti-

mate proximity between the {Mn12} cluster and the Au(111) surface, since

it was observed for both the long- and short-alkyl chain carboxylate groups.

Several other redox reactions severely affecting the bulk magnetic properties

of smaller coordination complexes have been studied in detail (50,51).

Molecular magnets with redox-active ligands, resulting in ligand-

centered charge transfer, are one alternative to circumvent this problem. Lan-

thanide complexes, with their magnetic 4f states usually impervious to redox

reactions, based on macrocyclic tetrapyrrole ligands such as phthalocyanines

(Pc), have recently been successfully attached to metallic or graphene-based

Fig. 4 Signatures of spin states in single-molecule conductivity. (A) For a molecule
exhibiting a high-spin ground state, Kondo resonance spin flip tunneling opens up addi-
tional transport channels, resulting in nonzero conductivities at (or near) VBIAS¼0 V. As
such, this transport mechanism allows for single-molecule charge transport in the Cou-
lomb blockade regions (represented by horizontal green lines). Zero-field splitting of
the S ground state into its mS substates results in additional transport channels (shown
schematically by two horizontal lines for an arbitrary charge state N). (B) Differential con-
ductivity diagrams for the archetypal single-molecule magnet {Mn12-OAcCl2} (see
Section 4.1) at 300 mK measured after solution deposition onto an electromigration-
created Au break junction. The splitting is faintly visible (dotted pink lines serve as a
guide to the eye) and symmetric with respect to the zero-bias line. Upon changing from
B¼0 (left) to 8 T (right), the Zeeman effect additionally separates the mS substates.
Adopted from Jo, M.-H.; Grose, J. E.; Baheti, K.; Deshmukh, M. M.; Sokol, J. J.;
Rumberger, E. M.; Hendrickson, D. N.; Long, J. R.; Park, H.; Ralph, D. C. Nano Lett. 2006,
6, 2014–2020.
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surfaces. Bulkmagnetizationmeasurements of a terbium(III) phthalocyanine

double-decker complex in three different redox states ([TbPc2]
1�/0/1+) show

that single-ion magnet properties due to an energy barrier formed by the

single-ion mJ substates are retained in all states. However, the magnetization

hysteresis loop changes significantly from one species to the other, indicating

that the effect of the ligand field on themagnetic properties of themetal center

cannot be ignored and that magnetic states can in principle be adjusted by

switching between charge states (52). Additionally, the specific adsorption

geometry, i.e., the exact positioning of the molecule on the surface, has con-

sequences: In their STM studies of iron phthalocyanine of Au(111) surfaces,

Gao et al. found that the strength of the observed Kondo resonance depends

onwhether theFe(II) ion is situated on the topof anAugold atomor between

two Au atoms (53). If defect sites are taken into account in addition to the

already significant number of possible coordinationmodes on an ideal surface,

the variability of coordinationmodes, and thereforemagnetic properties, can

thus become a parameter of uncertainty. Stability issues exist even for lantha-

nide phthalocyanine complexes: In some cases, the coordination to the sur-

face can compete with the loss of one of the Pc ligands. For example, when

Tb(III) and Dy(III) double-decker phthalocyanines were deposited on an

Au(111) surface, the formation of [MPc] complexes, nonexistent in the bulk,

was observed. Andwhile noKondo resonance could be observed for [TbPc2]

under such conditions, it was detected for [TbPc] (38). Lanthanide 4f-cen-

tered states, on the other hand, could only be directly detected for [NdPc2]

in STM experiments, highlighting the importance of their correct energetic

position with respect to the other molecular and surface states, in order to be

energetically exposed for electrical access (54).

A typical strategy to avoid the perturbing influence of themetallic surface is

theuseof long tethergroups, forexample, thenonanethiol chainusedbySessoli

et al. to anchor the SMM [Fe4(L)2(DPM)6] (H3L¼7-(acetylthio)-2,2-bis

(hydroxymethyl)heptan-1-ol; HDPM¼dipivaloylmethane) to an Au surface

(55,56). While the SMM character of the {Fe4} molecule was successfully

retained, the extreme sensitivity of coordination complex-based SMMto small

geometric deformations and other environmental effects generally complicates

the interpretation ofmagnetic data and calls formore rigid targetmolecules—a

requirement that can in principle be met by molecular metal oxides.

4. ADVANTAGES OF MAGNETIC POLYOXOMETALATES

Polyoxometalates, in particular polyoxovanadates, -molybdates, and

-tungstates, are characterized by a range of materials properties that enable
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us to circumvent the limitations listed above. As will be exemplified in this

section, they represent ideal model systems for a systematic exploratory

approach to single-molecule conductivity and spintronics. The exceptional

and well-documented redox properties of POMs, combined with their high

thermodynamic stability and vast array of nanosized architectures that allow

for numerous magnetic functionalization strategies, results in a wide range

of molecules that enable us to study the interplay of molecular charge and

magnetic states and thus in theory offer significant potential as central ele-

ments of single-molecule spintronics devices. Furthermore, magnetically

functionalized POMs have been shown to exhibit a wide variety of magnetic

phenomena ranging from properties related to molecular spin frustration to

electron delocalization-related properties and the magnetic metastability of

SMMs (57–59). Compared to polynuclear coordination complexes, mag-

netic POMs can be carefully modified with respect to many parameters rel-

evant to the molecular magnetic structure.

The magnetic functionalization of polyoxometalates has seen an exten-

sive development over the past two decades, to the point where such systems

can be fine-tuned to study the interplay between charge and magnetic states.

In mixed-valent polyoxovanadate(IV/V) clusters, the vanadium centers

themselves serve as spin (s¼1/2) carriers and therefore any change in molec-

ular charge can result in significant magnetic changes. On the other hand,

polyoxomolybdates, including mixed-valent molybdate structures where

Mo(4d) electrons are typically spin-paired, usually are diamagnetic. They

are commonly magnetically functionalized by interlinking molybdate-based

transferable building blocks of specific geometry and connectivity by mag-

netic transition metal or lanthanide ions. As redox-active building blocks,

polyoxomolybdate substructures can be compared to the redox-active

phthalocyanine ligands of LnPc2 complexes. The versatility of

polyoxomolybdate-based frameworks is exemplified by the thoroughly

investigated polyoxomolybdate-based Keplerate cluster {Mo72Fe30}.

In its charge-neutral, fully oxidized form, MoVI6O21 CH3COOð Þ� �
12

�

FeIII30 H2Oð Þ2
� �

30
MoVI2O7 H2Oð Þf g2 H2MoVI2O8 H2Oð Þ� �

H2Oð Þ31�, this
cluster incorporates 30 Fe(III) spin-5/2 centers that define the corners

of icosidodecahedron, which represents a highly frustrated spin cluster

that can in a first approximation be characterized by a uniform

nearest-neighbor exchange energy J. A 16-fold reduced analogue of

{Mo72Fe30} can be isolated with the composition

MoV=VI6O21 H2Oð Þ3 SO4ð Þ� �
12

�
FeIII H2Oð Þ2
� �

30
�22� (60), which differs

in its (diamagnetic) internal ligand groups due to differences in the synthesis
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conditions but otherwise is virtually isostructural in terms of the overall

spherical polyoxomolybdate shell structure. Importantly, despite the high

degree of reduction and high MoV:MoVI ratio, the Fe centers remain in

the formal oxidation state+III, as confirmed by M€oßbauer spectroscopy.
The apparent lack of structural reorganization upon uptake of multiple elec-

trons is linked to a full delocalization of the added Mo(4d) electron density

over the molybdate-based building blocks. Importantly, the minimal struc-

tural reorganization that accompanies the changes of the molecular redox

state is an important to enable rapid charge-state switching. As the molyb-

date building blocks mediate the (antiferromagnetic) super-exchange inter-

actions between the neighboring Fe(III) spin centers, the 16-electron

reduction in this case causes a 50% change in exchange energy (vs the fully

oxidized MoVI72Fe
III

30

� �
species (61)), with the uniform nearest-neighbor

exchange energy decreasing to J¼�0.76 K (vs �1.57 K). Both the differ-

ences in redox states and the resulting changes in magnetic parameters are

unprecedented when compared to redox-active conventional polynuclear

coordination complexes.

This redox versatility, associated with only minimal structural reorganiza-

tion, also extends to the class of polyoxovanadates (POVs). An instructive

example concerns the archetypal spherical polyanion {V18O42} that canbe iso-

lated with various guest species (e.g., H2O, halides) and exists in various redox

states,withVIV:VV ratios ranging from18:0 (fully reduced) (62) to 10:8 (mixed

valent) (63). A comparison of the cluster shell geometries of the 18:0 and the

10:8 derivatives shows only very small structural changes (Fig. 5).

On the other end of the spectrum, polyoxotungstate(VI) cluster structures

are generallymuchmoredifficult to reduce tomixed-valentW(VI/V)or fully

reduced W(V) species. As such, polyoxotungstate(VI) building blocks pro-

vide robust, redox-inert ligands that can form effective tunneling barriers,

while they also form complexes with numerous magnetic ions.

Another advantage in using magnetic POMs concerns the fact that sev-

eral of the magnetically functionalized polyoxomolybdates and -tungstates

also exist as structurally similar nonmagnetic analogues in which,

e.g., diamagnetic Zn2+, La3+, or [MoVI¼O]4+ groups replace some of the

paramagnetic transition ions or in which the paramagnetic ions are not

present. Therefore, one can elucidate the various magnetic contributions to

a given molecular structure by comparison to diamagnetic derivatives.

Apart from these general features, the following sections will detail how

magnetically functionalized polyoxometalates help to elucidate aspects that

are relevant for their model character for molecular spintronics.
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4.1 Magnetically Functionalized Polyoxometalates Allow
Studying the Effects of Anisotropic Environments
on the Molecular Magnetic Properties

The influence of the electrostatically highly anisotropic environments of

surfaces or break junction nanogaps on the magnetism of a single molecule

has thus far—possibly naively—been ignored in the analysis of “magnetic

signatures” in the conductivity features. Even in comparably symmetric

and simple environments, e.g., a molecule physisorbed on a polarizable, flat

surface, local fields result at the molecule–surface interface (mirror charges)

that, in the case of polyoxometalates, can even induce reversible,

temperature-controlled intramolecular redox reactions (64). Poly-

oxometalates, with their usually high charges, provide a reasonable testbed

for such electrostatic effects, as exemplified by the following three scenarios:

(1) A spin cluster of isotropic spin centers attached to a polyoxometalate

Back in 2008, we explored the possibility to utilize highly charged

hard cations such as Zr4+ or Ce4+ in order to graft lacunary poly-

oxometalates to preformed molecular spin clusters. A first example

employed was the charge-neutral manganese carboxylate cluster

CeIVMnIV6O9 CH3COOð Þ9 NO3ð Þ H2Oð Þ2
� �

, comprising a hexameric

Fig. 5 Superposition of the mixed-valent VIV10V
V
8O42

� �
(red) and the fully reduced

VIV18O42
� �

(blue) cluster shells, highlighting the comparably small geometrical changes
between the different redox states.
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planar ring of μ2-oxo-bridged, octahedrally coordinated isotropic spin-

3/2 Mn(IV) centers, to which a central Ce(IV) ion is coordinated in a

doming configuration (65). The Ce coordination environment here is

completed by sufficiently labile, terminal water and nitrate ligands. The

direct 1:1 stoichiometric reaction of this coordination cluster with the

trilacunary [α-P2W15O56]
12� polyanion (¼{P2W15} (66), derived from

the {P2W18} Wells–Dawson archetype) and a dimethylammonium

source at 70°C yielded the direct adduct [{α-P2W16O57(OH)2}

{CeMn6O9(O2CCH3)8}]
8�, exhibiting the anticipated linkage via the

Ce(IV) site that now binds both to the μ2-O sites of theMn6 ring and sev-

eral terminal oxo positions of the lacunary sites of the (now partially

reconstructed {P2W16}) Well–Dawson structure (Fig. 6) (67).

Importantly, although the formation of Ce–O–W bonds slightly

elongates the distance between Ce and the Mn6 ring, with Ce…Mn

distances increased from 3.37 to 3.42 Å, the magnetically relevant

geometry of the Mn6 ring and its μ2-O/μ2-acetate-based

Fig. 6 Structure of the acetate-supported CeIVMnIV6
� �

spin ring (left) and its product
upon reaction with the trilacunary {P2W15} polyoxotungstate, the adduct [{α-
P2W16O57(OH)2}{CeMn6O9(O2CCH3)8}]

8� (side view: top right, top view perpendicular
to the hexagonal Mn6 plane (transparent purple): bottom right). WO6, gray; PO4, yellow
polyhedra; O, red; MnIV, purple; CeIV, yellow spheres. Green lines highlight the coordinative
bonds between the {CeMn6} cluster and the polyoxotungstate. Methyl groups on the
bridging acetates are omitted for clarity.
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nearest-neighbor exchange pathways is nearly unaffected. However,

one Mn–O–C–O–Mn carboxylate bridge in the {CeMn6} precursor

is replaced by an Mn–O–W–O–Mn bridge, and in contrast to

{CeMn6}, where two Mn…Mn bridging modes alternate within the

Mn6 ring, three nearest-neighbor Mn…Mn exchange coupling ener-

gies (and furthermore a uniform weak next-nearest-neighbor coupling

energy) are necessary to reproduce the magnetic susceptibility data for

the [{α-P2W16O57(OH)2}{CeMn6O9(O2CCH3)8}]
8� aggregate. In

any case, its low-field (0.1 T) magnetic susceptibility data

(1.8–290 K) is virtually identical compared to that of the {CeMn6} pre-

cursor compound. This is in line with the fact that the dominating μ2-
oxo-mediated super-exchange pathways have not been significantly

altered by the addition of the [α-P2W15O56]
12� polyoxotungstate. In

summary, as the octahedrally coordinated Mn(IV) ions here represent

pure isotropic spin centers, the changes to the magnetism of the Mn6
spin cluster upon attachment of the [α-P2W15O56]

12� polyanions are

commensurate with the minor geometric changes induced by this reac-

tion, and no further effects are observed.

(2) A magnetically anisotropic spin cluster grafted to a polyoxometalate

Significant effort has been focused to combine the seminal SMM

MnIV4MnIII8O12 CH3COOð Þ16 H2Oð Þ4
� �

(¼{Mn12-OAc}, usually iso-

lated as {Mn12-OAc} �4H2O �2CH3COOH (68)) with polyoxometalate

clusters. In (distorted)octahedral environments, theMn(III) sites represent

S¼2centers (5B1g), theMn(IV) centers representS¼3/2 centers (4A2); in

the numerous {Mn12} derivatives, ferromagnetic MnIII…MnIII and

MnIV…MnIV as well as antiferromagnetic MnIII…MnIV coupling

produces an S¼10 ground state (69). Coronado and coworkers have

reported that polycationic {Mn12} derivatives, where acetate groups are

replaced by carboxylate-substituted alkylammoniumgroups, produce sta-

ble salts with various polyoxotungstates; however, because of the weak

ionic interactions, structural andmagnetic influences on the {Mn12}-type

cluster imposedby the polyoxometalates are negligible (70).Nevertheless,

the {Mn12-OAc} complex can be employed as a precursor for reacting

with polyoxotungstates. Although the MnIV4MnIII8
� �

core itself could

not yet be retained in reactions with polyanions in aqueous solutions,

the slow decomposition of {Mn12-OAc} in the presence of various

lacunary POTs can lead to a number of polyanions with Mn(III) and

Mn(IV) centers (71).
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Using this approach, in 2010, we were able to condense a decom-

position product of {Mn12-OAc}, namely the cubane-type

MnIII3MnIVO4

� �
cluster on the lacunary plane of [α-P2W15O56]

12�,

resulting in an MnIII3MnIVO3 CH3COOð Þ3 α�P2W15O56ð Þ� �8�

polyanion (¼{Mn4P2W15}, isolated as Me2NH2½ �5:33H2MnII0:33

Mn4P2W15f g � 16H2O (72)). The MnIII3MnIV μ3�Oð Þ3 μ3�Xð Þ� �

(X¼halides, MeO�, MeCO2
�, NO3

�, etc.) cubane-type assemblies,

supported by various organic bridging ligands, constitute a well-known

family of SMMs that in the “effective spin” approach are described by a

S¼9/2 ground state and a zero-field splitting energy (characterized by

the empirical parameter D) ranging from �0.3 to �0.6 cm�1 (73). Of

particular interest for us was the fact that the next excited multiplet

(S¼7/2) is energetically well separated (by ca. 180 cm�1) from the

S¼9/2 ground state, meaning that the ground state properties are dom-

inating the low-temperature magnetism. In the structure of

{Mn4P2W15} (Fig. 7), all three Mn(III) centers are coordinated by

the {P2W15} units. Here, the Mn(III) centers experience typical

Jahn–Teller distortion, with the O atom of the adjacent PO4 group

in {P2W15} acting as one vertex of the Mn4O4 cubane and defining

the orientation of the Jahn–Teller elongation.
The Mn(IV) ion forms the apex of the MnIII3MnIV

� �
trigonal pyr-

amid and is linked to the Mn(III) centers by three μ3-oxo ligands each

connecting the Mn(IV) and two Mn(III) ions, and μ2-acetate groups

bridging the every Mn(III)/Mn(IV) pair. Importantly, the geometry

of the magnetically relevant exchange pathways in the Mn4O4 cubane

substructure is very similar to that in a typical example for a {Mn4O4}

coordination cluster, [Mn4O3(AcO)4(dbm)3] (where dbm represents

the monoanion of dibenzoylmethane), for which D¼�0.39 cm�1

has been reported (74), with the usual SMM characteristics and the typ-

ical onset of a finite χ00 component of the ac susceptibility below 3 K (for

1000 Hz).

The static (dc) magnetic susceptibility data for {Mn4P2W15} is fully

in line with that of the numerous published MnIII3MnIVO3X
� �

-based

SMMs. This includes a S¼9/2 ground state due to antiferromagnetic

coupling (and thus ferrimagnetic arrangement) of the MnIV and MnIII

spin centers (J¼�31.3 cm�1) and ferromagnetic coupling between the

MnIII spin centers (J¼+10.2 cm�1). The field-dependent magnetiza-

tion curves at low temperatures (1.8–5 K) reflect strong zero-field
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splitting due to ligand field effects associated with the Jahn–
Teller-distorted MnIII sites (Fig. 7B). However, the polyanions surpris-

ingly do not exhibit any slowing down of the magnetization relaxation

toward lower temperatures (Fig. 8), a hallmark of SMMs, and no

out-of-phase χ00 component can be detected in the ac susceptibility

down to 1.8 K and an ac frequency of up to 1500 Hz. This observation

was explained by the fact that the simulated ZFS parameter D¼
+0.36 cm�1 appeared to be positive, resulting in an inversion of the

energetic ordering of the zero-field split mS¼+9/2, +7/2, …,

�7/2, �9/2 substates belonging to the S¼9/2 ground state. This is

in stark contrast with the situation in all known SMMs with the

Fig. 7 (A) Molecular structure of the MnIII3MnIVO4
� �� P2W15f g adduct α�P2W15O56ð Þ½

MnIII3MnIVO3 CH3COOð Þ3�8�. Note that the MnIII3MnIVO4
� �4 +

cubane fragment
(highlighted in transparent yellow) coordinates to all oxo positions of the lacunary face
of {P2W15}. MnIII, green; MnIV, purple spheres; O, red; C, black; H, white; WO6, gray; PO4,
yellow polyhedra. Inset: Simplified illustration of the coupling of the Mn(III) (S¼2) and
the Mn(IV) (S¼3/2) spin centers, resulting in the S¼9/2 ground state.
(B) Temperature dependence of χmT at 0.1 T and field-dependent reduced magnetiza-
tion at low temperatures (inset), indicating a clear deviation from the isotropic
Brillouin-type behavior due to significant zero-field splitting. Open circles: experimental
data, solid graphs: least-squares fit resulting from a CONDON simulation. The level dia-
gram shows the energetic ordering of the mS substates emerging from the S¼9/2 gro-
und state, as derived from the same CONDON-fitting procedure. Note that, in contrast to
all other known MnIII3MnIVO3X

� �� type SMMs, themS¼+1/2 and�1/2 substates here
are lowest in energy.
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cubane-like MnIII3MnIVO3X
� �

core, where these mS states define a

parabolic energy barrier between the energetically lowest mS¼+9/2

and �9/2 substates in their E vs mS plots due to the negative sign of

D, and where this energy barrier causes the observed slow magnetiza-

tion relaxation at lower temperatures, concomitant out-of-phase χ00

components in the ac susceptibility and, usually at much lower temper-

atures, magnetization hysteresis akin to that of a ferromagnet. Why did

this barrier, crucial for SMMbehavior, vanish in the {Mn4P2W15} clus-

ter aggregate?

(3) A magnetically anisotropic spin cluster symmetrically sandwiched

between two polyoxometalates

Performing the reaction between the same reagents, {Mn12-OAc}

and {P2W15}, in H2O instead of diluted acetic acid led to

α�P2W15O56ð Þ2MnIII6MnIVO6 H2Oð Þ6
� �14�

(¼{Mn7(P2W15)2}, iso-

lated as Na14{Mn7(P2W15)2} �68H2O) where the MnIII6MnIVO6

�

H2Oð Þ6g magnetic cluster is sandwiched between the two identical

{P2W15} units (75). The structure of the central MnIII6MnIVO6

�

H2Oð Þ6g core can be viewed as two MnIII3MnIV
�

O3 H2Oð Þ3g
cubane-like assemblies sharing a common MnIV vertex (Fig. 9). The

analysis of the dc magnetic susceptibility data supports the S¼21/2

ground state that results from the straightforward coupling diagram:

Fig. 8 Temperature dependence of the in-phase ac molar susceptibility (χm
0
) for several

ac frequencies for the adduct {Mn4P2W15}. No frequency dependence, and thus no sig-
nificant (nonzero) out-of-phase component χ00, is observed down to 1.8 K.
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antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between the MnIII and MnIV

ions ( J¼�18.75 cm�1) and ferromagnetic MnIII–MnIII coupling

( J¼+12.5 cm�1). This implies a similar situation compared to

{Mn4P2W15}, but with the MnIII–MnIV coupling significantly weak-

ened in {Mn7(P2W15)2} compared to {Mn4P2W15}, a consequence of

the missing acetate exchange pathways. In particular, the relative orien-

tation of the Jahn–Teller axes of the Mn(III) ions in each MnIII3MnIV

substructure is nearly unchanged compared to the situation in

{Mn4P2W15}. The most pronounced difference in its coordination

Fig. 9 Structure of the polyanion {Mn7(P2W15)2} and simplified coupling scheme.
Mn(IV), purple; Mn(III), green spheres, O, red; WO6, gray; PO4, yellow. The two Mn4O4 cub-
anes are highlighted in transparent yellow. Hydrogens omitted for clarity.
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environment concerns the single Mn(IV) center that itself represents an

isotropic spin center. Despite the similarities, the frequency-dependent

ac susceptibility measurements showed the characteristic onset of a

slowing down of the magnetization relaxation below 3 K—the

SMM barrier has re-appeared. A CONDON analysis yielded a total

zero-field splitting of 15.7 cm�1 and confirmed a negative ZFSD value

(�0.143 cm�1; Fig. 10).

This surprising resurgence of the energy barrier between the energet-

ically lowest mS states (mS¼+21/2 and�21/2) was tentatively linked to

the fact that the inversion-symmetric {Mn7(P2W15)2} polyoxometalate

cluster does not exhibit a molecular dipole moment—in contrast to the

situation in {Mn4P2W15}, where an MnIII3MnIVO3 CH3COOð Þ3
� �

group with a formal charge of +4 is attached to a polyoxotungstate with

a formal charge of �12 (Fig. 11).

Given that spin–orbit coupling, which factors into the molecular

magnetic anisotropy, depends on the presence of a local electric field

gradient (76), we suggest that the electrostatic environment of the spin

structures within such a magnetically functionalized polyoxometalate

can in principle affect its magnetic anisotropy, at least within the con-

ceptual boundaries discussed above. On the other hand, for isotropic spin

clusters (see the {CeMn6}-{P2W15} aggregate, a structure with a

molecular dipole moment), the changes upon introducing a local elec-

trical field gradient appear insignificant and are in line with the observed

small geometric changes. This, in turn, also generally implies that the

magnetic properties of magnetically anisotropic molecules deposited

on surfaces (or are situated within other electrostatically anisotropic

environments) cannot be assumed to be identical to the symmetric

environment of a solid-state crystal lattice.

4.2 Hybrid Polyoxometalates Represent Potential Precursors
for Controlled Molecule-Nanoelectrode Contacts

As detailed earlier, the development of single-molecule electronics (and

spintronics) is currently limited by the experimental problems associated

with break junction-based measurements, i.e., the state-of-the-art method

to realize single-molecule conductivity studies in gated environments. One

postulated (and still speculative) bottom-up alternative to the break junction

approach is based on recent developments in polyoxometalate synthesis that

allow us to (1) interlink distinct, intact polyoxometalate archetypes and to (2)
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generate hybrid cluster structures from both “classical” polyoxometalates

(based on early transition metal addenda atoms) and “nonclassical” poly-

oxometalates (based on late transition metal addenda atoms (77)). The ratio-

nale behind these strategies to marry different polyoxometalates is to create

polyoxometalates that are augmented by peripheral metal oxide cluster

Fig. 10 (A) Temperature and field dependence of χmT (at 0.1 T) and χm (inset). Circles:
experimental data; solid color graphs: results of least-squares CONDON fit. (B) Cole–Cole
plot showing the divergence of the in-phase and out-of-phase molar ac susceptibility
components (χ00 vs χ0; zero-bias field, 3 G ac amplitude). (C) Zero-field splitting of the
S¼21/2 ground state multiplet resulting from CONDON simulations.
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groups of distinctively different reactivity, which potentially can be trans-

formed into metallic nanoparticles. If these metallic nanoclusters can be kept

attached to the polyoxometalate core structure, eventually representing the

single molecule accessible to charge transport experiments, they can serve as

precursors for source and drain electrodes, e.g., in multitip STM experi-

ments where a minimal distance between the individual STM tips (typically

several dozen nanometers) precludes direct multiterminal conductivity

measurements on individual molecules. Our group thus explores the possi-

bilities to augment the (magnetically functionalized) molecule of choice by

preformed auxiliary metal nanoparticles, which could in turn enable multi-

terminal charge transport measurements using commercial STM setups

(Fig. 12).

A first example of a super-cluster structure that exclusively comprises

nonlacunary polyoxometalate constituents is given by MnIII40P32W
VI

224½
O888�152� (¼{Mn40W224}), isolated as K56Li74H22{Mn40W224} �ca.
680H2O, a core-shell structure consisting of a central {P8W48}

wheel-shaped cluster, to the outer surface of which 12 Wells–Dawson-type

P2W14=15MnIII4=3
� �

are attached (Fig. 13) (79). The {P2W14/15Mn4/3}

units themselves are organized in trimers. Each cluster constituent is linked

E

mS

−9/2 9/2...

E

mS

−21/2 21/2...

+4

−12

+10

−12

−12

Fig. 11 Side-by-side comparison of the {Mn4P2W15} and {Mn7(P2W15)2} cluster anions
and the formal partial charges of their manganese- and polyoxotungstate-based
building blocks. Blue lines indicate the Jahn–Teller elongated MnIII–O bonds in both
structures (color codes as in Figs. 7 and 9). The zero-field splitting of their ground state
multiplet (substate energy vsmS) showcases the inversion of the parabola upon chang-
ing from the polar {Mn4P2W15} to the {Mn7(P2W15)2} structure with no net dipole
moment.
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via two Mn–O–W bridges to its neighbor cluster units. Note that the inter-

cluster condensation mode is highly unusual, also because the outer oxo

positions of intact archetypal polyoxometalates typically exhibit a decreased

electron density due to their π donor bonding to the fully oxidized metal

centers, and coordination to them often is too labile for the isolation of

aggregates. The formation of {Mn40W224} has been scrutinized in terms

of the various (slow) elementary reactions, for which a scheme of kinetically

controlled cocondensation has been proposed (Fig. 14). We conjecture that

this key finding can be translated to other archetypal polyoxometalates,

including magnetically functionalized derivatives.

First proof-of-concept examples for classical/nonclassical poly-

oxometalate hybrid structures have been reported recently, in which poly-

oxotungstates and polyoxopalladates are directly conjoined with no further

bridging groups (Fig. 15) (80). The polyanions SeIV2Pd
II
4W

VI
14O56½ �12�

form by cocondensation of PdII ions with tungstoselenites in aqueous acetate

medium (pH 6.4) and comprise an {α-Se2W14O52} polyoxotungstate

Fig. 12 Hypothetical scenario of a three-terminal molecular transistor architecture real-
ized in a two-tip STM experiment: an arbitrary magnetic molecule (here: a FeIII16W

VI
48

� �

cluster; (78) Fe, green; W, yellow) is deposited on the top of a metal oxide-terminated
gate electrode. Two metal clusters (blue–gray spheres) are attached to this molecule
and act as “contact pads” (or extensions) to the two STM tips (light blue) that have to
retain a minimal distance. Upon contact, these tips then assume the functions of source
and drain electrodes. Note that in this given scenario, the fully oxidized {P8W48} wheel
cluster would serve as insulating tunneling barrier between the metallic nanoparticles
and the inner Fe(III) sites, preventing hybridization of the magnetically relevant 3d
orbitals with the metallic states.
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moiety supporting an isotetraoxopalladate fragment {Pd4O4} (Fig. 15A).

The direct connection between the PdII centers by oxo ligands as well as

the complete integration of the polyoxopalladate {Pd4O4} unit in the poly-

oxometalate framework allows us to consider SeIV2Pd
II
4W

VI
14O56½ �12� as a

bona fide hybrid polyoxopalladatotungstate. The μ2-O bridging the PdII

centers in SeIV2Pd
II
4W

VI
14O56½ �12� are rather nucleophilic and can bind

to heterometal ions as proved by coordination of a {Na(OH2)3} moiety

to the {Pd4O4} site of the polyanion in Cs4Na3H4[Se2Pd4W14O56H] �
18H2O �0.3CsOAc �0.2NaOAc crystals (Fig. 15B). In principle, it

lanthanide(III), Zr(IV), or Ce(IV) ions should potentially replace Na+ in

such architectures. Hence, they can act as direct link between the magnetic

polyoxometalates and polyoxopalladatotungstate hybrids in architectures

Fig. 13 Simplified structure of the {Mn40W224} polyanions in a view perpendicular
(A) and parallel (B) to the central {P8W48} ring (shown in polyhedral representation,
WO6, gray; PO4, yellow), with only the metal skeletons of the 12 attached Wells–
Dawson-type {P2W14Mn4}/{P2W15Mn3} clusters shown. The four {P2W14Mn4}
{P2W15Mn3}2 triads are shown in light and dark transparent blue. Purple lines indicate
the W–O–Mn bridges that form the primary link between the individual clusters. Mn,
light green spheres. (C) A segment of the {Mn40W224} structure showing the two Mn–
O–W links with which a {P2W14Mn4} cluster (shown as ball-and-stick model) here is
attached to the outer surface of the archetypal {P8W48} wheel (yellow octahedra).
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schematically shown in Fig. 15C. There is also a possibility is to assemble

larger polyoxopalladatotungstate structures with potential active sites on

the polyoxotungstate side as exemplified by formation of another classi-

cal/nonclassical polyoxometalate hybrid SeIV4Pd
II
4W

VI
28O108H12½ �12� rep-

resenting a dimer of two H2Oð Þ OHð Þ2PdII2SeIV2W13O49

� �
units

connected by two trans-{O¼W(H2O)} groups (80). The hybrid

Fig. 14 The principle of kinetically controlled conformation/cocondensation postulated
for the self-assembly of {Mn40W224}. The hexalacunary and highly nucleophilic {P2W12}
precursor (formally derived from the intact {P2W18} Wells–Dawson structure) oligomerizes
to {P8W48} under the chosen reaction conditions (an aqueous 1:1 HOAc/LiOAc buffer solu-
tion), its tetramer and reacts withMnIII species that are slowly produced by decomposition
of the {Mn12-OAc} precursor (MnIII, green; MnIV, purple spheres). Note that MnIII ions would
otherwise disproportionate in the absence of suitable reactants. A smaller fraction also
partially decomposes and provides a source of low-nuclearity tungstate that reconstitute
the Wells–Dawson structure, resulting in heterometal {P2W14Mn4} and {P2W15Mn3} inter-
mediates. In a final step, these then cocondense with the {P2W12} constituents of the
{P8W48} rings via their outward-oriented terminal oxo groups to form the {Mn40W224}
polyanions (only one {P2W14Mn4}{P2W15Mn3}2{P2W12} unit is shown; the adjoined three
{P2W12} groups of the central {P8W48} ring are shown in transparent). WO6, gray; MnO6,
green; PO4, yellow polyhedra.
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palladatotungstate structures are of particular interest as they should in prin-

ciple be amenable to subsequent reduction reactions in which the

polyoxopalladate constituent is transformed into a metallic Pd nanocluster

or, depending on the reaction conditions, a Pd-based alloy nanoparticle.

For example, in the presence of [Fe(CO)5], nanoparticles of the hard ferro-

magnetic PdFe phases (81) can be formed; these structures might become

relevant for spin-polarized charge transport experiments. Some PdxSe phases

(x>1.5), on the other hand, are superconducting up to 2.66 K (82).

It will remain to be seen if the Pd or PdFe nanoparticles, formed upon

reduction of the polyoxopalladate constituents, will remain attached to the

neighboring “classical” polyoxotungstate. At the same time, initial experi-

ments with polyoxotungstate-stabilized, ultrasmall (<3 nm in diameter)

PtFe2 nanoclusters, which are known to be chemically very similar to

PdFe-type clusters, display a strong nanocluster–POM interaction (83).

Polyoxometalates here are able to readily supplant typical organic surfactant

Fig. 15 Structure of SeIV2Pd
II
4WVI

14O56H
� �11�

in a top-down (A) and a side (B) view of the
polyanions. The polyoxopalladate parts are highlighted in transparent blue. Pd, blue; O, red;
Se, yellow spheres, WO6, gray octahedra. (C) Schematic illustration of the prospect of hybrid
polyoxotungstate–polyoxopalladate clusters to act as precursors for metal oxide cluster–
metal nanocluster aggregates. Element-selective reduction of the polyoxopalladate,
e.g., with H2, is predicted to yield Pd (or Pd-based alloy) nanoparticles.
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groups such as oleylamine or oleic acid that are commonly used to stabilize

late transition metal nanoclusters; POM-protected PtFe2 nanoclusters are

even soluble and stable in water (Fig. 16). This bolsters the assumption that

the polyoxotungstate-Pd nanoparticle binding might be sufficiently strong

to prevent further, uncontrolled Pd nanoparticle agglomeration—a key

requirement for their use as source/drain electrode precursors.

5. POLYOXOMETALATES IN REDOX-BASED RESISTIVE
SWITCHING

As motivated in Section 1, significant potential has been predicted for

memristor devices, i.e., multiple-state resistive switching devices (84) that

can mimic key synaptic features. Reversal switching between different

redox states by an applied external electric field has been shown for a wide

range of transition metal oxides (SrZrO3, SrTiO3, TiO2, MnO2, Ta2O5,

HfO2, ZrOx, etc.) (85) and is the physical basis of data storage in Resistive

Random Access Memory (ReRAM) devices (86). This new class of com-

puter memories is regarded as promising successor of flash memories. The

simple Metal–Insulator–Metal (MIM) structure of ReRAM cells allows fast

and highly dense packed nonvolatile memories, which can be operated at

very low voltages, resulting in a very high energy efficiency. In general,

Fig. 16 Will a paramagnetic Pd or a ferromagnetic PdFe nanoparticle, formed as
sketched up in Fig. 15C, remain attached to a polyoxotungstate cluster? The stabilization
of ultrasmall PtFe2 nanoclusters (approx. composition: [PtFe2]160) by ca. 20 {SiW11Fe}
Keggin-type polyoxotungstates points toward this scenario. Transmission electron
microscopy graphs show that stabilization by {SiW11Fe} yields significantly smaller
and nonagglomerated PtFe2 nanoparticles (A) compared to the particles that are
formed in the presence of only organic surfactants (B). Reproduced from
Seemann, K. M.; Bauer, A.; Kindervater, J.; Meyer, M.; Besson, C.; Luysberg, M.; Durkin, P.;
Pyckhout-Hintzen, W.; Budisa, N.; Georgii, R.; Schneider, C. M.; K€ogerler, P. Nanoscale
2013, 5, 2511–2519 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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classical ReRAM cells consisting of oxide or chalcogenide switching layers

can be arranged in three different classes (electrochemical metallization,

valence change, and thermochemical memories (TCM)) (87).

The electrochemical metallization memories (ECM) are characterized

by a good ion conducting material as switching layer, which is sandwiched

between an electrochemically active electrode (e.g., Ag, Ni, or Cu) and an

electrochemically inert counter electrode (e.g., Pt, Ir, or W). Especially

amorphous metal oxides, selenides, and sulfides are suited as switching layer

due to their high mobility for metal cations. By applying a positive voltage to

the active electrode, metal ions are dissoluted, migrate through the switching

layer, and recrystallize at the inactive electrode until a galvanic contact

between both electrodes is established through a metallic filament in the

switching layer (see Fig. 17B). Reversing the switching polarity leads to

the disruption of the conducting filament and an increase of the cell

resistance.

It could be shown that many transition metal oxides exhibit such a bipo-

lar switching behavior even in the absence of an electrochemically active

electrode. In these so-called valence change memory (VCM) cells, the

switching process is realized by the electromigration of oxygen vacancies.

In many transition metal oxides such oxygen related defects are much more

mobile than the metal cations. In an initial forming step an n-conducting

Fig. 17 Schematic drawings of the composition and structure of conducting filaments
in exemplary chosen solid-state material systems for classical VCM (A), ECM (B), and TCM
(C) resistive switching cells.
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region consisting of oxygen vacancy-enriched and thus reduced oxide is

formed at the cathode and propagates toward the anode (see Fig. 17A).

When this so-called virtual cathode almost touches the anode, the cell resis-

tance decreases significantly. After this electroforming step, switching

between the ON and OFF state can be realized with much lower voltages

because only a small amount of vacancies has to be moved in order to close

or open the remaining gap in the conductive filament.

Several transition metal oxides, which exhibit a rather large difference

between the high and low resistance state, show a unipolar switching

behavior, i.e., SET and RESET processes occur at the same voltage polarity.

In some systems even a change between bipolar and unipolar switching was

observed depending on layer thickness and temperature. These unipolar

switching cells belong to the class of TCM. Here, resistive switching is trig-

gered by a thermally induced breakdown of a rather thin and highly reduced

oxide filament (see Fig. 17C). This mechanism is often referred to as the

fuse-antifuse type. Because of the rather high switching voltages due to

the necessary local heating TCM cells are usually seen as less attractive than

ECM or VCM systems. The concept of resistive switching, known for var-

ious aforementioned solid-state structures, can in fact be translated to the

level of assembled and individual polyoxometalates that display several

well-defined redox states. For some polyoxometalates, preliminary studies

point to the fact that their various redox states significantly differ in their

molecular conductivity, which represents a crucial requirement for their

use in resistive switching. However, from the mechanistic point of view,

such systems would probably be most closely related to the classical VCM

cells. As such, we are exploring redox-active polyoxometalates, in particular,

POVs that often exhibit a rich redox chemistry (88), as prototypes for ther-

modynamically stable single-molecule resistive memory and memristor

devices, the functional principles of which are illustrated in Fig. 18.

Research in this direction is at a very beginning. A first proof-of-concept

example concerns the stoichiometricW3O9 nanocluster, which can easily be

formed by thermal evaporation ofWO3 powder under UHV conditions and

which displays parallels to the envisioned use of POMs for resistive

switching. Mass spectrometric studies indicated that the trimeric compound

is the main component of tungsten trioxide vapor (89,90), which renders

this W3O9 cluster easily available for fundamental surface science studies.

DFT calculations indicated that the most stable structure of the nanocluster

is a six-membered ring with D3h-symmetry consisting of oxygen-bridged
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tungsten atoms with two additional terminating oxygen atoms at each of the

tetrahedrally coordinated tungsten atoms (91). Its large energy gap of 3.4 eV

nearly reaches the value for bulk WO3, which exhibits a direct band gap of

3.5 eV (92). Thus, W3O9 can be viewed as smallest molecular model for

bulkWO3. Besides the neutral stoichiometric cluster also the corresponding

anions and oxygen-deficient clusters have been objects of theoretical inves-

tigation. It was shown that both the [W3O9]
� and [W3O9]

2� clusters are

highly stabilized by d-orbital aromaticity (93), so that these anions might

be accessible via charge injection into the neutral cluster. Removing a ter-

minal oxygen atom from a W3O9 cluster results in the formation of the

under-stoichiometric W3O8 cluster with CS symmetry, which contains a

tricoordinated tungsten site. Calculations revealed that this tungsten atom

possesses a localized 5d electron pair and represents a localized W4+ defect

site. As a consequence, W3O8 exhibits a very high adsorption energy for O2

of�78 kcal/mol. Therefore, thisW3O8 cluster can be viewed as a molecular

model for an oxygen-deficient site in tungsten oxides. The wide range of

stable ionic and neutral relatives of the W3O9 cluster raises hope to establish

a stable switching between different molecular redox states.

In our preliminary prototypal experiment, the electrically conducting

STM tip could be utilized for changing the electronic structure of an

immobilized W3O9 nanocluster (94). Hereby, the metallic STM tip acts

Fig. 18 Idealized hysteretic current (I, green graph) vs bias voltage curve for a resistive
switching device (left) and schematic state-dependent resistance curves (red graphs) for
a memristive device (right). VR and VW indicate read bias voltages for read and write
operations. The memristive functionality implies switching between the different resis-
tivity states by bias pulse sequences, comparable to the conditioning of synaptic con-
nections between biological neurons via multiple potential pulses.
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as the top electrode of an exemplary switching cell with the oxide cluster as

active component and the substrate as bottom electrode. The typical tri-

meric structure in the STM depiction of W3O9 is caused by the W
6+ atoms

of the cluster ring. By inducing a charge transfer process through the STM

tip, its threefold symmetry could be irreversibly transformed into a twofold

one (Fig. 19). This may be due to an oxygen removal from one of the tung-

sten centers in the cluster ring leading to a partial reduction.

The unique combination of chemical and physical properties of reduced

and mixed-valent POMs (Robin–Day class II or III) such as the pronounced

correlation between the electron (de)localization (see, as an example, VIV:

VV ratios in the {V18O42} cluster: 18:0, 16:2, and 10:8) (63,95), magnetic

state, Kondo resonance, redox state, and electrical single-molecule conduc-

tance may have great benefits in the exploitation in molecular layer-based

and single-molecule charge transport experiments that pave the way for

the eventual integration of POM species into nanoelectronic and nan-

ospintronic devices. In particular, POVs whose redox states can be adjusted

with no or only minimal structural changes (see earlier) attract great atten-

tion (96). Interestingly, we showcased that the POV’s magnetochemical

behavior is governed not only by distinct redox states but can also be signif-

icantly influenced by the different nature of supramolecular guest species

within the POV host structures, as exemplified by the quasi-isostructural,

mixed-valence X@HVIV
8V

V
14O54½ �6� encapsulating diamagnetic template

anions X ¼ VO2F2
� (C2v), SCN

� (C∞v), or ClO4
� (Td) (97).

As an outlook, a first promising result was obtained on {V18O42} clusters

that were deposited on gold (by heating the tetraethylammonium salt of

[V18O42(I)]
5� under UHV conditions). Although a fraction of the cluster

anions decomposed on the metal substrate, these decomposition products

Fig. 19 STM images of a W3O9 cluster (left) and a possible W3O8 cluster (right) adsorbed
on an ultrathin titanium oxide film. The latter has been formed by charge injection
through a metallic STM tip.
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(likely representing smaller cluster fragments) exhibit a tip-induced change

of their electronic conductance that might even be hysteretic (Fig. 20) (94).

6. CONCLUSIONS

Today’s level of development of polyoxometalate chemistry—in par-

ticular with regard to magnetic functionalization, the POM’s surface chem-

istry and organizational tendencies on surfaces and other substrates

(graphene, carbon nanotubes, etc.), control of charge and redox character-

istics, and the ability to interlink different cluster archetypes—opens path-

ways toward their integration in CMOS devices. We are currently

exploring how their unique materials properties can be translated into

single-molecule (spin) transistors and memristors, as these targets promise

especially beneficial for future information technology (98). The current

interest in artificial intelligence and complex neural networks for “deep

learning” will certainly boost the search for molecular memristors, which

can also be used for content-addressable memory that enables parallel

searching functionality within the memory devices, i.e., a departure from

the von Neumann computing architecture.

The biggest obstacle remains the full understanding of polyoxometalates

on surfaces, near surface defects, etc., where the experimental methodology

reaches its limits, e.g., in time-resolved studies. At the same time, the

molecule–surface interface is exactly the area where numerous novel phys-

ical phenomena (including technologically relevant ones) are predicted to

occur. To quote Wolfgang Pauli: “God made the bulk; surfaces were

invented by the devil.” As such, the study of POMs in this context will

remain a challenging yet highly rewarding frontier.

Fig. 20 Preliminary STM graphs of bias voltage-induced conductance change of a dis-
crete {V18O42}-derived POM (encircled) deposited on Au(111). The pronounced change
inmolecular conductivity upon switching from a negative bias voltage (left) to a positive
voltage (middle) is retained when switching back to a negative voltage. Scale bar:
4.9 nm.
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Abstract

Dynamic aspects of polyoxometalate chemistry are often overlooked because of diffi-
culties in monitoring subtle structural and/or speciation changes in solution. This
chapter features the nonaqueous approaches to polyoxometalate synthesis being
developed in our laboratory as a platform for detailed and systematic reactivity studies.
Methods based on metal alkoxide hydrolysis are described that provide access to a
range of substituted {M2W4} and {MW5} Lindqvist-type polyoxometalates containing
reactive {MX}n+ heterometal sites, and examples are given that highlight the importance
of 17O NMR as a tool for monitoring solution reactivity. Lindqvist-type {XTiW5} and
{XSnW5} and related Keggin-type {XMPW11} anions are compared, and significant
differences in their hydrolysis and condensation behaviors are discussed in relation
to DFT studies. The solution reactivity observed upon halide abstraction from {ClTiW5}
or protonation of {(RO)TiW5} species is rationalized in terms of a common difunc-
tional reactive intermediate [TiW5O18]

2�, which has been characterized in its dimeric
form. Following the identification of diprotonated [(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2]

4� a new type
of polyoxometalate ligand behavior is proposed, based on the characterization of
[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2(SnMe2)]

4�, 17O NMR studies of reactions with electrophiles, and DFT
studies of [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2(AuCl)]

4�. The final section describes nonaqueous reduc-
tive aggregation reactions of (TBA)3[PMo12O40] that have produced a family of
electron-rich anions of the type α-[PMo12O40(MLn)z]

x�, and the reductive degradation
of (TBA)2[Mo6O19] to give the tetra-capped ε-[Mo13O40H4{Mg(DMSO)3}4]

2+.

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite their comparatively simple compositions (in many cases only

metal and oxygen atoms), the spontaneous assembly from simple starting

materials of polyoxometalates with structures ranging from the reassuringly

symmetric Lindqvist-type hexametalates [M6O19]
n� to giant rings and

spheres has fascinated chemists for many years (1). Given their rich variety

of properties and their similarity to fragments of extended metal oxide

structures, it is easy to appreciate why this is a fertile area of chemistry

and materials science (2).

A new era for POM chemistry emerged with the use of organic solvents

for their synthesis and subsequent reactivity studies (3).This led to the estab-

lishment of 17O NMR as a powerful technique for POM characterization,

despite the low natural abundance (0.0373%) of this nucleus (4), bringing

detailed studies of solution reactivity within reach for 17O-enriched com-

pounds. Organic solubility may be achieved by suitable choice of cation,

most commonly tetra-alkyl ammonium, and the simplest approach has

generally been to precipitate preformed POMs from aqueous solution by
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addition of a tetra-alkyl ammonium salt. In an alternative approach, Jahr

and Fuchs demonstrated that POMs can be synthesized in organic solvents

by taking advantage of the hydrolytic sensitivity of metal alkoxides, and

obtained (TBA)2[W6O19] by alkaline hydrolysis of WO(OMe)4 (5).

We adapted this approach to prepare mixed-metal Lindqvist derivatives

containing terminal alkoxido ligands [(RO)M0M5O18]
n�, thereby intro-

ducing metal sites that are more reactive than the M]O centers of the

parent isopolymetalates (6). For example, the titanium-substituted tungstate

(TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18] was obtained from (TBA)2WO4, WO(OMe)4,

and Ti(OMe)4 by the reaction shown in Eq. (1), and subsequent substitution

of the alkoxido ligands provided systematic access to a wide range of hybrid

POMs (7)

3 WO4½ �2� +7WO OMeð Þ4 + 2Ti OMeð Þ4 + 17H2O

! 2 MeOð ÞTiW5O18½ �3� +34MeOH: (1)

An important feature of this approach is that 17O-enriched POMs can

be synthesized using the minimum amount of 17O-enriched water, which

reduces the expense of routine 17ONMR spectroscopy for detailed solution

reactivity studies.

Reliable methods for POM synthesis coupled with a detailed under-

standing of electronic properties and chemical reactivity are fundamental

requirements for advances in POM-based catalysis and advanced materials

based on POM functional components. This chapter describes recent work

in our laboratory on platform development for rational POM synthesis and

manipulation, specifically for the elaboration of Lindqvist- and Keggin-type

structural families, and includes insights gained from 17O NMR spectro-

scopic studies of proton-transfer reactions and recent successes in the

targeted synthesis of electron-rich POMs by chemical reduction.

2. SYNTHESIS OF LINDQVIST-TYPE HETEROMETALATES

2.1 A Dititanium-Substituted cis-{Ti2W4} Derivative
By adjusting the relative amounts of titanium and tungsten precursors from

those in Eq. (1) to those in Eq. (2) we were able to obtain the first

dititanium-substituted hexametalate (TBA)3[(MeO)3Ti2W4O16] from its

constituent metal alkoxides (8). A single-crystal X-ray structure determina-

tion showed the anion to have two terminal methoxido ligands and one

bridging the two titanium atoms (Fig. 1), which was consistent with the
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presence of OMe peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum at 4.09 ppm for the

terminal TiOMe groups and 3.80 ppm for Ti(μ-OMe)Ti. The 17O NMR

spectrum corresponded to a C2v metal oxide framework, with two peaks

for W]O, two peaks for TiOW, a single peak with a shoulder for WOW,

and one peak for the central oxygen. The expected intensities for this structure

are 2:2 (W]O), 2:4 (TiOW), 4:1 (WOW), and 1 (μ6-O). The minor impu-

rity peaks in the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 can be assigned to the mono-

substituted anion [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3�. It is worth noting that this {Ti2W4}

Fig. 1 Structure of the anion [(MeO)3Ti2W4O16]
3�.

Fig. 2 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)3[(MeO)3Ti2W4O16]. Peaks marked with an asterisk are
due to (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18].
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POMwas initially obtained from a reaction with a different stoichiometry that

was intended to produce the anion [(MeO)2Ti2W4O17]
4� with two terminal

Ti(OMe) groups, which would seem to indicate that the TiOTi bridging

oxygen in this putative anion is strongly basic and the bridging methoxido

ligand is preferred in the presence of methanol. This is not unexpected in the

light of previous 17O NMR studies of cis-[V2W4O19]
4� acidification, which

established that the bridging VOV was protonated (9)

3 WO4½ �2� +5WO OMeð Þ4 + 4Ti OMeð Þ4 + 15H2O

! 2 MeOð Þ3Ti2W4O16

� �3�
+30MeOH: (2)

2.2 Tin-Substituted {SnW5} Derivatives
In order to explore the effects of substituting the transition metal heteroatom

in the {TiW5} Lindqvist anions for a main group metal, we extended our

alkoxide-based hydrolytic approach to the synthesis of Lindqvist-type

(TBA)3[(MeO)SnW5O18] (10). The reaction between (TBA)2WO4 and

Sn(OtBu)4 in dry acetonitrile gave a complex mixture of oxoalkoxido

species, which simplified upon addition of WO(OMe)4. Stoichiometric

hydrolysis of this mixture according to Eq. (3), followed by a final treatment

with an excess of methanol to ensure complete exchange of alkoxido ligands,

gave a high yield of the desired methoxido species. In the crystal structure,

the SnOMe group was disordered over two trans sites, but the anion was

fully characterized by 1H, 13C, 17O, 119Sn, and 183W NMR spectroscopy.

Satellite peaks for the SnOMe resonance at 3.64 ppm in the 1H NMR spec-

trum gave 3J couplings to 119Sn, 117Sn, and 115Sn of 77, 72, and 66 Hz,

respectively, while satellite peaks associated with the OMe resonance at

53 ppm in the 13C{1H} NMR spectrum showed 2J(119Sn13C) of 35 Hz.

In the 17O NMR spectrum (Fig. 3) the peak at 395 ppm was assigned

to SnOW, which is significantly upfield of the analogous TiOW peak

for [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3� at 525 ppm. In the 119Sn{1H} NMR spectrum,

the peak for [(MeO)SnW5O18]
3� was observed at �647 ppm, and

2J(119Sn183W) couplings of 38 and 12 Hz to equatorial and axial tungstens,

respectively, were resolved in a 119Sn{1H} NMR spectrum obtained from

a 119Sn INEPT experiment (Fig. 4). The 183WNMR spectrum of this anion

is remarkably different from that of [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3�, with resonances at

77 ppm forWeq and�128 ppm forWax compared to the analogous {TiW5}

peaks at 32 and 65 ppm, respectively. A reversible one-electron reduction

was observed at �1.84 V vs Ag/AgCl in the cyclic voltammogram of
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Fig. 3 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)3[(MeO)SnW5O18].

Fig. 4 119Sn INEPT NMR spectrum of (TBA)3[(MeO)SnW5O18].
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(TBA)3[(MeO)SnW5O18], which is more negative than the second revers-

ible wave for (TBA)2[W6O19] in MeCN, i.e., [W6O19]
3�/[W6O19]

4�,
which we observed at �1.64 V

3 WO4½ �2� +7WO OMeð Þ4 + 2Sn OtBuð Þ4 + 17H2O

! 2 MeOð ÞSnW5O18½ �3� +8tBuOH+26MeOH (3)

3 WO4½ �2� +2WO OMeð Þ4 + 4H2O! W5O18½ �6� +8MeOH (4)

W5O18½ �6� +RSnCl3! RSnW5O18½ �3� +3Cl�: (5)

A modified hydrolytic approach was adopted for the synthesis of alkyltin

Lindqvist derivatives, based on our attempts to synthesize the lacunary

species [W5O18]
6� from (TBA)2WO4 and WO(OMe)4 by the reaction

shown in Eq. (4). Our strategy was to generate this pentadentate lacunary

POM ligand and then insert {LM}n+ moieties by treatment with labile

precursors LMXn (11). Although the {W5} lacunary species could not be

identified in spectroscopic studies of the product from the hydrolytic reac-

tion in Eq. (4), when this was treated with RSnCl3 we obtained high

yields of the organo-tin species (TBA)3[RSnW5O18] (R¼Me, Ph, and

4-IC6H4) (Eq. 5) (12). We were able to obtain crystal structures for

(TBA)3[PhSnW5O18] and (TBA)3[(4-IC6H4)SnW5O18], and the anion in

the latter compound is shown in Fig. 5. The incorporation of an iodophenyl

group provides a reactive site for further organic functionalization via

Sonogashira coupling, as demonstrated by Proust and coworkers for related

tin-substituted Keggin anions (13). 1H, 17O, 119Sn, and 183WNMR spectra

Fig. 5 Structure of the anion [(4-IC6H4)SnW5O18]
3�.
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for (TBA)3[MeSnW5O18] are shown in Fig. 6, and NMR data for all three

organo-tin compounds are compared with those of the alkoxido anions and

their derivatives in Table 1. A previous brief report of (TBA)3[PhSnW5O18],

obtained by acidification of (TBA)2WO4 in the presence of PhSnCl3,

included a picture of the anion structure and mentioned the 17O NMR

spectrum but no data were given (14), while the product obtained from

a reaction between K9[Ce(W5O18)2] and MeSnCl3 that was proposed

to be (TBA)3[MeSnW5O18] showed peaks at �20.3 ppm for Weq and

�16.0 ppm for Wax in its 183W NMR spectrum, which are markedly

different from the chemical shifts of 58 ppm for Weq and �155 ppm for

Wax that we observed for this methyltin anion (15).

A characteristic feature in the 183W NMR spectra of all of the {SnW5}

Lindqvist anions is the large difference between the chemical shifts for Weq

and Wax and the large upfield shifts for Wax in comparison to the group 4

transition metal analogs. DFT calculations of 183W NMR chemical shifts

and 2J(119Sn183W) coupling constants for [(MeO)SnW5O18]
3� were carried

out by the group of Poblet at IRV Tarragona to investigate this feature (16).

Calculations for two conformations of the anion with Cs symmetry and

OSnOC torsion angles of either 0 degree (eclipsed) or 60 degree (staggered)

to simulate rotation of the CH3 group around the Sn–O bond gave the

values shown in Table 2. Although the absolute errors in the prediction

of the shifts are not negligible (�88 vs �128 ppm for Wax and 105 vs

70 ppm for the Weq), the experimentally observed trend in chemical shifts

is reproduced well and, moreover, the large separation between the two

predicted peaks (193 ppm) is close to the experimental value (205 ppm).

Calculations showed that the large negative chemical shift observed for

Wax (�128 ppm) has an electronic origin, and the 183W NMR chemical

shifts computed for the Ti analog were +80 ppm (Wax) and +61 ppm

(Weq), which are close to the observed shifts of +65 and +32 ppm, respec-

tively. With regard to the coupling constants, the average magnitudes

of 2J(119Sn183W) for the two conformers also provide very good estimates

of the experimental values, i.e., 9.3 vs 12 Hz for 2J(119Sn183Wax) and 39.7

vs 38 Hz for 2J(119Sn183Weq).

2.3 Cobalt-Substituted {CoW5} Derivatives
The “virtual” pentatungstate precursor described above was also used to pre-

pare the first {CoW5} Lindqvist-type heterometalates by treatment of this

material with Co2+ precursors (17). Addition of [Co(MeCN)4(H2O)2]

(BF4)2 or CoCl2 to the hydrolysis product from Eq. (4) did not give the
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Fig. 6 1H, 17O, 119Sn, and 183W NMR spectra of (TBA)3[MeSnW5O18]. Peaks in the 17O NMR spectrummarked with. are due to [W6O19]
2� and

the peak marked with an asterisk in the 119Sn NMR spectrum is due to an uncharacterized tin impurity.



Table 1 119Sn, 183W, and 17O NMR Data for {SnW5} Lindqvist-Type Anionsa

Anion

119Sn Chemical
Shift/ppm

183W Chemical
Shift/ppm 17O Chemical Shift/ppm

(2J{119Sn183Weq}/Hz) Weq Wax W]O SnOW WOW μ6-O

[(HO)SnW5O18]
3� �633 (37.4) 72.2 �121.2 719, 683 395 382, 367 17

[(MeO)SnW5O18]
3� �647 (38.4) 76.9 �128.1 720, 684 395 383, 363 17

[(EtO)SnW5O18]
3� �651 (39.8) 74.7 �129.6 725, 684 395 382, 365 17

[(iPrO)SnW5O18]
3� �654 (29.9) 74.5 �128.3 726, 684 396 383, 367 18

[(tBuO)SnW5O18]
3� �663 (40.3) 71.8 �126.7 725, 683 396 382, 368 18

[(C6H5O)SnW5O18]
3� �673 (45.6) 77.4 �124.1 723, 689 397 385, 361 16

[(4-MeC6H4O)SnW5O18]
3� �674 (47.5) 78.9 �122.8 722, 688 396 385, 361 16

(4-tBuC6H4O)SnW5O18]
3� �673 (45.6) 76.7 �121.6 723, 689 396 386, 362 17

[(4-HOC6H4O)SnW5O18]
3� �674 (51.2) 76.4 �122.8 723, 689 398 386, 363 17

[{2-(CHO)C6H4O}SnW5O18]
3� �672 (48.9) 79.1 �120.6 725, 691 399 387, 365 15

[MeSnW5O18]
3� �492 (7.5) 58.4 �155.0 713, 669 397 383, 378 b

[(C6H5)SnW5O18]
3� �572b 66.2 �153.9 716, 675 398 379, 376 20

[(4-IC6H4)SnW5O18]
3� �566b c c 717, 677 398 380, 374 b

aAs nBu4N
+ salts.

bNot observed.
cNot measured.



expected solvated monomeric anion [(MeCN)CoW5O18]
4� but rather

the protonated dimer [(CoW5O18H)2]
6� with the structure shown in

Fig. 7A. The protons associated with the anion were not located directly,

but the short distance between O16 and O160 (2.735 Å) suggested a

hydrogen-bondedO–H–O interaction, while the other proton is disordered

over the other CoOW bridging atoms. Further support for the protonated

formulation was obtained from the crystal structure of the monomeric

adduct [(py)CoW5O18H]3� which was obtained by treatment of the dimer

with pyridine (Fig. 7B). In this case, the longer W–O*(Co) distance of

2.000(9) Å and a bond valence sum of 1.13 for O* (averages for the three

independent anions in the crystal structure) clearly indicated localized

protonation at a single CoOW site, reflecting the strongly basic nature of

these oxygens in the [(L)CoW5O18]
4� anion.

Table 2 Calculated NMR Parameters for [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3� and [(MeO)SnW5O18]

3�a

[(MeO)SnW5O18]
32 [(MeO)TiW5O18]

32

Calculated Experimental Calculated Experimental

δ(Weq)/ppm 104.1 76.9 61 32

δ(Wax)/ppm �90.5 �128.1 80 65

jΔδWj/ppm 195 205 19 33

2J(119Sn183Weq)/Hz �38.9 38 — —

2J(119Sn183Wax)/Hz �9.0 12 — —

aDFT calculations were performed with the ADF2009 package (ADF 2009.01. Department of
Theoretical Chemistry, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam).

Fig. 7 Structures of the anions (A) [Co(W5O18H)2]
6� and (B) [(py)CoW5O18H]

3�.
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It is worth noting that on some occasions when using the reaction in

Eq. (4) we observed hydrolysis of theMeCN solvent and in several cases crys-

tals of CH3C(O)NH2•(TBA)Cl were isolated upon attempted preparation

of (TBA)4[M
IIW5O18] first-row transition metal derivatives from the metal

chlorides. In one instance, a reaction with CoCl2 produced the acetamide

adduct (TBA)3[{CH3C(O)NH2}CoW5O17(OMe)], and the X-ray crystal

structure showed the acetamide ligand in the anion to be hydrogen-bonded

to a CoOW bridging oxygen (Fig. 8), while the presence of the bridging

methoxido ligand is reminiscent of the protonated CoOW in [(py)

CoW5O18H]3� and of the bridging Ti(μ-OMe)Ti in [(MeO)3Ti2W4O16]
3�.

These {CoW5} structures serve to illustrate the dual functionality of

[MW5O18]
n� POMs, which contain a Lewis acidic heterometal site flanked

by basic MOW oxygens, a feature which is likely to have implications for the

reactivity of these anions. This situation is reminiscent of Lewis acidic,

oxide-supported metal sites in heterogeneous catalysts (18).

2.4 The Hydrolytic Assembly Process
In an attempt to shed light onto the aggregation processes occurring during

these nonaqueous hydrolytic routes to hexametalates, we monitored the

simplest tungstate system by 17O NMR spectroscopy, i.e., the formation

of [W6O19]
2� from [WO4]

2� and WO(OMe)4 via the reaction shown in

Eq. (6) (12):

WO4½ �2� +5WO OMeð Þ4 + 10H2O! W6O19½ �2� +20MeOH: (6)

Fig. 8 Structure of the anion [{CH3C(O)NH2}CoW5O17(OMe)]3�.
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The room temperature 17O NMR spectrum recorded soon after addi-

tion of 17O-enriched water (Fig. 9A) shows W]O and WOW peaks char-

acteristic of [W6O19]
2� at 776 and 415 ppm (the peak for central μ6-O at

�78 ppm is much less intense due to a low level of enrichment at this site)

along with broad peaks in the region of 750 and 525 and 400 ppm, which

sharpen somewhat after a day (Fig. 9B). Heating to 60°C has a marked

effect (Fig. 9C), and after heating overnight the spectrum is dominated

by the peaks for [W6O19]
2� (Fig. 9D). After removal of crystalline

(TBA)2[W6O19] (Fig. 9E), the spectrum of the mother liquor revealed peaks

due to intermediate species that further diminish over several days at room

temperature and with subsequent heating to give essentially complete

conversion to [W6O19]
2� (Fig. 9F–H). The broad features observed during

the initial stages of this reaction are probably associated with oxoalkoxido

species resulting from ligand redistribution between (TBA)2[WO4] and

WO(OMe)4, as previously observed for a 1:1 mixture of these compounds

(19), and possibly transient hydroxido complexes resulting from their

hydrolysis. It is worth noting that the sharper peaks associated with inter-

mediate species do not correspond to any reported values for known

isopolytungstates (4,20). This study of POM self-assembly serves to demon-

strate the special stability of the hexanuclear Lindqvist structure in non-

aqueous solutions, and investigations are now being extended to the

{MW5} heterometallic systems described above, in which speciation is

expected to be more complex, not least because of differential hydrolysis

rates for the W–OR and M–OR bonds.

3. SYNTHESIS OF KEGGIN-TYPE HETEROMETALATES

One of the longest-established rational approaches to heterometallic

POM synthesis is the treatment of monolacunary {EW11} Keggin species with

suitable labile heterometal compounds. Many substituted derivatives of the

type [(L)MPW11O39]
n� have been obtained from aqueous reactions of alkali

metal salts of [PW11O39]
7�, while the organic-soluble (TBA)4[H3PW11O39]

has been employed in nonaqueous reactions (21). We previously reported the

highly soluble monosodium salt (TBA)6[NaPW11O39] as a convenient

alternative precursor for nonaqueous reactions (11), and we have found this

can readily be enriched in 17O by stirring an acetonitrile solution with
17O-enriched water, although the less accessible central PO4 oxygen atoms

are not enriched by this method, as shown by the absence of a resonance at

about 60 ppm in the 17O NMR spectrum (Fig. 10) (22). X-ray crystal
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Fig. 9 17O NMR spectra of the hydrolytic reaction shown in Eq. (6): (A) immediately
after addition of water; (B) after 1 day; (C) after heating to 60°C; (D) after overnight heating
at 60°C; (E) mother liquor after removal of crystalline (TBA)2[W6O19]; (F) mother liquor after
several days at room temperature; (G) mother liquor after heating to 60°C; (H) mother
liquor after heating overnight at 60°C. Peaks for [W6O19]

2� are marked with an asterisk.
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structure determinations showed the sodium ion to be bound within the

vacant site of the lacunary Keggin anion, although the site was disordered over

several metal positions. The peaks for the two nonequivalent NaOWoxygens

expected from this structure are barely resolved at 438 and 432 ppm in Fig. 11,

although separate peaks are observed when smaller line-broadening values are

used during processing. This route to 17O-enriched {MPW11} derivatives

provides a convenient alternative to the methods described in the pioneering

work of Klemperer (4), and some specific applications of this approach are

described below.

3.1 Titanium(IV)- and Tin(IV)-Substituted {MPW11} Derivatives
The chlorido derivatives (TBA)4[ClTiPW11O39] and (TBA)4[ClSnPW11O39]

were first prepared by Knoth from (TBA)4[H3PW11O39] (23). We found

that 17O-enriched samples of these compounds could be obtained in quan-

titative yields from enriched (TBA)6[NaPW11O39] by treatment with

TiCl4 or SnCl4, respectively, and subsequent halide exchange reactions

with NaOMe afforded 17O-enriched (TBA)4[(MeO)TiPW11O39] and

(TBA)4[(MeO)SnPW11O39] for protonolysis studies (see Section 4). The
17ONMR spectra of the {TiPW11} compounds contain two distinct TiOW

peaks at 585 and 565 ppm (X¼Cl) or 560 and 535 ppm (X¼OMe), while

the SnOW peaks in the 17O NMR spectra of {SnIVPW11} anions have not

been assigned unambiguously, as these peaks are shifted upfield into the region

Fig. 10 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)6[NaPW11O39].
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Fig. 11 17O NMR spectra of (A) (TBA)4[(MeO)TiPW11O39] and (B) (TBA)4[(MeO)SnPW11O39].



associated with bridging WOW (Fig. 11), in a similar fashion to the upfield

shifts of SnOW peaks in the 17O NMR spectra of {XSnW5} anions

(Table 1) compared to TiOW in {XTiW5} anions (7).

3.2 Tin(II)- and Lead(II)-Substituted {MPW11} Derivatives
17O-enriched (TBA)5[SnPW11O39] and (TBA)5[PbPW11O39] were

similarly obtained by treatment of (TBA)6[NaPW11O39] with SnCl2 or

Pb(O2CCH3)2�3H2O, respectively, and broadened peaks at 527 and

566 ppm in the respective 17O NMR spectra were assigned to unresolved

SnIIOW and PbIIOW resonances for each anion (Fig. 12) (22). The down-

field shift of SnIIOW compared to SnIVOW in [XSnPW11O39]
4� (X¼Cl,

OMe) is due to the less electrophilic nature of Sn2+ in [SnPW11O39]
5�. As

observed previously, no 2J(31P119Sn) coupling was evident for the Sn(II)

compound (24), indicating that Sn is not bound to the central P–O oxygen

of the lacunary pocket, which is also the case for Pb in the crystallograph-

ically characterized [PbGaW11O39]
7� (25). 17O NMR data for this series of

{MPW11} Keggin anions are collected in Table 3.

3.3 A Platinum(IV)-Substituted {PtSiW11} Anion
Our efforts to synthesize a Pt(IV)-substituted Keggin anion from

(TBA)6[NaPW11O39] and Pt(IV) salts in nonaqueous media have to date

proved inconclusive, but the first characterized Pt(IV)-substituted Keggin

species (TBA)4[H2PtSiW11O40] was obtained by addition of (TBA)Br to

an aqueous solution of K8SiW11O39�13H2O and K2[Pt(OH)6] that had

been acidified to pH 4, although isolation of the pure compound free from

plenary [SiW12O40]
4� required additional purification steps (26). The com-

pound was characterized by 183W and 195Pt NMR spectroscopy in addition

to FTIR spectroscopy and elemental microanalysis, although the nature of

the terminal ligand bonded to platinum could not be determined unambig-

uously to be either water or hydroxide. Initial reactivity studies indicate that

this ligand may be substituted, e.g., by NO3
� and that the platinum can be

reduced to Pt(II) and reoxidized to Pt(IV), raising the possibility of catalytic

chemistry for this anion.

4. PROTONOLYSIS OF M–OR BONDS
AND CONDENSATION

A general feature of metal alkoxido complexes is their susceptibility to

ligand exchange via protonolysis with elimination of alcohol. This tendency
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Fig. 12 17O NMR spectra for Keggin-type anions (A) (TBA)5[SnPW11O39] and (B) (TBA)5[PbPW11O39].



has been exploited extensively in the preparation of metal oxide materials via

the sol–gel process, but the complexity of the solution speciation during

hydrolysis of homoleptic metal alkoxides, where there is more than one

M–OR bond per metal, makes it difficult to identify the intermediate stages

in reactions leading to large polynuclear species, such as those identified in

Klemperer’s pivotal NMR studies of Ti(OR)4 alkoxide hydrolysis (27). The

incorporation of single {MOR}3+ fragments (M¼Ti, Sn) into the Lindqvist

[(RO)MW5O18]
3� and Keggin [(RO)MPW11O39]

4� anions provided the

opportunity to study and compare the reactivity at these structurally related

sites and consider the factors affecting the underlying mechanisms.

4.1 Hydrolysis of {(MeO)MW5} Lindqvist Anions
We previously noted that the hydrolysis of (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18] is

slow and at higher temperatures proceeds to the condensation product

(TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2] rather than the hydroxide (TBA)3[(HO)

TiW5O18] (7). In an attempt to isolate the hydroxido species we therefore

employed repeated cycles of mild hydrolysis with subsequent removal of all

Table 3 17O NMR Data for {MPW11} Keggin Anionsa

Anion

17O Chemical Shift/ppm

W]O MOM MOW WOW

[NaPW11O39]
6� 707–646 — 438, 432 401–360

[SnIIPW11O39]
5� 720–701 — 527, 522 426–372

[PbIIPW11O39]
5� 718–693 — 566 426–372

[ClTiPW11O39]
4� 747–743 — 585, 565 427–386

[(MeO)TiPW11O39]
4� 739–735 — 559, 535 423–401

[(HO)TiPW11O39]
4� 739–736 — 559, 536 433–384

[(μ-O)(TiPW11O39)2]
8� 741–722 713 571, 541 424–398

[ClSnIVPW11O39]
4� 749–737 — 429–373

[(MeO)SnIVPW11O39]
4� 745–731 — 427–333

[(HO)SnIVPW11O39]
4� 746–733 — 427–374

[(μ-O)(SnIVPW11O39)2]
8� 747–732 b 429–374

[PW12O40]
3� 770 — — 432, 405

aAs nBu4N
+ salts.

bNot observed.
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volatiles in an effort to drive the reaction toward [(HO)TiW5O18]
3� and

minimize condensation. The FTIR spectrum of the resulting product

did indeed show a band for ν(TiOH) at 3676 cm�1, but there was also a

band at 673 cm�1 due to νas(Ti–O) of the TiOTi bridge, indicating that

condensation occurs even under mild conditions (Fig. 13) (12).

The hydrolysis of (TBA)3[(MeO)SnW5O18] proceeded much more

quickly than the titanium analog. In this case, the hydroxide derivative

(TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18] was formed cleanly at ambient temperature and

the subsequent condensation was less favorable than for titanium. Although

the SnOH group could not be distinguished in the single-crystal X-ray

structure of (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18] because of disorder over all six

metal positions, the presence of SnOH was established by the observation

of ν(SnOH) at 3648 cm�1 in the IR spectrum and by the presence of
2J(1H119Sn) coupling of 47.7 Hz in the 119SnNMR spectrum for the resonance

at �633 ppm when the spectrum was measured without proton decoupling

(Fig. 14) (28). Tungsten satellites are also present with 2J(119Sn183Weq) of

37 Hz. In d6-DMSO the SnOH group was observed directly by 1H NMR

as a broadened singlet at 3.42 ppm. Separate satellites for 2J(1H119Sn) and
2J(1H117Sn) were not resolved, but the coupling constant for the broadened

satellites was ca. 44 Hz.

In the 119Sn NMR spectrum of (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18], in addition to

the main peak at�633 ppm a small peak at�666 ppm appeared over several

days at ambient temperature due to the formation of (TBA)6[(μ-O)

(SnW5O18)2]. In order to drive the condensation equilibrium toward the

oxo-bridged species, volatiles were removed periodically from a heated

Fig. 13 ATR FTIR spectrum of the product from (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18] hydrolysis.
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solution of (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18] while monitoring the conversion by
119Sn NMR as shown in Fig. 15. Evidence for the formation of the SnOSn

bridge was obtained by recording the 119Sn NMR spectrum without 1H

decoupling, which showed no 2J(1H119Sn) coupling and extra satellite peaks

due to a 2J(117Sn119Sn) coupling of 333 Hz in addition to 2J(119Sn183W)

coupling of 46 Hz (Fig. 16). Interestingly, condensation did not occur when

(TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18] was heated in DMSO instead of MeCN,

suggesting that DMSO is a sufficiently good ligand to interact with the

Sn centers and prevent the formation of Sn(OH)Sn bridging interactions

and the subsequent H migration and elimination of water. Attempts to

obtain single crystals for X-ray structure determination have to date been

unsuccessful, but the anion was characterized in a hydrogen-bonded

structure with iPr2NH2
+ cations (Section 5; Fig. 25).

Fig. 14 119Sn NMR spectrum of (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18] without
1H decoupling.
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Fig. 15 119Sn(1H) NMR spectra of successive cycles of heat treatment with removal of
volatiles showing conversion of (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18] (bottom) to (TBA)6[(μ-O)
(SnW5O18)2] (top).

Fig. 16 119Sn NMR spectrum of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(SnW5O18)2] without
1H decoupling.



4.2 Hydrolysis of {(MeO)MPW11} Keggin Anions
In a series of papers, Kholdeeva and coworkers have discussed the chemistry

associated with POMs based on the {TiPW11} framework, including

the interconversion of monomeric [XTiPW11O39]
4� and dimeric [(μ-O)

(TiPW11O39)2]
8� anions (29), and the crystal structure and solution

chemistry of [Et2NH2]8[(μ-O)(TiPW11O39)2] have also been reported by

Nomiya and coworkers (30). We were interested to establish whether

substitution of Ti for Sn would cause differences in the hydrolysis and con-

densation behavior of the [(MeO)MPW11O39]
4� anions in the same way as

observed for [(MeO)MW5O18]
3� anions. Our studies of (TBA)4[(MeO)

TiPW11O39] confirmed that hydrolysis is comparatively slow. 31P NMR

spectra revealed that with a 100-fold excess of water, [(MeO)TiPW11O39]
4�

was converted to [(HO)TiPW11O39]
4� after 10 min and the subsequent

slow formation of [(μ-O)(TiPW11O39)2]
8� at ambient temperature could

then be followed over the course of several days (Fig. 17) (22). The inter-

mediate hydroxide species is notably longer lived than the analogous

Fig. 17 31P NMR spectra of [(MeO)TiPW11O39]
4� hydrolysis (100-fold excess of

water; 25°C).
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Lindqvist species, so that it was possible to isolate (TBA)4[(HO)TiPW11O39]

in high yield by carrying out the hydrolysis with a large excess of water, then

removing all volatiles after about 30 min, and repeating the process several

times. The product shows ν(OH) at 3633 cm�1, and the 17O NMR data for

the enriched anion are given in Table 3. Pure oxo-bridged (TBA)8[(μ-O)

(TiPW11O39)2] was obtained by stirring a solution of (TBA)4[(MeO)

TiPW11O39] with a slight excess of water for several hours to give a mixture

of (TBA)4[(HO)TiPW11O39] and (TBA)8[(μ-O)(TiPW11O39)2] from

which the volatiles were removed. The residual solid was then dissolved

in acetonitrile and treated with 3A molecular sieves until the condensation

reaction was complete. This hydrolysis–condensation process enabled the

TiOTi site to be selectively enriched in 17O by using 17O-enriched water,

giving a single peak at 713 ppm in the 17O NMR spectrum.

As in the case for the Lindqvist hexametalates, the tin-substituted Keggin

species (TBA)4[(MeO)SnPW11O39] hydrolyzed much more rapidly than

its titanium analog to give the hydroxido derivative (TBA)4[(HO)

SnPW11O39], and in an attempt to quantify the rate by 1HNMR, the reaction

proceeded almost to equilibrium by the time the first spectrum had been

recorded. The FTIR spectrum of (TBA)4[(HO)SnPW11O39] contains a band

for ν(OH) at 3639 cm�1, close to that for [(HO)TiPW11O39]
4� at 3633 cm�1.

Condensation to (TBA)8[(μ-O)(SnPW11O39)2] was more difficult than for the

titanium system, but was achieved by repeatedly heating a solution of

(TBA)4[(HO)SnPW11O39] with regular partial removal of the volatiles.
183W NMR spectra for these two {SnPW11} anions shown in Fig. 18 are

consistent with the proposed monosubstituted α-Keggin structures. In each

spectrum, the extreme peaks can be assigned to the tungsten atoms adjacent

to tin, where the size of 2J(119Sn183W) increases with the SnOW angle in

the structure. For [(HO)SnPW11O39]
4� the couplings are 53.5 and

144.1 Hz for the peaks at �76.4 and �175.2 ppm, respectively, and for

[(μ-O)(SnPW11O39)2]
8� the couplings are 68.3 and 163.5 Hz for the peaks

at�82.5 and�182.2 ppm, respectively, enabling assignment of the downfield

peaks in each case to the tungsten atoms in the SnW2 “triads” with the smaller

SnOW bond angles. By comparison, [(HO)SnW5O18]
3� and [(μ-O)

(SnW5O18)2]
6� have 2J(119Sn183Weq) values of 37 and 46 Hz, respectively.

4.3 Alcohol Interchange
Addition of alcohol R0OH to [(RO)M0M5O18]

3� was expected to result in

alkoxido exchange but, surprisingly, the 1H NMR spectra after addition of
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MeOH to (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18] showed separate sharp peaks for

MeOH and (MeO)Ti, even at elevated temperatures (70°C) indicative of

slow exchange on the NMR time scale. We previously reported

off-diagonal exchange peaks in a 2D 1H EXSYNMRexperiment for a mix-

ture of MeOH and [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3� (7). However, we have now

repeated this experiment several times for both MeOH/[(MeO)

TiW5O18]
3� and MeOH/[(MeO)TiPW11O39]

4� mixtures and did not

observe any TiOMe/MeOH exchange peaks, even after addition of water

at 60°C, although small peaks did appear upon addition of small amounts of

HBF4. In contrast, off-diagonal SnOMe/MeOH cross peaks were observed

for MeOH/[(MeO)SnW5O18]
3� and MeOH/[(MeO)SnPW11O39]

4�

mixtures as shown in Fig. 19. These observations are consistent with our

general observation that alkoxido-tin(IV)-substituted POMs are muchmore

moisture sensitive than their titanium analogs.

4.4 Alkoxido Metathesis
Despite the relatively slow alcohol exchange rates for (TBA)3[(MeO)

TiW5O18], we were able previously to obtain a range of

(TBA)3[XTiW5O18] derivatives with oxygen-donor ligands X from reactions

at elevated temperatures (7). Protonolysis reactions of (TBA)3[(MeO)

Fig. 18 183W NMR spectra for (A) [(HO)SnPW11O39]
4�; (B) [(μ-O)(SnPW11O39)2]

8�.
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SnW5O18], although faster, were also facilitated by heating and provided

access to a series of exchange products (TBA)3[(RO)SnW5O18] including

R¼Et, iPr, tBu, C6H5, 4-MeC6H4, 4-tBuC6H4, 4-HOC6H4, and

2-(CHO)C6H4, which have all been characterized by single-crystal X-ray

crystallography, although disorder was problematic for R¼Et and

4-HOC6H4. A selection of these {SnW5} structures is shown in Fig. 20,

and NMR data are included in Table 1 (28).

Fig. 19 2D 1H EXSY NMR spectra for mixtures of (A) (TBA)3[(MeO)SnW5O18] and MeOH;
(B) (TBA)4[(MeO)SnPW11O39] and MeOH.

Fig. 20 Structures of Lindqvist-type anions (A) [(iPrO)SnW5O18]
3�; (B) [(tBuO)

SnW5O18]
3�; (C) [{2-(CHO)C6H4O}SnW5O18]

3�.
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4.5 Theoretical Studies
DFT calculations on methanol exchange and hydrolysis reactions for

Lindqvist [(MeO)MW5O18]
3� and Keggin [(MeO)MPW11O39]

4� anions

(M¼Ti, Sn) were carried out in collaboration with the Poblet group at

URV, Tarragona (16). The results suggested that methanol exchange

occurs via attack of MeOH at M and the formation of a symmetrical tran-

sition state with a seven-coordinate heteroatom and hydrogen bridging

between the two OMe groups, followed by proton transfer and elimination

of methanol. The activation energies for this concerted process were calcu-

lated to be higher for {TiW5} than for {SnW5}, which is consistent with

results from EXSY NMR experiments, where exchange cross peaks were

observed for {SnW5} but not for {TiW5}. Calculations on the hydrolysis

of [(MeO)MW5O18]
3� anions predicted a similar concerted mechanism

for reactions leading to hydroxido derivatives, with a lower activation

energy for the tin anion and greater stability for [(HO)SnW5O18]
3�

(Fig. 21), which is consistent with the faster hydrolysis rate observed for

Fig. 21 Reaction profiles for hydrolysis of [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3� and [(MeO)SnW5O18]

4�

Lindqvist-type anions. Electronic energies are shown in bold, and ΔG values are given
in brackets (kcal mol�1).
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the tin compound and the facile isolation of (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18]. The

preferred condensation reaction pathways for both hydroxido anions

involve nucleophilic attack by the OH group of one [(HO)MW5O18]
3�

anion at the heterometal M of an adjacent anion with subsequent hydrogen

transfer and elimination of a water molecule. However, the pathways for Ti

and Sn differ slightly in that an extra transition state for the initial Sn–Obond

formation was found in the case of the {SnW5} anion, while hydrogen

transfer and loss of water were found to occur in a second step (Fig. 22). This

Fig. 22 Reaction profiles for condensation of [(HO)TiW5O18]
3� and [(HO)SnW5O18]

4�

Lindqvist-type anions. Electronic energies are shown in bold, and ΔG values are given
in brackets (kcal mol�1).
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may explain why DMSOwas observed to inhibit the condensation of [(HO)

SnW5O18]
3�. Similar values were obtained for the highest energy transition

state in each of these condensation reactions, but the titanium oxo-bridged

product [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]
6� was predicted to be significantly more

stable than the tin analog. Again, this is consistent with the experimental

observations, where it was significantly more difficult to prepare pure

samples of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(SnW5O18)2].

Calculations on the Keggin anions [(MeO)MPW11O39]
4� (M¼Ti, Sn)

gave similar results to the corresponding Lindqvist anions, and predicted that

[(MeO)SnPW11O39]
4� should hydrolyze more readily than [(MeO)

TiPW11O39]
4�, as observed experimentally. As in the case of the Lindqvist

anions, separate steps were predicted for Sn–O bond formation and water

elimination in the {SnPW11} condensation reaction but not for {TiPW11}.

Comparison of the Lindqvist {MW5} and Keggin {MPW11} hydrolysis

reaction profiles shows that the highest energy barrier is for {TiPW11}

and the lowest for {SnPW11}, and the most stable products are the

tin-substituted hydroxido anions in each family. A similar comparison of

condensation reaction profiles shows that the highest energy barrier is for

the {SnPW11} Keggin anion and the lowest is for the {SnW5} Lindqvist

anion (which is only slightly lower than that for the {TiW5} anion). The

most stable oxo-bridged product is [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]
6� and the least

stable is [(μ-O)(SnPW11O39)2]
8�. This reflects the observed extreme mois-

ture sensitivity of (TBA)8[(μ-O)(SnPW11O39)2], which readily reverts to

(TBA)4[(HO)SnPW11O39] in the presence of traces of water.

5. SYNTHESIS AND REACTIVITY OF CHLORIDO
{CLMW5} LINDQVIST ANIONS

POMs containing embedded heterometal {MCl} groups are attrac-

tive because they should provide access to the range of chemical trans-

formations that are the mainstay of organometallic and metalorganic

chemistry, e.g., ligand metathesis, reduction, and halide abstraction,

thereby expanding the range of POM reactivity platforms. While the

Keggin-type anions (TBA)4[ClTiPW11O39], (TBA)4[ClSnPW11O39],

and (TBA)4[ClAlPW11O39H] were described some time ago (23), similar

Lindqvist derivatives have not been reported. We have previously

used the “virtual” [W5O18]
6� precursor to access the chlorido species

(TBA)3[ClTiW5O18] (11), but we subsequently found that chlorination

of [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3�with Me3SiCl is a cleaner reaction and gives better
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yields (Eq. 7), while attempts to use HCl for chlorination resulted in signif-

icant decomposition and formation of (TBA)2[W6O19]. (TBA)3[(MeO)

SnW5O18] reacted similarly with Me3SiCl to give (TBA)3[ClSnW5O18],

but in this case clean conversion to the chlorido anion is readily achieved

by treatment with aqueous HCl without decomposition (Eq. 8) (28)

MeOð ÞTiW5O18½ �3� +Me3SiCl! ClTiW5O18½ �3� +Me3SiOMe (7)

MeOð ÞSnW5O18½ �3� +HCl! ClSnW5O18½ �3� +MeOH (8)

ClTiW5O18½ �3� +Ag+! TiW5O18½ �2� +AgCl: (9)

In an attempt to create a coordinatively unsaturated heteroatom within

a molecular metal oxide that might mimic the reactivity of surface sites in a

solid metal oxide, we treated (TBA)3[ClTiW5O18] with AgBF4 in order to

abstract Cl� (Eq. 9) in anticipation that this might result in coordination of

MeCN to the unsaturated titanium site (31). The peak for ν(W]O) at

966 cm�1 in the FTIR spectrum of the product was at higher wavenumber

than that for [ClTiW5O18]
3� at 954 cm�1, suggesting that chloride abstrac-

tion had occurred to give an anion with a lower charge. In the 17O NMR

spectrum, the downfield shift of the broadened W]O peak to 762 ppm

was also consistent with a lower anion charge and can be compared

with the peaks at 734 and 721 ppm for [ClTiW5O18]
3� and 721 and

713 ppm for [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3�. A single-crystal X-ray structure con-

firmed this deduction, but the compound was shown to be the dimeric

(TBA)4[(TiW5O18)2] rather than a monomeric [(L)TiW5O18]
2� Lindqvist

unit, and the structure of the anion is shown in Fig. 23. The formation of

Fig. 23 Structure of the dimeric anion [(TiW5O18)2]
4�.
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this dimeric structure shows that halide abstraction generates a strongly

Lewis acidic titanium center that prefers to bond to a basic TiOW bridging

oxygen of another [TiW5O18]
2� anion rather than the solvent MeCN,

which is a comparatively weak ligand. The dimeric structure is reminiscent

of the cobalt-substituted [(CoW5O18H)2]
6� shown in Fig. 7A where each

of the Co(II) centers is bonded to a basic CoW oxygen from another

hexametalate rather than the MeCN solvent (17).

While this dimerization might at first appear to defeat the objec-

tive of generating a reactive titanium site, it became apparent that

[(TiW5O18)2]
4� is reactive toward water, as the first attempt to crystallize

(TBA)4[(TiW5O18)2] by slow diffusion of diethyl ether into a solution in

MeCN resulted instead in the formation of (TBA)4[(TiW5O18H)2]

(Fig. 24). This reaction may be viewed as the heterolytic cleavage of

H2O by two “masked” Lewis acidic Ti sites and their adjacent basic TiOW

oxygen sites. It is interesting that the reaction occurs with retention of

the {TiW5} structural units, despite the fact that in the planar Ti2O2 unit

that links the two halves of the [(TiW5O18)2]
4� anion, the bridging Ti–O

distance (1.864 Å) is shorter than the Ti–O bond within the {TiW5}

Lindqvist unit (2.130 Å). The characterization of the protonated

oxo-bridged anion [(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2]
4� prompted a detailed investi-

gation into the controlled protonation of [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]
6�, as

described in Section 6, and led to the discovery of new POM ligand behav-

ior highlighted in Section 7.

Metathesis of the Sn–Cl bond in (TBA)3[ClSnW5O18] by treatment with

NaOMe proceeded as expected to give [(MeO)SnW5O18]
3�, but an attempt

Fig. 24 Structure of the protonated anion [(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2]
4�. The proton is located at

the TiOW oxygens marked with asterisks.
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to generate a tin dialkylamido derivative by treating (TBA)3[ClSnW5O18]

with iPr2NH was less straightforward and resulted instead in the isolation

of (TBA)4[(μ-O)(SnW5O18)2(H2N
iPr2)2], the structure of which is shown

in Fig. 25 (28). The two iPr2N fragments occupy the cleft in the oxo-bridged

anion structure with N⋯O distances for each nitrogen (2.688, 2.784 Å and

2.919, 2.769 Å) that are indicative of H bonding. The four hydrogens

involved were not located so it is not possible to define exactly the nature

of the bonding in this region. The formula of this compound as written indi-

cates that it may be viewed as a mixed-cation salt of the oxo-bridged [(μ-O)

(SnW5O18)2]
6� in which the iPr2NH2

+ cations are hydrogen-bonded to four

of the basic SnOW sites. However, an alternative formulation might be

(TBA)4[(μ-O)(SnW5O18H)2(HNiPr2)2], where the diprotonated anion

[(μ-O)(SnW5O18H)2]
4� is hydrogen-bonded to two iPr2NH molecules.

The latter mode is related to characterized structures where the diprotonated,

oxo-bridged titanotungstate [(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2]
4� forms two hydrogen

bonds to an acceptor molecule such as THF or DMSO (Figs. 27 and 30). It

is interesting that the addition of iPr2NH to (TBA)3[ClSnW5O18] appears

to promote hydrolysis of the Sn–Cl bond, whereas the chlorido anion does

not readily hydrolyze when treated with water alone. This may suggest that

the dialkylamido species [(iPr2N)SnW5O18]
3� was indeed formed in this reac-

tion but, because of its sensitivity toward hydrolysis, it reacted with traces of

moisture to give the oxo-bridged anion.

Fig. 25 Structure of the anion [(μ-O)(SnW5O18)2(H2N
iPr2)2]

4�. Hydrogen bonds are indi-
cated by dashed lines.
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6. STUDIES OF {MW5} LINDQVIST ANION PROTONATION

Section 4 described protonolysis of M–OR bonds in [(MeO)

MW5O18]
3� and [(MeO)MPW11O39]

4� anions by HOR where RO�

binds to M (M¼Ti, Sn) upon loss of methanol. In order to probe further

the relative basicities of the oxido and X sites in [XMW5O18]
3�, [(μ-O)

(TiW5O18)2]
6�, and [(μ-O)(TiPW11O39)2]

8� 17O NMR spectroscopy

was used to investigate protonation by HBF4�Et2O where [BF4]
� was

expected to act as a noncoordinating anion. Protonation of an oxygen

causes its 17O chemical shift to decrease, but the magnitude of the change

in chemical shift is reduced if the proton is delocalized across several equiva-

lent sites (32). In the metal oxide framework of {MW5} Lindqvist

anions, the MOW sites are expected to be the most basic, but for alkoxido

derivatives the MOR group is expected to be protonated because of the

significant ionic nature of M–OR bonds (33). It was hoped that nonaque-

ous acidification studies might be able to show whether any competitive

protonation occurs at MOW sites when acid is added to [(MeO)

MW5O18]
3� or whether the methoxido group is exclusively protonated

and lost as methanol. Note that alkoxido sites are not enriched by the

hydrolytic synthetic route. Another useful feature of polyoxometalate
17O NMR spectra is that when the anionic charge is reduced the peaks gen-

erally move to higher chemical shifts (and vice versa) (4). Protonation is

therefore expected to move all peaks to higher chemical shift except for

the oxygen sites that are protonated, which will be moved to lower chemical

shift. The results of several studies are summarized below (12).

6.1 Protonation of (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18]
Addition of 0.5 mole equivalents of a solution of HBF4�Et2O to

(TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18] resulted in a general increase in the chemical

shifts of peaks in the 17O NMR spectrum, consistent with the expected

decrease in anion charge. Apart from the slight downfield shift from 525

to 532 ppm, no significant change in the TiOW peak was observed until

at least 1 mole equivalent of acid had been added, at which point this peak

diminished and eventually disappeared to be replaced by a broader peak at

about 460 ppm (Fig. 26). This suggests that the addition of 1.0 mole equiv-

alent of acid produces [(MeOH)TiW5O18]
2�, which may lose methanol to

give [(TiW5O18)2]
4� (see Section 5). A reaction between (TBA)3[(MeO)

TiW5O18] and a THF solution of HBF4 gave a crystalline product that
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contained [(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2(THF)]4� (Fig. 27), in which THF is doubly

hydrogen-bonded to the diprotonated anion. The hydrogen-bonded O⋯O

distances between TiOW and THF are 2.676 and 2.716 Å, and the formation

of this species may be explained by the initial formation of [(TiW5O18)2]
4�,

which then reacts with traces of water as discussed in the previous section.

Some decomposition of the {TiW5} Lindqvist unit had evidently also

occurred, as the anions [W6O19]
2� and [W10O32]

4� were also present in

the crystal structure.

6.2 Protonation of (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18]
17O NMR spectra of the reaction between (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18] and

HBF4�Et2Owere consistent with protonation at the hydroxido group rather

than SnOW sites. In addition, 119Sn NMR spectra showed the major

product of the reaction to be (TBA)3[FSnW5O18], possibly formed via

Fig. 26 (A) 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18]; (B–D) spectra after addition of
increasing amounts of HBF4•Et2O.
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fluoride abstraction from BF4
� by the Lewis acidic Sn(IV) in [SnW5O18]

2�,
the species that would result from protonation of [(HO)SnW5O18]

3� with

subsequent loss of water. The 119Sn chemical shift of [FSnW5O18]
3� is

�689 ppm with 1J(19F119Sn) and 2J(119Sn183W) coupling constants of

2613 and 56 Hz, respectively (Fig. 28).

Fig. 27 Structure of the anion [(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2(THF)]
4�. Hydrogen bonds are indi-

cated by dashed lines.

Fig. 28 119Sn NMR spectrum of (TBA)3[FSnW5O18].
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6.3 Protonation of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]
The serendipitous isolation of diprotonated [(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2]

4� and

[(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2(THF)]4� from reactions involving [ClTiW5O18]
3�

and [(MeO)TiW5O18]
3�, respectively, prompted 17O NMR studies of the

protonation of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]. In contrast to the 17O NMR

spectra obtained during the stepwise acidification of (TBA)3[(MeO)

TiW5O18] and (TBA)3[(HO)SnW5O18], the peak for TiOW 534 ppm in

the 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2] moved upfield

immediately upon addition of acid until, after addition of 2 mole equivalents

per oxo-bridged dimer, a new TiOW peak was present at 490 ppm (Fig. 29).

At the same time, W]O peaks moved from 721 and 713 ppm to 742 and

732 ppm, WOW peaks from 389 and 381 ppm to 401, 395, and 387 ppm,

and the peak for the central oxygen from �64 to �49 ppm. These changes

were consistent with protonation of the TiOWbridging sites to give an anion

with overall lower charge. This reaction appears to be quite clean with very

little sign of decomposition to [W6O19]
2� and provides a rational synthesis of

the diprotonated derivative directly from the oxo-bridged dimer. Crystals

isolated from a reaction carried out in DMSO were characterized by X-ray

Fig. 29 (A) 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]; (B) after treatment with 2
mole equivalents of HBF4•Et2O.
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crystallography, and the structure showed DMSO to be hydrogen-bonded in

the cleft of the diprotonated anion in a similar fashion to the THF adduct

described above, with hydrogen-bonded O⋯O distances between TiOW

and DMSO of 2.615 and 2.674 Å (Fig. 30).

6.4 Protonation Arising From the Reaction Between
(TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18] and H2O2

The role of protonation in catalytic alkene epoxidation with H2O2 and

titanium-substituted polyoxometalates has been discussed by Kholdeeva

and coworkers (29). The reaction between (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18]

and aqueous H2O2 was therefore studied by 17O NMR in order to estab-

lish whether the product from this reaction was a hydroperoxo or peroxo

species (Scheme 1) (34). The notable feature of 17O NMR spectra of

the reaction mixture is that the TiOW peak is seen to move upfield,

Fig. 30 Structure of the anion [(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2(DMSO)]4�. Hydrogen bonds are
indicated by dashed lines.

Scheme 1 Reactivity of the Ti–OMe bond in (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18] toward H2O2.
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indicating proton migration from the initially generated hydroperoxo

group to TiOW (Fig. 31), which appears to confirm the formation of

[(η2-O2)TiW5O18H]3� in this reaction. This system has been shown to

be active for catalytic alkene epoxidation, and results will be published

elsewhere.

7. LIGAND BEHAVIOR OF [(μ-O)(TIW5O18)2]
62

The apparently clean protonation of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]

revealed by 17O NMR studies and the crystallographic characterization of

the diprotonated form (TBA)4[(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2] as well as the hydrogen-

bonded adducts (TBA)4[(μ-O)(TiW5O18H)2(THF)] and (TBA)4[(μ-O)

(TiW5O18H)2(DMSO)] prompted us to contemplate the possibility that

other electrophiles might bind to the basic TiOW sites of [(μ-O)

(TiW5O18)2]
6� and bridge the central cleft in the oxo-bridged anion. We

speculated that it might be possible for a metal to also bond to the TiOTi

bridging oxygen, such that the [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]
6� anion would then

act as an inorganic OOO6� “pincer” ligand. Given the fascinating chemistry

of complexes derived from pincer ligands, which has undergone remarkable

expansion since the early examples from the Shaw group (35), and the

expected noninnocent behavior of POMs when acting as ligands it

seemed possible that this system might provide a platform for a host of

new metalorganic and organometallic chemistry based on this bi- or

Fig. 31 (A) 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)3[(MeO)TiW5O18]; (B) immediately after addition
of 2 mole equivalents of H2O2; (C) 15 min after addition of 2 mole equivalents of H2O2.
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tridentate POM ligand. With this in mind we monitored the reactivity of

(TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2] toward a range of electrophiles by 17O NMR

spectroscopy (12).

Addition of 1 or 2 mole equivalents of AgBF4 to (TBA)6[(μ-O)

(TiW5O18)2] caused upfield shifts in the TiOW resonances, showing that

Ag+ interacts with TiOW sites of the POM (Fig. 32). The observation of

a single peak for TiOW suggests that the adducts are dynamic in solution.

Greater upfield shifts were observed upon addition of Me2SnCl2 to

(TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2], as shown in Fig. 33B, and a peak at 695 ppm

was assigned to TiOTi, which is downfield of the TiOTi peak in the
17O NMR spectrum of [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]

6� (679 ppm). Note that the
17O enrichment at the TiOTi site, and hence the observed intensity of this

peak, is variable. An X-ray crystal structure of the product showed that

{Me2Sn}
2+ had indeed added across the center of the anion, but there

was no interaction with the bridging TiOTi (Fig. 34). We reasoned that

a suitably electrophilic metal center with a preference for square-planar

coordination geometry might also bind to TiOTi within the central cleft,

Fig. 32 (A) 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]; (B) after treatment with 1
mole equivalent of AgBF4; (C) after treatment with 2 mole equivalents of AgBF4.
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and the 17O NMR spectrum after addition of CsAuCl4 to (TBA)6[(μ-O)

(TiW5O18)2] showed similar upfield shifts for the TiOW resonance to those

observed in reactions with two protons or {Me2Sn}
2+ (Fig. 33C). Calcula-

tions by the Poblet group at URV, Tarragona produced a minimum energy

configuration for incorporation of {AuCl}2+ into [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]
6� in

Fig. 33 (A) 17O NMR spectrum of (TBA)6[(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]; (B) after treatment with
Me2SnCl2; (C) after treatment with Cs[AuCl4]. Peaks marked with . or an asterisk are
assigned to TiOTi and H2O, respectively.

Fig. 34 Structure of the anion [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2(SnMe2)]
4�.
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which square-planar Au(III) is coordinated to two TiOW and the central

TiOTi oxygens from the POM (Fig. 35), although the crystal structure

of this compound has yet to be determined (16). These 17O NMR results

suggest that the oxo-bridged anion [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]
6� has a general

capacity to capture further metal centers in either a chelating or “pincer”

fashion. This is a new binding mode for POMs acting as ligands and,

unlike the adducts obtained by inserting metal ions into lacunary POMs

such as [PW11O39]
7�, the oxo-bridged POM occupies only two or three

coordination sites, which leaves more sites available for reactivity at the

bound metal.

8. REDUCTIVE TRANSFORMATIONS

The widespread use of hydrothermal and solvothermal reactions has

generated a plethora of new polyoxometalate structures, although it is gen-

erally recognized that these methods do not usually provide much control

over the course of the reaction and the products. The role of the various

components of reaction mixtures is often not understood, and metal salts

added as a source of heterometals are frequently found to be crucial for

the formation of a specific product, even though the metal itself may not

be incorporated into the product. Despite this, products from these reactions

can reveal interesting features that might be targeted by design in more

controlled reactions.

Reduction is a recurring feature of hydro/solvothermal reactions, and

POMs in which electrophilic capping groups are attached to reduced

core structures are emerging as building blocks for advanced materials

or as components for molecular devices. Inorganic and metalorganic

Fig. 35 Minimum energy structure calculated for [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2(AuCl)]
4�.
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frameworks based on capped ε-isomers of reduced Keggin structures are

being explored as battery and catalyst materials (36), while bicapped anions

[PMo12O40(V
IVO)2]

n� have been proposed as qubits for molecular spintro-

nics (37). The phosphomolybdate Keggin anion [PMo12O40]
3� has a

long-established electrochemistry that is being exploited in energy-transfer

and -storage applications (38), and superreduction by up to 24 electrons has

been proposed to explain the large capacities of batteries containing 10%

(TBA)3[PMo12O40] in the cathode material (39), although such a high degree

of reduction has yet to be achieved in solution by chemical rather than elec-

trochemical means.

We therefore set out to investigate rational and reliable methods for

the targeted synthesis of capped, electron-rich POMs via controlled reduc-

tive aggregation, with the aim of developing a general strategy for the

rational assembly of electron-rich POMs. We reasoned that nonaqueous

reduction in MeCN in the absence of other ligands would maximize the

chance that cations added to the reaction might bind to the surface of the

reduced phosphomolybdate, whereas solvation of the cation might compete

in aqueous reactions. In addition, direct POM–cation interactions should

facilitate reduction of the phosphomolybdate core. Hence, we established

that mild, nonaqueous reduction of [PMo12O40]
3� with sodium–mercury

amalgam as a stoichiometric reducing agent in the presence of CoCl2,

VOCl3, or SbCl3 provided access to capped Keggin-type POMs with

one or two caps and varying degrees of reduction as in Eqs. (10)–(12)
and Fig. 36 (40). The binding of CoII in the two-electron-reduced

(TBA)3[PMo12O40{Co
II(MeCN)2}] was monitored by the paramagneti-

cally shifted peak for the central phosphorus in the 31P NMR, and this

revealed that Co2+ dissociates upon reoxidation by one electron. For the

vanadyl-capped species, further reduction of the four-electron-reduced core

in (TBA)3[PMo12O40(V
IVO)2] to five- and six-electron-reduced derivatives

[PMo12O40(V
IVO)2]

4� and [PMo12O40(V
IVO)2]

5� was achieved in reac-

tions with sodium–mercury amalgam, which is relevant to the proposal

that the [PMo12O40(V
IVO)2]

x� structure might behave as a molecular

spin qubit because of the theoretical magnetism switch involved in the

transition from the state with x¼3 to states with x¼4 or 5 (37). In the

antimony-capped compound (TBA)3[PMo12O40Sb2], no ligands were

bound to the capping Sb(III), although long Sb⋯O]Mo contacts of

3.21 Å in the crystal structure link the anions into chains (Fig. 36C). In

parallel aqueous studies of the diantimony-capped [SiMo12O40Sb2]
4�, syn-

thesized by a hydrothermal route, it has been shown that the capping Sb(III)
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plays an important role in the electron-transfer properties of the anion, such

that oxidation is accompanied by hydrolysis of the Sb(III) during the transfer

of six electrons over a narrow potential window via a pH-independent

one-electron step (13) followed by a pH-dependent step involving five

electrons (14) (41)

PMo12O40½ �3� +CoCl2 + 2e� +2MeCN

! PMo12O40 Co MeCNð Þ2
� �� �3�

+2Cl� (10)

PMo12O40½ �3� +2VOCl3 + 6e�! PMo12O40 VOð Þ2
� �3�

+6Cl� (11)

PMo12O40½ �3� +2SbCl3 + 6e� ! PMo12O40Sb2½ �3� +6Cl� (12)

SiMo12O40Sb2½ �4�Ð SiMo12O40Sb2½ �3� +1e� (13)

SiMo12O40Sb2½ �3� +4H2OÐ SiMo12O40 Sb OHð Þ2
� �

2

� �2�
+5e� +4H+

solv

(14)

PMo12O40½ �3� +2FeCl2 + 4e�! PMo12O40 FeLnð Þ2
� �3�

+4Cl�: (15)

Fig. 36 Structures of the capped Keggin anions (A) [PMo12O40{Co(MeCN)2}]
3�,

(B) [PMo12O40(VO)2]
3�, and (C) [PMo12O40Sb2]

3�. Dashed lines indicate weaker Sb–O
interactions leading to an extended 1-D structure.
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In the attempted synthesis of iron-capped derivatives [PMo12O40(FeL2)2]
3�

by reduction with sodium–mercury amalgam (Eq. 15), the addition of

{FeLn}
x+ capping groups was found to be solvent dependent. In acetonitrile,

treatment of (TBA)3[PMo12O40] with 2 mole equivalents of FeCl2 and

4 mole equivalents of sodium–mercury amalgam gave the crystallographi-

cally characterized (TBA)4[PMo12O40{(FeCl)2}], while in DMSO the iso-

lated product was found to be (TBA)[PMo12O40{Fe(DMSO)2}2] (Fig. 37)

(42). Bond valence sum calculations were indicative of Fe(III) rather than

Fe(II) caps in each case, implying that the core had been reduced by five

electrons in the case of [PMo12O40{(Fe
IIICl)2}]

4� and four electrons in

[PMo12O40{Fe
III(DMSO)2}2]

�, although a mixed Fe(II)/Fe(III) formula-

tion with a four-electron-reduced core has yet to be ruled out for the

{FeCl}-capped anion. It appears that the stabilities of the different overall

reduction states as well as the distribution of electrons within diiron-capped

[PMo12O40(FeLn)2]
x� anions are delicately balanced.

Other compatible reducing agent and solvent combinations were

explored as alternatives to mercury amalgam reducing agents, and it was

found that reduction with metallic magnesium proceeded cleanly to

Fig. 37 Structures of capped Keggin anions (A) [PMo12O40(FeCl)2}]
4� and

(B) [PMo12O40{Fe(DMSO)2}2]
�.
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the two-electron-reduced (TBA)3[PMo12O40{Mg(DMSO)2}] in DMSO

but not in MeCN (43). In similar reactions, the four-electron-reduced

(TBA)3[PMo12O40{Zn(DMSO)2}2] was obtained with zinc in DMSO

and the six-electron-reduced (TBA)3[PMo12O40{Bi(DMSO)4}2] was iso-

lated from the reaction with bismuth in DMSO (Fig. 38) (44). Interestingly,

only mono- or bicapped anions [PMo12O40(MLn)z]
x� (z¼1 or 2) with a

maximum of six-electron reduction of the phosphomolybdate core have

been obtained to date, although NMR studies suggest that other species

might be accessible if conditions can be optimized.

While the hexamolybdate Lindqvist anion [Mo6O19]
2� has a less extensive

redox chemistry that the Keggin anion [PMo12O40]
3�, we were interested to

explore its nonaqueous chemical reduction. The cyclic voltammogram of

(TBA)2[Mo6O19] in MeCN shows two reduction waves, the second of

which is not reversible (Fig. 39A). The brown one-electron-reduced anion

[Mo6O19]
3� has been isolated from electrochemically reduced solutions

in organic solvents (45), while in acidified mixed water/acetone solutions,

MoV2O4f g2+ species have been identified spectroscopically (46). With

these observations in mind, we found that the targeted two-electron reduc-

tion with magnesium in DMSO produced red-brown solutions upon

heating, from which crystals of [Mo13O40H4{Mg(DMSO)3}4]2[Mo8O26]

were isolated and characterized by X-ray crystallography (43). The cation

[Mo13O40H4{Mg(DMSO)3}4]
2+ has the ε-{Mo13O40} Keggin structure

(Fig. 39B), containing eight localized Mo(V) sites with four relatively short

MoV⋯MoV distances averaging 2.6212(7) Å and four bridging OH groups

Fig. 38 Structures of capped Keggin anions: (A) [PMo12O40{Mg(MeCN)2}]
3�;

(B) [PMo12O40{Zn(DMSO)2}2]
3�; (C) [PMo12O40{Bi(DMSO)4}2]

3�.
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between the four MoV2

� �
units (as revealed by bond valence sums for the

bridging oxygen atoms). The formation of [Mo13O40H4{Mg(DMSO)3}4]
2+

in this reaction is consistent with the previous detection of MoV2O4f g2+
in the electrochemical reduction of acidified solutions of [Mo6O19]

2� as well

as the generation of ε-Keggin structures in hydro/solvothermal reactions of

molybdates in the presence of reducing agents. While this nonaqueous

approach to the reduction of (TBA)2[Mo6O19] is more disruptive than

the mild reductive aggregation reactions involving [PMo12O40]
3� described

above, the approach is being explored as a route to soluble ε-Keggin build-

ing blocks for tailored synthesis of polyoxometalate organic framework

(POMOF) materials of the type being explored by researchers at the Institut

Lavoisier de Versailles, UVSQ, Versailles (47).

9. SUMMARY

This chapter describes how nonaqueous synthesis of substituted poly-

oxometalates via hydrolytic aggregation frommetal alkoxides provides reac-

tive species that are readily enriched in 17O for detailed solution studies. The

methods presented are sufficiently flexible to enable preparation of a family

of {XMW5} Lindqvist anions for comparative studies and have also been

extended to disubstituted [(MeO)3Ti2W4O16]
3�. Through experimental

and theoretical DFT studies, the hydrolysis of alkoxido-substituted anions

[(MeO)MW5O18]
3� and [(MeO)MPW11O39]

4� for M¼Ti and Sn has

led to an full appreciation of the relative stabilities of the various hydroxido

Fig. 39 (A) Cyclic voltammogram of a 5�10�3 MMeCN solution of (TBA)2[Mo6O19] with
0.1 M (nBu4N)BF4 as supporting electrolyte; glassy carbon working electrode, Pt counter
electrode, and Ag/AgCl quasi reference electrode, scan rate 100 mV s�1; (B) structure of
the cation ε-[Mo13O40H4{Mg(DMSO)3}4]

2+.
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derivatives and oxido-bridged condensation products [(μ-O)(MW5O18)2]
6�

and [(μ-O)(MPW11O39)2]
8�. Halide abstraction from {ClTiW5} or pro-

tonation of {(MeO)TiW5} anions resulted in enhanced Lewis acidity of

titanium, and the dimerization and hydrolysis of the resulting [TiW5O18]
2�

species serve to highlight the dual Lewis acid–Lewis base reactivity. Non-

aqueous protonation studies also led to the discovery of chelating and potential

pincer-type ligand properties of the oxo-bridged [(μ-O)(TiW5O18)2]
6�.

The search for mild, reliable methods for the synthesis of electron-rich

polyoxometalates has led to the preparation of a series of mono- and

bicapped Keggin anions [PMo12O40(MLn)z]
x� having central oxometalate

cores with variable degrees of reduction, thus providing a platform for mag-

netic and electronic investigations and the preparation of functional oxide

materials. The degradation of (TBA)2[Mo6O19] during reduction with mag-

nesium in DMSO to give ε-[Mo13O40H4{Mg(DMSO)3}4]
2+ suggests that

the rational synthesis of soluble ε-Keggin structures may be possible, and

might provide mild routes to electron-rich metal oxide framework materials

based on these building blocks.

The work described here demonstrates the benefits of nonaqueous

methods for the study of molecular metal oxides, where proton-transfer

reactions must be considered and redox reactivity may be coupled with

hydrolytic processes in the presence of water.
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Errata: Catalytic Hydrogenation of Carbon
Dioxide to Formic Acid

Correction of the experimental data in Behr, A.; Nowakowski, K., Cata-

lytic hydrogenation of carbon dioxide to formic acid, Chapter 7 in CO2

Chemistry, Advances in Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 66, van Eldik, R.;

Aresta, M. (Eds.) Academic Press: London, 2014; pp 223–258.
In Section 2 “Hydrogenation of carbon dioxide” the SI unit for the

standard molar entropy (ΔS0) in Figure 7.3 is incorrect. The correct unit

is [J/mol�K].
All experimentally determined TONs (turn over numbers) with the cat-

alyst ruthenium(III)tris(acetylacetonate) (Ru(acac)3) in the laboratory and

on mini-plant scale (Table 7.6; Figures 7.12, 7.15, and 7.16) in Section 3

“Continuous hydrogenation of carbon dioxide in mini-plant scale” are erro-

neous due to an incorrect interpretation of the chromatographic analyses of

the reaction solutions.

The analyses of the following results were performed by HPLC analysis

analogous to Himeda et al. (1). The liquid–liquid multiphase concept (water

and triethylamine) to recycle the catalyst was maintained due to the clearly

better solubility of the catalyst in triethylamine.

As shown in Table 1, the homogenous hydrogenation of carbon dioxide

with Ru(acac)3 and triphenylphosphine (TPP) as ligand was performed at

60 °C and 120 °C. At 60 °C the reaction does not take place and the color-

ation of the reaction solution is red. By increasing the temperature up to

120 °C, a TON of 279 is achieved and the reaction solution is light yellow.

Therefore, higher reaction temperatures are necessary to activate the cata-

lyst. Without the ligand TPP the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide occurred

Table 1 Results of the Carbon Dioxide Hydrogenation with Ru(acac)3

Ligand
Temperature
[°C]

TON
[–]

TOFtotal
[h21]

Metal leaching
[ppm]

Phosphorus leaching
[ppm]

TPP 60 0 0 10 5

TPP 120 279 56 5 9

Without 120 494 99 43 –

Conditions: V(total)¼30 ml, V(solvent)¼7.5 ml, p(total)¼40 bar, p(H2):p(CO2)¼1:1,
c(cat.)¼0.5 mmol/l, solvent¼water, base¼ triethylamine, c(base)¼5 mol/l, M:P¼1:2, t¼5 h,
D¼700 rpm, TTP¼ triphenylphospine
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with a TON of 494 but with a higher metal leaching (43 ppm). The max-

imum TOFtotal of 220 h
�1 is reached at 0.75 h. It is assumed that tri-

ethylamine coordinated specifically to the catalyst. Triethylamine acts as a

ligand in the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide by using Ru(acac)3.

In the continuously operated mini-plant the ligand-free system was

analyzed over 30 h. The maximum TONtotal of 160 is achieved at 10.5-h

reaction time. The catalyst leaching is the content of ruthenium in the

liquid-product phase. It has been determined by ICP analysis (inductively

coupled plasma). During the mini-plant experiment, the catalyst leaching

of ruthenium fluctuates; at a reaction time of 8.5 h the leaching amounts

to 21 ppm and at 11.5 h to 8 ppm. Thus, the catalyst leaching is

considerably below the investigation in laboratory scale (43 ppm). This is

due to the liquid–liquid separation under reaction pressure. The reaction

terminated after 30-h reaction time. This result can be explained by the

impoverishment of carbon dioxide in the gas phase.
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